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details ofthe new query are not disciesed. the new query {2} could theoreticaily be.

cr.g.. (at) a different portion of the 33111: song, or {b} a better hurnmed version of the

same poniun ofahc same song.

388. if the second new query is viewed as a second separate 5earel1. each

independerlt search would be exhaustive because (at as I explained above, the

inittat search compares. the query to all possible matches in the da1abase——"all the

so'n.g.s“ tfihias, .‘3:.66—6;l1; Mouiin Depo. 336:9-I,5}and{b}ti1e restricted search afso

compares the query to ail “'possi.hie matches" because the search compares the new

query to .31! potential matches {illustrated by green dataset in the diag.ran1 above].

The records that are not on the restricted list {i.c~., in the blue damsel but not the

green dataset) are not “possibie matches" for the restricted search. the firs: Search

excludes from the list of ranked songs those 5m1gs that are not possible ntatches

such that the “restrictecl Search iist" comprises “all possible matches." Moulin

Depo. 336: [3~32?:t3; 33-S: I3~336:l2,

289. The only algorithm Ghias teaches for conducting a -search is to

compare :1 query statement :tg_aim.1 every record in the data set against which the

ai§2.orithr11 is to be run—and is thus always an exhaustive search. Aceordingiy.

two stages because the query does not change Ijf.t.'., the first View I addressed

above).
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whtztltcr tltc two-stage stretrclt is viewed as 8. single scarclt or two separate St:‘dI"CIlt::-L,

the settrclies C(tl‘I1parf: the work to he identified with "all possible t1tatcl'tes"and are

tht:t't:I’orc: t:.-tltatttstiw: SC{:Il‘CI'li..":i.

290. The Board also noted. that if(,iItias disclosed an :2:-tltaustivc SCEll'-CI1.

Gltias wottld still disclose this element iI’(jItias also disclosed :1 FICID-B)(IlEilISlI'u‘e

searclti

.'5‘..cIditioIr.tIIj.'. t_:.=t's:1t tltrc

"ctt:ttprIs:w__"' |;'ttt§_'t1:tgc its-:d III the I£lCICpL‘flt'.ICl‘|I E‘I;$iIll13-. 'u.C lIl'r.'.‘ not pcrsttttclcd
III

that the cl.-mttcd tttctltods could not cover processes ttitlt I‘JOII1 t".-.'-tlntttstixc :I.l1(I I

IIOII--C.\.I'IiJl15II\C st:;tt't:Ittnt_.:. its long as the latter’ prox tdcs I£IL"lllIrIC;lIl0Il. I

Decision r088! :11 I2. Becattse. as I desctihcd ah-t)w':. Gltias does not disclose any

tton-exhaustiw scatclt. Ghias does not anticipate.

2.. search identifying a neighbor (claim element IS(b}]-.

29|l In institttting Ground 1, the Board did not specifically find that {ihias

disclosed 3 search identifying a neighbor. Dccisio-n {‘983} at I2.

292, As I explatined in detail above. ('1 seat‘-cit idetttifiring E1 |‘lt3I_[1I1I.}0l‘E11t‘.'flfiS

a seaI"c¥t édetttiliyintg "21 class. but no necessarily t::~t2t.t:I or closest. tttatclt," Section

VIC] "-"§Z5(; Decision F983} :11 I2.

293. As I explaittetl above in clelatl, Gltitts does not disclose a stzarclt that

idetstifics at t1t:igl'tl>ot' I)€Cal.l$€ the searches dist:l.osed in Ghiets always ide.tttii"y an

I36
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exam or the closest match. Ghias teaches a search that generates three pcvssibie

outputs:

(I J an exact match [Ghias 2:53-59 Vcxact matching, n1elndy"_')}:

{2} a “ranked list at‘ apprmcin1a£eEy matching meindie-3" fifihias. 2:50-S9;

Ghias._= 6:60-C13 (“a Eist ohongs ranked by how weii the}: matched the

r;L|.er_v"}; Moulin Dena. E I8:9-2'2}; or

('3') “N16 singie most appwxilmate matclling mclocty” {(3hias. 3:50-59}.

As I dcmonslrated ah{wt:=, Fm szach output, the Ghias sea_rcl1 Iiecessariiy idemi-fies

an exacl ur L‘-E0565! match. Moulin Depn. 3522312-353:2. Accordingly, Ghias dues

not &iscl-use 21 Search “iclentifying a I1.eighhcr.“

294. The Petition and curresponding ['.}r:ciamtio.n faii to demonstrate ma:

Ghias éiscin-ses a -search “id:-ntifying a neighbor."

295. Pefition: As Sllppfifi fur the claixned “identifying a nei§._1I1bm-," I nut»:

that the Petition relies on the foilowing:

(Elms funhcr v;ii5ciuscs.th::1. tins search |r.u::nc-5 a: neighbor b_v«.:i’ctcn11'1m'ng "3

r311k<:diisa of :i;I[Jr(1:x:in1:1la°:33s_» In-flltlliilg mxlodms. as illusuralcd :11 31:" m "the aux-._:k

most approximate m.1ts:la1ng lilitklfijr‘ " Ex; I01!) :11 _‘::f"~u».‘i'J. f\:I'-U--S-3

Pct. F988] HI.

2%. Petition Charis: The charts in the Petition the same assenioxls and

passages from Ghias:

I8’?
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PeIilium:r‘:; L‘l]fll‘l for claim I5. ::Ic:|n:-ml Iu] incn|17c}ra1cstl1c than for claim I.

element [C]:

h’ L"'L'\""-"'“'~‘~'1”!~ '-'~‘|-‘fllltlims J" Pccma--nusr 111«.'urp.:-I‘J'Ic~> um alvmc dz.x.1mI-1::
lL.fCI1lII‘h.' .‘lIIi.'11 91.1111." 4.‘|u.‘clm-mu u|'(jh;_'g-_. n_*;_=;1rd[n!_» ( L11-m lg
\.-mria b:m:d on th»: -.-xtractui ‘
1'c4:1un.~_. ulu.-n.-nn U19.‘ 1da.'nt1lh:moII
l:- l‘I.1e-std un :1 IIuIl~::.1aJ1;1us.lnc

1u.';m.'|1 I-Ju.*I111I‘_uI1-_.' .1: nczgilbm.

Pct. (988) at 14. The chan for claim 1. element [c], in mm, pro-.-ides:

(Jhnts rccc:I\L‘5. and L'.1LI1pnI5 m the L'o:I1pLzII:r.
-.-.hn:h ti i1purl:LlIl-.' clx-nl dun In: IF.-. [NIH :11
" ‘Fl. .1 115! -.JI‘IJctII|r3::;|Iu1:1.~. nI'c|u.1'Immc
xmrlus 351:-F3. ¢..r.4u,5, T-I-F. -*-'.‘.f»—1-'-i.
H f-I-Ix} Such ujcnul3.'alm1s .1.r-:: dczcrmmcd

by "::c.1n:hIII_g. the urn.-luuly cialnlusc I-I" lo

ho-::m:a r'|1.‘J.!<:l1u'.:§ II1u:|u.=d;.' 25“-F‘1 I-NH-3.
'-’ -I-‘F. -\bs-Ir.1c1.N.3f--I-N‘. 5:111-I-3 Tin»:-

smrI:|rrn:u;» r:Iupk>_\ -1| ta-.1I1—cx!1u:5sl<u:

";mgr51xgg]3;g;§- paucrn t11.1IciI:I1g algorithm" or
Jnclhcn algornfun Uni npcmtcs. fhstcr than a
brute lbrccscarch h 7-E I, r. 2.‘s—.‘1. .

cl rt.-ccsx :m_: .11 the porlahlc cm-r1t
dc‘. sue fra;m1 mu mic nr Imm-
sun crs an r.i::ni|li¢.';1||m: nI'1!1u:

electrons: wort: based on lh-1'
extracted :1-a2un:s.. \-.-In:n.-an the

ideI1I|Fu::Ir.:-:1 1.» bauccl on a nun-

cx|I;n.1:.1m.‘ su1:.n:l1 uh.-11u:‘j.|ng :1
neighbor.

Pei P938] al 12.

29?. Declaration: Petitioner's Declaration relies on the same asscnion and

passages fi'om Ghias:

I88
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I'M. Second. if Is in}: a[:si1:.ion Ihal (3-l.Ii::s disclose-; "cicc!r0niac:nlig.-

dcterminirig an idcmificaiiion of me clccsnmlc work based on ten: cmacaéd

_' fmluircs“ tr}. pczforiiling “:1 nuin-c~;11:;usti\'e sc;!.n:.h iLi€Il1if}‘ing 3 smeighbar " Ex.

mm :11 Claxnls I. 55 l:1p;nnic::.1ur. Giuas dnacluscs usmg :5 "query. eu;_:im' 3-3"

u-lunch "searches me lll:IiDo3_\'d;Il:I1I!:tSc I4" to Ioczne :; II1':r.l-:!tm_1_: malady. En; mm at I

= 2;:'vII-59. Abstntc: {'31. me!-ed}: :.&::::1b::see is sc.m:'hcd for :n Ems: one scqucm: of

dignl.-ed rqamscuxlzttiolls of rr.-!:m'\ :: psich di£Tcn:-nccs bctxtc-‘en succurssn e males

u-I-sack: fa!‘ Ic:.}5I ;appro.x1I11a:e?y m:ilC1IL‘5 1|":-: sequcuca: of drgiuircd r«:p.r::scm:11Icms of

n:1::iiv-c pmah differences |:)f.‘t\1'c1‘.°£‘n stlccessuc uncles of [he snclady. "1 Crhizas funiwf

Moulin Decl. (‘$138) 1fi]69—7‘{).

298. Dtcfaraiénn Chgr_ts; Fin.all'y. the charts in the decEa.ra1:icm also rely on

the same wm assertions and {he same two passages from Glmias:

Eihiais disfiltfics rm:-::I% lug mid uulpuiling
:1! the: mm.pmc-r. whu:!: is 1;. pnnahk
..-Iacm air.-\.'i«;u.-. 1‘: lm.‘ of icicnreilicall-ma» u!"
cTu:.L“u'o:liu xx.-uriin 2 543-521 I'1.(1I}-(ii, '5' -4-
5. Slfl-33. 3251-(I3. Ghiaa fhrfllrl”
&3iH.“}l!‘~L'.*i that -s.1:n':i1 k3c11tificuiion~. are

dcratrnmln:-é by “scwalung Ih-: nick-ad)-
dmahaz-.4: 14" In in-care .1 man: lung
mclmiy 2 Sn-5|), sf-_-an-('»3. 7:4-S.

: c} scum mg as‘. IE1: pcsnahlc cam:
d-.-\':~4:q: {sum this um: um fl'I1'la.' ‘:I."I'\ as

rm rdcmnfiszalim of III»: eta.-cumnic

\um'|s:I::w.-.u1¢+n1t:u* cxtraclcaieluturcs, ., ., .2 .. , -.-.-_ 'sr.'.-I‘- .~' u'ht:I'E’1lllh¢'lt3c‘nllfic.11Ifi‘fIlsh::'M:di¥fi ‘u’“"m‘ Q ("'5' '1 5' ' ('h"“ “mil”
a I1:m—c.r.h:u-.tiu: -er.-:m:h uh.-nt:f\~r:1n :1 ‘fi”cI‘“h ma.‘ {hf mmlh may cmpgkw 3
nflghbm " ‘ ::=~¢H.—xlmns:1-.-c pznzu.-m

‘ u;;uch111g ulgonlhm" -‘tr nnnrlwr
algorithm that up;-r-.1£e:~l’:1<.:cr Ilmn n
II 2:93‘ -K‘-‘tin.’ .'aL‘d.l\'.'h [:17-

Moulin Deal. C988) {[75,

189
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301) Ncttltct the E15St?l'1i0IlS not the: passatgcs ft‘-Jttt Gltias disclose the

clziimed noti-exhaiistit-"e Search because. as described in detail above. both the

tanked list and siitgii: tttust a[I]}1’{).‘iLi|l1€ilL' matcitiing n'ii:l0i.i3J i‘Jlll['illl5 H|\‘i"E1_‘{‘."i identify

the cinsesi match.

3. determining an action basccl im the identification (ciaim
element lS(c)ji.

_‘-[iii The instituted claims. are not aitlicipate-d by Ghias because the Petition

Fails to demonstrate that Ghias discloses "determining an action based on the

identification oftlte electronic tmiic" and "perl"urming the action."

EDI. Claim |5~—t|ie nnly instituted independeint ciaim -—claims 21 method

Cctmprising. four steps. Steps (bi tliruugii id) are:

ht isle.-i:truiii::;ilI) til the catec-
3 U'(.‘|'I'Ii|L‘ it-ni-3; hum] cm the uxtnictcd fu:itun:.~. \\ herein the

1 idciitiliuuliisti is h:I:=;i.'d tin .t ttmt-c-.1; h‘.iu::tiI-'1.‘ sci.-;irt:|i :i.1L-tt-

I ti1‘_vi.i1g :L neighbor:
L‘ i *"*~"31Ft'=m'~‘«1ii‘3i' 
Hthe I.‘iL"CLfl'I"I5\3 tuirk; unit

Gt I.‘lk.‘\IlI'l'I'ilC.l”:u pi.-rliirmiitg the uctiui:e

As reiiectcd in the ciaim. “detcrniining an ai:ti0tt" in step (:3) and "{ir:.I'i'm1i1ittg the

ar:ticm" in step id} mtist be based cm the “identification ofthe eiectrrmii: work"

From step ii ).

19:3
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Deciaratitm of George Karypis

302. [1 is my uttderstanding that the tI'1it‘d‘: and ftjurth steps——~—(-C) determinmg.

an; action based on the identification, and {d} p-erflnrrning the action’---—must have

azneaning lmyond that encnmpassecl by step {bin “cfieterminintg an idemificatimt"

because ail limitations in a claim must be conside.re-ti meani'ngt"ui_

3&3. The Petition asserts that Ghias diseéeses step (C) “éetern1i'ni.ng an

action bested 011 the identii":cation"—-i11. two ways:

[I 1 “using the result ofa Search to de1ez1'n1'2ne the potential matches?‘ and

(2) “allowing the user to perftmn a ‘new -:1ue-z“y on a restricted search Iisz

consisting of scmgsjust retrieved.“

Pet. [@831-a.1 IO; 12'; Mnulin Deal. {‘983)1?fi§?¥. 75. Neither discloses “del:enz1iei:1g

an action based on the Edentification“ For at Eeast ts.-.-:0 re-asens.

304. First. accarding LU Petitioner, both {it} “'deIenI1iI2[_ing1_} the polentiai

matches,“ and (la) §3€I‘fEJ'|'¥'I‘tiE1g a SI3€lI'Cl’I on a restricted list constitute the seconé step

(b}—“detenm%ning. an identification of the eleclrcmic work." In ciaim I5,

determining the action must. be “based an the id.eI':¥it§1catio!1t" Accordittgiy, the

syste'n.1 must firs! identifi-,' the e1eeI:rm1i.-.': work, and then, based on the identity of

the work, "‘detern1;%n»e an action."

( I ) "[D]etermine the potentiai matches" is part of“dctcrtni:1ing an

identification of the electronic werk” and therefore cannvat be an action

based an the .idcl1tification ofthe electronic work.

19%
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{2} SiI1]llE1i'l}". p::illiun'uing a search on 11 wstrictcd list of potential matches is

iclcntilied as part ot"‘idenlilicati-ran rJf'tl1:'.* electronic work."

.8‘;-9 Dccisimi (‘M31111 I3 (“Ghias pi’m'ides that 'lIll"l:2I1llI‘l'Ii‘lCl'0i‘ll1€1lCilCS that the

dat;1|)a5e 14 should retrieve depends upon the ei':‘0t‘-toleram:<: used during the I-:e_\.'~

search.’ Ex. IUIU. lb:(13~(J5 (Em1.)ll3SlS added]. {jhias further provides that ‘the user

can perfot'1n :1 ncv.‘ query on a res.n.'ic:ted Search list consistiiig ul'songs _iu51

1'etrie\'ed. T|n':; allows the user 10 id.entif_\-' sets ofrsongs that contain similar

tmrludii-:5.‘ Id. at 7:5 8 tentpltasis a(ldecl}."] ll” the scarcli on the rcs;t:'ict'ed list is

part ofthc search identifying the rnalcli. it cannot also be the action base-:'l on that

Search. x’\.cc:c.‘:I'dii1gl_\,-', the Petition fails to identify steps {ct and (d) in Gliias.

305. Second. Ghias does not detennine an action “based on the

identitication ul"1he tziectmnic \mI'l-2." One Skilled in the art would uaiderstattd that,

:0 he “insisted on" the idc-ntilicaticm. the action must depend upon the identification.

ln Ghias, ||1e action; idettlificfi by Petitioner are perfunmd inclependent ofthe

idcntitication.

{I l ‘*3 Djetermine the potential matches“ is part {illhe process of idezitifying

the wort-: and tlieref-zire is not based on the zdentilication ofthe electronic

work.

{2} Similarly, pcrturming 21 seartli an a restricteé list ofputtzntial II‘i£3lt.‘llC':‘. is

not based out the idcmificatéun nftlit: wtirk

E92
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Rather. wl.1e1l.1er a new query is pEl.'f{Jl”l11£‘.'d on a restricted Search list is solely a

consequence of the number elf potelitial matches, not the identity of the lnatclies.

Thus. this action perl’011ne(;| by Ciliias is the same regardless of the identity ol"I§1e

eleclmiiic work.

B. ‘$383 Ground 2: The irmitmtecl claims of the ‘993 patent are not
uhviaus over Gl.'u’as..

3%. Ground 2 relies exclusively on Ghias and is dire=c:l'ed to unly

dependeni claims 22, 24-26. and 52. wtiécli depend (imlireclly) on independcm

claim 15, Pet {"988} at 54-57; Decision F988} at 22.

30?. As I rleI'nuns:trated above, Ghias cities not disclose elements from the

independent claim upon which. Grcmncf 2 is based (claim I5} including:

- “nun-exliaustive Search identifying a neiglib-:11" (claim element l5(b]l:

0 “electronically determining an aciiean based on the iiiemificalion of the

elecl:ronic.w01rk” (claim element l.'S{c)l: and

-I “electronically pelfonnixig the action" (claim element |5(dl).

3538. En Ground. 2, Petitioner (and the Board} do not assen that these

missing elements are nbvious i.n iighl offihias but rather asserl that these missing

elements are expressly disclosed in Ghias. 3'er: c.g., Pei. {‘988_) at 55 (“For the

reasons expressed in Ground I [anticipated by Ghiasl, Ghias discloses all elements

ofelaims I and l5.“}. Accordingly, Gmund 2 fails because the elements From the

$93
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i:1d<:pcI1dcnl :.'laim5 addntsscd upon: an: missing fmm uh'm:.- and Ill: i’c.~tition docs

not prm'i(‘lc any basis for cnrrccIin;_2_ these d-3t'Icie11cics..

‘988 Ground 3: The instituted claims of the ‘998 patent are not

anticipated by lwan1ura.

309 The single independent claim oflhe ‘Q88 patent instituted fur [rial

includes the phrase “nun-cc:-;hausli\-'6 search iderwtifying, a neigl1bor_”‘ Claim I5.

l‘.-'.'flH1llf3. dncs not amicipatsr the msntmed clainn; because lwamura does not

disclose: (l}a “11m:—e:-:haus1i'r-2" search; and 12} "id::nlil'}'iI1g :1 neig|1b0r_" I

address each dcficicuacy in turn.

non-exhaustive Search (claim lfiljm).

310. lwan1I.n‘a does not disclose the claimed “man-exhaus1i\'e" s::nrI:h.

31 I. As I 1:xplainc<lahm':;:, 3 HOD-t3.l(l'l.':1LI5l2l\'t;‘ Search is. "a Search that lmsalcs

a m:;-11th willmui a comparison nfall ppssilale n1alclaes." Section WE}; Decision

(‘@381 an 7

312. lwamura d0es11mdisc|05c“a sear-cl} lhal locales 3 match without 22

cmnp:n~isc::n nf all prossihle maurhes.“ As I explained above in detail_ Iwamum

dlsclawlsas 21 srzarching algorithm that is dc:-signed to he nmre cFf'u.:i\:nt than

axltemalixes lay lining up peak {swim fmzn [he muxic wurk Lu he idclalilicd with lhe

peak nnies in each rec‘.-{ml in the musix: database, when c:0n1par'ing the work In cach

HM
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record. lEwamura_ 6:59-60; 12:}-2. Instead of comparing the work in he identified.

with a record in the database by (a) perfezming a first comparison of the notes in

the wark and the record. and then (b} shifi:i.n_L_: the cc:-mparisnn between the wnrk

and the record “note by note" to see ifthere is a. match, the shifting can be time

peak-note~to-peak-iime. thereby reducing the 1:iLm1|:~e:' ofc-amparison made between

the work and :1 specific record. anfi thus making the comparison more efficient.

“‘?eai-: notes are aperoximaieiy 20% of the tolat number ofnotes in a

typicai meledy. That means search speed. tising peak notes is 2.0% of

a brute Force search which shifts ihe entered meiody. note by mete.“

[wa1mira.9:9—i T.

3 I 3. As I expieined ab-ox-‘e in detail:

each melndy in the zneiody database is compared llfiillg this peak nah:

approach and ‘“[t}he reference me!-tidy that gi\"13'.5 the feast difference is

zerumed as a Search 1'esult"{iwamLIl'a, ?':54-55);

.Pet.it.inner's Dec-Karim colifirined that “for all the [wamura

sean:l1es...{i]t"s understood that you Search through every musicai

wnrrk in the databasc”~~~—i.e.. all petential matches {Mnulin Depo.

269:I9«27U.'2; 233:2-3; 2&7: I3-2€.'; 27l : l9—2l,' 2U7':l8-23]; and

Peti:ioner‘s Deciarani afse c:nn1'u.-med that “alt the mass" are

compared (Momin Dept). .'Z8{}:6—i3; 2'.-'7':6—2 I 1.

:95
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IPRZOI 5-{}(l‘§43, IPRZUI S-ill)?»-Ii. FPlU.(l15-(}(l347_ Hfltl ll’l{2llI"1-(ll)"i=18

Declamiicii cii'(icui';_zi: |<.:»;ti'3.«'pi5

As :1 result. l"ctitioncr's Declarzml ccirlirined that. based on the proper construction

ofiion-exhaiisztive scarclt {adopted by the Boar-ill and the understanding nfonc of

urdinary skill in the art. lwaimira dries not disclose a [1011-t.':."\'l1Eil1!S[l\-t‘.‘ scarclt.

Moulin Depo. 233:2-‘J-23-4;|<t; I’.25:l(’:-22{i_'7; 2[7:i-I3.

3-I4. The Petition and correspundiiig [}cclaration fail to demonstrate that

lwamura discloses a “non-c:r|1austive" searcli. I note that Petitioner and its

I_Jeclarant identify three features of the lwainum S€ElTCli as teacliing 'nm1—e:<hau5tive

searcltingz

{El} pea}-: notes: a Search that rises peak notes. which are aipprmiimatcly 30-"/n

of the rural number of notes in a typical melody?"

({1} limit function: a search in which a specific I:0I‘I"lpaI"iSOn of the work to be

identified tu a specific record. in the database "can be Sit.)-];.Wcl."' when the

specific CCllTlplIl'flli0El cf the total absolute difference between the work to be

identified and the specific record exceeds a certain limit:

{ct m£e_a.rchcd gorlioiisr a S~'3flfL'l'l that skip-s "portions that :5l10l.liCl not be

searched." such as “repeated pa;trems:"' and "unimpor1‘aiiit melodies."

Pet. {"988} at 47-48.

Petitioner identifies these three ieritiircs (labeled 0 ,9. and 9 Ia-5 disclosing the

n0n—exhaiistive search in ilfi Petition‘-. Declaratidn. and correspciidiiig cl-191115:

315. Petitign:

196
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IPREDIS-00343? IPRZUI 5-00345, {FREQ} 5-043347, and IPR2015-D0348

Declaration offieorgc Karypis

Ex-r:m1ur:1 further teaches hm-. Ilus scasch can bcnnn-a:.v.h::1I5l'a.-. Fnr
cxzlmplc. lwzlnmm tcachcsa nnnwrxixaustm: scaIc§1usIng—i£.t_ hill 2::

5:31-7:555 whach “an: ::pproxn11:ne|3 1t|".n:>l'llseIu1:1i number ofnmes an a typical

illelocfy. That l1‘I£*1]EIS Search speed usnlg pr.-:31; notes IS 21%. uI':1 lmmie force se:1rch."

M. at *.?:5~‘~I E. in amlhcr cxantplc cfmnncximtnslfic scarthmg. Ix-;:m1I.I:rn {makes

that the smrch mm he rmcclm-ntr:& by stoppm-;_: Ilw search when cumpumlaaz-ns

 'E3. 10!! :15 7?-If»-5?_ 1n;~¢I :ll1(¥l§Tbcf cxnnxpls: of'nf.In—
cximlisiirxc scanthing. h-.'a1ma1':i dtsckns-t:s sfilppmg 

-"id as i.‘£:r»?, These skipped p-:-mans include "rv:pcat-:d gJ:ttlr:r!as"£aJ. at

‘);3('1+~'—$4l. and "u:rn1:ps3rta:1: pmuanEs]"ei“1hr: Hlcbii} ms’ ;x[‘l‘_~l--1-45}

Pet. U983} at =1?-48.

3%. Petition chart: Claim 25 (the insfiituted claim. cross-references claim

L element (c)):

I33“-'-":"‘7*‘5‘3"I§1~’ d‘3’~e"*"*'-‘m“'1"5.'~ 3" Pa*fi1in:u*r i:1c::vrrmr.1ur- llau ahmu: dim--1:».-mné
iderflifkaiivt: oi'll1v= -rbctroui-: work Mixamaaui-a rLgardm_-_a C1:a1'n1 1..-.
based on {he ex.m-Icmcd J°eaIum-.
'.s!:«.'rn:z'n the nix.-nlil'1c;.:lm: 5 based
mu cl xmll-u.!al|:li1~Ii'w 5c:m:h
l'a1L!1’1IlfV‘h%"* :1 fk'i‘.1‘|(!I“.

Pet. (‘£1881 at 52. Ciaim I eie-me1:1t[c1:

19‘?
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[P1220] S-OM43, IPREUI .‘i-00'-‘.45_ IPREOIS-f'I01£l'?_ar1¢'I lPR2l'l|5-(10348

Dccimation officorgc K.E1l'_\-'piS

-.'|lL1 cnJ:ri.§ .11 flu: 1\n|L|Nc 1. Imal
LlE:\.1L'L‘ tn-::11hc mu.‘ ur an.-n: 56!‘! an
.:11 IJI.'1ll1IT\.I1lH1'l ul Ihu u:5r:u.:1n~m.
xx-uklu--.'dI|IH11c I.‘\1[.l\.lI.'\.l
lL'.mm.:-. \'~hu:u:|:| III»: hi-.1IIt!'n..1I:un
I-u 11:1-mm} 1 -1: .: IL1‘'i1-1.‘.‘1h.'Ii!.-u'Ei‘.|: n:.-m.'h

mn:11lJJ\1:|1j_' .1 n\:n__'i1h.-L.

Per. $98313: 50_

3 I7. flcclaraiionz

I):lI.::cm "«-c.u..'l1

.n|v:-nn:h:rn- 1:I..n. he .11"-]=ln.\l In lurtli-r111
Incl:-Jx ~c.u.'I1u-"III? I-M uh.'Fuulur__- H

"]WI.'.LI\. I'II‘:|."-H 0
U- 3|-" “1 “Inch ".m:.npp1m'|1mI.-Ix 2EI"..
nl Ihs: I.-ml Inullhcl I’! 11-~‘Iu:~. us :« l}]m‘.Il
Inui-uls [hat IIlL'.1Il~ ~s.-.1.l-.'I1~]\u.~x.'c.Iu~m;.’
pn:.AL [lt‘1I."‘- L~ 2U“u oI'..I|11u.iu: Ill:-um: n.'.uuh"
W BL-Illa tlnhcr dm-E--..:darm:-cHi1;11m:\c
~..-41:. hm n.'.|J1 ;ls:\;u'.1°-c-u.1tIs:l| 11111:: In

-In ‘I tnL'I|1-.‘ u:.Ir-;I1 nhcn \.'LIt‘nI1l.IT.llhIli- 3

he uu-I1fi;_-mum] H
w"I I3 n.-n ~.m. I1 ,:~

"re.-pc.Ilcu‘] p.1l:cm~.," N it-—Lh_ md
"u:t1:m;1--rl.-In! [vs-21::-1:[~]" --flh-s: naclud-.
(‘J 44451

E 98
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IPREKHS-0Ii}343, IPRZHIS-{$345, IPREM 55-0034?‘ and IPRZDIS-00348

Deciaratinn of George Karypis

,_Hu.._ ..h‘F.

4-H II an-111} -ulsinnma nhzn I\\:mm:'.t fultlun I:‘:m.l'1cwhuu. llus 'sc.".ui.‘lIL".1l’Il‘=t:

mm-cx.’L1:1u-.1n c. 1-1:‘: a:x:smpIe. l\\::mut:: I-:az:11e-. :1 lulu-::xiI:Lush'.r.' u:1'm'.‘!I mza us.-cs

mm: numb-L1 nl'1m1a.:~. m 3 I}-’§.i1'I.'1I] 133s.*ir.:d_\ ‘Hull l11e;I!’1'¢ ‘-II'iLfL‘II speed usmg pt-:1!-2

swim. Is. ll!"-a +:vfu E11‘-!.:!:: I-01?!-C-R 9.;--.1rc]1 " M .1! ‘HG-i l

143 I1 1-. 1'n_s.' npmmn that ix\'m11m”a'~. dm:h.m:rr:' Ilml Ills‘ _~'e-:m:|| scan 11::

.u:».w.-lcrutcd 21} stnppilzg Ehc sezaruth when mmpumrimh”—'P»

-motlurz example nf:1<nr1-<:.‘¢l3n*:m:m.: w-.m~h1m_: E‘: IN! 2 :11 *::'~.0-57.

14?». It as In}; U|1ll1HTtl.illIll i\*«'.'snusr:n'~. duels:-,ur-: nflicapping_

'-nut»:-. " {Ex 11113 316-E-I-‘F-.55. "Funk note» are :upprn.'<1n1:1tcI'_L' .‘.i1°.. nfthe
I! ehuuld "um! hc acarclitd” (E!-.. W13 at 13 F1571 \\ h1.‘I”\..'i'n Eh-.-ac xkippcd pI.ImuI!-

includu "n.-p::;1tu:d p;!ttcr1:i-«" rm‘ :11 ‘?‘.¥h--Hr and “u:|iI111g:-sartuintpq.m1é:;::':1:~E"£\l iha:
nlclml} H4.‘ an ‘.3.-H--15-I nit!"-trE!.1%n:'.~ amulhcr cxannfllc <1!‘ nun-c:n.hm1-Ii\ r: w.-..n.:l11I1g.

Monlin Decl_ {"983} $111141-E43.

3l8. De-cla2‘a£io11c:l1grr_:' Claim I5 (iheinstit‘u1eclc|a.im.cm-55-1'eferences

claim 3. elemerm {C}:

M =‘3I%'€‘ll0T'I|I-‘3".V dw-‘rmlfilfig 3“ : I xr|ror;1or:sto.-1113.‘ :1h{)-.r: dnscussmrs of
1daest1u'I'IL*3nn:1 oftlw e3¢:s::I'nnu; ts-nrk. m-3;n1u_m geggg-dggg ("1-gum 1.;
based on the extracted Iimsurc-5.

wherein flu: adrnltlicatiufin is based i

cm a acunaexhaustzxc _~.:::m:E;
Idc11Iif-.-mg a II€ig_h__tL1__(_3l'. k WW __W _ ~_WH____

Mnulin Dec1.("988)'J¥-47.

Claim 1, element 1c}:

:99
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IPREIH ‘*1-{}(}3471. IPRIHIH-Of)‘-'.4S_ JPR 20] .‘i-(l(I.1-47, and ||3'R2{)l§-I11)‘-'14}-Q

[J1:1:iar:1li(JI1 officorgc Karypi-.'-1

ls-.1111.-111.1 1.l1~«.'11m.'~1i1.1.1"|I]|1.-1-.cl~ -1:11. :1
n::1;rn:.1l11: ~.1u1111;111 rcmi: tn I111.‘ 1.11-.-111 ’ " 1

]\\..'1ll'1IL1.I d1,~.c\mc>- 111-.‘ um: 1:1"; ".-1.’.1r1;!:
1.'111_.'m1:"1u"f111d 1311: 1.|n.~1:2-I I11r.'lud'. In-ru
11:1; -.J::1.:l\;:_~1.- " '12.‘ lu;1mu1-.1 d1s_-lose:

LJ r1.'C~.'I\IH'g-‘ J1 I'M‘ I“-‘I1-'3‘:-' t |"=‘I|| u%:n-_.- ‘.1 |I1'.'.1L nr d1I‘I‘cr.:m1.:I 111.11c|111r_;
1Jc\ ILL‘ lra;1111 1111.‘:-1:1: UI uwru .1i-__-o1~.Il1n1 " II I-1 In .1mu:.1 1'11-.1:[n-.._-a um:

*.~L'I'\cIs an 1dI:nl1l"II.'I1ltUH uf lhc d1fl‘c:-.‘1n "-.1:;:1’1.|1 31;.-m::h111» 111.1} he a|'vp|1c¢|
clcclmmc unrk h:1:s¢J 11:1 U11: mpctI'n11u m.c|rvc.I_\ sa.-.111.'|1cx “ ill I-3
c~.1r.1.'11:d 1c.1111.'cs M11.-rcn11 the.‘ I'.\.‘1r11uI.'u u'.iI54:lm-:511011-1:‘\I1;}1:'s1I\u 1.1.-.1:.‘I1s.'.~

1d1.'n:Il'I.":1:1n1'1 1-1 h;1~.cdm1.11:n:1- 1.i.::111f'~.111g :1 11::1gl1hu,u ~u1.'h :11: G
c\h.'u1-ilnc -u.'.1n'|t1cIcnIIf,\mg .1 -' gr. II.'«‘ 5711 -1\h1.;h “an;
I11.'r__'h!w1_ .1p1:'1m\I1I1;m‘|\ _‘II''.. of Ilia: l1.11:1| I1uI'I1bcr 0|'

nfllci III .1 l_\|.1-11.211 llI1.'h|1J_\ Hm: llIf..'CH'.I\
5C.}f1;h s}’.‘CL‘d uurt=__' ['JC.11\ rmlu.-1 l*- SW3. :_=I'.1
Mute {mac scar-1:|1 ‘'1'! .‘-~— In} ix-.11mu:.':
Ilarihu-1 d:-..‘Iu-;1:x 1mn-cuJ1:111:.t1u: -«c.11.;h
1dcnt11"\1nu .1nu1g.:hborII1:1I can he

Juzcicratcd h_\. :~lU]‘|§.‘IlZ!:._! :11: .~.L::m:i1 M11911

co1u;1u1.111u11.»' 9
1" Ft»-."'1anc|can be a;u.u1I‘1gun:-1] to

112 I-—'H '\fl1L‘]l :1-g."r;-ax-.1I1:d;°1:1|1L'rn2;" 1*} .‘-1'»-

-Hi. and "11:::111p«nn;1nI por11m1|s.[" of 1111:
111.-|1.'1d_\.1'.I-H-I‘:

Mou|i11LJecl.{‘938H1147_

3|‘). As I explained abovc1.ndeta1l. none oflhese three [wamura search

Features (peak Imtes, limit i'uuctian__ or unsearrched ponions] relied on by Petitioner

and its Declarant 1331‘ 1111: non—ex]1ausliwc seamh discloses the claimed mm-

taxhaustive: search.

330. F%c:ard‘s Cmica:-I115: I new.’ address the Board's spwific ¢:ow.;urn5

[icientifuzd in E15 De:1:1'sio11 in the "J88 IPR) with r1:sp1:c1m whether iwamura

drisciescs the ciaimed 1101':-e.\1hau:sliw': 3ear1:i1. in instituting Glmmd 3.1119 Bumd

prelnninaly :ieEe'1"x'nin::d that one feature: 0t"Ev1=an11111t idemifiecl by Pelztioner -- .:hc

“c:mnp11ta1ionaI limits“ Fea£ure/discloses a non-:3.x:I1a1.1s1ivc st:zm:|1 bstcause il"1he

200‘-
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Google Ex. 1020

:PR2m5—t:«n343, ftt>R2=a'>t5—ott345, re-H2nt5.n034.?, and iptun: ~z-n034s-:

Deeiaration cf George Karypis

computatioiial limit is reached. the entire Search is stopped, even if all of the

rec:-rds have not been searched:

Pelitiuner ii'h__-ntflieg lit nt1.1ttr;i':«- acompttttttiunul fimil <‘!.'~i an e.-xantpfe of

ii:m~c:<}u:ust.i\-e atearctzing. in that nut :21} rozt‘-t'rrd*-. in the mimic I‘Il|1.'\ii3

ti:tt.til1a.~.e lIcCL"+5»:+£}l‘i|}' are seztrcltetl. Pet. 48‘ F’:tIs:nt {Jamar ztrgties that

Iw:t1n11ra's LE:::~s:npIim'i ol'r-'.tn-r-pittg a :<.etm:'h wit:-:11 Ct‘ifl1]'l‘Ll1il{iLIl1?‘-u exceed. :1

eertttiti limit is. tint -.1 I‘l;t.'tE'£-t.‘.\‘.h.2lf.|'-£I.'fl.‘t? *-LC£!fi‘.’[3 because “it does. :10! state or

*.~LIg,1_Zt:‘*-l Elia! all records in the l"['ll1‘~liC library are no! meal in tin‘: e-innt;1:2ri.*;tii1."

Mm Rm 3?. We do nut ear-e._

1- Per um: ctiiistnictitiii of“min-exlitittatitc :w:t1ta:h.." te. ‘*3 seatrcii
lhfll Iocntcs 3 tuiileh vs tlhsiui a ctitttpittiwrt enfilil pwstihlc i.t1:itn.*l*t-es-." W»; are

pe rs L11]-dcd mi tliia nzcmd [11:11 the process. -.i:l'[t'.‘ait1t:i“.1. will; the

mmpttlzttinntil Iimip wouid [‘ll.'IL‘*u‘I.‘fll ail} ufthc recnrtis nf the reiist-cm: tmtsftc:

tizttttlittst: fmtit being -aertrched. but ttltitilalcly \\|J1IiI.l prtitide Cd. nmlclt tmittg

an input t':1u!t tuleramre proccsra In limi-111:: «sin-.se.~;t ittelndy’. .“>':'r E:-t. lflll ,-
?

T56 57'.‘}:.2{i* 34.

Decision} $938} at 15.

33 I. As I expiaiiteti above in detail, in making this preliminary Finding. the

Board appatenifiy emifusedz

ta) stopping an. individual computation of the absoiute difference between

the notes in the we-rk to be identified with a. specific retard in the

database and then shifting, the peaks to do another comparison with that

!'et{)!‘tL DI‘ mtwing._: on to the next record, with

20?
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IPREHI 5-(}(H41_ IPREUI 5-[lf)'-'u4‘7i_ IPR ?0l 5-UfHc1‘."_ and lI’R2t'l|‘1—(}{)'¥4§~’.

Declaration ofGeorg__-e Karypis

th] stopping the Search pt'oc::5:4 altogether.

Anti as: I oi-tpiaiited above in detail. there are two reasons why the Board}:

]J|'ClilI1iI]8I}1 interpretation oflwatttttlet is wrottg.

322. Reason I: lwzlmtira never states [or even suggests or implies} that

when a given coinptttatiott {the absolute difl‘ei'ei-ice between the compared notes)

based on eompar'ing. 3 work to be id-.-rntified with a specific record. in the tlzatalftetse

exceeds a certain limit (demonsti'ating that the |}t‘:£l'lil.'1;i]E1I' alignIi;teztt of work to be

identified with the specific record being searched is not at IHHECI1}, the search stops.

323. Reason 2: The afterrtative twhielt is not identified in iwaIntti'a}-——tltat

the entire search stops when one peak search comparison between the work to be

id.enti-tied and one record in the database reaches a certain limit -make no sense.

324. The Board also noted that i!'[wamura disclosed a E‘It.)I1~i.'3!-iiliilllfi‘-li\.’E

search. lwamura u.‘otti.d still disclose this eiaimett element even ii‘Iwan1ut'a also

diseiosed an exhaustive search:

\\'ent:-te£|1:tt clmtn l."'~ utiéizes

“enruprt.~;tt1-,-" |£}I1gLlflgC, §IIt.‘i‘t E]1.'Il {l't{'€l.1In1L‘Cl ittetitotl does not exclude

:‘ntidtl10t1:tE. urtn::‘:ttt.'-ti steps, See U.» x .":,rt 1 HA’ ."-rim: t '.i_ F.""’ E Ed EH1‘!

H70 iE’etE ( u _?IttI4t H1115, the «e.r5‘¢e tit'ttttiepcmitrt:=‘1 ct.-tint i"'- can ineltttie

LII‘: L"*.ih1ll‘-«';i\t..‘ M.‘ilI\‘l'l ttw i'tIt1'_.* .'t~ tt gtettlvmt-t :1 llttll-r..‘\hi!L!'«[1’ut.‘ --e.'It.'t1 .'.!.*» null

Thtt.~'. ex r.‘F'i at" P:ttc:tt I. Mztct‘ l':'~ emtecti Mid .1 ]‘-.'lfi2|t.‘llL'i1' .~'i:;tt'c]1 3:‘: .‘tt:m1t:r:a H

I.i“\|J:Ili'~Ei‘n.‘ that t[t31..".~ not «semi tltt: lli-L';i.i§l'_\.

202
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lPR.2lH ‘\'=—Elfl-.'-‘H43, IPR'.1{lE5-fl(l34."i, lPR:'{l1S--00}-47‘ and lI’R3.‘f}15-O{)3—’lR

Declaratimi of Gearge Karypi-5

D-ecision I ‘988 i at I445. Because, as described above. [w21i'11ura clues net disclose

any non-e-:=c|1atIstive search, iwamura does not ciisclose this element.

1. identifying a neig|1|:mr(cIaim ]5(h)).

325.. The Board did net previously afidress wlietlter lwamura discloses the

claimed “identifying a neighbor." Decisien (‘€18.33 I4—l6. As I demoiisttaie below.

the l’elitit)n and corresponding fails to establish that l’WaIl]Ltt’a discloses the claimed

"‘ident.if'yi:lg a neigltbotfl

326. As I e.»t_plained' above in detail. “ideittifying 3 tie-iglzlt-or” is a search

that iclei1'tif’ies“a close. but not necessarily exact. or closest. match." Decisiem

V933} at 3,

327. Also, as explained above in detail, [wamura (ices not disclose

“merit-ifyiitg a. t1.eiglabm:” because the disclosed search always identifies an exact or

the closest" match. Petitioner aSSfll"[S that iwamura identifies 2: neighbor beesmse “In

Iwzunura, mice a tneloikiy has been eittracted {ruin the input, the ‘search engine will

find the t’.‘lt:-é?.ESt melody from the database." Pet. P988 } 4'? (_t;i.*:'.--rg Iwamura 9:24-

25); Moulin De-cl. €988}-'fiI:10. These statements dt: net establish a “neighbcer

seartrh." lnsteacl. they confirrn mat Iwamura always identifies the closest I'l'l3[Cl3:—

riecensarily the clnsest match——rather than a match that in mi neeesgarily the

closest. match, as required by the claimed “identifying a neigltbci-r."

203
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|PR3{lI§—(}l]343_ IPR3l}l."w~lJ0.'l4€_ ll‘R?l'll§-{l[‘J'1‘¢17_andl|’R2fllT‘+-l)f)3:1R

[)cr:laraliun ul'G::or:_.=_1c KaI'_\;pis.

Vlll. ‘E79 patent.

338. 'l'l1e Board instituted the ‘I79 IPR on ma gI'uum'Js:

Ground I: Claims I-3. (1,!-1 I-L I9, ll -20. 30. _"-l . and 34-37 as

Ltnpatcnlallwlc: under 35 U_S.C. § 1031:} as. arnicipated by Cnnwell: and

Ground 2: Clairns I 3.. HLI4, I8, I0. 2l—27'. 29. 3!. and 34~3? as

uI1pale-nlal>l:: under 35 U.S.€.' § 103 as ob-. iuus over (jhias; and

P|1il_va\-.'.

lleuizsion (‘17‘5}J at I5. I anldrcss c-ac|1GrL1LIml in mm.

‘I79 Ground 1: The instituted claims of the ‘H9 patent are not

anticipated by ("¢mwefll.

329. I unlderstancl that In anlicipatu: a claim, all elenlents nfthc claim need

to be disclosed én a single prior an reference- in this Cased Cnnwell. Each

indepeudem claim oftim ‘ I79 patent i:1<:lu.des :1 limitation “con1paré11__L_- [the

extracted featnures cf the warl-:10 be icle-nIif'ned wi:1:lz extracted features nf {he

r'cfer+cm:«2 \=.'o2‘ks] using a non-1:xl1austive E1-etigllbor Search

3 Icl i=.l-unli|'j~'in1;. by ll1'L‘L.'UlI1pl1iL‘I'51a-’t~ulL.'[ll. Iln: firs: u:luct:-u11i:.' %

2 :

L im fl$._. . _, Add

‘H9 Clfliill E. relcmem [C]:

104
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Google Ex. 1020

lPR2(}i5-fi(l3=13_, IPRZFJIS-f)fl34f'S_ IPR20-15-00347, and !l’R.20%5-{D0343

[.‘Jes:§aration offiieorge Karypis

- ‘ -r In a —.- \ ‘ i ‘ 1I In ulcziu lying. by the -mmpulu.-r w_v.-.t:.-|1I. .: :n.|Iciung micr-
cnca: cluzlrmzic wurk that rnxstrtilu:-:; the {Em clcciruniuI

£
I

I

' I ?9 ciaim E3. eienne-nl {::I;

It! iduniiiking. by the :.:nmputs.:r h)'5IL§l]l. u ::n'.1I.cl1iI1g r::fcr~
cncu Iticctnmit: xx-mrk that mgulchcs the lirst ult,-:;_-.|_mnic

V!-HI}; by ‘

‘ I 79‘ ciaim 25, eiemenl [ci_

330-. Gmund I "Fails bew:ause Conweli does not disclose the claimed

"comparing [the extracted features] usi11g1m:1~¢::<.I1au5tiv: neighbor search.” The

Search disclosed in Ccrnwall is. n=citE1er ( I 1- a “mgiglzb-or aearclm." not {2} a “mom

exhauszive search." [ address each deficiency in turn.

2. neighbor search Ifclaims 1. [3, 25).

33 L The search disclosad in Ccmweil does not "co|npan'}e] [the extracted

Features] using at ...ncighbor search."

332. As I mgplained above (Sc-flicbn V((.‘)}. a “neighbor search" is a search

“identifying a close, but not nece:ssar1'i.y exact or closesi. match." Section WC);

Decisitm [‘ I 79} al 8.

205
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IPREIH ."t—()(l343_ |PR2(ll§-()(I.‘--'1.‘a_ IPREDI "t—[]{}.'.zl7_ and IPR2l)l ‘i--{l{}34H

Dcciztration oI'Geot'-rte Keir;-pi:»'

3'-33. Liaclt Independent claim olithe ’ 179 patent reqttitcs comt:-ttring { l | the

extracted fcatttres o-frhc reference W0t‘i-{S to |2 I the e:-ttrrtctetl features of the work to

he itienlil'tet'l. "tr.-eimg... El E1Cl}._1|1l30l‘SCi1l‘t3l'l."

Claim 1; “r:ott1pat'ittg"

l l ] “the extracted features of the lirst electronic work" with

[2] the "First electronic data related to idenlilictttion ofcme or more

ref'er-zttce electronic work 5"

"using at ttcigltbot‘ searclti"

Claim 13: “cntnpat‘ittg"

[l ] “the first electronic data" with

[2] "second digitally created compact electronic representation of a

first electronic work"

“tt:;i'ng E! neiglthor se:1rclt":

Claim 25: "com1:tz1ritt.g"

|_ E] “the first electronic data" (“comprising El first digitally created

cornpttet electronic repwesettttttiott corrtprisittg rm extracted lieatttre

\-‘actor of one or more x't:ference electronic work") with

[2} "the second drgjttttily created compact. representation of the tits:

tfll'5CI.1'G"l.ll.i.‘ wt:-tit"

306
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lPR2fl|S—0U34_"%,, IPRZUIS-(H1345, IPRZHIS-{ID}-5£?_, and IPR2<D‘:5—{NJ.'§48

Dtciaratiuu of George Karypis

93.:

“using a neighbor Search

334. Using ciaim I as an example:

‘Ir; 1 idcmifiu-in; t;_§'II'1c 5}'stI;[fi.Vfl1¢ I123! a:1m;Lru:{ic
work by the exlmctc-d.-* feazmes of l]1<.%“i'in‘+l
eiefilfnnic-Ttvurk ‘will! mu final electronic dam in the dum-

hztsc-J nl’r‘t.'l-Ii'Xi1.'i‘iI_<li\-‘u:Q

the claim requires “cmnparing... using a ncighbar searcl1"" (highlighted in

yel low}

In Pcttitionefs anaiysis. the “extracted features“ [' I 7°}, claim 1} and

"cnmpacl elecrrnnic repre-5&ntatinns" (' I79. claims $3 md 25) are

“s_vnony|nuus“’—bo§l1 consiémtaa the Imshed ideu1ii'u:I's of the extracted features of

the underlying reference works; in me database of refizrence works and wnrks :0 be

identified. Moulin Deal. ‘E35 (“‘coI11pact e1ecrrr_u1ic rep1*es-2nta:ion"—o1',

synonymcunsiy, ‘extracted features‘ or a ‘feature w:c't0r"‘wofa.n unknown vmri<.“)

MU-ulin Drape. l82:5-EU [_“Q. You wriie. the tsnn compact ea-lectmzm:

representation is synonymous with extracted features. .. A. S-0 in Ibis contezxl. it is

accurate.‘‘) Foe: Sinipiiciflw. this Response refers to boIhthe“ex1racted features"

(‘ I 79, claim Hand “::o1npact::lecn'0nic rep1'esentatim1s" Ij‘ I 79. claims 13- and 25)

as the “extracted features."

207
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|'PR2{l|5—(i'(i3L1‘i_ IPREUI9-[ll')"1-1‘3_ IPREUI S-ll{'H47_ and IPREUI §-[}{]‘l-48

DCCia|‘:'l[iUI1 offieurgc K£IF}’pl3

[l] “the cxtrttctcd fczttttrcs ttlthe first eleetrettic work" tltigltltghled in

green ): with

[2] "the first electronic data in the tiatahase" lltigltliglttcd in nrangel

335. The claimed “c0mpat'ittg" does not comprtre the [ I ] -.\'ork to be

identified with [2] a t'ecrtrd or recortls in the database. Using claim I as an

example. the claitned “cutnparing... Ltsin:_1[a] tteigltbtir searclt" does not cotnparc;

I1] “(me or ntnre ref:-rrctttcc eieclrottic works" lt'.c.. tltc t'cferencc5 in the

database]; with

[2] “:1 firs! electronic wurk" [the work 10 he idemified).

Such “cotnpa.ri:tg" is not refiected in the actual claim Iartgttage but instead would

require redrafiing the ‘ [79 claims. for en-tample, for claim I:

- "the extracted features of the first electmttic tn.-Uri-z." would need to be

replaced with the "first C'iE.‘C{rUlIiC wut'l»:.;“ and

“First electronic data in tile d::ttab:tse" wt:-tuld steed to be rt-.-placed with the

undcrlying “rel'cre-ncc electronic wor|ts._”

as reflected in the followittg red.t'al’tc:;l Iattgttagc f'rt:-m claim I.

ii..'lldl.'Iil1!-:n'iIl.E.',t.l'.|_\' lllv‘CS‘If‘fiI‘1.l1|J‘!'!'-}-':$!4.‘£!‘l.I111;i.ll’SI-t:ik'i§1 urtt-.' §
wtvrivt by —Iil\:  ti1
<:|cL‘irttt1iv.: t=.i-rl-t with 111-: ' , . ‘

EICIS
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lPR2f}I 5~Ul}.’izi3_ .|PR2D!5-lJi{l345, [ii-"R20! fi-£10.‘-M7, and l|°R2t)l:?i-{‘J£}34Ft

Declaration cf George Karypis

The reclrafted claim is net the eiaimed i[1\’t£IltiflE1. Instead. the claimed

“comparing” reqttires compa_ringtl.1e extracted featurewl 1] the extracted features

of the wort: Id be identified with [2] the extracte-d Features of the reference works--

using a neigltbor search.

336. Moreever. the claims dc: not ctairn a process that simply results in or

has the effect of idetttifyitlg a nteigltbor cf the wdrit to be identified from the

reference works using any pdssihle comparison. or I}-leil-Iiflldi Rather, the claimed

process requires cemparing [I] the extracted features of the work to be identified,

and [2] the extracte-d feature of the reference W{1l‘i<S “using la} neighbor search."

0-ate skilled in the art at the time ofthe itwenticm, would understand that the

neighbor search would require that the extracted features be neighbors ofthe first

eiectrenie data. and not merely that the First electrmtic work he a neighbor of the

identified referenced W01-"k.

337. The extracted features front Conwell identified in the Petition and

Deeieratio-n (and relied on by the Board] that are compared are the liashes efthe

extracted f'earu.res {the ‘“identi!ie.rs”jt from the reference we-rlcs in be identified and

the records in the database. The Petitioner and Deeiarant (and the Board in

instituting fiirdtmd .l J relied on the hashes of the extra.cl.ed lieatures eftite work to

be identified and the records in the database (reference works) in Cdnwell [the

“idcIttit‘Iets") as the extracted feattires that are compared to establish the neighbm

209‘
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IPREIH .‘i-()(]341.'¥. |PR2(}Ifi-(J07:-J"s_ [PR 2015-(](l'~'.47, and |PR?l')l‘i—U()_'§4R

Dcnslaralion ul'('}uuI'_;c Kan-‘pig

scmcll. .H'cc Pct. F170) at 23 [the hashcd “idcI1!ifie1'c.~uracIcd fium a rcfcrclice

electronic work" are compared to the hashcd "extract identifiers fmm r:m1tent"):

Mu-ulin |)ccl. I‘|7‘)} 1185 ("C'unm:|| iilrthcr teaches that a Imsl1 algorithm‘: can he

selecled so that 'simiIar. but non-identical, inpuls map on the same hash nulpu1s."‘

(quoting Conweil. 4:(~..4—S;3 1-; Cnnwell. I165-(3? ("some or all of the content data is

prncessed by a hashing. algorithm In yield 3 I28 bit idcmi|'Ier corruspmtding lo that

cnnlsentf")

Mmnlin De-gm, 180:?-1?.

2110'
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IPRZCH 5-00343, IPREOES-{}fl3=15, lP'R2fl1fi-0034?. and ¥PR2{)l _"s-(‘lD_'-‘:43

EJccEaratio11 of George Karypis

Mnulin Dept). 1su;_22-2:9.“

338. The con1parisc}n relied cm by W: Petitioner and Declaram as

disclosing the claime& “mzighbor search” is iilustmtcci in the following diagram:

iang In In?
rderulifued _

. .. ,. . _ .. ..F-am‘.-I . ..

(‘_m1wel| IEHCIIES :1 Recnnd aEleI’m«1Iin-'2 apprnach that “nr=.es me hits nfa :1 mldin

work as an identifier and. does not use a: hash 7’ Mouli-1: Drape. I73: I 2-18. Conwell,

I 130-65 (“One way In derive an idcr1Iificr "is to emplcny seiecied has ol"I|14.-3 ::ontL=.n1.

itself, as the idemifierf‘) Petitioner does an! rely am this approach as discl-0-sing the

claimed no11-e:-maustive search hecatzse it dnfls [101 1:23:11 searching--~~--“§i]t does not

talk at ail about seanshing" much less the claimed neigiib-or sea:n:—i1. Moulin Depo.

!?E:I2—l8. Moulin De-pa). E3-4:¥.‘J—23. The Dcclaranl confirmed that using the bits

as identifies (as opposed to the hashes} does uni result in a rmigl-zbm searcla.

Mo-ulin Depo. H0125-171:1. I (“lf‘we’re In use only the hits as identi'fieI's [Ijizen

the:e’s no neighbor searclfl}

2E§
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l'PR?fl| S-OI)":-'13‘ l|‘R3lll5-{Jt').'H"x_ IFJRNII '1-(}(I.'-‘~17. and lPR2f)l t‘~-Ill)?-48

Declaration ofGc:ort_u: Karypis

I-‘irst, li.2I1Ih|I'L‘S arc C"i'.ll'EII.‘l.lI('l from ll'IU work the sn-Hg tn be idctitificd. Second. the

extracted l"eaturcs are hashed to generate a I28 hit identifier. Third. the hashcd

extracted fcatiirtzs an: coniparcd to lln: l!]Ei5l1t'.'(l trxlrzlctcd lt:'i1[Lll'CS oftlit: works to l‘IL‘

identified as illustrated in F-i_;_zure 3 nI'Conwc|l using a Iooiutp table The 3-digit

numbers on the leti side of Figure 3 (c._sg._ “U34 I E2 193"] are examples ofdecoded

liashed idciilifi-zrs ofllie recurds in the database {“d::cod[ed| id:::itil'n:i' l‘mm audio

c0ntem“}1|Iat is compared with the Iiashe-d idtmtifiesr nfa w0I'l< to be idciititicd.

Coriwaill Fi}_.'I.tI't: 3'. 3;-46-50.

3-39 Petitioner's Dcclarant, Dr. Maulin. colifinfaied that P::tiliom:r":;

mtticipatimi theory is l)fl.SE3(l on comparing the hashed extracted features of the

wurk to be identified with the hashed extracted faatizres of the reference works

(this cornpming is labeled 9 in the diagram 2i|3m=¢:):

212
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|PR2(¥'IS-D[}343, lPR20i5-{)fi345, lPR24}§S-H-D?»4‘?_ and IPR 20% 5-60348

Deciaralion a:=fGeorge Karypis

I

?

Muulin Depo. |99:23-200:5: 191:8-12: l?3:2S-174:6: ITr'0:l4-I8; l35:20—24_

Page 2 37 of 292
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lPR'3{)l€-[‘J()_14."n_ IIJREUE5-l)(I'%—1‘§_ IPRZUI ."~-(]l'I|‘%4'?_ and ll"-'|'-12('Jl.‘5-('J(}7>4R

Declaration oI'Lit:urgu: Ketrypis.

Mtmlin Dupe. I94: 10-1 5

3:10. Extracting the feaI:11t-es is part nfa "pI‘C-proccssiltg step" rather than

ctmmaring the Fcattlrcs (again. labeled 9 in the diagrzun al*:0w:):

I
Moulin DL"[J0. lf>‘J:4—l3.

34 I. Cn:1m.-vclil t-:x::1usiw:Ey teaches "cmI|pariI1g"'tl1c hashed <:xtra::tet:l

téatures using a “ltmkttp table." which uses an exact matclt comparison rather than

a “nt:i_ghbtJI'st:an:1I." CDFI'Wt:“ teachcs that the hatshed extracted lbalttrcs ufthc

rn:ft‘:rence works and the work to be identified are compared using a "inokup table.“

Figure 3; (_‘onwn:Il. 3;-13-62 {°‘Refe:1'iIn__I to FIG. 3, an exemplary Registry database

can be ctuttceplttatizcd as :1 large Int:tI<;—u.p tabla") A clevice flecodes El Iutshed

“identifier from audiu ctmtent“ to be Eden! ified which is than C(‘sl11pan::t3 to the

ltashed idemifiers in the inokup table. Cc:-nwelL 3“::a13-~52. lfthe decoded ideuttificr

ofthc wmrk In be identified l‘f1c'lTCl‘I£S one ofthc decoded identifiers in the lockup

table. "the I.Iscr‘s web browser is then directed. to that URL." Cont-reli, 3:“-13462.

2M
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IPREOI 5—(}[}3-I13, IPRIGES-0f}345_ IIPRDTII 3--Billet?" and ll3R20l5-{l03«4R

Declaratiolt of George l<.a.rypi-5

The "lockup table” disclosed in C‘ tJt1WI:'§l used to compare the flashed extmcted

‘Features of" the reference works and the work to be identified uses an exact search.

rather titan a neighbor search.

342. The “lockup table" disclosed in Conwell locks for an exact match of

the identifiers. If there is an exiac't match. the search identifies that match. ifthcre

is .3: "ncigitbcr"—-:'.e., “a close, but not necessarily exact or closest.‘ match,” the

Search will not identify such a neigghbcr. A neiglt-but searcl1—a searcll that

identifies; "a closes, but not mzcessatiiy exact or Closest, match” [fi;L’(-’ Section

V[{_")}—-can identify an exact rrsatclt; however, it must also be able to identify a

close ma tch- The l0t}l-iltlp table search in Coltweli cannot identify a record whose

has value is a clcase match‘ if the hastted identifier of the work it: be identified

does not have an exact match with the hztshed identifiers in the reference database.

the result will net be an exact ntatch and no match will be identified even ifthcre is

a close or closest match. For example, as iilustrated in Figure 3 offonwell, ifthe

identifier of the work to be idemified is 199, it wit] 1'10! result in a match even

though it is very close to I98, it. match for the URL www.supertraclcs.com... in

Figure 3. My uttdeI'sta.nding is confimted by Fetiticmcr‘s Declarzmt:

2E5
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lPR2“'1'-5-0U_"i41_ lF'R:'.{ll.‘r-{KN-l‘3_ IPRQUI T’:-(It)?-47‘ and l|"R?_(H5—l)().1£IR

Dcclaration ot'LEcmg._1c Karypis

M-:)u|in Depo. lt€8:13—20.

343. Petitioner‘s Dcclarant confirmed my understanding -that comparing

the hushed extracted Features of the Inference d:&.tnh:1:se- with the bashed extracted

features of the wort-c to be identified “will never“ idezttil}-' a “neigi1bor"——thaI is. it

is will never identify “:1 close, but not n.ecessari1y exact nr closest. mzttchj"

: — :-

. ’;-:. ‘.' -.-u '.-=

I=~'-' -- —

 I I‘

Muulin Dtiflfl-. Bf)-'$:l3-35.

216
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IPREUIIS-(103433, lPR2{}lS-fl(}3~=15, lF’R20§5-{10_"»-51?, and IPRZOI 5-{}f}345§

[)e::laratiun of George: K.£ll‘}"piS

Monlin Depo. E59:2U--260:6.” This exact match luokup table is the only search

disclosed i.n (fun-.-.rel[. Conweli. 3:43-62. Petitionefs Declamnl again confirmed

my understand-ing of Coweli:

'Mm1|in Dept). 281:4-10; !99:l8—2I.

As I explained above, the “1EdenEi.=fier" is what is a.cI.ua1|y compared using the

search disclosed in Conwell.

2 I 7
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IPR]()1§-('J{}"'-4.7., 'lPR.'.?{lE‘§-(INM5. IPR_7.D|5-(lfH4'?,anrl lI’R2{}l5—{)(}3~’lR

Dectaraliun ofGcur_-.;c Karypis

344. Acculdialgly. as curIfiI’I11e(l by PctiI1nncr'5;. DL3CliI1'3l1[_ lhc luokup

search <iisc|ns::(l in (unwell is ml a neighbor Search because the hashed identifiers

disciosccl in Collwcll are I1c\.‘t:r Ilscd to pcr|'(mn H neighbor sc:am:|1 as rC(|lIil'I:(1 by

each independent claim of the "179 patent.

Maulin D6130. 200:1 1-2011."-.’:

2!S.
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IPREGIS-60343, iPR20!S-(K1345, I“PR2{}i5-[}fl3t1"?_and iPR2{)!5-={30?»4S
Deciaraticm of George Karypis

1 I '-:.=:.": '_.'v:‘-La ‘LC 92512:.’-3 152-‘ we zeta:-.9 a

4 —5: —'—‘==‘-' -*éM='-"- HW-

‘3¢;: r4::h wzulc :‘t be w

, exarz mats: 5::

Moulin Depo, 262: I0-263114.

219
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IPR 2{)l 5-('JlH-H. |PR.?tli‘§—lJ(I345_ IPRZIJI S-(10147. and |l’|12l'lli-(EH48

[)cc:laratinn (1r£iCt1l'gC Karypis

345. In zttldition to that being L'.'\'pI't.!S5l}-’ clisciuscd in (ftittwell.

"C{)t'npar'it'tg [the extrnctecl features] using |a| neighbo-r search" is not inherent. I

Ltttderstaittlittg that a claim limitatinn is inltetettt in the print art ifit is necessarily;

present in the print‘ art. not Itterely pt‘0bahl_\' or tmssihly present." Neitltet the

Petition not Petitiunet‘s Declaration states (or even suggests) that sucli a search is

inherent or nc=:e:~ssat'ily pt‘e!~‘.eItt in Com-.'el|. .‘{vc. t’._i,'., Mmtlin Depo. 3{}5:22-25:

3-46. W|iilr.- the Search disclosed in Conwell may ltave the result of

iderttityittg at neigltbo-r of the work to he identified. it does not do so by "t:t'nnpar'ing

[the extracted featutes] using [:1] neighbor searelf‘ as required by the "179 eiaims.

it is my tmd.erstanding that il‘a process disclosed iii :3: referettce ztehieves the same

resttilt as it clttimetl inventitm. the reference tines not anticipate the claimetl process

unless the disclosed process acltieves that same result using the ctaimed steps. as

illustrated. by the folluwing Silupie attain-gy. Asstime la} the claims require Filing a

Patent Owner's Rti‘S[Jt)l'1SE at the Pattern using e-filing; (b) at rei'erem:e- discloses a

[.)l"0L‘t2SS oi" tiling Patent Owner Responses at the Patent f)l‘!"tce. but teacltes doing so

by hand flingg. Even tltottgli the rel'et"enee has the rstmte tesitlt—-----at Patent Owner

RL‘§lpL'tl]S€ is filed at the Patent Dfliee the rel°erent.‘e (lines not anticipate because it

Page 22'-4 0F.'292
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[PR 201 5~(}f]347a', §lPR2{Ti S-M13115} |'PR20|5--(H3347, and Il’F!;2{}iS—[){)3£1R

Deciaralion of George Karypis

acllieves the: asann: result using a different process than the claimed invemion.

Petitioner’s Decfarant agreed witI1 my un:iers1aI1ding that different processes can

achieve the sank: results exisls in Llw context of sezarchiragr

Moulin Depo. 266:2l—24.

347. As I described above, haé the system disciosed in C"-unwell been able

:6} ideuitify a neighbor of an unéerlying w‘m‘§:. it would do so using a differtmt

prmess alum the prnccss ofmmparing at‘ extracted features using a mzighbm

Search as claimed in the ‘ I 79 Patent Pesitionefs expen confirn1ed that his

analysis is based on comparing the “'feat7'urr: space" rather than con1para'.'r1,g the

extracled features using a. neighbor search as requirefi by the claim Eangtlage. He

also confirmed that comparing the extracteri features as required by me claims

results in an exact match search !|1ere"s a match or. rm»:



Google Ex. 1020

|PR”3l‘.'|fi.[ll}3-'H_ IPI-’.7’_l)l5—{)l'l."':-l.‘§_ IPRZUI T’:-[l{H47_ and |l’R:‘{7l‘--ll-[H43

[Jc<:IaraI.iun ol'GcUI’gc Karypis

Moulin Dcpo. 160:7—2l.

348. Had the Search process taught in Cnnwcll identified a neighbor oftlae

work 10 be identified [i.:r.. achieves; the same result as me ‘ l ‘W clams]. it wtmld

still nul anticipate the ' I79 claims I:-ccaus<:i1acl1icw:s that result using :1 diffcrem

process--——-1.9.. using, an exact l1‘IflEl.':l'I comparison oflmshed exlracled features.

34‘). The l’ell1iun. Declarali-zm. and correspundéng charts Fail [0

de:mm1s1rale thal Conwwll teaches “comparing [the exzracled E’}:alure5] using [a]

rleighl:»m' search."

356. Pclition: As supp-mi t-|1at{'0:1well dismisses the claimed “C-:>n1;:~za:'ing

jlhe t:}:fE"at€:1B{§ fea1:.:resE urging [3] nr:igl'1hnr 5.='::m:EL" the Pefiiiitwn relies on the



Google Ex. 1020

lPR?_‘fl|5—¢}0343, IPRZHI 5-(If)?-45, IPREW 5-0034?, and WR 2015-00348
D-eclaralion. officnrge Karypis

highliglued sentence in the foilmving paragraph (and the corresponding citations to

Conwell and the Dcciarationl-:

Thad. ihv: ' 37‘) Chum nrqum: ”idcn!if}mg" (hr: unL‘.no'.-.1: mar!-; "using a non-

mchxnusmaz neighbor 5:1-:m:l1 " Ex IIHIE ai Chum I. I3. 25. Canwcll dsciuscs

icicntifymg a mark by pcrfipnnmg :1 loci-cup II1 & In-ml: tabla: EA. HIM‘! at 3-ai-3-(22.

Fi:;s- L 3 

—This iearcll is nonexhausiinc he-causril dues um requme .1

Pet. (‘l?*9) at 24.

351. Pelizicm chart: The chem in the Pe1i£i.u-nmakes the same asseriinn and

ciées the same pas‘.-:.age:

1!."c-nweif idcslnfics an L-Ir.-::m1m'c nor};

in Kicn'i1f!i1'.¥- 13)‘ ihh‘ computer by aarscgrssing a bokup labia: in :1
s_vsIc-m. the firs! ciuctruni: work by ccmzpmcr-syszctn 10 "d¢cod¢::.u:a
cmnpamg {inc L!.‘i$1‘flCICd Features onhc ndemifner |i.c.. cmractcd i'ca:nrcs| from
frat aflectronic work Wlih Ila: first the audio cmmml umcl send the

elm: ucnx data In aha: database using : .3¢nnifi.,-r [9 lb; database, gm-huh]
non-c.\h:ms1n-c nctghbor search. mspunds bg.'zctumu'rn_: the URL

cn:1'=:spomling. to Ihal idcnzifiux back to
fih: user device " 3'43-I-2, Fig}; 3-4

55 SGLIYC 5 {I011-L".‘{ I.'.IE£'iI'P.:?

became in uscc 3 snrttd Jmkun ubh:
Ihzu usi:§ \u.}z’i: Iicr1IlfirA2rS IE5 an Index

; 343‘-51%. 5.Ss¢.M_ Ex 11.1.14 a: * K!-1 

Pet.(‘l'?9)a125-26.

2.23
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352. D't3Clat_[3__li(JlL1 t"‘t:tiliuttt:t"5 Declarant Ill3.]-1651118 53111:: fl5St2l1tUl1fll1d

cites the same passage:

Sh Httttl ll h In}. upttttuntisettfn-1;‘-\r:l1nit-«I---«cu "lair.-ttI:1\tn:" ‘ha:

Ilttlmmxlt u-‘IL "it-1tt~.' rs u« rut-x:\'.1utI»m c I|t‘I1_'!l!H‘1 -t.-.1tt.'|t"f'-t llllll .II I 'l.1un~ l

I R 25 i n:-.\w|11u.~.ta.‘lt-.--!l.11~l1m1I:1tI<-It :1: I'll.’ fl"1|I|LII.l l.liI1I.'lL\¢1l\'-It}!II-11tt£Il1L'

ldL'lI1lfIL't aim;-~tlc'd11tvLt1ritc aslnttmm.‘ wt-:1‘ .\'u.‘t.‘ ['3 NH‘! :1: '- IF-I52 Hm I 1

Him: the me: \§l:'\-IL'|;'lit.‘l.'U1llL'\Th!" I~h.'ilTlf1dt ltnttl the mark 11 1‘: want In tit»:

¢1.Il'.ll\:l\L' H ..t : tr»--‘it 

 I-nilu-1. -I t~ n-3 -*I‘l|||"11"‘"‘

Muulin Dec}. (‘!?9)‘l]Sé

353. Dercfiarant chart: Finally. the chafi in Pctilionr.:r’s Declaration makes

the same assertion and cites the same passage:

2.24
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IR:-sum-It Icuchcs $cI4.:m:'I‘3.'ing_* :2 firs:
cl::.c:ruu1c mark by m:::a:s.sm:_.: :3
looku}: 1-.1-bl: in a ctmngnulw ::}':.tv:n1
to"du:u:I;!dI:'.1Ir: idcmificrqx :: .
cxamctcd l'q‘.'nlu1'c§§ fmm aim: :}LldI~C‘°
cemcnl and send me fish:-niifitr ID the

d:11:4bas::. iuiuchi rcspumls. by
mmrnmg: lhd: ERL cumspmuiung In
that ulemifm Back in the me:

dcxlcc." 3 -1?-I-3. Figs. 1-4

In Idem.:J'3.-1:131. by Il'::._' mmputcr sgsaunn.
IIIE firs: elccirurlhc -.s uri»: by cc-I11;1urm;: the
cnrzuca-ed fi‘:.'.ilurI:$. oi'1iu-.- rim electronic
work wt{|‘1Ihu'.‘ firs: clccirnmc dams In Itu:

:'i:n:aha§.c 1.lSII11‘.* :1 tron-«:s.lmm:u: nctgllbstr
search;

fizrziler dlsclcrscs II‘:-:1! Hus Ilergilher
sacarcll 1: non-4:.x|:am.ti\ L’ zmclcr
Pcamnm-r‘: auras:-nacuonu f.W:r:;I11~.'»-ca:

mm; m suricd inn!-zup Irlhlc Ilka! uses.
uark idcntafzcrs .l§ an Index 1 1'6-
*'«u_ -2 :‘-R.r..l

Moulin Dec}. (’ 179'] ‘I89.

354. 'J"h.e Petition. Declaraticm, and corresponcfing ::ha.rts fail to establish

that Conwell teaches the claimed “cumparing [the extracted features} using [a]

neighbor search.“ In Fae!-. the Petition, Dcciaration, and elm-1*'ts flail to address the

actual claim language. As set For1[1 above, thra claims require

uwnr '. I
n

1
J
a I

179 ciaim I, elemeus Ec]. I note that this claim language and. concept is

coniplctely absem from Petitioner's analysis. The Petition and Deciaration fail to

address what is actuaily being compared using the ncigl1bor search.

225
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355. The (.‘Il1l}' tzuniparing itleiititied in the petitimt is "perfumiing a l0<.il-mp

in a hash tahlc" (Pet. (' I 79) at 24 1. which. as dentcmstrated alacwe. is an exact

ntatch COIl‘lp£11‘lSnIl, not a neighbor searclt. instead. the Petition and Ut:ClaI'Eill0l‘I

state that “the ‘ITO Claims require iclentifying the Ul‘:ln:n()wIl work ‘using {:1 non-

EKl1EmSIl\-‘t2 neighbor search.” Pct. (‘I793 at 14. This inischaiticlerizatioit ofthe

claims igtturcs the actual claim language. As set forth above. the claims. do not

simply require "'itiei1tiFyittg‘ the unknown work ‘tt.siit.,g at T1011-CJsl]flllSll\"C neighbor

search;‘" rather, they require:

'[ \'.I.I1" -y .

(‘I79 claim I, element [0]). and the ct-nly comp-aring ofcxtrncted features identified

in the Petition (and Cl'lSCllJS.w:’:d in Conwelll is an exact match comparison-~

"perfomting a Iookup in a hash table" (Pct. at 34).

350. Petitioner Ubiierve:-1 that the system IZllSL'll)SCCl in Cunwell tnay achieve

the same result as the result oftlte ‘I79 claims:

"Betzattse the hash algonthm gerterates the saute output identifier for

similar. but non-itlentical, inputs. the table look-up will retum similar"

'neigltbor‘ results even Wllflll the intent wmk is not identical in the

reference xx-uric."
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l§’R2(}i5—()f}?i4_"':, lPR20§5~iJ|0345_ lP'R?fll5-O03-47% and IP'R2f)IS—00343
Decéaramaxi offienrgc K.£i.]'ypi§

Prat. (‘ 179] 21124 Qciiiiig Ccmwcil. 4:64-5:3?" But, as 1 lI.(}l.Bd abave. acliieving this

same result‘ using a process that is different than that claimed in the ‘ I 79 claims

ciues not anticipate the ’“ I 79 claims. For example, the Declarani states that

“because Canweil alsfl teaches the use ofa hash algarflhm such that similar; but

ncmwidemical inputs generate {he same ompui identifier, the table [oak-up will

remm similar ‘1:eig|a.hnr' results..." Moulin Deal. ('l'J"-'J)1f8t’i_ Thai the search

generates similar “neighb0r" r::su.lt5, lmwevmr, does not address the claim language

and. in pai1icular._ what is actually being compamd using me claimed ‘misighhor

5-2ari:l1.“

357. The two passages fmm Conwell cited in me Petziticm. and Declaration

(the: first attempting to establish “identifying" in general and the se-vcmid attempting.

In establish the "’neigl1¥3ur search“) do not dexnonstrate ilze claimed “comparing ith-e

extracted ikamres] using [:1] neighilhor searcl1." I address each passage in turn:

358. Cenwc-ii 3:43-62:

Ccuiwell (ices not identify an example of such a hashing algorithm.
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".t.‘it.'l'l'i.ll:_.’, In I Iii. 3. an e.\t:t1:p|ut'_i- Itci,-i.~»1r_\ LL‘Jl1li"UH-C -t.'.ut .
he eutieultlualired as :1 large I-ink-up l;i|1!t.'. |_'.ilL'i] ztutivu
reunrtl ittuluclcs. an ittentitiet .iIit| zi cturreulx-ntiittg U Ill . i
When :1 cont-.tint::r tlsaes. ;t ~.uIta|1|}' L~t|tttg*|'rs.‘-J sir‘-"tee (c_-.-:;., .1

perannal i.‘U1"l'lf\'lI!I:I'. nr \LLl':.‘lI.'.‘~o- tnlcrnet :1ppIi.tnce]Iuc|eeutle
an itlcrttilier from ;l|.H.“LIL‘I.\l'i1L'l'II alitl.-.cnd Ihc idenlilier In the ‘
:.lat:tlt:tw:. the I‘.i.‘tl:l.hfl.‘.LI fL'3apt.'II1(|..'H' hy returning lhu URI et-r- Q
l'L‘!+[')l!fiEJiflg_1t)Ih:1!.ll.|I:l'|Ilii.C|' ha -:|-L In the liner L!L"IlL'¢t-113k; u-.er I
cit.-vim; Ii‘lI:I1 directs an intern-.:I hrtttwer Eu Ihat URI . My .~.ut:h _-

ill'1'ClUgL'n"ICI'II.'\. musit: (t.-.g._:... in MI’? Ilarnml} can 9-1:1"-‘e as 3
- pmml In a web -tilt: detlicated to the Ittusic anisl. :1 web site;

givitig CRIIIUCII '.vL'llt:dU1I::u fur the artist. 3: web .~,iIe t-1l'er'Lm_; j
(7)5. etc.

In the I l( i. .3 example,ifthn:tievieedec-m.1est|1+: itlentitier '
‘37t.1' lttmt an MP3 Iilti, mu}. Ltuerien Lhc l.i3i.'ll‘3hC with Ihi.-. i
data. Ihe ttalabam: i.‘I.'l1.lI'I‘I."« the URI \w.w_ett1u:;i::.eunt |
tIS553SJ.\updl' [he Lise-r'.~. vn.-h hrn-.v.~'.c.-r is than Litftlulcti Iu J
that URI, [I-nr uitpu.~'.iLttr§.' cnnveniunee. the itlentiiicm are i
ll‘-t.‘~lIIl'|l:l.i tn he in the Lulg-:: (I--1023. In £It.‘ll|:ti iI'll]‘tiUlIlt.'n1{i— ‘
tinns. 3 much larger range vmuitl u.<:t13ll'_t-' he used.)

Ont: skilled in the art would ttnderstand that this passage identifies the exact match

"look-up tabke" iliustrated in Figtue 3 whtch. as described above, is an exact match

S-EE|l'Ch rather than a l16if._:hb0f search. This passage does not teach (and the Petition

and Declaration do not contend that it teat:h.es) “emttparing ]the extracted featttres]

usixtg [a] neighbor Search."

F-59. C‘ot1weI|.4:64-5:3;

U1 eatur-ac. by aui1:thl;.- Lirfxlglltng the alguurithnt lag.‘ wttwh
ttluatitiem are ah.-rivut. imn-u.it:ntic.';a.| vcrxntna n!" the .~,:u11=:

h:t-Etc.‘ mrttenl rtt-.'i§.r I'l\l'I['I1'.'I1'RIi1'.I'.'x“-u utnrreaptinti In the .-.:m1e
uh.-nttlier Ihctt: is eit.Iet1.~we pubii-chcd rs;au::treh nit -such

Iesfhntultigy. i.'.;_.:. Ila.-'.hi.ng aigiaritligtia h_\' which simiiar nr
iuiatcd. hut nnn-itteutiual. input.-t map tn the H:~H1lI.' huh
UTIIIFLI1.‘-I

One skilled in the art wotild u.ndets:tan.d that this cited passage states that similar

wnrks mit_;hl ectt‘r'esphmd ta the same hash lisittg Figme 3 to iliu-strata. this
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pa;ssag¢~: sL1g.ges't.s that two similar works might product: the same hash. the: 4111

entry in the table ‘‘37&.‘’ The passage dcacs not state that the Itash identifier {t.’-g..

eaxtra-used firaturtz EH6) is then cnmpared tn the hash of the ref‘:-.-rence work u.si.ng1he

ctaimecl “nci_t:f_hb0r sea1.'u:.l:'1." Rather, as cunfimted by the prior passage. the hash

iclcntifier textmcted feature} is cumpared 0121.}; using an exact match luokup table.

36-U‘. Hie h"mn'd '9; mzrzwrsra-7,5‘: E now addrt“-:55 the Board's specific uunlcems

{identified in its Decision in the ‘I79 EPR} with respect to whether Ccnwetl

discloses a “mzighbor search.“ In instituting GI'(nn1-cl l, the Bnaré Eecngnized that

COflWt:§l discloses; a search that compares the haslte-d output idez1tificr(f.::.,

“digitailgr createfi compact electronic represetatatton of the: f'It‘slt=:I;ectror1ic wortz")

with the records in the database: using an “exact match tool-cup" but institttted

Ground I because the “user wculd be directed to the sa;me URL fur both Sang A

and Song A E , thereby I‘l1fl§Ci1iIlg both Sang A and Song A1“:
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in colllnm to l,s:\_\.L'om\c|I d:s.:|o:»c:. 1II;L1 lI~.. l1;Is.lI :1!-_.-r.mI|1m

:__'-.‘lICI;|lI.‘S Ilu: s;u1I<: ompul udcnnluficr for 51Im|.iI.hlIl IIDII-IdclIHL‘:i| l!1['I1ll~'.'u. .19

d1:c:u—_.:~cd by Pcn1:oncr Pa 34 lL‘HiIlj.: Es. lunt:_ 4 n-I-F H P;m.~n1 Ommr

;I|..'lxlll.'|\\-Ih.‘d“._.".I.l".\1l1L'C|I:I1ll.‘)l‘l. bu! ;il":.'IlL‘i»Il"l;Jl IIIL.‘ 5;1I:1c"|1.1sl1::d cmlpm Identifier

Ir. rump-.ar:.‘d In Iln: rccord.~'. uaing an c_\.'.1cl Imtclliool-.11p " Prcltm Reap 39.

Pulcnl (‘I-u|1<:I'r;unl|Inu:3II1uI :'.m:h nu cmcl ll1.'1IL‘H.‘.I.‘.'Il‘L‘[‘lI:'~l10l Illa: 5.;1::t<:.'l&~ :1

"ncigIIbor"sc;1rc|I rccncd In me Cldtms \\‘c;1rc persmdcd. |1o~.-.'c\‘cr, l|I'd[

 In ollm nerds. Ihc sc.n'cI1 or lmlmp, uoulcl

"1dI:I1I:f_\|].Icl0ac.bII1 nul n'|utc55ur|Ij- c\:I::IoI'::lnsce.1_In:IIch."s1:ch1|1:|1 ‘.5

nser~.'.ou|u.1hc dnrccuzd In the s.'nnc [RL for boll: Son-::Ae1nc|S0n_4A .

[lIL‘:l‘ClT|_\ nmtclung boll: Sol]; A and 3011;.’ .-R. .-\|lE10tt;.:|1 II .‘1ppc;Ir5 lllifl such :1

scuretlu process is diITcrcIn from I|l:iI dcsucnbcd m the Spccnficzuuon ofzhc

'11“) P;IIcnI_ me an: p<:rsu;|d::d_ on the present record. Ihul i1 meals Ihu

diSCI.|‘SSC'd lulmulicms rccilcd in Iht! indcpcnchml cl;mn5.

Decision [1791 at I I-I2.

36| . As I den1»::mst1'atc-d al:--ave, the su-:arch. process disclosed in Com-.-ell is

rm! 0:113; "“dif‘ferv.'~:r1t frum {hm degcribed in the Specification ofthe ‘H9 I‘aIv.-:nt"

(Decision (179) at 12), it is also difiéreni than the process ::l:1in1.-.:d in -;-2a-ch

iI1de§:e11dcn1 claim ufihe ‘ I 79 Patent. A5 I explained abm-ca. each ind-ependent

claim requires “t:umpa:“ing [the extracted fcalwic-5] using [a] In:-ighhor se.-an:h:“
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‘I79 cfiaim I. clcmcm [rs]. Conwell cxciusivcly discloses doing such c+:nmpan'ng

using an exact match iookup tabic. Conwcli, 3:43-62; Moulin Dept). 200-} I-

201:2.

36:1 One skiilcd in the an wouié understand mm the Board's anaiysis

addresses clicmative ctaim Eanguagc that dates not require colnparing Ehe extracted

ficaturcs using a neighbor Search but instmd simply identifies a nciglibor (t.-‘.g.,

Song A I) éuuicpc-n&eI110i'tl1e actual sxtiirch [icing peribnziedi Thai the system

discioscd in Conwcli may achieve the same: 1‘I::3L1|t--z'.c*.. map bath Sang A and

Song Al to rhe same icJ.entifier-«does not convert‘ the exact match comparison of

the izashed identifiers disclosed in Conwcll into a rzeighbcrr Search of such

idantifiers as required by each imiependeaii claim.

2.. non-exhaustive §E3l'IIh;'{Cl1¥il‘I|i§ I. I3. 25).

363. In instiiuiiug. Ground 1, 1 note that the Beard did not specifically

addrcss wfictticr Cunwcli disclcacs the clai med non-exhaustive S-L‘E:tl'|".‘.|'L Decision

[‘ I7"-EH1! 1. I-« 13, The search disclused in Conwcli is net none:-:t1aust_ivc,

364. As I explained above, the claimed “mm-az-xliaustive-" Search is “a

searcli !ha1 locales 3 match without 3 cmnparisun of ail. possible matciies.” Scciion

W3}: Decision (‘ H9) at 7. A iion-exhaustive Search uses an im.-c1i;igcn1 algorithm

tn reduce the number (if pmential matches. By contrast, an at:-zhausiive Search LL‘-3t‘.Si

brute force to ctampare the 1-.-ark to be identified with each record in the database,

23'!
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"perhaps hzllling Ihu: >:c:arcl1 v.-lurn the iirsl n1aIcI1 is found " "237. 8'5‘)-(11 : arc’

Section VIE}.

365. ("unwell dues nnl Icacil lhc cliiimcd "Imn-::.xI1auslin: ..9;t:an:I1."

As illustrated in Figure 3. Com-.-"ell [caches idc11Lil'gm1g a match using “a large: look-

1.1plal1Il..’." (hnwcll. 3:43-44 ("Refi:r|‘ing to H0. 3. az1exen1plary Registry database

can be conccépmaiized as a large l{mk—up tabla"). Conwcll also discloses {in 3

an-:ctiu:1addt'essi:1g Imm-.' Ihe Iablc can he zuainlainr:-d1 that the “lcml-:—u;J 1alJh:“can

include "curries scmcd. by id::nlif':::r." CL'>nwt:I|_ 5:50-6|. These disciosurcs in

Cnmvell are neilher an expressed nor an inherem clisclnsure Ufa "non-exhaustive

svaarclu."

300. Exgress: Cc:-nwel! does not expressly disclose using the "lnnk—up

table" to conduct a |1o.n.—cxhausIive Sr.:al'ch—.‘.-:’.. using an algc>ris|m1 that imzreazaes

elficiency by i:1teIlige:1|tIy searclming. unky a sums»:-I ufpolenlial malclies ratller than

a “brute Force" seanch. There are many potential ways fio use Conwe|.l"'s “I.0ok—up

table" to identify :1 match. For ex:m1p}e‘ one possible apprnach wnllld he to

compare the hashed identifcr ofthc exuracied fieatures ofthe work to be matched

with the H151 entry in Lht: lL‘r0k-lip labha, then with [he set:oI1d entry, and 50 on------.I'.c'.,

an exhaustive search. Using Figtma 3 235 an iliustrative ex.a1ng3le_ ifthe lmshed

identifier of the work 10 be idumu lied is GL1 the id::mifir:r conic! be compared witla

the first ezmy 034. resu'1Lim_: in no malch; the Search xmuld than cmnpare the
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identifier to Ehe second ensry in the lockup table I 12- again resulting in no match:

and SA’) on until the search reached. 612-3 match.

mwl mt;-;§'éLnsnwanrm,?u rm
mwv.kud85@.:I:Isn‘i'Inf1$9'IJ4£?556-¢6hIIsI

Corzweil, Figim: 3.

367. As I explained above, such 3 search would be exliaustive ra.ti1er than

the claimed non—e:<h-austive because it systematically checks whether each

potential match malches the work to be idemifie.-cl until a match is found.

Accordingly, this search would be exhaustive (rather than man-exiiaustivey whetl1ez'

or not she searched stopped afier identifying a match. An exhaustive s-earr:h._ which

uses brute force to compare :11: work to be identified in reach record without

reducing the 3:»-otcntiai record candidates. can “halt the searcil when {he first match

is. found." ‘ E79, '§J:3~I3. An exhaustive sear£'.l1 systematically checks. whether each

potential match matches the work to be identified umii it match is found, "perhaps

halting the Search when the first 'l11&ECi1 is fuund." ‘ E79, 9:8-13.

23-3
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368. As E1l‘lD[lH..'I cxztnlplc. iftltc ltnshed icletttafier nt'lh»:: wmk to be

identified were ‘M4. the identifier could be cotznparecl Wlll1 the first entn_,r U34.

resttltittg in no match; the SCE1l'Cl1 WittlldlltI3[1uC(ll‘Jt[)3l’t: the itlettlilicr tn the second

entry 1 I2. again resulting in no match; and so on until the entt't'e table is contpared.

Because there ts no exact match, no ma.-tch would be itletttilied. This approaclt of

using the disclosed sorted lool-zup table does not use 3 n0l1vt3XllElllS£i\"e searelt,

because its searches all entries until a match is I‘-aund. ratlteI'tltar1 using an

algmitltttt that increases etTteienc_v by intelligently»; searcltlttg only a subset nf

potential t11a.lt:l1e5.

3439. While there are ways to search the Ioctk-up tahle ciisctosed in Carmel!

using a m:-1'1-ezeltaustive approach, Conv.-'ell does not disclose any such non-

exhaustive approach. In Fact, Conwell does not teach any specific method nut‘

condztcaing the exact match c01n];vari son using the <lise|use::l lookup table. As I

explained above. the only descriptions in Cuuwell regardlttg, the search to he used

are the Following gelteric statements: (1 I zhe “database respnnds. whfich does

not disclose £3. non-exlmusti-.=e search: and 12]: “queries. the database“ which also

dues not disclose a nmt-exltaustix-‘e semcht
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lPR2(}'15-D0343, 'lPR10lfi-(M345. [PR 20! 5-(]{'l34‘?'.__ and. IPR20!5—(}D343

D-cclaramnn of George Karypis

Referring to I" Hi 3. .15: cm-mpiary "\‘.L’.gi.'L1.I'!z d.-11:1h.1sc can
In: cormcptualizcd as .1 Iargu lu-utk-up tahh. lzacb a-:%i*-'-.1
n.-«;urd inclmlcs an iclcnlificr am! :1 czrrtt-.~por|ding URI...
'I.Vhun> a t.‘u|'l'-§|.tE'|I'n3t usacs :1 suitably e.-quippczi LI:-\"5o:-2 (nag... a

pezrs-:\zn:Il uumpuicx. us wirclc.-as il1ll:l"fH.§l appiianct) In alcumlc
an id-i-r1liI.1u:r {turn amliru aanizni and mm‘! Ihe I4.!¢'n1ifir:r In II»;

.m-.mgcm-.-ms. music (1.-Mg _ in M153 llrrmm can sen‘: as a
gsnnai M a web site: écllicalfll in the music :mis.!.. a weh sin:
gix-ing cunmcn schudl11r:.~u Tm Ilx-. ar1i:s!. ;: ‘-I-‘ch aft: ul'l'a:ting
("DH-. ctc.

In the I its 3 cxarnyslc. It Has: dw:vn:c dccxuirs. lhc uicntmcr
‘S703 {(01:11 .23 MP3 file.

- Ihn: dalahu.-3: rettams Ihc URI 'nh.‘1n\r‘W.I.'£l"ILi.-1“.-it2‘.§2t'.‘|i?l‘:
lISf'35?~:'=.‘!2s.pciI "flu; u,-,-.cr'_s wu.-la hruv.-.««.-r ia. I.h<:u dirccl-cd to
ma} 1.122% . film uxpu.-iiinrg.‘ 1-‘l'*l1\'I;I1I¢:l1L'=c, Ihu ids.-uti:Iiv.:r.~ arr
a:~'.«at.amc<| In has in I'll: r:u1-:_;'__x- {L llI23-. III a\.1il;II 1mpiv:mncm:1—
ti¢'m.-s, .3 much E:trgo:{'r:1ngc wmald u.-'.n:«.Elg. he u..-Had}

Canxvell, 3:43-62.

3'20. Inherezm‘. Cm-zwell also does um inhereniiy discinse usi.ng1|1e “ionic-

up tabfie" to conduct a non-exhaustive s;::an:|1. First, as a p=relin1maxy matter. 3 note

that neither the Petitian nor ihe Petiticmer‘s Declarant. relied on any tl.1er.sry rhal

Comueli inherently discloses a non-exhaustive search. Pet. (‘1?9) L60.

ftcmrdingly, because the Petitioner did not present this theory. ii is my

understanding Ehat it cannot be a basis for finding the ‘179 claims uxipatentabie.

37 I . Second, Cnnweil does not inherently disclose a “nun-exhaustive

search.“ it is my understanding that a ciaim iiumtaitun is inherent in the prior an if

it is necessai-‘ii3.* presena in the prior art, no: merely pmbably or possibly present.

As I named above. Cm1'we|I does not exprwssiy discl-use comparing the hashed

235
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lPR'20l"\-t‘J(t"i-'1‘~'t_ |PR2(lt5—{}fl?-—I‘7», ]'F'R?t}I '7:-0()°a<17_ and IPREUI ‘§—t')t.']"»:1?-I

tilcctaralitm 0t‘Cico1'=__-c K.ar},'ptS

idcnti|'tc|'s to the pot-cttlial mzttchcs in tin: tnnk-up table [sorted on unsorted) using it

]1fll1-€.VthHt]SIt\-'t? search. And. as t”tt5l't‘af€d in the example almve. SIICI1 a Search is

not "m:cr:.~;s2u'iI_v present“ there are many wztys tn compare 21 ltasltcti tdutllifiltrf In

the rcl'eI'em:e hashcd identifiers in a Io0k~up table other than using a non-

exltaustive search. White t.I Ilttgltt be passable or maybe even probable that one

skiltud in the an could use El ttutt-ta:-thattstivc:ap]JI'0at:t1t0 conduct :1 St3Ell'C]l using the

look-tip table disclosed in Cotrweil. suctt a possibility or even probability times not

establish an inherent disclosttre.

371 The Petition. Declaration. and corresponding Chi1I'IS fail to

ttemrmstrate that Cnnwell teaches “‘cot11pa|'t.ng [the extracted features] using :1 mn-

exhztustive... search.“

373. Petition: As support that Conwcli disclottes the ctaimed "‘c0InpariI1_g

[the extracl»;:d tieaturcs] usittg a lmtt-c:-shaustivv: search,“ the Petition relies cm the

f0ll0\=-.'it'tg.:

Hm sczarclt 15 nut1-:\l1.1u+'-t:~.c ’:>cx'.3ta_ac t1 Linc‘; not Icqtstru .1

luutc force cntltpctriz-on trfait _t:«J~=.~.t1:1u:l1.1=h::s. hut nttltcr rctturrcs. El magic Lmktlgt :1-. 1
:1 numt:n.::tIl} surtuti luotmp uhic that LE5C-5 hm‘-it tu’a.-:tttt'ucr's 3.» an {E1-dffx .t :3 Lu. t

litter‘! at 3-U-Fit, .45:-t.(».£~_ E-_ l:ttt..t at ' hr.

Pet. t‘ 179] at 34.

TM. Petition chart: The Clt-5111 in the Petition makes the santc assertion and

Cttcti the 5£il11C twatt passages fturn Cnnwett:

'7'-'¥().

Pagt: 340 of 292
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IPREBIS-{)0}-43_ IPRIEGIS-09345, IPRQIH 5-f}f)34'3’, and EPRZO! S-(30348
Declaration of George Karypis

L:1

Eur} icl.cnI:fy'm;;. by the computer§_‘g’5E=C‘a‘fl. lhi‘ fim circtruni: «ad»: by
».:mnparing the cxmtczcd fizalum uflhc
firs! etecizimic \w.:-rk mm the rum

ck-‘C ma-nit data :11 lbs daiabasz: using a
n{‘:n—cxhau5u\'c nmgiibor Stfifth,

Pet. {‘E?'9) at 25-26».

Con-mrll ilIL‘lHifi:.*: an cicclrrmis: -‘Marl.

by mccssing. :1 lookup- tabie ill a
commuter sysgesn LU "decode-an

i1ic11li.l'Im:' Ii.r:.. ea-xtracztcd fa-murcsj from
the midi; comm and send Ihtt

Idcnlificr In line: data.b:1sc.[Muchi
nespunds h;.'mIumin_1_: the LRL
cnrrcspandizui I9 (1131 'Idcn:if'1:.'r bani; to
the user cicr'u::.- " H3-(:3. Fig: 3-4
This :5 a nclghbor St.“£l.|'Ci1 because “now
aicnrml scrsms afzhe same has:

C-:mu.-rat an-.13. mm-thsriuss mmtspond to
uh»: :..unc- xicntifu " -I H-9 7», Ex link!
as ‘ 24:.

J

3?5. Deciaratianr Petitic:mer‘s Declaram nmkes the same assertion and

relies on the same two passages from Canwell:

Funhs.-.r. $1 is E1‘s}‘ -.'»p:.mo-n 111:1:

this f.'.I'.)I1"il!lLlll:h II l'l(1l‘1-€1(fl:Ri!:s'Ii\'i: scarch undcr P‘::I.:!inm:r'~. com.-uucciun hccflllsc in

docs mm! rcqmrx: 1: brute three w:npnn~'~nn ofail pas.--uh}: b;u.Im-..bLn1 l1:IhcfI'cqlliI‘€8

a sanglc h:‘sr.‘:}.'1I}'r in n uI.l|11:1‘1ca§l_vsurt::¢§ Iuoizup [able than use» hash idcnlilicrv. as am ?

_ m:J-:,~q.. .E'.‘.g.. 3:-134313 :"Rcg:-'.m,' damham: can b: 1.‘nnL“¢111u;1li£c»;.I 115 a large hank-up

labia. Each :u:1:n': rm.-unl indudes an idcntificr and a coa'r¢:-winding (‘I-‘Cl. . . %
.‘

5:53-(1-I I“thc gm-su.-nt dtsclmurc flan-1.lI11ItF~ [hat the I.m'£¥1c~'- an: 5.0-rtcd. hy I''Ellx’.‘‘l3l'.!'r.f.'£‘.‘}.‘ !

Mcmlin Deal. (‘ i 79] 118-5.

37$. Deciarant chart: And final!)-', the D=eclara.mt‘s that’: also makes the

same assertion and cites. 111:: same two passages From Conwcii:

2.3’?
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[F’R2lll'”w»[)l}.'l<-l_'l_lPR2{llfi-l)(H—15_IPREUIS-(l{H£l—'7,and lPR'._‘lll"\—l)ll.MR

Dr.:<:laraLiun nI'{icur-__=c Kaujvpis

(‘um-.s,'|lI|:.u;lu:snJu:nl1I'}1I|;: .1I'IrxI
clcc1ruIm; uml. In .|u:ca;~::::; .1
lo«;1Lupt.1l»!l: an n u;n1upL1lcI ~13. alum
ID "dcuodc an udcnulicr [1 c .
1.‘\lr;l|LlL‘Cl IL‘JluI'L'5I lmln Ills .md1u
u.mtcn1.u1d e.::nd1I:c :dc1:||I‘n.-I Iu Ilu:

l.l.|1.:h;m:. [ulm‘l:[1I.‘$p0Iui-'.~ hf.

rclmmng thus I R1 unrr'c~.puIILl|:1_a_- In
Il1:tI IdcI|l1fiuIl1.II.‘l»; I0 l|1::1I:'.-:1
dcwlul: " 1 J?-N." F13;-z 1-«I { nIm.:ll
I1|[lI|c1'l|_‘,n,‘lI-.:_~.IlICI;£lllf‘!I.\l‘.C.Il'Cl|
b~c‘.xL-.:-,+,~ "mu:-adcn11u;|l L 1:1-_-r-.vu~ of
ms: -..:nIu.' hwc gumx-in mm.

i1IJlIL‘llI»'l1.'\¥ I.'l.‘1’H."H[1\1Il'.l 1u Ilw ~.ms.:
|clcmIl‘I-.'1 .1 14-1‘ '~

IL‘! Id\.‘nt:|'}11l;_:. bf. Ilu: cwupulcl :s7«'5ls.‘I1L
:h.: finl L’ll:CIFUHII£ umi. by ..uIn11.:rIn:Il1.:
|\_'\”.Il;lC'u[j I'u:.-uun:~'. ufllnc I':nIl:la:a.1rmm.'
unrk nnrh llu: llrsl clcclmnic d.Il;l III llh.'

(l.ll;lb.‘I$«.‘I.l5;l1'If_‘ :-. Ilflll--.'\lI;lI1=.11\c lIcl_‘.:lIl"Or
~.:::tIn.l1.

Moulin Deal. (‘i'?‘)) ‘fl89.

37?. Petitioner asserts that Conwell discloses a man-exhaustivr: 5-éarch.

because using. the “lonkup-table“ “does not require a brute force comparison ofall

;)0SSil)l€ ha.si1e5," bul instead “requires a single lockup in a numerically sorted

Iookup table." PEI. {"179} m 24. As i explainecl abow:._£‘on1we|| does not teach

a|1y particular senn;halgorith.n1 tlzwsearchingt|1e“loakup—tabie" and ::enain|g.' does

not disclose :1 Search algmilhm Ihal ls not a brute licmse algorillnn or an alggnritlun

that rcqu.ires a “single lo-o|<up_°' Comvell. 3:43-{$2. Contrary to Petiti-::mc:“s

asserhuu, L‘m1wr:l;l does no! leach using a “single l()«:3kup" In Edenlifiv a work.

3'33. As I explained ab-owe. Ccmwell pm-vidr:5 no details as to how ll";C

exacwnatcll sea:<:l1 between the luislaed identifier of £l1e work In be idsmtified and

23:8.

Pam‘: 2-4'.’ of 292C
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IPREQI 5-f)l]I3dls3, IPRZZDES-D0345, IP‘Rf-Fl}! 5-H0347, and IPRIOH-00348

Declaration of George Karypis

the hasheé idazntifiers in the reference database is actually perfmmed. The emire

description ofthe exact match search is these two terse lxiglfiighted portions:

§{I:I'-:rrit1g ‘tn FR}. 3. an exemplary Rcgi.~“.:r}' d::I:I|m.-w can
bc emu-p:unji.«;d as. a tug: lunk-up Habit‘. Lucia min.-

r=:cs.~r:l iI1+:1ud<::a an izl+:x:I.iI'h.-r am! I: s:urn:::-pmading URL
W!It.=:1 11 umsuruucx uses a suiiultiy cquigzpazd Llcvims (::.g., :3
pcrmnal cumpuusr. ur wirclcse; inlnnrnct zlpgiiiancc} lo dc-c-.:-dc
an iricrltljlcr fmm audiu conical and sum! Ihc idcniifiur Eu the
daiahasc.

The am.-r

(I<:\'i:.'1:fhI.'n dirccls an imcrnu: lmuwscr 10 IE1-.31 URL. Fly such
nrraagcnncnis. music (L-.g., in MP3 furmai) can scnzu as :1
fauna! in :: |.\-1:}! .5-in: clcdiczucd In 2?)»: n'Iu:-ail: mi-.21, .1 wet» sin:

g,iv:3ng, mum.-r1 scha.-dulr.-3 fur the aria‘.-.41. a \’v'L°l'9 :<.-in: uffmng
('I}'.s. etc.

In Iht: FIG. 3 cxanlplc. if lhc d(:\‘i:.::: dccuciczs the idurllilicr
'3‘!r»‘ l'r:'-rn an MP3 liic,

- Ehc dnlahazwz rclums the URI. \w.'\\.'.cmm-:iw.:.::t:m-
[lSS53S3x..pdf. The L:.~s:::‘s Wcb ifirawscr is lhcn Liffcclcd lu

llhal URL. (1%: cx]1n5itur1.- 4.'un\’t:nicm:c. lbw: idcniiliurfi ll":

use-.um::;| Lu he in 111-; rangc; l.1—i(133.. In as.-um! il'i'.l:j.il.t.:E‘?‘iI.-.'nI£1-
siemm, :1 much larger range wannlci usually be u.‘-it.:d.}

Comvell, 3:43-E-2. Neither ofthese r'::ferences~«“the database responds" or

“qm:r'ies the daIabasc“—discloses any particular exact match search, much less .a

“single Ionkup” search.

379. More.-nver, the illustrative example disclosed in Conweil cannm he

used to identify a n1aIcl1 using a “single lcmk.up." léashcs can be smred in a

standard daiabase structure using, [I ] just records for Ehe identified keys (as in

Figure 3 of {‘o»nwcll}_, or [2] pre-allocating records far all possible keys (alien

referred to as :1 hash table].

239
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IPRZDI 9-('Il]."i-:1-3. IPREHIS-{II()‘-.4‘i_ IPREFH 5-U{}347_ and l]7'R2IH_"\-110343

Dcclaralion officurge Kamypis

380. The second approach 111:: hash [able cuutd possibly be used In

identify a match using a “single I00!-zup.“ For exampie. assunm that a hash

afgnrilhm generates values from I-I0 and thal the refizr-snot: works in [he mt‘-:rr.:ncc

Iilvrary hash to l.. -1. 7. and ED. A hash tabie lhai could be used In perform a “sing;_:Ie

Ioukup" would look like this:

2401
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IPREOIS-(30343, %IPR2[l|5-(10345, TPRZHIS-00347, and lPRQ{)!fi-H9348

Declaratiola offiicorge Karypis

htl§_1S1"'."€I1_._\3«_{jl\'.i e_dia_.or 1-"w.iki=}ia5h ' J“ The hash labia can be iooked up

directly because there is a tine item for every puss-ibie number. Fm examtple, ifthe

t’.}l.I€E}i hashe-s to a value of :3, the searclt coutd go directly to the 5”’ secu1‘d.1“

38 I. Figures 3 ané «i of Cmtwell. however- do not have this hash table

structure but instead discfuse a loakup tahh: that inc-hides gaps (¢.».g., gaps between

034 and 11:2, I 12 and £93. and ms and 375;”;

Each record has a key, but the fields 1't3rtl1t: work and the associattzcl aclinn

wiil he filfsd wfith nnH.~; ifnn retérence work li1asht:dtnthat'lm':k1:p value

{kc 'r'idc11tifEer.1’bucket ii).

“"7 Because hash tables generally Itaw: to accommodate some hash collisions

(La. diftércnl Files that hash to the saluc -value: because there is at fimiteti range nf

hash mines possible}, the hash table crficn has E} linked fist attached to c:a::l1.hasl1

value bucket that must be traversed to find the actual result. For example, if there

are three refers-nae files that all hash to 5. than the query identified above wilt have

to evaluate alt three as part ufits “5ing;,Ie |m:rkup."

.19

The hash vaiue is not the same as the record #: so the Search algorithm must

search thrmzgh the records to match the key.

24 I
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IPRTFEH -"~.—l)(lLH_ IPRZIH "a—{)l').'*i-I3 IPRZIJI fi-IIlD"‘p4'?, and IPR 201 S-(IIIMR

Dcc1araIiuiiot‘(icorge Karypis

A5 a result. the "lockup table" disclosed in Conwell cannot be used [(3 idemiffi-.' a

match using a “sm_;1e |.o0|<.up" as suggesied by Petitioner. Because the records in

the table are stun:-d in conserzutivc positions. {even ifthe hash keys oftwo adjacenl

records do not differ by one}, we caimm locate the row wi-tliin that table that stores

a particulal‘ hash key in 21. single lookup operation.

382. The two cited passages Fmm Conwelfi relied on in the Petition,

Declaration, and charts do» not disclose any particular Search aigoritlmi using the

sorted Io{ikLi;p-iahie. much {ass an algorithm that is :2 aimi-asxfiiaustive SE'£Ll‘Ch. Each

passage from Conweii is addressed in turn.

383: Pa.s;s:agu: 1:

24-2
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[PR 20] ‘S-H0343, iPR2[ll5-D0345, IPREOI5-(30347, and IPRZHIE-{H1348

Deciaratiou of George Karypis

Referring; to I-"Iii, 3. an ca‘x:mp=f.'.tr]i' llcgisiry (ialxihasc cm
be Lunccplualizcd Hz.‘-"I 3 Fmgv: Ii-mic-up labia. iiaulu ‘.u:£i\'c
rc-Imril includes an icfunlificr and a L'L'Irrc3a;xinar.IiI1g, URL
‘When it I.:i![l:‘~llIl'IL'Y nsus a su.Ii1a|1l§.- i:quippi:d device (cg. as
personal compuzcsr. hr wirclc-as inlcrucl appliance) I0 ilcmdc
an iiicntiiicr {mm audit: mutant and mud ih-; idmtilicr In the

cialahusu, Ihc dalaha.-ii; ri:.-ipn-nil-4. by ruhturnislg, the URI. our-
rusp-cxnding 1 that idr.-I11 Elie: hack in me am: dcviare.

Cnnwafll. 3:43-50. This peissage does not disclose the claimed. “imn-exliaustive

search“ and does not disciosc a “single hascikugza.“ Raihirr. [his passage stmes that

the “Rcg;istr_'y daiahase can be conceptualized. as a Eargc look-up table" and stains

thai the “datalztase responds. The: passage says nothing about how ihe “Registry

database” is searchezd, and spe«;:i.fica|ly dflfs not disclose a “iwii-cxiiaustive search"

or 3 "single inokup" as suggested in tl1ae.Pr:titio-ncr. Rather. the passage simply

stain-afi that, when a cm1s:.zmer uses a device to “send the identifier to line: database,

the database responds by returning the URL corres'ponding to that identifier back

tci the user device." Ccmwell, 3:43-50. The passage says nothing ab-itiut the Search

process that uses the “concep1uaIized iarge- Iook—up table.” to idemifyI|1e

corresponding URL.

384. Passage 2:

} ifhc niaimlczianci: 01' the Iablr: I2 is well nndcrstucid bji"
Ethosc sl-zillcd in 621:: slruulurrs.-i. For was of eh’.-sezriplion, the
ipwscnt dihL‘|lsE-‘.U£'<: amumus that the imlrics are snrtcd, by
iidcnliiiur. In animal iinplcmcn-Iuti-an. this may nu! he the c:asc:'.

i‘I”hc avstcm may he kcyezd by idcnlilicr, sang and artist. [husl
in-crcaziing the spccd at which 1114: sysium -.::in find. duplicazc
mug: with d.1'fI'crci1l id-aniifirm.

243
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IPRZHI ‘§-(NH-'1-.'~':, |PR?.{H5-{'I|()7.~'l5_ IPRNII "5-Of]?-<17’. and IPRIUI .“+-III)"-‘:48

Ueclaratimt 0-I'George Karypis

Cant-.'e||. S158-(:4. Just like the first passage. this passage also dues not disclose

the claimed “'rtnn-er-zltattsttve search." Rather, this passage states that the t I ) the

maintenance nfthe table I2 is well tt:1clet'st0od by those skilled in data structures.

{2} the entries can be sorted by idetttifier. and (13) the systettt may be keyed by

identifier, sound. and artist.

385. Nam: ut‘t'h::se disclose how the st-:at‘L'|'t is actually-' perfarttted. much

less that the undisclosecl sea.rt:h technique is non—exl1austiw:. The first three

sentences simply describe hLW«.' the table 12 is maintained and say nothing about

how the table is searched, The final setttenee addresses ltow the S_\’5l£“II‘1 is "keyed

by identifier. song, and artist." Agaitt this sentence says nmhin:_-_ about item; the

table is actually searched but rather refers to how the database is matntained-

B. “l‘?9 Ground 2: The instituted claims of the ‘I79 Patent are not

obvious in view at" (lhitas am! Philyaw.

336. I understand that it‘.-at cn=:tt!'}inatiatt of two references fails to teach an

intportaat claimed elements it is not pnssibte fat.‘ that e-zmthination to tender the

eiaint atwimm. That is, as.-uunim_.=; mm: at"urdinary st-till would Itawe thought to

CDtI‘tbiI‘IC the rcfen;-ttces. that ccambittatian wnulri still be missittg an important

efientent and therefore. even with the cornbittatiort. ()I"t€ of nrclinary skill woulii sit}!

not possess the in»-'.enlinn.
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lPR20I5—Ul}343_, IPREUIS-Q0345, IPRZFH S-00347, and IPR 2035-{I|'D348

Declamlzion officurge Ka.r},rpi::‘

387. All ind-a|Jend.em ciaims of the ‘IT9 Patent include the “null-cxhzntlslive

neighbor search“ timitation. ‘H9’, claims I, 13, and 25. In this combination,

Petitinner relies emclusiveiy on Giitias rafiher th.-an F'hi§yaw for the claimed “non-

eximzsiive neighbor sear-th." Pet. {"179} 53-60. This is confinned by Petitionefs

DEt;‘§fl1'flE1tI

Moulin Dena. 373:2}-374:3; Mnulin Uepn. 3'M:2(}-I-Z5. Ground 2 Fails hecmlse

Ghias does not disclose the either { I 2 a non—exTI1ausu‘ve search, or (2) a llflighbfl-f

search. I address each deficiency‘ in turn.

I. nnn—exhaustive search (claims I._ 13, 25').

388. The Search discirased in Ghias is not a11o:1—exi1austi've sear::l1.

AS I expiaineé above in detai} (Sectiun V1 BH. £1 “m1n-exhaustive. .-sear::h“ is “E:

Search Illa! hjcaies a match witlmllfi 3 Enrnparistan nfnll pnssibie n1alChes_" Section.

245
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IPREUI ‘°.»—l}[}_"i«‘1_'%_ IPR ll] i 5-t){}'-L1‘3\ lE"R?_0l 5-Ul'I‘¥47l anti ||’R20l 5-()‘E'i.".~1R

Dcclaratioii ot'Crcor;_;c K2ii'_\;pis

VH3}: Decision (' 179} at 7_ Also as I cxpluim-1d almn: in detail (SCCliOI1

VI It A it I )(h)i. (jhias teaches an €.‘ti'lE11|Sti\'C Search that conipares the work: to be

identified {us-icr input 23_lwiII1 “all the songs" in Iht.’ database -:‘.r.*., “all imssihlc

matches.“ I I10IL‘ti‘ta{ Petitioner's Declarant rep-catcdiy t.‘:0llfil‘I11I3d that the searcli

disclosed in (Jhias Compares the song to be ideiitilietl with each rei:oI‘d in the

database and is. tl1::i'cl'0i‘c non-cxliatislivc——"a scatrch that locates :1 match without a

comparisozi C-Fail possible inatC|'ies-." See Section "v’l[(A)t I )(b]t; Moliliii Dept).

327:3-I3: 327;[4-328:4.

3-89. The Petition. Declaration, and corresponding charts fail to

demonstrate: that Ghias teachers. comparing the extracted l"eal'ures using a non-

exliausttive search.

390, Petition: As support For the claimed ‘“i1o11-exhaustive sca1'ch,"thc

Petilimi reli-:5 on tllvz following two quotes from Cihias [labeled 0 and O )1

—"ii Li -:un.~.:c.1«:rcd iJc.~.'~rr-stats: in ms: an cttic ten: .1pprmini:i:v:

pattcm m.u:-t;]1in-__- J!gorilhn1" r.1thi:i' than an aigontltiit that is gtiamntsrcd lo_\L'id .1

0

R.iin|Iin:_._v tum“: ii.-M‘ r:u1::g:‘i t"ra.I:n Htiiini For litt‘. {mite fort: alzzoritlim lg Olin-ET} or

Oi niogt in i"i

i‘::t_ t‘ W9} 4”?’--4&9.

346
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IPREGIS-00343, {PRIME s-on345_ fPR2flIS-D-D3-¢'}_ and lPR.2i)%5-00343

Deciaration ceffieorge Karypis

39!. Pelitiun Chart; The cllani in the Petitie-H Ciies to these same two

passages from Ghias:

Glths {I-3:. lfltllauusd Husjsaw {EL "EM:-1]

E:."}1L|rc!l‘<15f’§'|I'11i h_\ Ills.‘ ncumpum .n ‘J flj flmhkfi.. ' 1 . - . . ' "
-.\"~1w.1I‘J. Ll}: 1.1:‘.-E «R11!-any mark by E H R‘ '3 " ‘ H”
wwwum W mfiwcd ‘muck M azurllnctit :1|'tp:‘1sxI‘k1;1lo: ;'I;\!‘tu:1'l‘l Elnllcfmg
Eh“ fin‘ Ci-_uhm‘.I; mid mm the ;|l§._!o.2n£!u11 1'.1:.lhc."I limit .111 .1|guI1tL1n1 liiafiif-x
l'1a"'\-I ch‘ in: :13-.' 1.19%.‘: tn Eh»: s.'£.'LL:im-.u 1":1.J‘..wm“"‘kd M New A “nub ('l"'I'11' ("ANS
wan J :w“_“h“u_’mL_ mmhhur I Sn.-*.ct:1I .*\}§.'LiFlIhli!'w hm: iwcn 0
w__m‘__a ‘ zulet-:3-pa.-2% . ih1:1|:n.:.~__v um-3. Int!-tggjfi

_[_}';_1_mU(:1'tI1l Inrl ch - "n .:-H '0 I_»_g
(Hknj ori Ihlltrag-[:1:I“|. ' "

%%%%%%%

Pet. {‘ £79] at 51.

392. Qfiiarationz Peti1ione1"s Beclarallt addresses these same twu

[.]El5SEI.'gE’SC

24'?
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lPR?fIl'§—0lHr13,lPR2[)|5-(103-155, EPRZUI5-UU147_Hl‘|d lI‘R3l')|5-{}l)"*i4K

Declaration ot'Gc0rg_ze Karypis

 ‘1“'=""~'-'1?‘ “'11-‘H '='-'~"“’~ "W

"H 1-. wn-.1.!rrnI dc-.:1.LHc1u nu: an c:lt"h.'|cu1 .1:.1pT-I\1I|'|.|1r.' p.Hlc:um,sl..-I1|ng_- 0

.I|§.'uII11:m‘ Mlhcu llhm .m .:l;o1:1!|1:1 thul 1-. ;:I:.11.|r:1::;lIu \1c]ul.I n‘..m:h I \ W1“ .1:

"."1l H'-'l'-'-"- W-‘I. lil:Ia1- 'I-.-.1«.'!1-.--. ll:.1I '.‘v-.'\c:.al .‘\}-='».I1'1lhI11~lL.:\-.- h.:c:1..|n;\ clupcd

that ilL]I.El'L"-1 |:P11-»] prulilcm" :;m_q_:In1: [rum "hm: I'-.11-.-vs" In ~u'h-l.1uu'.|H\ Li"~l<.'1' 0
:Ilnnr11l1n1-« M .1! tr _‘.~-_‘-5 <"‘-ic\r:r.Il .—'\I;unIl|m- Inna: in:-:11 u.lu:u:]u1u.'u.| that .=.-Jdn:-sn

thc pmhlum -sf ;I.[I§'IrI.i.‘\II'n.It<: -‘Irmg Im1n.‘hu1p Rum1:n.g Imu:- l1.m.- n.-mgugi fmnl

”iII1I'|Jfl.‘F :hn.' hs1Il:.'Iirr-.1; .1IEUlIlhJ.§ljg( Iilsunur K In niuglnn. “Inch: '0' iT1L".l!"l\ ‘nu 111::

unit: nI'_' m as the number u1'pIta:I1 I.hnI.'IL”.1lt.'r.'~. an the <[ucr*_., and :1 l\ Ihc -w: -'6! lllc

‘1rlt1E1’.‘1l1ng1 "I I
Mm1|inDec!.('l?9|‘]l20.

393. Qeciaranfs Chart; Finaliy. the Declaranfs chart aiso relies on these

same two passages:

24%
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IPRZHIS-Q0343, lP'R2015-M3345, [PR 2035-H0347, and WR 2015-(M343
Decéaration of George Kalrypis

r..j_j% ,.._
IL-I IJ!.1I!II‘}=stlIg,?I}' tin: 1.‘-vtlaputn
%_\'\Icm sh: fatal 4,-14;-u|y.,>ru.' -.1...-.[}.

J
['3-_}' cm‘n'p.a|m5 Ilu: rfilrnclrni ‘ 3

I‘c.':I:ar:--nfflur fin! u-lccuamlg  

1
I

in-ti. unh 511-: GM cl<:a.'mvr.:u ;
dun m :51: daiuhgu-.~ Immg .1 nm«
.-r.§|:u.:~.m c Iiciglxluug ~¢-.3292: ’

ja-
'.LI: u.'.{'fru:n= -.qt[I:M.inm:: ;1.a1t<.,1":1 |:I;m.'11::tg 0

. ;1!§mr11i|:I1" ml3u:a t!1.'Iu an Jig:-1:1! Ian: 1hu: ls
[."J.'.I.t'.|m.c:-Ll flu u.-M :1 m;zlr.'h 5. '.-'-I i
‘il|\l4.‘IIhL'£' 1i'i::usI.:.n:Eau\. 1-I-..-r '| -]a_‘\.1.-I‘.-1!

I .\!:_.--mifams Emu: bucn dA:u:in.&p-ml that ml-11¢-v
‘ IITB‘ pt-‘vhicrn I-I‘ '.J}‘Ifm-1(tm;u!: stung rr;.:ln;!un1;
; Runumg uma:s Ix-an c |;.'],m,-51 E:-;m4!<.::.1nJ int

|_]J_¢__lg:}_5§_g_f- 535 Jlgungmln 11': I Ialgnj uf
llmiuglml uh-en: '«’.I'11a::.:z:~':.<r: the -nni::'ru! ‘
us 1» :!av: mI1Inlv=L'r n!'pI:uE: d1E'1n:-xmc.-c~. :11 lb:

sylllrcf). .,mdn -.~ :11: alh‘.I'r?31i:c s1:in3.[u1u_|;I HI. fl. ‘-6 '

 

Moulin Decl. {‘ I 79'] 11129.

394, Petitic:-near and Declarant made these same arguments and pointed to

these same two quotes. fi'cm1 G-hias trying tea establish this same non-exhaustiwz

search eiement for the ‘23? Patent. As I cxpiaiucci in detaii above wi1l'z respect 10

the ‘"23? Patent. Petiticmer’s assertion and the ma passages from {ihias do not

disclose the t:iaimed11on~ex§1austive SBEIFCII.

395. The !i‘um'd is £'w2c'eru.s': I new address the Board's specific concerns

with respeci to whezher Ghias disclnses the claimed non-exhaustive search. in

i nsziauaing Ground 2. the Board did not r¢:Ey on the arguments pre-seated by

Petitioner and its E)cclamntort]1c passages from Ghins qufilfid by Pcfitioner and its

249
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IPR 201 .""u-(}l'J3c1.7e_ |PR3€}H—{)(J34‘§_ IPREDIS-0fH47,s1n¢‘| IPRZIH .“'~—l){H4R

Declaration oI”Gcor-tie K€'1I‘jy'pi5.

Dcclaranl altutliptillg to uslablish the clainxcd nu1|—cxhaus1iw: s::arc|1. Instead. the

Board preliminary found thm (ihias disclosed the "non—cx|1austi\'e" Search because

the Search disclosed in *Cjhia.=. cnuid |)l'0dl.lCI.'.' it list 0I'ma1c‘n::s hasusd on an error-

mlerance and the user can perlhrm a “new queny on a reslrictttd search list

consislillg of songs just retrieved“:

Glnms prov. idc-5. £11411 "ll lhc numb-:1 uI'nm1clIc-5 liml lhc d:1Iab;t5.c H

'.=.|1nuIci re1r|cxctl::p::11cl~; upnnLE 

-i'*"l'1"‘1'L‘L'-W C-VI" PL‘1‘f0“" 

 Tlns ullm-.'s the riser ID idenuf} SCI’: of

song:s1h;n:.'u|11u1nsuni!ur11IcI0dics." Ex |l1IlJ_ (.:m—n<. 7::'~rh' tcmplmscs

nddcdi T}l1lS.Gill:LS Iuukc-3 clear [hm I'll.‘ seur:.'lI Ilcsrd not he u:x|:;1u51m:. as

Puu:nI (hunts lms argued. and \’-'1|1:]=2lm "idcn1i1"3.| 1;: close. but um

ncccss.'IrIl3.' cwcl our closest. Inmch." per our clamn uonstmciion

Decision (‘ I79} at 14.

396, As I explailmcd above in detail. there are two reasons why the Board‘s

reiiasuce rm the “new query on :1 rest.1'icted searcll list" does: not salis Fy Pemiune: '5

burden of dcmc-nslraling that the instituted clams of the ‘I79 Patent are Lullermblc

based on (311135.

Reason I : Had the-se passages. from Ghias cited by the Rnard disclosed the

claimed I.1c»n-exhallstive SCE1.l"Ch [they do not}. it is my Lllldcrstallding that it

woLI.lc"é be ilI1pl'U|Je'fl’ for {he Board to rely oI1lh«:$e= passages 12:9 find ‘ 1?‘?



Google Ex. 1020

IPR2fl|5--00343, IPRCHTES-00345, IPREDI fl-I.']'D3ri'?_ and lPR2fi1.‘?-00343
Deciaratiun offieorgc Karypis

claims unpatcmalale because the passages were not identified in the Petition

as support for the non-ex§Iau.stive search.

Reason 2: As £ explained above in detail, using a query on the "rcsrricicd

Search iisl consisting ot‘so—ngs._jus1 received“ does not disclose the claimed

“non-exhaustive search."

397. The Boazrd 3150 noted than ii‘{}hia:*.; disclosed a zlorl-exhatlstivc search-

G§1izL=. would still disclose this ciaianeci eieznem even if Cjhias also disclosed o§her

scratches -fie. e-xhalnstive sca'rc§1es}:

Adr:EE[:'.on;IEig.=. given Ihe “co2nprisiug“ ltaiagauuge used in the iltdépendmll
3§

cktims. we are not persuaded that the claiuncd mouhods could I10! cover E

processes with ham cxl1emst'i\'c and no-n~cxh:1usIive sczlrclriug. as long 1-1:: the

E lmtcr provides idmlific-:4£ion_

Decision [‘ I79) .11 14. Because? as den1ons£ratc:d above, Ghias does not disclose

any non-exllauszive searching. Ghias does not disciose this ci.ai.med element.

2. neighbor search {claims 1, I3, 25}.

398, I note that: in iI1s£i1'uiing this Grrnmd, the Board did uofi specifically

address whether Ghias d.isc1oses the claimed neighbor search. The search

disclosed in Ghias is not a neighbor search.

399. As I explained above in detail (Section V{!I'.‘))., a “r1eighbor“ so-an:§1 is a

search thafi identifies “a close. but [101 necessarily exact or closest. match.“ See

Seciéon WC}; Decision (‘M91 as 8. Also as I explained above in deta.iL Ghias does

25!
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l'PR30l5—{)[}3r-17-_ IPREEIH-{lf)3e1'§_ lPR3fl|.‘.u-[}t}347,:1nd l|’R?01'§-(103454

[Jet:Lar'atiut1 ofC}::0t'gc Karypis

not {§iSCi(1Sit3 at llt3‘l*,'h|)()1'5-t‘,E1rCI't hecttttsc the search disctnsetl in (ihizts always

tttcccssariiy} identifies an exact 01' the cinsest match —-the disclosed search is

guaranteed to find) the closest match. Section Vltflttll-(bl.

400. The Petition. Declaration, and t:urt'e-.~‘.p0nding charts fail to

sientonstrate that Gltias teaches comparing the extracted features using a neighbor

search.

4(}| . The Petitinn relies on the followiitg as support for the ctaimctl

ncigithor stsarch:

tihtux Iitnh-..-1 altaclu-c-. that lhlw -It.':ll't.'h lucms.-. -.1 ttctgltlmr I-_r

tli.-tmnnnmtg "'.tr'.tnLtcd hat «-1 .'|ppru:~tt:n;tt-.-lg» ntztzulttztg t1>v.:l<n|tc:-.. ;t- LI11I\lI'dl:.‘L| at 2!-"

ur "the ~tn«__'l-.' lI"btI-all :tp]'-l'0."i1I1!dIu.' ttttttu.-ln11_:_: int.-L-d_\' " Id at 3'5“-5'). frfsvtl-(6,

Pet. t"i7‘.J| 4748.

40.7.. The cliart in the Petition presents the same reztsntt and qumes the same

passages from Ghias;
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IPREQI 5-fi03-£3. iPR2{]'E5-{)034.‘§, IPR2C|iS~E|{l347', and ]PR2fi¥5-M3348
Decéaraaicm of George Karypis

"(sinks 131;. :13! In any: l"tail:.1_u«- (E1. mm

tihkxs dhrckmr.-s "n:..m:hg’uug1 1In:::):.-his
dm.~.b.r.-:14“ In sicnufjv .1 1:3.-uclung maxi-dy.
.'2'5H~5-‘J. :\ha.u'.u'.'I:l"A :1:-inf} datahaucn
~n.'.:nI.‘hts3 {nr :2: |¢‘;1.'.\l one sequence :2-2‘
dlgliumfl nrpt\-.mu.:na~1:s m"t'n.-lzuns-c guts.-h
J I.1TL'rcns: cs». m.'n'u: h| the
rm-im!}' "1 Hlrs *'~n.'.m.‘!1r11.’r)' ha: mm-
v.'.1ch'.m~§:'.'a2' "II in uu:t.$=iJ4."II..‘=tI dL"~.'.1‘.Ihis: I0 um.‘

ml cflkmn an |:Im.‘-.'sn;sls': ;'1;'\ll:‘I‘L1 nmzahmg
-.!|','t‘filhin" l".lllh.1 than an :n‘é__7m1:ln1n th.-:3 L'-
gxmwmtcxx! In 3%” J ums:I:. 67-1 I... €=..‘-3-ii
i"5c\u:'r.::I Algm-islllm haw h-rm
duck-pa-,l . E{tIl1m::lg.' lam» mu: r.u1:_I-:4
flyfl_}“1!l'l|} fur «ch nu 13 cuts: In
Helm: an <I'll:1Im-.uml‘"r

u: I vlmzutymg. by lite: uump11I;.‘r
agmcm the Era: ck-L‘ mm; nor}: by
unI.1'r:pa.r1:1,-g Ii:-.' <::-clrznsricd {r:.xl1tr¢.~. as!
Illa: lib! ek\:'E:'urL|.' xwric. nah the
1311*»! ciazlzautm Lialu In the |.h:L:.|la:wz.-

uurag :: :am:-cxluuaezwc nctghhm
H-u’-itilh.

Pct. (179151.

493. The Pcti'li0ner’s Ileciaranl also presents the same reason and cites the

same two passages 1"ram G-hias:

132. at

nciglihur by dcln:l1ni:nii1§: "a :~.1nk::«;l3sa:'n!'a2ppr<>:<in1azcl:.' amt-.:h'1ng um:-lodiu.-:.. us»

i."UH[l1llr.‘Li at 26" ll! "Ilse =,.i:12%r.- mum at m.--.u'u:mIu: :n:uIci11'n=,4. tIld|i.'-d'»." Ex. 1010 at.- 1'1 - .

‘M;-511.59. 6.-ao.r._z, I I

Monlén Decl. (" I 79) 11122.

404. Finally, the chart in the Deciaratim also presents the same reason and

dies the same two passages:

25}
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IPR'_-‘fl1‘3—0E]34'i_ lPR2(Il‘»—(lfI34.‘5_ |'PR20lS-[‘H')"a47_and IPREGIS-U(}_7»4R

[J::claratiUn offieorgc Karypis

l-L‘ I u-.lu:n1|l"\m;.' ivy Ihc u-rupumn (ohm-. Llls-zlu-1:-. '-::.:r.h|mg] L11-: me!--dj.
~\ ~t-::n‘ the I'|r~.I -clucln-mu 9 ml». d.IlJ1‘u~c H" In 1d.:m11j. .1:u'.'.lcIung unfit-J}

h_\ I..'1\'l!‘l‘l]‘:lEl1l§.' Iha: c~;Ir-auul _‘ ill-5-*1. -‘sh-.1r.n;v. L".-\ mclc-;I_\' .|.‘1I.n|\.:-».: nu
ll:.IIun:~ at lhc 1_lI*-1'-I-'lCI-Yl'I‘|1|I-' w.1uE1s.'d Ilu .uI Ic.:-.1 um; -.q:q1I.:m:-: u-lJ:g1l1.Jcd

umrln: I\ Ilh the fir-at clculrvnlc r~:|vt-:-c1I‘L.'1l1-.na- ut up-l.m\-: pntuh
;i.n;\ 1:1 lhc J.'.l.|lu-4: mung .'1m-II- JtI'1L'rcu.::~ -.\h1I."h .II Is.-.u-.1.nI1p|.mnuIcl\.

c\h.Iu-.I.1'. :: m:11__'1:IIuI «4:.1h.'h. 1'L1.m|1n:- Ilu: '«L'I.{'.1L'l11.s:n‘ItJl§!lIla'l.‘t1
1n:['I::-ucI'h1.I[In|I1.x -vi I-:l.m\c prlch
\UTT|'.'IC!l.,l:'u. ut'1lr: L11I:luLI\ "i Kiln.“
furllm ‘J1-...'E\-~u:-.Il1.|I !hI-- -«.'.u-:h [IL-l\ ‘he nun-
c\h.m-Inc ‘'1l 1-. .;:-n~n.iu.-1cd d.u~.1m'nI< r«~1:sc

an u:fI'u.'n:n: mp-prmLInr.I!c pull-.-m 111.-Ll:-]1:r1y
.\lgx~II1II:11” Imhcr llmn an .Iig|1tfi|l'IIII 1'n.u1 I'-
gu4:4|rtcs:d1uuj.:u:|.l.aI1\.m.l1 f- "-11
.\Tun:mc1. IiI11.u IL-JL'}I<.'~ ‘lhal "|-.|c\ cm]

.-‘Ll;--n1|:m~ Inn 4: h:.'::u .l.:\ «:1;-[1-ucd :h.1I .|JJ:n:~~
the pr--Ho.-an HI" .Ip}w:n\nu.:I;- umug m.:1-.‘hmy
l~tuuIIm_u Innwx h.ns:: gm,-5,-,5 |§!I|:_1Utl‘|11'.|h'l'
Eh; }‘|,'_‘.||§ I1‘{3.'§.' '|I..'--:'|Il].1!] 1-,; ‘ Mm I M

: Nn1u1.'i|m. when: ‘i 1' m:.m-. ‘u-n II1-: unicr «-I ‘
In 'l\ lh-: uuilflfi-:I In! [much .IIIlL':cm.'c~ In lhs:
qu-:1\ and :1 1-. lbs: uh: --fthc mung uww-I "2

Moulin Dec]. I‘ 1 ?9| 1H2‘).

405. Neither of the cited passages l"'rorn Ghias discloses the ctaizned

neighbor Search because, as dcrscribed above. searches that produce eiilwr fin:

ranked lien or singfic m0sta1:Iproxtru1ate matching meéody aiways idenlifiv the closet

rnazch. I address. each paasage in mm.

496. Passage I :



Google Ex. 1020

I¥’R2€)l55-~‘.-’H}Ti4.’i, ?lPR1(HS-0{)?n1S, IPRZOI S—U{l34‘?; and IPRQQIS-00.148

Deciaration of George: Karypis

The qu::n.- cngim: 2-at

1'-L'a£'cIl:.:S Ila: mcl-:»<Iy almaba;-=4: N and uulputsa—

 sillttz‘-Irntcd at 2152 A
pru:su:|~a-.:1cd s:rr.',+-rim!-:;1':LI1u:c may he appii-ul 2-,: the; search. ‘fire
query mginc 2-! may -.:fa.‘uu:s:: ::.I1c-rnatiwly hc pnsgranmlcd
I0 uulput Ehc 5.iJ1g1:: must apprmzimatc rnuiching n:uEml_s~ am,
if dcsir:-LL Iu umpul an cxaz-cl nmching rnuhady. l!t.:we:v::r.1’1)=
2-carclling for an apprc1xiIn:IIL' tmtcliing, mu}-ud_x'. as h::E‘::il‘I-
xi"!-::r discuss-:5, '.'il1‘ii\1.15 t‘-Lwnns 91' xnlicipat-ct} crmrs nu}; ha.-
ukm ifilu a»ccm:'nI.

Ghias. 2:5fJ~S!?_ As noteé in the Petition and Deciaraticm. this passage states that

the seam]: “ouIpu1s a ranked list of appmximately matching melodies, as iilustrated

at 26“ or “the single most apprcsxilnate matching mei=ody.“ A5 I expiained above,

neither approach discloses. the ciai_mred“ne£gI1bor sezlrchfi’ A "'m:ighl1nI‘scarch"

must identify “a close, but 1101 necessarily exact 01‘ close-s1, match.“ Decision

[‘ I70} at 8. Both nftlie searches disclasccfi in this passage necessarily’ disciosc an

exact! car the closesi match and, tliérfifhra are not “neighbor searches."

407. Passawe 2:

Thu: mmpulx.-r 16- may ciusirahfy he Waigrammcd .-an Ihaz,
fur a given qu-;r_\'. lhc dnlahns»: 14 rciumx a—
-1:; him‘ well I!1L:_v |11::t4:i'v::4'f Ilu: :pn:r}'_ rm! jljszl ram: I"u~.«-.1
match.

Ghias, 6:60-63. This passage does not disclose a neighbor search. As I explained

abave, the"‘iisl.ofsuz1gs ranked by how well they matched the query“ necessarfiy

identifies an exact or the classes: match. and specifically ide:'1'tif'1es such song as the

ten-ra'n3<ed song.
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IPREHI <—0£J3-43, lPR20L*‘»-{)0‘»4‘i, IPRZOIE-(}{I1zl.?, and II’R2£)1‘~-{]{)_1:1§~’.

[)c<:|aralinn ot‘(_i::t-rgc Karypis

EX. ‘"441 Patent.

408, The Board ir1s!itu1cdIh:: *44| [PR based on the I’-nlinwing two

gr0m1d3:

Ground I, C]i:li|Il.'§ I-16, 8—[4, I9, 2 I-26, and 30 Linden‘ 35 l..‘.5_'i.C. § l(J2[c)

as a.1I1icip:m=.d by Comxellz and

Gruund 2: Claims I 3. 53. IU- 14. I8, 19, 21 2?, 2*"). and 30 under 35 l_J'.S.C.

25 103(3) as nhvimas over Ghias and Pllilyau-;

Decision (34141) 111 15. E address each ground in mm.

A. *4-111 Ground 1: The instituted claims of the ‘-14$ Patent are not

anticipated by Conwetl.

.1£‘r9_ Each independent claim of [he “=14! Patenl includes a “n0I1~&3xhauSli\-‘E

l1Cigl1bOI' search" Eimitalinn. ‘44-‘ll claims I, I3, and 25. Gmnnd I l'a’el5 because

Cum-.'cE¥. does not disclose 1 1 J a l'IUI1—€.‘:hfllJ5lI\—'€ S-Icarch. and (1') a neiglalwm‘ search.

I address ::a1cl1 deficiency in turn.

1. neighhflr se-arc|1 {claims E. [3, 25}.

—1i{]. (‘mm-ail (‘Ines not disclose the c|.aimed nei_;I1bn1‘search._
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IPR Zfilfi--{M361-3, IPREOES-(}0345_ [F'R2l'1i "5-00347, and ll’R2Q§.‘.~-D9343

Deciarati-311 officorge Karypis

-"H 1. Li.ke.'Li1t: ‘H9 Patent. eatcli iitdcpendettt claim ofthe ‘441 Patent

requires a very specific comparisond—“compari.ng [the extracted tbattires] using [a]

m:-igitbor sean::h"w~ti1at is:

- §.]§jg]1 1: ‘“compat.*ii1g. [L] the extracted features ofthe first electronic work

with [2] the firs: electronic data in the database using a iion-exhatustive

neighbor search."

C!ain1 I3: “comparing [E] the First eiczictmnic: data with [2] the second

d'ig‘1‘ta1}y created (:(Jm:pa(:I eiecta-‘onic representation using a non-exhatisiive

neighbor search.“

Ctaim 25: “comparing [lj [its first electttzmic data. with [2] the second

digitally created C{)l”'l1pfiCI eiectronic representation of the first electronic

work usiltg a tt.oI1~exl1austive Hetghbtlr search."

412. A5 I demonstrated above with rt-:spo:;:t to the ‘ I 79 Patent,

:1 “ncigttbox sean:]:1" is 21 scarclt “idcr1tit'ying a close. but not occizssarily exact

or closest, match;“ mo

Conweli does not te-aclt “comparing {the extracted Features] using a . ..

neighbor search." Rather Conweli teaches contparing these Features Ltsing

an exact match lockup tahie.

413. The Petition, Declaration, and t:o.rrespond.ing charts faii to

demonstrate that Conwell teaches an “neighbor search.“ A5 support that Coma-ell.

257
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IPREOI 5-003!-13_ lPR.7_[]I5-007:-=15. IPRQDIS-[}U347_ and IPR201 5-[}l)3-45¢

[)c:::lara£ir:m 0fCict:Irg_ze Karypis

discioscs the claimed "neiglmur sr:arcI1“ for thc ‘44l Patent. the Pciilion and

c01'n:5.ponding Declaration rely on the same discussion and citations to Conwell

that they iclcmilicd for this claim element will‘: respect In the ‘ I79 Patent zu']clr::sscd

above. Compare PCL.(‘I79)a124 with Pet. {‘-441] at 23-14: Moulin Deal. {' i ?9:

1186 Mill Moulin Deal, [‘-=14] H36.

414. In the ‘ I7‘) Petition. Pelilimwr asserlezd:

Hurd. Lhc'|7'lC'L:m1.~s require "IdcnL1l‘_n:1g" the Lml-.nm-.n -.-.-ark "usm-__' :1 non-

v:\l1ausn\:: neighbor 5-.‘:1n:h " Ex Iunt .1: CL11m:a I. I3. 2"‘ (‘nmrcl-I duscbscs.

:dr.'I1lIJ'!. Eng .1 uurk L13. pclfornmtg .1 Inukup Ill] :1 hash mhlc Ex Luna) (II 343%}.

1has I..

—Thr. :.c.cm:|1 L‘: |mn—c.\h::u:;mc be:-; nus-.: ll docs not rcqum: LI

Pet. (‘ I W] at 2&5. In the ‘dell Petition. Pe1iliane1' made the same asseniou:

--E‘:-1.’I.ll'l.i. -III-: '-MI L‘|:ln:|1-.—r:..'qui1'c ":dc.1I;;I'}'nIg . . lhc 12-5-‘-E

unmpurulg flu: cxlruciud !i.1s1u.u.*t- ufihc tit-.1:-Irculwalc \mri'. mth Ihs: I'n=.I ck*s:u«.In:u

i Lixiu Ill Ihu: x.l;1I;|!1.m.- 1.:-«.n1;,: :5 rarn-cxiumxluc Iiclghlml ~u'.urc|1 " I ‘N EUHI :L| L‘l;um~ 1.

i 1. 3'5 L'un\m:[| tt.1:c]1:,-s lriblr Emil.‘-llfl thing the nh:I11ifiu:I L§L‘\.‘£-JL'<.l Helllillk.’

l1
l

. L'k*#."L1‘n1l!L‘ wnri; .‘u':'r.'I ~c {um ;u: 1'-1'1‘-fw'_'. 11%,!‘ I 3~ iI
II
Es2
3
J

 “lb w~'I!L'53 r~ mm-
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!PR2§}l5-GCH43, lPR2{']t5~CI{I_'%:15, lPR2t'H5-D0341 and lF'R2t')| S-0{)348
Dectaratiott of G:‘:0I‘_gE: Karypis

Pet. (‘#341 l 23. The Pctitiott. Declaration. and t:ot'Te5portdi.rtg charts fail to

demonstrate that Conweil teaches tteighhor search for the same reasons set Forth

above in detail with respect to this element as used in [Ito ‘ I79 Patent.

2- non-exhattstim search {claims 1., 13., 25}.

415.. In ittstituting Ground 1, I rtote that the Board did not spr:t::ific:tEly

address whrt:I.het' Cortwell discloses the ctaimed ElDfl~E.‘(ha{lS1.’t\—’€ 5-ettrclt. Decision

[‘-Mllat 1M2.

416. Cortwell does not disclose the clainted non-exltattstive search. As I

e:<.platned above in detail in with respect to the ‘[79 9ate:m,

{I ) the claimed ‘“ttott~c.\thattstive search“ is. a Search that “locates a match

wit!:.ou.t a comparison of all possible ntatcites." and

£1) Conwell. dose not teach a “non—e.s;hat1s$ive search” that “locates a match

without a comparison of all possibie matches.”

4 I ‘I. The Petition, Declaration, and corresponding charts fail to

demonsmate that Cortwolf teaches ezotttparing the extracted features using a ‘'non«

exhaustive search.“ As support For this eiement, the Petition, Declaration. and

C0i1“!‘ESpflt1d.i[1g charts rely on the some discussion. and citations to Conwell

idotttéfied for this claim element with respect to the ‘ 1?‘) Patent at¥d:'esse:d at.bove.

2.59
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IPRZEH ‘7.—(llH-H. lPR2(ll_‘»-f)fH—l'i_ lPR2Ul ."i—(lfH47_ and ll-"I120! '7»-D().7r-18

Dcclaratimi 0l'C‘n:0|'gc K.m'_vpi5

Con1parcl’ct_ [‘ I 79: at 24 with Pet. (‘-4'-ll I an 23-2-l;i'v'lm1lin Decl. I‘ I7*))"|8(i will}

Mmllin Decl. V44] N80.

4|8. For Ihc '17") Patcnl. Petitioner asscnsz

"I has 3-g“:1li.2l‘l 1<:. l1.(.‘Ir‘l-1.‘\l1.'lll‘:i-LI\I.‘. hccaussr I1. don not require a

hnllc: lbrcc cc-111p-arisnn ofall pussilil-: h;1-.«h-c~=,.huI ratlicr mqinn.-5 n smgl-: luo]-:up Il‘l

ll tunni.-.nc:||lj« snnccl Iuokup L1l.'=l-2 that uses. ln.1<.l1 ids.-nI.Il3e:rs as an under. I .s:.. Ex

m1*);u.14_‘~-l<:I_ :'s,:'~>;i—(»l. Ex. um :11‘ +:r._

Pct. I‘ l’?‘)) at 1-1.

41*). For the ‘MI Patem. Petitioner makes the same asscnin-n:

llns -<.11Ici1 h nun-

n::~ili:i1i~t:'u: I'|i.‘I.‘L1lI-I.‘ il Lluca ml t'I.'quiru: 4! |‘lt1J1:: llnuc L.‘nI1'Ip'.In~»uIIusl':iH i1tI\*oIl1k'

lI;|-Illa."-. hm r.1I|1-:r l'L‘L1ll!II.‘*v 3 -uigli: lnukup nu. :1 inlmn.-r1'~;a.!}_\ -m1r.~.l |«.>v.'-Lauri tahln: Iliul

tuna lmali ad».-z1Iili:.1n :1~ an 3i]d1.'.\ 155; Ill?‘-‘ al iu-£3-50. :'*':"-H~€r4. Ex 1|llH:11" Rh

Pet. V441} at .?.3~24. The Pelilinn, Declaration, and corresponding charts fail to

dcnwnsiratc that (‘unwell uzaclics a non-rtxliaustivc scarcli fur the same reasons set

lbnh above in delail wiali respect ta this clement as use-Ll in the ‘E79 Patent.

B. "-141 Gruuml 2: The instituted claims of the ‘441 Patent are not
uhvieus over G-hias and Phil}-'aw'.

42(l\ it is 111}! L:I1.dcrstandii:1gtl1aE ifa. comhinatiun oftwo references Falls "to

teach an important Clfllfiltffll element. it is not possible fun‘ that 4:ombinaI.i0n lo
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lPR2{l‘lS-0[}.'l43_ FPRZDIS-ilfl‘-‘:45, lP'R?{}l5-D0347", and WE 2015-{l£)3s4B
Declaration ol'Geor;_.ze Kmypis:

fewer llic claim obvious. That is;, assuming cine of n.rdina:'y skill weuld lia-we

thought to combine prior art references, that ccrmbin.ation would still be missing an

inipnrtant claim eleziieiii and there-lhre, men with the combination, one of ordinary

skill wai.i.ld slill not possess the ii-2w=enti0i3_

42 I. Any combination of Ghias with Philyaw is missing the claimed “non-

exhaustive neighbor search."

422. All indcpen-dent claims of the ‘Ml I*ate-ni include the limitation "non-

cxhmzstivc iieighbor search." ‘#341, claims E, 13, and 25.

423. For Ground 2, I note that Petitioner again relies ex.clu5i\'eIy on Ghias

for the claimed “non-exliausiive naigf-ibcrr seai'ch-" Pei. ('44 l 1 ai £19-6:}; Moulin

Uepn, 3'.r'5:lS—2fl=: 3-73:23~3'.«‘4:3; 374:2lD-25. Grmmd. 2 fails because Ghias; does

not disclose (l_} :1 non~ex.l1ae1sIiw: snatch. and (2) a neiglibur search. I acldress t':a<:i1

deficiency in tum.

E- non-exhaustive search (claims 1. L3. 25).

434. As [ e'.v-zplained above in de-tail:

{a} a nan—ex|iauslive Search is “a search that locates a match without a

coniparisun cifall possible inatclw-25." and

26%
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IPR2t}l'K—0(}."‘a-13,lPR.7![}lt‘i—D(I3;1‘§‘ IPREDI 5-(][H4—7_ and IPR2(llf'\—D()1-1-R

[J-cclaration officorgc K.£tI'_\;ptS

thl (Jlti-as tcacltcs an t.2I'£il1ilISlt\-‘L’ searcli that cmnpan:s thc “Turk to be

identified with “all the songs“ in the database i.e.. “all possible

ntatchozs."

-125. The Petition. Declaration, and corresponding charts fail to

demonstrate that Ghias. te-aches comparing the extracted features using 3 mm-

exltaustixre seam.-I1. A5 supp-on Ihr this ¢.£|t.'fl}EI‘Jl. I note that the l'<:tition. Dct:lat'atimi,

and conespottding charts rely on tht: same cliscussitm and citations to -Gliias

identified for this claim i:ls:ment with respect to the ‘I79 Patent atldtcsscti ab-avrz.

Compare Pet. 1‘ I'M) 47-438 with Pet. P441347-48;Mm11in Decl. (‘ I 7‘J)T_T1Il2()—l2l

with Mo-ultlrt Decl. 1'4-tH)‘?'fi|2D-l2|.

420. For the ‘H9 patent, Iflztitioner asserts:
as .__,._r— _ . _

T’

—"it tr} utttisidca-mi dc-su*:t!.1|: to 1.1:;-: nu cm; tcm ."t[‘rpI£J\'.131!£!!I2

p3i.tL't'n nutchsng aitgurutiun" rather lh.:II1 an atgttnlhtn that IS -__-ttnrariaccd to acid it

mrttch Id at t'~'.'-I I. tel.’-‘."'* t"Sew1s::| r§igl.'JJ'I1i1l':'LS haw I.‘-con d—:'~.<:5upcd

Rttmitng tmics ism": |'§‘lF1:.!t.?1i from Elmira: for the brute [mac aluurttiini lg t'.iti'.:1t or

t t'}mtu«__-t::t':"1

Pet. (' 179) 47-48.

42?. For the ‘£14! Patent. Petiticoncr makes the santc assertion:
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IPRZGI 5-G-()3=£3, ¥PR2'DI5-00345, IPREMS-0034?, and IPRZMS-{$0348
Dcciaraticm of George Karypis

hm'~'v.'cn~t1-;=c=mi\-: mm ul‘ we nwiu=d:- “It 

3 —'i! in «:uu~aEdc:'e:mJ d<r<~'u‘:Ih5:: In un.r.:;m 1.-mu um! apps”-urrumtalc

punlcm tlmtchialg a1gnr1'r}1I11" I:|£I.1u:t limn un uignifillfilll than ta gu.Ir:InI::=c:i ‘Eu }‘iI.'|Li :1

mzlrcii, In‘ .3: 13.74 I. £e’Z.‘\—?-5 :".'%ex'a.-ral .-\Ignri1}1:11x 1'1.-"arc lwcx.-z::la:\L-1-.1¢v-.'xi:h.1{

iiI.i1.i!'4L.,'*<\-.-'-liI:':pi19lI|\.'1."n wi'appre.s.\n11;1t-: 2-lrI.I1_a_3_ nmchung, Rmmmg hm.-2. has.-1: nmggd

{[1313 Eknlnl rm‘ gin: ligflcl£l:§g::§1|fi‘t]‘fl]}§}] mlllkni u-arfifztlt-g£m_I"i '

Pal. [21:11] :17-48. Accorclingfiy; the Pa-t.iaion, Declaration, and co-rresp-ending chans

Fail to den1uns!r:a1e: (ha! Ghias teaches comparing the exlracted Features using a

non-exhauslive search Far the same reasons set lbnh above in detail with respccl

the ‘E79 Patent.

428. la‘-‘aura’ .c.:;-.r2'<:-ww: I note that the Board preliminary f:nLm.dt|1aL Gmas

discloses the m:-n—exhaustive Search claim element for me ‘4-1! Pat-em far the same

reason that the Board identified for ‘)7? Patent:

Crhias provides [11:11 "I I lhc number of matches dial the deitabasc I4

: should rclrirm: dupe-1165 upon me errnr-rr'J.‘u.Jran.:'c'115:2‘-11 alluring the key-

sca|'c|1.":md “the user can pcrfm-m as mm’ r,'1.*L*:'}' m: u r'r.*.s'N*:'r."r<=u'.wr:rc'fI h-'.w

= r'rm~1-\!f!r,e.' 0:’ \'NJ‘!,£5‘u'_,'u.s'! n*rria:’1‘<*£t‘. This alfows the user 10 identity sets of

sc>ng.sm:Alca1:1ai:I si1m'.!a.r melodies." Ex. 1n1n_ (»:n_1—{::'»_ T:5--:4qcmp11;|scs

added}. Thus. Glzias makes ch<:arIh:1: the search need not be exlunnsnw.-. as

Palem Owner I135 :Ir_L-.u::£f- and wiil ac: to "iden.li£'yI I a close. hm no!

1 11cs:€?ss:lrii§: exact or cioscrst. mzuch." per our c|aim_consIr1:ction.

Decision [_‘ I 791 at I4.
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|PR?_t“.-1*?-{l'll."i~l?, l|"R3(llfi—t](l_'l4.‘5_ IPRZDI S-(l{l't4"i'l and ||’R2{)l‘1-ll{).'l48

Dczclztrzitiun (?rGCCll'j.__’C K£ll"_s'plS

tihi.-ix |\lU'slt.II."\ tltnt "lllhr.-ttiiinl'it:1 nt I'lLITI.'ill."- Ilt:|I1li..-

d;it;ilw;m- I4 '*~i1Ul.l|t.i I‘L'lI1t:\ i: tlcpr.-ml~. 'lt|!I vn tlti: rrrm--tir.-‘c-mmr llwctii during

|.hL‘iiL'}-*-1.'.I[I..il " I 3; I'll“. tilt.‘ fr?t=;1tt]1|t:t~.t~.:iiltlcxlI liltt.'I- Iiutltci

|.‘h'\IllL'~li1£lI "lltu um.-I um pv.-1‘l'ui11t;i in-ii :‘tH¢_'l"I. HH .1 n-~..rm‘r:'d uurrcti liar

(‘rm'.\.I\l'rn.I,{ .-it \n.t.r_sf,s ;u-.t wry-r.*t'uJ lhts itllmu tllt: lI\t.,‘t' In |tl::tIltl"_t- ~.cl~» --l"

~t.It'lg\lil:|lL‘HltI:t1t: Htllltlni mcluiln.--. " Id at Ti H tmtpli-.i~.i~. '.Iti.dI.'1.1,l lhn-i.

tilt:-.i-. ttmkcs cle::11 that the: st.-:11‘-.'h ttccd nut he -.-xh:iu-an -_ tl?~ Pxttssnl < N. nut

:lI'g‘lIt.'\. anal xx ill act to "ILit.‘lHIi-‘\'| l- .'l -.‘iu-s:. but not m:«.'*u-.~ar:|y. cwtii.-t |."[
II

l

...lclu-.i:~t. I1'l.L!lt.'i'l." l"‘\'|' nut cl;it1n L‘tll]‘~|l'llL‘|1t'I1I

D-sizisicm (‘=l4l ) at I-*1. Tlte Boai‘tl's reliance on the “new qtiery an a resuicled

search list" disclosed in Gltias to sztIisI"§.' Petit1tmer‘s htirden ot'deri1onstt'ating that

the institiitud clams are nnpatcntahlc hascd nn Gltias fails frtr the same twn reasons;

with respect to the ‘ 1 1'9 Patent:

Reastm I; Had these passages cited by the Board disclosed the claimed nonv

t‘:?€l‘t'c1LlS1l\-‘C search [tltey do not‘), it would be impm-per for the Board to rely

on these passages to find ‘I79 ctlztims zmpaitentalile because they were not

idcrntifted in the Petition as support For the t'1oi1-exhatistivc search element.

Reason 2: l_.a'5in;g a qua:-y on the “‘rc:stricted search list consisting of songs

just rerceised" does not disclose the claimed l1tDt'I-E.‘t’.it.2lllS[i\-"3 scarclt.

2- neighbour search (claims I. I3. 25).

42‘). I flute that in ittstituttttg this (3mutt1d._. the Board did nut spt:i:ifi.cally

ad.dtess whether Uhias discluses the ciainte-cl ateigtzlaur sean:l1. (jhizts does mat

264
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IPR20l5-H0343, ]PR2{]E5—{}fl34f.'x'_ lPR2fi3S-H0347, and IPREOIS-{D0343

Decéaration of George Karypis

disclose a neighbor Search As ::.xpEais1ed above in dozaii with respect to [he ‘H9

Patent

{a} a “neighbor search" is a search that: identifies “a ciose, but not

snccessarily exam or closest, match." and

(b) ('jl.1:'as does not discfiose a neighbor sealrch because the disclosed search

always {necessarily} identifies an exact or the closest ma1c.l'1.

430. The Petition. Declaration, and corresponding charts fail to

demonstrate thaé Ghias washes “neighbor searol ." As support For this ctlrsmcnt. the

Petition, Deofiaration, anfl correspollding, chsa.r1's rely on the some discussion and

citations to Ghias identified for this claim clement M111 respect to the ' 1'39 Paiem

addressed above. Compare Pct- [‘ I "J93 47-48 wish Pei. 1‘-:I4| } 4?-48:, Mouiin Deal.

(‘ [79] $1122 with Moulin Deal. {‘44'§HEI22.

43]. For the ‘ I 79 Patens. Petitioner assorts:

(ih1.';I>- furthcz dzacb ace. that Iluzs s::z1n.‘iI lm:ul:.*- II nelgiibuwr in‘
i

_f-.14.‘-I::11:1_irmt_t._! "aarimk-zsl Em nI'appr:r.\'t111:1lr.*.l)." n'mIck1i:1g n'u:lcu;li¢.---. as ilhmmied {:1 36"

or "(he .-ungk: mm! zegapruxmmc inztrching me'imI_\"." M :1! 225:1-5‘J. 6.151]-6.‘,

Pet. {‘ E79] 47-43. For the *4] I ?a?ent. Petitioner similarly a.ssorts-:
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IPR .7(}| ‘V-(}(I34.1, |PR2[f|l.‘i—[H'H-l'i_ IPRNl1'”a—{7|{H47, and IPREOI5-(H1348

Dcclamlicm nI'(Ecor;.__-c |<La|‘ypis

llm ~u.-:m.- h

hm-.-um ;:1u-aginlnrl in dcl-.'Imnm1g_' "aI1-.|ul».u.-d Im ul ;1ppn.ncun;1l::Ij.' mu!-.'I|m-._:

mg-]ud1t.‘~., 3-. ullu-.lmIcd at 3t'1"<.-1 "1111.-ungla: 1I1u~.[:I[l[‘I1m-\.Ill'I:i|L’ Ilnlluhulg Iliclud} "

M an 2'51!-_"“J. {\'I\[1—In_‘~

Pct. {‘441]47-48‘ .-M:cL)rdiI1:_.:l_v..1l1r.: Petition, ljcclaralion. and corrmaponding charl:-:

fail to delnnnslratc that (".3-l1i-as teaches comparing the extracted |‘r:a.lu1'e5 using a

nei;-_:hlmr Search For the sank: reasmus set forth albove in detail with respr:ct In the

"1. 7'9 Patent.

2%!
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lPR2{}|S-Ul'}_'1”-13-I lPf-t2‘{ll5-€}(}34fi. Il3'R2€ll5-f}[l347, and IIVREOIS-09348
Declaration of George Karypés

VIII. Signature..

I hereby écclarc that all statements made herein of‘ my own knowledge are

aue and that all staeem;-ants made on information and be-li_e.f are believed to be true

and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful f'alse

statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imp:-isrr.-nme.nt, or both.

undcr Section 2001 of Tifle 18 ufthe United States Cede.

Respectfully su-bmitted,

Dated: September 201 5
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Google Ex. 1020

IPRZHIF-00?4§_|PR2fll§-Ufi1Ji_[PR?flli-UU347.nnd H’R?Ulfi—0D143

[)u::].arati-'.m l.‘IfGI.3Of_l._1C Kurypis

Exhibit A

Gem.-ye K3. fs Depart:-nan: cf Cmapmer Scnence E Engmeermg mane qE12ut'.2v6-F524
D W ryp -1A.+92EE.'C5 fax {I512H31261f-BT'55 E 200 Unnn Slruf SE nrnalr I-can;-Dsfi-cs mm E-flu

Mm MN551-I55 URL h cs urm nduf ~h L

George I-i.nr_\'|1i§.' rcsc-.m;h m‘.crcsls spm Ilm ;|rc.'1.<. of |:l.1I..: mining. bICrIIlf0I'uLil1:5_ cI|c111infi:1m1.m:'.. In:_:h
pcrfomuncu cuntptmng. Inform-.n|on rc1n1':\':1|, cu||:1bur.r.m: filtcnng_ .-Ind bclcllllfic cumpulmg. Hus n:sc:1r-.-h has
rcsullcd In the dL:\I:Io‘pl‘nu?l1l or anfiuurc Iubnmcs for scnal and |1:ar.'lHc1 gnph p:1n:nomng:.\IF.TlS and P‘.:r.\lET15r.
I13.-pcrgmpln pzmilmning (IMETISI. for pxu-.:lIc,-I (‘|InlL-sky facluri/ulioll IPSPASESI. for collaburzslivc fillunlsg-based
r:;'¢'u111m4:nu.1;|t:u:m 2111.-orilhms {'Sl_?(fii:_".I:'E-‘.1 1. (Lust-.‘rlL|;: l1igl:du11cnc_.mu:n1 d-.n:1su:ts (L‘L,|_|'1T.‘|i. Fmdmy; |'n'-qucm patients
nu dmrrsc dutuscss tF'.»\FlL and For protein 5CCl3lI(|:II'}- stmutun: prcdi::Inc-I1 <‘1'»'\SSPP1 Ha: has r.‘u::u:1Ion:d cm or .'-350
papers on Ilwsu topics an-d two banks {“In1rodu+.-lion IO I’nm=m .$'lrruc*.I:m‘ I‘:-mm-rn.-u .1}.-{mu}: and .Jh_-m»-rrJ'um"
H‘.-ale}. EH10! and "|Iu1'oducnon 10 I":ll‘.IHL‘I C'omp1:I||11:" (Pub! Arldu-tmn U-'csIcy. JLIHI1. 2'" cclmntm. In addiuon, I14:
is 301*‘-Ill‘; on IILC pn]!_.'flI:II cmnumllrms cu! Imam." confcr-:m;v::« und workshops on time J.I'.\ptL‘5_ and on the cduwzul
boards ofuu: IEFF. Tmns.-aclimls on Big: Dam. .-1.C"M Tr‘.lIl3:1.Cll0llS on Kncm-lcdgic Di5cm'cr1.' fiom Dam. Dana .\.1Ining.-
and KIM'I\\'}:.'I.|gI2 Dr;-ca\cr_\.. Sam! ‘mm-net; .~'-.:nuIys.15e and Data .‘~lm|n:_.- JDum:Jl_ lnlcnum-zmnl Journal 0|" Data Mimn,-_:
and Biouxfonnmics. lhul‘ ]1\.l1l11;l[ on Cuntm Prose-amt:-3. .-'1\m'2|11:::s. 1:: Blonnfornun-:5. and Biulncdicum: and
Biolc-:h:1o!-;I;:g.'

FUBUCAHONS

Books

5 _ "|mfodu;_-non lo J"rur¢'m .‘sln::'mn' f’r.~¢l‘r..uu.-.4.‘ .11:-Ifmds. mm' .H_:,-orr{J':ma". Hurcfu Pu1ng\\'.1I:1 and George I-'.;ll'}-‘[115
{editors}. Wiley." Book Series. on B1D1IIIbn't1llIiCS. JEIIU

2 "Lwnadm'.'.r'm| M Ihnrlh-J’ ( ‘um_mmn_g-" 12"‘ cdirztm) .-\:uImh Gr::.|Lm. A.u.~il1n1 Cmpizl. (}n:nr:_1u: |~'.:|rypn5. and \'1pm
I!-Ztlnur Addison-Wcslma. ISBN U—3nl-!.—L‘It:5-1. Inn!

1 "!':z:r-m‘m‘mnrr In Pur:afJ':-J' 1! ‘am-a_r1.raImg: !Jr.w;..m mm’ .-Iltzrl} m up’ JJ‘_gunrr:ir:Jr.s" Vipin Kurlnr. .‘\l1I:1l11\I Gmfiln.
.-5mshn1GupI:I.;md George Kzujqzris. Bcn}u111iI1-"Cuinmallg, iF.BIN- II-.‘<IIf’*7L‘-n'r’:s—IL I'M-z

Bunk Chapters {invited}
I ".'l.'m.vu_q J-,‘\-m'w'n_nr_ .|"nrn-rm. m firm:-Jranr !¢‘r}u=.-‘m.-.Im' .\'rm'r:.I'$'.w Rc.n.\::n Ahmed 3::-d George I~L:1rj-1315. In

L‘n$npcn'Ism:l Lcuming .-Xlguiilluns ifidltotrs Emrc Cclcbl and I-(J.-null .~‘a3.'«:II1I I. Spr1ng::r_ 20151111 press!
2 "H':h \’.-.-:1-a-I:-hum-:1 am {£z.v:u!cm_1.,«". Andra ‘1‘:sg:m:H:_ Szmtosli I-(abhut, and Gcnrgc ['C1l1'}~‘pl:i. in Ciraaph .-5maI_\§.1a in

‘}or1:1| \l.~.r_1i;. (Fdilnl Pam: In:_1|mi-a1 (‘RC I‘-‘rt--_:,:_ “NIH can 1ppt_‘:I1"_-
' .I < '.r:ri:;-rvI.«un.uu- .'£::n-qr pg," .1-«’u_:5.'r!m-rin-uni‘-Bn_<cd H1'I.'uJFl1'Jl:".'I£frlIl4HI .1fr:hmJ.t I\'i:L ‘-Inga. ("I1r:5!i;I:1 Dcsrosicrs.
and Gcwgc I-i.'Lr5.p:s., 1:1 (mu.-rrmu-ma‘¢~r '~._1-umn JIam}b.<mA. 2” eduma: IEGIEOTE‘ F Rsccz. L Rokmh‘ B Slu::;:|:':1.
and P H Kmuun. Spnsagcr. lillfi no appear}
"um: Hum ll"-F'L'(1|l£['llf I’.-atrrrar .Urnm_-=3" Dan :d C . ."|.llil51;iSl1.i, Jcrcm} 11 LT5-C|I'i. Shad-on SIn|1h_ and Ciumgc: Ear} ms.
nu Frcqmtm Pnatcm Mzlmug IE.-diam Ci-a:In: E‘ .-"-.;.-1_ram..s! and Jam--cl Ham. Spr1n,~__-cr. pp 225- 258, M14
"ikunmu-at ( ‘Imrmng {he .’\-‘rt: I-rwamrr". Dusx-2d C A11-.:ss:L:m|. Aur.ln:.: Tagzarcifii. -.md George KEll"_\—'fH.5. III Data

€."1u-;£cnn1:: Algonlhms and Appizczmnm (E-dItor' Ch.-ma C .~\._2g.u1rw 31 and Cilnndrzm K Ruddy}. C'h:tprn.m S:
uai:(‘m“.pp mt ?:n.Ju1=

_ "11) f.'S.;m#."ur.'-I!.'1Tl\" C-mrgc K2ll'_1-‘PIS. EIIC)-Clopédlzi a[P:1r:uE‘EcE CoI'fip'.:Ei:!g (E-:Im3r—m-Chi-:1’: Dnud P-adu.'1i.
pp l||?—l l2-I. lull
".| ( 'mu;vrm‘rwa.-.n'.' ,‘m.rw‘_a rg; .\-¢':g1r.‘urrkum:‘—.h.r:~.vn‘ fi.'uwru:rmw:F.'sr'ma.- Ur‘-‘J"*1>\ H C'|msIa;l.i1 Iiicsrosters and {jmrgc
P-.'.:|rj.p:a. Rccmnnlcndcr S3-'sI.I:m.s mmclbool-:. pp ll!‘-I44. Jill I
".F}m'n‘m-L-'.IiI i'a'uue-.rrn_g' Ynn_; .?’h:14;» and George Karppis, In "E.1sc°3¢:Iopcd'1a c-I.‘ \i.:«:l:mc Lu:-.+;rnmg" Claude
S;;m.Im11 {ed}. Springer. 213 I II
"\¢‘.*u1r:,’i{' .|'Jr.m.' .m.:fw.»'. £.'lu:1nsirrLu ¥.:;:nu:a!1. RIM! ‘«\';3.h:. Litergi-: Dian-pis. Gaunn P‘;1-wdcy. '\.-‘lpln iv~;um-.:r.
I~Lr:sI1:1.| Rzsniam. ;\;n;_'ur;1 F S'.1n1::Im 3, Pmul B1’¢%Lljr'L'|U C~a.IrL:[.Ir'.:5-.'iv.‘.l Kora. Chnmzic Pam. and ‘inluuuh “:'0;_!:n'.1lE1 In
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Google Ex. 1020

fF"R2t'!l‘%—flfl343, 'lPR2[H5—{I|(?I345, I'P‘R2(}35-00347, and ll’R20iS-("E33452

Deciaraaian of George Karypis

“sciemific Dana. M.1nagcmcm". .-‘tric Shcshm-si and Baron Rmcm [ed 1, (‘RC Press-Tagain: and Francis Books.
3tK)‘J.

HL "?‘u1r:2nf..-r a .‘o'cahlbh' k.’v'n‘&? (‘F .-It'g:3rn‘iu-1:.‘ ;':'.:p.I'm1:.rg .‘.',(?i-(‘raw Jpprin-:armr::r af i"1"mfcr*rdrg Al. Mfl.’L'Llul11.II

Rzlshid. Shynng K. l..am. Adam L.aP‘i£:. Georg: Karypis. and John Riedi. In “Web Mining and Web Usage
Analysis", 0. Nasrzmui. M‘. Spiliupaulnu. J. S:'iv.'asz:n‘a. B. L1-nbashcr. and -El. Mzisand. Springer. am)?

[ I. “Panic-in .5':r1.-onxre Pr:-dfc1'r‘rm Mari-.' -firm? l.’e.=-m-is “ Huzcfil Rarlgv-ah. KI‘.'\‘ilE Dcfimme, and Gcflrifie
{:1 "Knowledge Discm-'cr'_s; in Bioinfammlicsz Tcchniqms. Mcihods, ami .3q:Ipiic:uli::m$". Y. Pan and T. Hu (eds).
John Wiley and Sam. 2-LKJT’.

I2. “Flam Aim!"-'.r_1': ..|{;;w-arms fhr !';'r:m.rJ -*.3¢f"i't':JiJ.'T:_1j_,' .51.!-lmarrm.-¢.~ £'nur,m.Im:¢J’.s’”. Muktmd Dcshp:mdI:. Mi-:I,1:ih1'.m
Eiuram-achi. and Gr.‘-0rI_.?c l=i.:1rypi5. 111 “bum Mining in Bimnurlficima", P. P:1n:!.:1iIJ3 {ads}. 5g3n'ngu:r-‘.-'cr|ag Landau
Ltd. Ellm“.

ll. ".'-‘rmlmg }’}.I{im’rJgI€I1a' I-rm.-nvrrr Rcrrrrms ,I5-um (r'mphs J:a.m:.wr.- ” Michihim Kttrmmchi and George K:Ih_‘pi5. In
"Minna: Graph Dam". LB. Holder and D. Cuok tcdsl. John Wiley 6: %s. ztllm.

H. "{.'r1imrfrm I"um'!:rm.x fin‘ C'fm'f¢.=n;:g em flégir i'Jirt.-ertsiupral Data: '!:'i:I+_.". Zha-3 and Crcuzmrgzse Karypis. [I1 "'Cv!‘£Jtr|;iiI1g
Z$~!LI.ELidimensi0n:1l Data? Rcccrn f’L§'o-‘EIICES in Clustcxing". lamb Kugan Chaflcs Nitimlns, Man: Tcbcaulle {eds}
Spnng-2r- Veriag Landon Lid, 2W6.

1."-. "¥'armmu.mg mm‘ .‘.n-ad Iiafmrc-mg I-In-r £:':m-rgmg Hrmfle.-’ .-fppa'I¢‘cIr.‘r'm_¢ and .‘I."('n*’l!'l‘:’1'd‘i.rJ"t'.\i Karon Du:v'mc_ Erik
(3. Roman. and Georgi: Kat}-‘pig. In "P.-n"-.:Ih:3 ProcL$s.iug_ for Scricntific Cnnnp-1|1i:r.g_"', M. Huuux. P. Ra_g;l1m':II1.:111d
H. D. Simon »:c:l5ISL-1M. EH06.

I6 '"M’:'m}'.rg .$cn-a::g;‘ir Da.:'a.\'e!.-« r;.s-rug (3:-uy.-I:.v Michihim Ktnamochi. fwiuimnd Drzsphanda. and George I-’.;u'§3:is. In
“Data Mining; Nex1Gcnera.Iion Chailcirages and Future Directions". H. Kzmgupm. A. Josiu. K. Simiclxzruax, and Y.
Ycslm (eds). .-MXAI Press, 31:04.

I7. ".H'r'umg (‘ma-:m'rrm‘ (‘nu:g9a|m.r!.c Mukund Deshpandc. Micllflliro Km':a.moclu.. and Stage Karypls. In “Brita
Mining in Bizcn'nfcmmt:cs'”. J. Wang. M. Zuki. H. 1'u'm:mn. and D. Shasim tetism. Spnugcr-\*'cn’tag London Ltd.
.'-{DI}-I.

EH_ '1' ‘M.-c:;:rm_5g in }.'.1_'.|"r' .‘;}:‘:‘:':::"us"' Ylng Z|'l.'m and George K.zu‘;.'pis. in ‘Funcduml Gcl10I.I'|J'c5I Mmhads anti
Prolnc-ails". M. B~rm\1:sEciu. A. and D Cumuiffa: {u:di{urs.). Humaim Press. Zllli.

W ".%fu!nIm-L-.| f'_fl'1:('.'}.,3ri7l]J5£ (“:2-rr!11r::n'ng" (.}u.‘OmL‘.' I-’x:1r3.1::is. In “I'-r‘h.!IIilcvr.-1 Qpfimirzulinn In VLSI CA2)”. 1, (‘mug
and J. R. Shinncrl tizdiwrs). I-iluwcz Academic Puhlishm. Boston. 2003..

20. "Eire,-h‘: Pm-m’mrrm,-.2 Fur .E!."gIi f’vrj%rr11u:un' .S'1.‘:‘(-rrlrffir .‘§:'mn!r:a':'om Kirk Sclzio-egel. George Karypis, and Vipm
Kmmr. 111 ‘fimsrctbook 132' .i’au::lIe% Computing“. J. Iitmgennu. I. FI;1s£I;r. C: Fox. K. "Kennedy. A. Whiic. "L.
TOIUOH. and W. Grey; {c:£s.}. Morgan K.nufn1.'arm. 2(K12

It "l"amlh'F Darn Mmmg .44[g.u=r.::h:m" Mahcsh 1:-slai. Eui-Hang I-Lam, George Kurypis. and wpm Kunaar. in
‘sourccbouk cf Pa.r::Ur.*1 Computing". J. Dorlgaurn. L Foster. 0. Fox. I-L. Kennedy. A. \\-‘Mu. L Tarcmu and W

Gropp (c:is.jI. Meagan lsiaufmamu. like):
22. "IJnM .u'nn'ng__.rm- n.r.-hu.r':=~m Hum". £ui—Htmg Hall. George Kurypls. and Vipm Kumdn’ III "Data Mining lb-r

Scienlzfic and Engincserrng mppiicaiions”. C. I<n1imJm_ P. Kcg:.:1Incycr,‘J Kmnaxr. and R. 3-£:a:11ht:ru(_cds.1 lniluwcr
Aa;:|dcI.I3ic Publishers. 200 I.

23. "I‘i.irtI!J:‘1'.-lx.ruc::m‘mJ R.:de‘s :’Vfllhi.‘E§} }os.l1i, Elli-§-lung Han. Georg: Hlrypis, and Vtpin Kmmr. 111 "Larg1:—sta1t:
Pamllcl and Dislribuzlcd Dam Misling”. M. Zuki. C. Ho tcdsd. Lecture Rates in Computer Scicncc:’Locmrc News
in Anificial lnteliigemm {LNC'S.’L?~‘AI). vol. 1759. 21'll'El'. SpX'il1§CI- Vcriag

24.. "Sc:u!a:bl'c' f’cmrfl'c'! .-1a’;zrnr'irirr:r.v_J'?1-"5Pv?rw ..[.r'm'r.1'r.S_'1.‘\-‘!c':tI.\r“. Anshul Cnlpta. Gi2C|I‘gl:' Karypis. and Vipin Kummi In
"P.1::1IEct (.'nn1puung an Clplinni.-a3II<:-n". A. M1}_,rd:1I::s. P Pmdaios. 5. Story (ed!-J. K-illwtf Afiildtllflit PUh4I"51I-:I’.’~;
pp'a%—93. I997

35. ‘".'S'ca!n1!!!:’.* P:1!':'lHn-’.' .vH'gnrr'h'mr.u Mr T "H.-h!nrrrrtr'e'¢I' f’nJ:'3U’c:t:.t Vipin Kumnr. Ananlh -Gama. .-‘snshul Gupta. and

Gem-gc Kurypis A. Fcrmim and J.D.P. Rolim {e~ds.|. "i’zu'ul!r.*.l Mgarinhms for lrrcgukir Prob]:-rms: Swat: 0!’ me
An”; Kluwcx Acadcmic Publishers: pp. 9%! I3. l99:'-.

J-aumal Papers
I "I~.’mimm‘n-it of e"n:m¢*c.'¢.'.<i—("ampmmu Iabvfmg .-£i_1_,rrvr:'1‘!an-r~“;‘.?ar° iJr'.urIhuI¢-cf-Me-n:¢arj1= S\'s.wm". .TI.':rem3.' Ixcrsun,

C'haI1dri!i:I Kalnam. and Georg: 1-Lzuypis. i’:1r:!IEcI Coutpuiiilg. 44. pp. 533-——63, May 2815.
2. ".-flgur:'.u‘}Irms' far .|f:'}1r'n;|: Ike l'.‘rwt':>h'f:J!g .Kc-‘!'a!.?1'u1 .-Usfiffis in Utmlzrmft.‘ .\’¢-m»:.-:-k.v" R-cman Ahnncd mm George:

Kan,-pis. ACM T1'EI.llS.lKIIiaD:iS on Kslawledgc Disccvczy from Dam. 21}! 5 {in press}.
‘4_ “I is;-r-,5-pcc'.fIic I-k*a1r;::'s;'-am-:eJd .‘s'1'2m'Jnrr:'a‘_°.' .*u‘u.rf.~eI.s'_[ur hm-rl Kt’£‘I'l!m.I!t'JIdL1!.|r)I'l r._If N:-w Items " Asmaa I-Ilfiaémwy

and George Karypis. HIM 'I"r:lI1saat:1i:m5 on lnlclligcnl 5}'S1=':l¥l5. BIII5 [In press].
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Google Ex. 1020

IPR?0|5-DIR-i.1_ |PR2{HS-(}(l3:1S_ IPREUI ‘E-[][)?47, and IPRZOIS-00348

Declaration offieorgc Karypis

‘J.

In

I K

I '.‘

[1

I 4

I5

|t“1'

I7.‘

"J"u'n'm rr Hmuf >dm1'r\r H-'1 m'm':‘ uh mnm."' Ix:-\.in WI 5%

".|.!nf:m:rm:u .-Imah m Igf ("M f':ri.'urr mu;-rrm'.u Mair:

'1-fir-VJ‘!-I”!rwm‘c-at’ H'ma'm’r.Ir.ri_|‘ Mm-¢.f limplr i ‘J'm.I'¢'m:_|;r tl|Ilfi1: Hm ‘.!u.'Hh'I-cu‘ !'m".::fr1.,m: Don'IlIIiq'nu: |;|5u|lL‘ §If1L‘|
George I\'.:1r_vpis, Jm1rn;:i of !':|ml|u:I and I):-zmlmmd (‘on1pu1||:g, Vol "r~_ pp M hm. Iu:tJru.-:r_\ ml 5.

" '-N‘! fnr Hm J'J'nM \1-Ia r'h'.'r£.-» fur .m HM Ling" Durlnlliqm: l.:LS:1I|c and Grmrgc K.I!'_\'pL*I~ P:lr“.I[lr.'l Cnmpullltg,
4ll[IlI'I,pp T,‘-J. --"£1"-_2lI|-I
"I r;u'-rr.ui_L3 flu‘ J‘nn.m‘r.grIm.rm' .\}m c of .1 )1’.-.«rmm"m:.mr HH'K fl-H Imp [.‘J."ufl_f_’Jn' ,\'¢'1: {r'pm-m1.wn .'\'.m;:.«¢rr.r¢-;.a|_;g '
I~;.|IJIr:-u C Johnson. .-Xndrm Yu1IgL_\. }\':mdn:a K Is|w.:In:11i|:m. N|1y;1 M Jacob. 1-L:1r1luk P J::y:n;:;al. (‘lncmn T
l_ioud;u. Georg:-.' Hmypls. and Wu:-Shou Hu.Biolccl1::olo;.:_vu:1d BLoc:|g1rrcu:rn:g. I I l(-h, pp ?70—?H I. Inl T-

llcknnnc mid Gmn_:c K:|r_vpi:a. IEEF. AFN-I
T|:ms;u:lmns or: (‘ompu::im)II;Il BIfllD_I_:_‘:‘ and B.Imufom1uucs. Mar-.-‘Apr; III! 21. 4%! ——1~‘J‘. SUI 1.

"K ‘manzu .-mu‘ I'nn‘-,I.’mtm:*d Mmfrts fur Puma-m.\ 1'-'r;Ja'm:urm F11‘ firrm .'.|r\c‘n‘mlmm-In" Cllnslophcr Kauffnuln
and George I-‘.ur}.p1s. ?TOI£iIlS. M45-. Hllfii; '.’54—"1.3IIL3.

".I .‘-L;_L::rIvm~:’v.1.-r¢-.I _I;.-prum'JJ tn {'h'(.\!'¢'rllJ_s:‘ ;'|.}'JI.’J'J—IuJm J'Juummm' _-'u|d|.'c'.1 Tngurclls and Georg: I-.'_;u-ypjg.
K11IJw|i:dgL':md lnfornunnn Systcrns. \'n! 1-1. pp 5e‘:1—fi9.‘?. 21'||'*

" I nu-11’! mw-box 5-carcli PilI'LI(1llJ.E1I for qucrv dis;LItlEm:u.:11'oIt". Dm-1d C Alazlblnsiu, Bx run J. Gm), Sang Jhlng,
and Georgi: I-L.'1r3.'pi5. Inlcmct and Web lrL!'nrn1;uion Sgnzncms. Vol l(~_ No I. pp K — 2*)_ gm 1

J'm'm:r lmnrungmrm m Pmn-'«._-"c htsI'rc‘:Imr" Huang
Lc, S:lI'Il(IS.1I Kabblur. l_.nc1:mn PaI1::5II1'm. Zlnlln Sun. I-Zen Mutts. Km Ill Jolmson. 3001332‘ K‘.1l‘)‘1JiS_ and \\.’c:—S|mu
Hu. Journal ofBia|ccI1I|ula!:,y, Vol H:2'._ pp 2lII-—-22 1., 21112
‘!-'mn mm IT:-rmnm-s 4-] .5-'c'¢'1'ur' -"rm"urmm m :'t'r:..Iumrrnrr' R Bcrndcr. P H.lInkv:I1bcrg.Z Jung. B Flaucr. (3
K.1.rg»p:s._ N. Nguyen, \-I Pcrcm. B. ‘fllkolzllt. and C Carict. Floru. lull"-£"1. pp. 4‘! J —1')t'=. 31112

".\lJ‘_::rIr1rJ:ms fur _$Imm_u flu‘ f'.rm'mmrI uf ( ‘uJ-1.-mruul Rcialrmruf ‘mm-.-. m Nyyaunrw .\1-tau.-rh " Alllmd Re.-'w;m
and Ga.-cur;:c I-C.-1r_»pI's Knowlcd,_uc and lnl'unn:man Sv_u;1cr1u.. Vol TL No 1, pp mn_4.1n_ 2m 3
"\l'n'h—I'i:'u l.¢-nrrmrg: rm I‘ruhm':rh.\m- 1'uh'm .'mmmm- .Ir:c:.{11m-" Fuxhcn .?|Iu:|ng Georg: K.il|')’]I||S-. 551;: ‘.\.‘mp..
Cling Hc., and .i£}Ion_;-,:l:: S-In. lnfonlialzcrn Sncn-:cs. IW. 2"—3U. ZUIZ‘

'!rr:pnm':! .'-Imlrrrr-' Imrimlg .\fmt‘vh _r'ur J"mJ:c:mg .\.:-t.».-m-.- r'nru:puu.m!.e" Rial .‘~.'mg_ !\1ic|:.'1cl '-‘falters. and
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Google Ex. 1020

fPR2(}l5~0t”l34.'§, IPRJDES-U{)3-’t5, [F'R2{)l5—-l]{T%4°}', and IPIEQHES-D0348

Deciaratioti of Gcoigc Karypis

PARMETIS

PSPAEES

SUGGEST

MONSTER

hypergniplts. It is used i::a.ti:nsit=cE:.' ta pztnitmn hypcrgmplis cuncspniiding to V§.SI circtiits. in
-data rnimng tbr ctnstacrmg. and to C-pltlilixc that starags ofdaiatmscs an disks.
LFRL ht ;-'=' - - - tii.i:i.i:rlu.'-«t ‘tsltnictis.

An MP!-hascrl piiriiiir.-I library for pmttiottiiig ut1sm:t:t.i.trt:sd and :idnprm:l}' rcftiicd nt-aslcics and
for ootnpttting 5”-F-L‘d‘l3L'llIg itiatrix rs:-at-dcnttgs, It :5 a highly parallel i:iipli:i'iir:iit:ition of the
smut METIS package; with additional tiiii-ctliiiiiilttga in :i.rcoi.iiinodni:c needs for prtrtitinning and
load bahuictiig that exist only on parallel cnniptitittitms.
URL: v 'w . i . t;tr'~i 'i' ' '

An ?vlPl-based lihniiy that irrtplctticnis a pttraillttl spatsc C'lii:iIesky-ham dirtict salvcr. I.‘l

ll'l£'af'pOr’.'il£!S ti higldy parallel ini:iEii—frni1i;i.l Clialcsky aigoritlini, as well as Itighty p:ir:i|t_cl
nlguritbtiis Ebr cizitztpuling [Ill n:-d.ticini_: Gl'd(‘.‘|'ISJ_E_LS. symbolic factorization. and t't:ir-war-d and
b.1clnmrd substituiitin.

A colliibnrxtivc l"il'tr:ri:ig based top-.-\‘ rscuniniendniion engine. It uses int irlliciiriit llnllll-b.'d.'iE.’i.I
mode! that ttdztpts to the sparsity til" the dtitii set that lands IIJ rtztl-time high qualityI‘t'.‘CDll1%fl£lidl!ll0flS.

:-‘ vwi.w.- {$.llifilIlt.fi ’s=suni_vi:st,

A highly citttiniietcd serial and parallel library for obtaining it sequence at‘ siicccssiu-c coarse
grids that is well suited far gcoiiictric tsiitliigiid fllflhfldi, The lillliilllfit-“ of ttiiz clntttcitts til’ the
coarse grids is nptiniimd using a nitilziicvcl fi'aIllt‘."WOfk. The p:iriiIIt:l litir.'ir_v is based an MP!
and is portii bl domngc cit‘ tirchitcttittrtts.

. - =’-- li - fi'.';r,ht l

A soflwarc pacltiigc for i:Itt:t.lct'i rig Iou'- and liigli-dinictzsi-nit:-tl Iilflltl sets. It trcsiis dam: cizzstcriiig
IE5 :in opiiniizniinii problem that time. Its optiniizc :1 p:i£1'iC11|ill' rslitstcning czit-crioit l'uttctton_ It

pron-idcs at '|'i'lI'ilCl}' of clustering critiincm iiiitctidiis and various prniitionztl and tlwI£§mt?I'aIivt‘.'
-ctttstc-riiig iilgciritlims.
URL: hit :-’.'wu-w_t:s.tttiit“i.c Ll.I"- .

A cross-ptatfnrria. gr-.ip.ttic:tI user interface tool on lap of the CLUTO lltl¢".'.ll'fr‘ that aliens the
users tn iritt:rtar:ii~.-i:l;,- tisid, rlusicr. and visii;iE'tzi:- their dzitnsi:-ts. Clan: of its lccgt l.‘e:tti,tres is lit:
cslmsirc t:lusl.cr ~.isu.1linitidit capabilities I.1i:ir. inclttsic. Ircc. I'£1lil'E‘i.L and an Opcri{iL-bustrt
in-uuntaitt~ricv.' of the clustering soltttiun.
U?.[._ ltti :" . ll'lI‘l.i1'd t"-V ii .

isCLUlTJ is :3 ti'cb-cttablcd dtlla cltistcnng iitiplitutt-nu that is d5Sl._|?.‘I1E‘d for the clttsttzritig ziiid
dntzi-at-mlysis nrquinzmesits of gem:-ccprcssinn :in:i|ysi=s. wC‘LLl1‘{'J is aim built on map of the
CLL.2"l'O clustering |il:ir:ir_t-. Users can tijiltitid their dttlztsitts. St:'It.‘t:l mitt: it riuiiibci titcltistcriiiii
mflhflds, pcrfcirrtt the analysis an the si:n't:.'r. and :1 stializsz the final results.
URI: grtg: .-ghttggc ggttmgcgti.

A sofltiarc pziclzsigc for discovering frnquciit piittcms in tiivcrst: dzitascts. It coiiittins three main

fmqucsii piiticm discmcry algnritlmts that C.-in be used in find frcqiicm in-inset. scqticrici.-s. ilit-d
gntpli pziiic-ms lit large dtitnbttscs.
URL‘ its ::‘;'-.vwu_- swim. dti."~ ' '.

A. itch-si:rvi:r for predicting the s-ncotidtiry Sil'ltlL‘lEtn: of proteins from primary sequence. It is
based on :i cits:-.1.-clcd 5VM—lmsed machint: lezirizing modui that cnnilsin-:5 ciisidzii-designed
Iceman! ftinclicirts with t‘.-x13lttIimi:1r).' iiifimnatioii.
URL:

AFGHI is a t:tr::agr:ttti that iztiairs as iiipni it set at‘ chciriicai coiiipottiids and gcncrtttcs their matur-
spacz: rt‘:prt.'5e11i:I'llm‘t haw-d cm the S¢l at‘ Erasgnicrit-based dI:§Cl‘ipl.IIll'S they wimaiii. ‘flit; sector-
bttscd rqircscratatinn can be used for ddflcrcitt tasks in chcntiiifnmmtics including Silnilnfil)‘
search. iirtaiail sCl'D¢1li%I1_£. and Iilxmrg-* dcsign
U-RL:= -...~- -I . -u~ - - '1‘!

A \lu'£b—bCI5€d serwrr that gairovidiis El set of st:n'ir:es far annatafintz residues with Ilinctiniizii and
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lf’R2{}l'§-M1143,ll’R2(Il5-U(')34l5_ lPR2D1."t-NH-1'?_ and IPR 201 5-{|{]34§4

Declaratiutt offiicorgc Karypis

5'lr|.lIZtlIt‘.1] prctptcnwvt {mm S-Cql|.t..'1lL'II tnforttutttolh only The SIFIICIIIFLII and !'1mctiun.11 ;l.Ill1Ul.1llC|[I5
that are I.‘II!1'tl'ilI|!r prundcd .-tr-: sccansttrg. 5.[1"|ICH.Il'|2. tmttsutcmht:t:tc ltcliccs. dis-:-rdcr ro:g_~.mn<.
suh t:t .‘lCC(‘5SIl‘tlE -.mrI'-ac: ;m:.t, DNA hmdtng n:~:.t:it.tt:-.. I£DlIL.‘1C'|i E-rdcr_ and prmcnt hluc]-.5
URL" hIl[1' ‘mo _d£lIl1‘t.III'.'d§L|l}(‘I|lSII:l”

BD\.l!’I IS ‘I n1-:ss.1_L_c passaat,-1 ltbtatg. and assoclutud runttmc sg.=5tc:nt For dcu:lo|mI;.- oItI~crl'-con:
cit-zrnbntcd [Dll].pIlliII;_' uppltc-.utons for prttbmtts \\'Ilr'|§C :u_L-grcgatc ItlL‘lIb(11'} rcqumtttcnts L'\c£‘-Cd
the ;1ll}0uIlIUfI1lCl'1‘JOI‘} li‘I.'1I ts m;nI:tb|:: an the ul1IL'lI:rI‘_\»lllj.! cou1p-uttng clustcr. i3D:\'||‘l Iv. h.-tscd
on the F-lcssttgc Pttssing lttIcrl':It:r: {Pt-lPI1nnd 1J1'D\‘ldCS il subscl of M!’I's .-"tPI along mth il.'Il‘i'n2
C\‘LnStlS1OIl‘_-'- chm are dt.-stgncd for E|D.\lPi'-:t rn-:1nor'_t= .'1nd cwcutmu mode!
URI.‘ httn: nI:tras.:1tc ulrtn 5:511; g.5hOII‘IC hdmpt n~.er_-._gtH\-

Nerstrand Ncrslmlld ts tnuftt-tllnrztdcd utulttl-:\-cl graph clustcnng loul fur gcttcrattng clllslcntlgs unit

ht}.-h tnodulttrtly, ll suppons hath fiI'ld!I'|§1 :1 spcctficd number ofclttslcrscontntuntlt-:5 its ucll :15
dctccltng Iltc stumhtrr o{'clttstcr.x'cnxrunun11ics.
URL him. nun-ltgrs II5.Ul‘t1'I1I§.‘Id§l -tasttllc pcrstruttu

SLIM is :1 lt'br'.tr_t that trnplctttcttts :1 set at top-N Tucoltulhtlldillion methods based on spurs:
ltttcar ntodnls. Thu:-.:c models (tr: Lt gcttcraltr.-tttott lo the tmdtttotmi IIIEI1}-b:IS-Cd I'lL‘:l1'csI nc:_L-ltbm
mIi:tbc=r:n ixc I't|tL-ring :1ppro;Ic'}t:.'s ilnplcuttmtcd in SL 6015.51. .'tnd use tht: 1|; sturzctti
tnfntrnntiozt to |I.'iII'lI J sparse 5!I1‘l|1E!l'll'_\- Iwntrtv. by combining an L2 amt"! Ll rcgttlttri/uztcn
approach.
URL hlip. -gltlrtt-S dlt.?'l1ll'J.I'|..L‘lJ1l1!LTI0lIlI§ ':l11l:.owy1". 14:“

LEAP as :1 program liml pt-m-ides hig__'!'t~|)crI'GnII1II!Ct: i111p|I:.‘I‘IlcII1..'I1iOII5 of sex-.-rut Ilttclllu-dz the
Fmdmg: all pairs of vectors tvltos::- cosine similttrilg. is greater llttlll :5 Lisa-specified thrurshold
Tltcsc \ acto-rs are often spam: and ltigh-d1mc11sIo11:ti, c 5: _ docutttctul-lcnn 'H.‘C|0I‘5. Ltsn:r—t1-:rtt

ratings. I2ll'.‘. Tile Il1Cll1§>d5tl‘k£l1 are itttpicmt.-mcd tttcludc approatcltcs dcuflopttd by our group lII:ll
pnmc the srarclt spa;-c ustng L2 nctrm bounds ILZAP and L2.-KP-apprmt and vnrtnm other
5t:ttc-of-tltt:—;trt:tppruacl1¢s sntcli ‘.1.-5 .-\1IPairs. M|'k‘lJ'cttn_ :!l'Id ldzdnttt
URL 1 -‘I'm I‘ Illl.‘ "ll 1! 'I”“' mm ‘H

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Et[itn‘r_t!Iin.I.
I Assnctzntt: Edllor. IEEE 'l'ru=1sactio:ts art Bug I);tt:t: 211:.‘--prc1~;::t:tt.

. .-'LsuJct.”.t!c Edumr .-KFM 'l'mI1s:u:lictI't5 on K.!li.)'i\-'lI.‘.d‘\_?.C Disco-t.¢:ry firm:-t Etna: Ifll 1———|-trcscttt

Action Editor. Data Mining .'-1nd Knou ledge DiSCOH‘:f'_'v.. ‘.3;-rtttzger; EH1 .1—prcst:nt
,A5_=nct.1tc Editor, IIZII Tf.'l.E15.1£tlI}E15 on Knowledge and Dam lingmt.-mug.‘ 2l1I{|~—2“|-4

_ Edttonul Board Member. Sacint Hicttt-art A|1n!;.~:.is and D:mtMin'tng3aum;1.1. 3”1|P—-pft‘:SL‘I'|1
Edit-L'rrt:1l Board fit-fcntbcr. .|u:,tt't't.'1l of Bi-t:~t1u:dit:ine and Btnlccltrtulm-{_\'_ 2|!-tt':+——pt't:2st:I1I

‘ Edrmnzti Bnurd Mcmbcr. Ad». ;1.1‘fl2A."?S Ill B:'¢mtI‘e-nnztncs: 3Im7—~prcst.-nt

3 Edawnul Adktsorj. Board 1'\.‘lL‘tIt»b<‘.r_CurrL*ni Pl'('|I(‘IT.|'I'l)TIZ'1-o. ?U=F|" -pl't.".tie.‘fll
‘J EidlEC'rl"IIE| Bnurd Mt:mbc1_ lttttuntatitmzi fottmtti ofDa1.: Mining and Biainlhnmttcs. .'E!.1IIf- —prcscn1
in Associate E-tlitut. IEEE Fransacttotta on P:1t::tEEt:! and DiS1I'ibI.lICd Systems: ."£'-it-m—».’!1H|T

I 1 Guest tdtlcn of the special L5.S!.lC ct-I‘ the .=\lI“M TILl1Is.',1CIiI3ti:s on Know-ledge I)1scr.ur.-ry t'rs;\m Dan.-1 on
‘"Bicttnl'<1r:tt:tLtcs"‘. IIIIU7.

IL? Cnteitl cdttur uflht: 5g3<.*=t:i.Jl issttt: of IEEE. L'oattputIttg2 In Scicnct: &' Eztgttteerim; on "Mm: |.f'.!m?t_5_r in ‘om-mu-".
Ellis:

11' Cuts! tidilot‘ cu? lhc §pc=(:i:3} t".S.'§11n.' C-F F’rtt'm’t":'F l“f'Jl.'lJf'!Jlf.'Jlg ..Fm.rrrmJ' on "fu'rc:pn’t' Pt-.urflmtI.rtuj5: mm-J F-izrttffu-I
I ':Irr!;rI:flrt[u"; l‘J")‘J

l.t.-ml:--rshi J Rué --.t in tmft: I'i.‘.i‘IiEl."i

I Pm<__*mm C‘otttn1t:tu:c (Tn-flutit of the l.ttLt:t11a:titm.tl tfonmtczrtcc ea Dam Sci;-nay: and ,—'\dL:llhI.:€d .*’tl1.'II}ruC5
tr:-.<;.:x.-at EH}-H.Sh;1tt3:l]3L.¢C'|1II§;t. .\£a;w~.m1tbur3trI4
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IPRZGIS-00343" IIPHEQIS-{E63455 IPFl2{}iS~U{1"i-=1-7, and lPR2=fll5-H0342
Declaration of George Karypis

2 Pmgnam \"i:'iE Chair of the fnlcrn:mozI::I Conference on Parallel Piuoessing (If?-P 2014:. Miiincapoiis. f\~fN,
Scnnnnbc: 2:114.
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1 

USING FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM AN 
AUDIO AND /OR VIDEO WORK TO OBTAIN 

INFORMATION ABOUT THE WORK 

§0. RELATED APPLICATIONS 

The present application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 09/950,972 (incorporated herein 
by reference), titled "IDENTIFYING WORKS FOR INITI- 
ATING A WORK -BASED ACTION, SUCH AS AN 
ACTION ON THE INTERNET." filed on Sep. 13, 2001 now 
U.S. Pat. No. 7,058,223, and listing Ingemar 1. Cox as the 
inventor, which application claims benefit to the filing date of 
provisional patent application Ser. No. 60/232,618 (incorpo- 
rated herein by reference), titled "Identifying and linking rs 

television, audio, print and other media to the Internet ", filed 
on Sep. 14, 2000 and listing ingemar 1. Cox as the inventor. 

2 
interest in enhancing the television viewing experience. To 

this end, there have been a number of experiments with inter- 
active television in which viewers can participate in a live 

broadcast. There are a variety of ways in which viewers can 

5 participate. For example, during game shows, users can 
answer the questions and their scores can be tabulated. In 

recent reality-based programming such as the ABC television 
game show, "Big Brother ", viewers can vote on contestants 
who must leave the show, and be eliminated from the com- 

to petition. 

§1. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
20 

§1.1 Field cf the Invention 

The present invention concerns linking traditional media to 
new interactive inedia, such as that provided over the Internet 
for example. In particular, the present invention concerns 25 

identifying a work (e.g., content or an advertisement deliv- 
ered via print media, or via a radio or television broadcast) 
without the need to modify the work. 

§1.2 Related Art 30 

§1.2.1 Opportunities Arising from Linking Works 
Delivered Via Some Traditional Media Channel or 

Conduit to a More Interactive System 
35 

The rapid adoption of the Internet and associated World 
Wide Web has recently spurred interest in linking works, 
delivered via traditional media channels or conduits, to a 

more interactive system, such as the Internet for example. 
Basically, such linking can be used to (a) promote commerce, 40 

such as e- commerce, and/or (h) enhance interest in the work 
itself by facilitating audience interaction or participation. 
Commerce opportunities include, for example, facilitating 
the placement of direct orders for products, providing product 
coupons, providing further information related to a product, 45 

product placement, etc. 
In the context of e- commerce, viewers could request dis- 

count vouchers or coupons for viewed products that are 
redeemable at the point of purchase. E-commerce applica- 
tions also extend beyond advertisements. It is now common 50 

for television shows to include product placements. For 
example, an actor might drink a Coke rather than a Pepsi 
brand of soda, actors and actresses might wear designer- 
labeled clothing such as Calvin Klein, etc. Viewers may wish 
to purchase similarclothing but may not necessarily beable to 55 

identify the designer or the particular style directly from the 
show. However, with an interactive capability, viewers would 
be able to discover this and other information by going to an 
associated Web site. The link to this Weh site can be auto- 
matically enabled using the invention described herein. on 

In the context of facilitating audience interaction or par- 
ticipation, there is much interest in the convergence of tele- 
vision and computers. Convergence encompasses a very wide 
range of capabilities. Although a significant effort is being 
directed to video -on- demand applications, in which there is a 65 

unique video stream for each user of the service, as well as to 

transmitting video signals over the Internet, there is also 

§1.2.2 Embedding Work Identifying Code or Signals 
within Works 

Known techniques of linking works delivered via tradi- 
tional media channels to a more interactive system typically 
require sonic type of code, used to identify the work, to he 
inserted into the work before it is delivered via such tradi- 
tional media channels. Some examples of such inserted code 
include (i) signals inserted into the vertical blanking interval 
( "V13í ") lines of a (e.g., NTSC) television signal, (ii) water - 
marks embedded hito images, (iii) bar codes imposed on 
images, and (iv) tones embedded into music. 

The common technical theme of these proposed imple- 
mentations is the insertion of visible or invisible signals into 
the media that can be decoded by a computer. These signals 
can contain a variety of information. In its most direct form, 
the signal may directly encode the URL of the associated Web 

site. However, since the alphanumeric string has variable 
length and is not a particularly efficient coding, it is more 
common to encode a unique ID. The computer then accesses 
a database, which is usually proprietary, and matches the ID 
with the associated web address. This database can be con- 
sidered a form of domain name server, similar to those 
already deployed for network addresses. However, in this 

case, the domain name server is proprietary and the addresses 
are unique ID's. 

There are two principal advantages to encoding a propri- 
etary identifier into content, First, as previously mentioned, it 
is a more efficient use of the available bandwidth and second, 
by directing all Ira Mc to a single Weh site that contains the 
database, a company can maintain control over the technol- 
ogy and gather useful statistics that may then be sold to 

advertisers and publishers. 
As an example of inserting signals into the vertical blank- 

ing interval lines of a television signal, RespondTV of San 
Francisco, Calif. embeds identification information into the 
vertical blanking interval of the television signal. The VBI is 

part of the analog video broadcast that is not visible to tele- 
vision viewers. For digital television, it may be possible to 

encode the information in, for example, the motion picture 
experts group ( "MPEG ") header. In the USA, the vertical 
blanking interval is currently used to transmit close- caption- 
ing information as well as other information, while in theUK, 
the VBI is used to transmit teletext information. Although the 
close captioning information is guaranteed to be transmitted 
into the home in America, unfortunately, other information is 

not. This is because ownership of the vertical blanking inter- 
val is disputed by content owners, broadcasters and local 
television operators. 

As an example of embedding watermarks into images, 
Digimarc of Tualatin, OR embeds watemiarks in print media. 
Invisible watermarks are newer than VBI insertion, and have 
the advantage of being independent of the method of broad- 
cast. Thus, once the information is embedded, it should 
remain readable whether the video is transmitted in NTSC, 
PAL or SECAM analog formats or newer digital formats, It 
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should be more reliable than using the vertical blanking inter- 

val in television applications. Unfortunately, however, water- 

marks still require modification of the broadcast signal which 

is problematic for a number of economic, logistical, legal 

(permission to alter the content is needed) and quality control 

(the content may be degraded by the addition of a watermark) 

reasons. 
As an example of imposing bar codes on images, print 

advertisers are currently testing a technology that allows an 

advertisement to be shown to a camera, scanner or bar code 
Io 

reader that is connected to a personal computer ( "PC "), The 

captured image is then analyzed to determine an associated 

Web site that the PC's browser then accesses. For example, 

GoCode of Draper, UT embeds small two -dimensional bar 

codes for prim advertisements. The latter signal is read by 

inexpensive barcode readers that can be connected to a PC. 

AirClic of Blue Bell, Pa. provides a combination of barcode 

and wireless communication to enable wireless shopping 

through print media. A so- called "CucCat" reads bar codes 20 

printed in conjunction with advertisements and articles in 

Forbes magazine. Similar capabilities are being tested for 

television and audio inedia. 
Machine- readable bar codes are one example of a visible 

signal. The advantage of this technology is that it is very 25 

mature. However, the fact that the signal is visible is often 

considered a disadvantage since it may detract from the aes- 

thetic of the work delivered via a traditional media channel or 

conduit. 
As an example of embedding tones into music, Digital 30 

Convergence of Dallas, Tex. proposes to embed identification 

codes into audible music tones broadcast with television sig- 

nals. 
All the foregoing techniques of inserting code into a work 

can he categorized as active techniques in that they must alter 

the existing signal, whether it is music, print, television or 

other media, such that an identification code is also present. 

There are several disadvantages that active systems share. 

First, there are aesthetic or fidelity issues associated with har 40 

codes, audible tones and watermarks. More importantly, all 

mediamust beprocessed, before it is delivered to the end user. 

to contain these active signals. Even if a system is enthusias- 

tically adopted, the logistics involvedwithinsertingbarcodes 
or watermarks into, say every printed advertisement, are for- 45 

midable. 
Further, even if the rate of adoption is very rapid, it never- 

theless remains truc that during the early deployment of the 

system, most works will not be tagged. Thus, consumers ihm 

are early- adopters will find that most media is not identified. 50 

At best, this is frustrating. At worst, the naïve user may 

concludethat the system is not reliableor does not work at all. 

This erroneous conclusion might have a very adverse effect 

on the adoption rate. 
Further, not only must there be modification to the produc- ss 

Lion process, but modifications must also be made to the 

equipment in a user's home. Again, using the example of 
watermarking of print media, a PC must be fitted with a 

camera and watermark detection software musi he installed. 

In the case of television, the detection of the identification to 

signal is likely to occur at the set-top- box -this is the equip - 

ment provided by the local cable television or satellite broad- 

casting company. In many cases, this may require modifica- 

tions to the hardware, which is likely to be prohibitively 
expensive. For example, the audible tone used by Digital 65 

Convergence to recognize television content, must be fed 

directly into a sound card in a PC. This requires a physical 

5 

4 
connection between the television and the PC, which may be 

expensive or at least inconvenient, and a sound card may have 

to be purchased. 

§l.2.3 Unmet Needs 

In view of the foregoing disadvantages of inserting an 

identification code into a work, thereby altering the existing 

signal, there is a need for techniques of identifying a work 

without the need of inserting an identification code into a 

work. Such an identification code can then be used to invoke 

a work- related action, such as work -related conmterce meth- 

ods and/or to increase audience interest by facilitating audi- 

ence interaction and/or participation, 

§2. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This patent application describes an alternative solution 

that does not suffer from the problems outlined above. The 

solution is based ondirect or indirect recognition of the media 
itself. Direct or indirect recognition refers to the fact that a 

number of possible configurations are possible, some of 
which directly recognize the work on the equipment in a 

user's home while other configurations perform this recogni- 

tion indirectly by transmitting work- specific information to 

one or more remote sites. Neither technique requires the 

embedding of any form of active signal. Instead, when media 
in the form of music, print, television or multimedia is pre- 

sented to a personal computer (PC), set -top -box or other 

device, such devices directly or indirectly recognize the 

media and initiate an action. The set of possible actions is 

potentially infinite and includes, for example, retrieving fur- 

ther information, interacting with a live broadcast, registering 

the user for a service or product, purchasing a product or 
service and/or receiving discount coupons or certificates that 

can be used towards a purchase. 
Some embodiments consistent with the present invention 

provide a computer -implemented method, apparatus, or com- 

puter-executable programs for linking a media work to an 

action. Such embodiments might (a) extract features from the 

media work, (b) determine an identification of the media 
work based on the features extracted, and (c) determine an 

action based on the identification of the media work deter- 

mined. In some embodiments consistent with the present 
invention, the media work is an audio signal. The audio signal 

might be obtained from a broadcast, or an audio file format. In 

other embodiments consistent with the present invention, the 

media work is a video signal. The video signal might he 

obtained from a broadcast, or a video file format. 
Some embodiments consistent with the present invention 

provide a computer -implemented method, apparatus, orcom- 
puter-executable program for providing information about an 

audio (or video) file played on a device. Such embodiments 
might (a) extract features front the audio (or video) file, (b) 

communicate the féatures to a database, and (c) receive the 
information about the audio (or video) file from the database. 

In some embodiments consistent with the present invention, 

the act of extracting the features is performed by a micropro- 
cessor of the device, and/or a digital signal processor of the 

device. 
In some of the embodiments pertaining to audio files, the 

audio file might be an mp3 file or some other digital repre- 

sentation of an audio signal. The information might include a 

song title, an album title, and/or a performer name. 
In some of the embodiments pertaining to video files, the 

video file might be an MPEG file or sonic other digital rep- 

resentation of a video signal. The video file might be a video 
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work, and the information might include a title of the video 
work, a director of the video work, and names of performers 
in the video work. 

§3. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may 
he performed in accordance with one version of the present 
invention, in which intra -work information is used to identify 
the work. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a first embodiment of 
the present invention, in which intra -work information is used 
to identify the work. 

FIG.3 is a block diagram illustrating a second embodiment 
of the present invention, in which intro -work information is 

used to identify the work. 
FIG.4 is a block diagram illustrating a third embodiment of 

the present invention, in which intra -work information is used 
to identify the work. 

FIG. 5 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may 
he performed in accordance with another version of the 

present invention, in which extra-work information is used to 

identify the work. 
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a fourth embodiment 

of the present invention, in which extra-work information is 

used to identify the work. 
FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustratinga fifth embodiment of 

the present invention, in which extra -work information is 

used to identify the work. 
FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating an environment in 

which the present invention may operate. 
FIG. 9 is an exemplary data structure in which extra -work 

information is associated with a work identifier. 
FIG. 10 is an exemplary data structure including work - 

related actions. 

§4. DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The present invention may involve novel methods. appa- 
ratus and data structures for identifying works without the 

need of embedding signals therein. Once identified, such 
information can be used to determine a work -related action. 
The following description is presented to enableone skilled in 

the art to make and use the invention, and is provided in the 

context of particular embodiments and methods. Various 

modifications to the disclosed embodiments and methods will 

be apparent to those skilled in the art, and the general prin- 

ciples set forth below may be applied to other embodiments, 
methods and applications.'11ms, the present invention is not 
intended to be limited to the embodiments and methods 
shown and the inventors regard their invention as the follow- 
ing disclosed methods, apparatus, data structures and any 

other patentable subject smatter to the extent that they arc 

patentable. 

§4.1 FUNCTIONS 

The present invention functions to identify a work without 
the need of inserting an identification code into a work. The 

present invention may do so by (i) extracting features from the 

work to define a feature vector, and (ii) comparing the feature 
vector to feature vectors associated with identified works. 
Alternatively, or in addition, the present invention may do so 

by (i) accepting extra -work infomation, such as the time of a 

query or of a rendering of the work, the geographic location at 

which the work is rendered, and the station that the audience 
member has selected, and (ii) use such extra-work inform- 

6 
tion to lookup an identification of the work. In either case, an 

identification code may be used to identify the work. 
The present invention may then function to use such an 

identification code to initiate a work -related action, such as 

5 for work -related commerce methods and/or to increase audi- 

ence interest by facilitating audience interaction and/or par- 

ticipation. 

§4.2 EMBODIMENTS 
to 

As just introduced in §4.1 above, thepresentinvention may 
use intra-work information and/or extra-work information to 

identify a work. Once identified, such identification can be 

used to initiate an action, such as an action related to conm- 

15 merce, or facilitating audience participation or interaction. 
Exemplary embodiments of the present invention, in which 
work is recognized or identified based on intro -work infor- 
mation, are described in §4.2.1. Then, exemplary embodi- 
ments of the present invention, in which work isrecognized or 

20 identified based on extra -work information, are described in 

§4.2.2. 

§4.2.1 Embodiments in which Work is Recognized 
Based on Intro -Work Information, Such as a Feature 

25 Vector 

Operations related to this embodiment are described in 

§4.2.1.1 below. Then, various architectures which may be 

used to effect such operations are described in §4.2.1.2. 
30 

§4.2.1.1 Operations and Exemplary Methods and 
Techniques for Effecting Such Operations 

FIG. 1 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may 
35 be performed in accordance with one version of the present 

invention, in which intro -work information is used to identify 
the work. As shown, a work -identification information stor- 
age 110 may include a number of items or records 112. Each 
item or record 112 may associate a feature vector of a work 

40 114 with a, preferably unique, work identifier 116. The work - 
identification information storage 110 may be generated by a 

database generation operation(s) 120 which may, in turn, use 
a feature extraction operation(s) 122 to extract features from 
a work at a first time (WORKo ), as well as a feature-to- 

a5 work identification tagging operation(s) 124. 
Further, work identifier -action information storage 130 

may include a number of items or records 132. Each item or 

record 132 may associate a, preferably unique, work identi- 
fier 134 with associated infortnation 136, such as an action for 

50 example. The work identifier -action information storage 130 

may be generated by a database generation operation(s) 138 

which may, for example, accept manual entries. 
As can be appreciated from the foregoing, the work- infor- 

mation storage 110 records 112 and the work identification- 
55 action 130 records 132 can be combined into a single record. 

That is, there need not be two databases. A single database is 

also possible in which the work identifier, or a feature vector 
extracted from the work, serves as a key and the associated 
field contains work- related information, such as a URI, for 

60 example. 
The feature extraction operation(s) 140 can accept a work, 

such as that being rendered by a user, at a second time 
(WORK@,e), and extract features from that work. The 
extracted features may be used to define a so- called feature 

65 vector. 
The extracted features, e.g, as a feature vector, can be used 

by a feature (vector) lookup operation(s) 150 to search for a 
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matching feature vector 114.11a match, or a match within a 

predetermined threshold is determined, then the associated 
work identifier 116 is read. 

The read work identifier can then be used by a work - 

associated information lookup operation(s) 160 to retrieve 5 

associated information, such as an action, 136 associated with 

the work identifier. Such infonnation 136 can then be passed 

to action initiation operation(s) 170 which can perform some 

action based on the associated information 136. 

§4.2.1.1.1 Exemplary Techniques for Feature 
Extraction 

When the user initiates a request, the specific television or 
t5 

radio broadcast or printed commercial, each of which is 

referred to as a work, is first passed to the feature extraction 
operation. The work may be an image, an audio file or some 

portion of an audio signal or may be one or more frames or 
fields of a video signal, or amultiniedia signal .'lhepurposeof 20 

the feature extraction operation is to derive a compact repre- 

sentation of the work that can subsequently be used for the 

purpose of recognition. In the case of images and video, this 
feature vector might be a pseudo -random sample of pixels 
from the frame or a low -resolution copy of the fame or the 25 

average intensities of nxn blocks of pixels. It might also be a 

frequency -based decomposition of the signal, such as pro- 

duced by the Fourier, wavelet and or discrete cosine trans- 
forms. It might involve principal component analysis. It 

might also be a combination of these. For television and audio 30 

signals, recognitionmight alsorely on a temporal sequence of 
feature vectors. The recognition literature contains many dif- 

ferent representations. For block -based methods, blocks may 
be accessed at pseudo -random locations in each frame or 

t5 
might have a specific structure. For audio, common feature 
vectors are based on Fourier frequency decompositions, but 
otherrepresentations are possible. See, e.g.. R. O. Duda andP. 
E. Hart, Pattern Classification and Scene Analysis (Wiley - 

Intcrscience. New York, 1973). Sec also K. Fukunaga, Intro- 40 

dactinn to Statistical Pattern Recognition, 2nd Pd. (Aca- 
demic Press, New York, 1990). (These references are 

incorporated herein by reference.) 
As previously stated, one object of the vector extraction 

stage is to obtain a more concise representation Of the frame. 45 

For example, each video frame is initially composed of 480x 
720 pixels which is equivalent to 345,600 pixels or 691,200 
bytes. In comparison, an exemplary feature vector might only 
consist of 1 Kbyte of data. 

A second purpose of the feature extraction process is to 50 

acquire a representation that is robust or invariant to possible 
noise or distortions that a signal might experience. For 
example, frames of a television broadcast may experience a 

small amount of jitter, i.e., horizontal and or vertical transla- 
tion, ornery undergo lossy compression such as by MPEG -2. 5s 

It is advantageous that these and other processes do not 
adversely affect time extracted vectors. For still images there 
has been considerable work on determining image properties 
that are invariant to of neandothergeometric distortions. For 
example, the use of Radon and Fourier -Mellin transforms sn 

have been proposed for robustness against rotation, scale and 
translation, since these transforms are either invariant or bare 
a simple relation to the geometric distortions. See, e.g., C. The extracted feature vector is then passed to a recognition 

Lin, M. Wu, Y. M. Lui, J. A. Bloom, M. L. Miller, 1. J. Cox. (e.g., feature look-up) operation, during which, the vector is 

"Rotation, Scale, and Translation Resilient Public Water- as compared to entries of known vectors 114 in a content iden- 

marking for Images," IEEE Transactions on Image Process- tification (WID) database 110. It is important to realize that 

ing (2001). See also, U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,436,653, 5,504,518, the matching of extracted and knownvectors is not equivalent 
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5,582,246, 5,612,729, and 5,621,454. (Each of these refer- 
ences is incorporated herein by reference.) 

§4.2.1.1.2 Exemplary Techniques for Database 
Generation and Maintenance 

A number of possibilities exist for generating and main- 
taining work identification (WID) and identification- action 
translation (WIDAT) databases. however, in all cases, works 
of interest are processed to extract a representative feature 
vector and this feature vector is assigned a unique identifier. 
This unique identifier is then entered into the work identifi- 
cation (WID) database 110 as well as into the W 1DAl' data- 
base 130 together with all the necessary associated data. This 
process is referred to as tagging. For example, in the case of an 

advertisement, the WIDAT database 130 might include the 
manufacturer (Ford), the product name (Taurus), a product 
category (automotive) and the URL associated with the Ford 
Taurus car together with the instruction to translate the query 
into the associated URL. 

The determination of all works of interest and subsequent 
feature vector extraction and tagging depends on whether 
content owners are actively collaborating with the entity 
responsibleforcreatingand maintaining the database. If there 
is no collaboration, then the database entity must collect all 
works of interest and process and tag them. While this is a 

significant effort, it is not overwhelming and is certainly 
commercially feasible. For example, competitive market 
research firms routinely tabulate all advertisements appearing 
in a very wide variety of print media. Newspapers and maga- 
zines can be scanned in and software algoritluns can be 
applied to the images to identify likely advertisements. These 
possible advertisements can then he compared with adver- 
tisements already in the WID database 110. If there is a match, 
nothing further need he done. If there is not a match, the 
image can be sent to a human to determine if the page does 
indeed contain an advertisement. If so, the operator can 
instruct the computer to extract the representative feature 
vector and assign it a unique identifier. Then, the operator can 
insert this information into the content identification database 
and as well as update the corresponding WIDAT database 130 

with all the necessary associated data. This is continually 
performed as new magazines and papers include new adver- 
tisements to maintain the databases. This is a cost to the 
database entity. Television and radio broadcasts can also be 
monitored and, in fact, broadcast monitoring is currently 
performed by companies such as Nielsen Media research and 

Competitive Media Reporting. Television and radio broad- 
casts differ from print media in the real -time nature of the 
signals and the consequent desire for real -time recognition. 

In many cases, advertisers, publishers and broadcasters 
may wish to collaborate with the database provider. In this 

case, feature extraction and annotation and/or extra -work 
information may be performed by the advertiser, advertise- 
ment agency, network and/or broadcaster and this informa- 
tion sent to the database provider to update the database. 
Clearly, this arrangement is preferable from the database 
provider's perspective. However, it is not essential. 

§4.2.1.1.3 Exemplary Techniques for Matching 
Extracted Features with Database Entries 
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to looking up a word in an electronic dictionary. Since the 
extracted vectors contain noise or distortions, binary search 
might not be possible. Instead, a statistical comparison is 

often made between an extracted vector and each stored vec- 

tor. Common statistical measures include linear correlation 5 

and related measures such as correlation coefficient, but other 
methods can also be used including mutual infomhation. 
Euclidean distance and Lp- norms. These measures provide a 

statistical measure of the confidence of thematch.Athreshold 
can he established, usually based on the required false posi- 10 

rive and false negativeratcs, such that if the correlation output 
exceeds this threshold, then the extracted and known vectors 
are said to match. See, e.g., R. O. Duda and PE. Hart; Pattern 
Classification and Scene Analysis (Wiley- lnterscience. New 
York, 1973). See also, U.S. Pat. No. 3.919,474 by W. D. 15 

Moon, R. J. Weiner, R. A. Hansen and R. N. Linde, entitled 
"Broadcast Signal Identification System ". (Each of these ref- 
erences is incorporated herein by reference.) 

If binary search was possible, then a database containingN 
vectors would require at most log(N) comparisons. Unfortu- 20 

nately, hinary search is not possible when taking a noisy 
signal and trying to find the most similar reference signal. 
This problem is one of nearest neighbor search in a (high- 
dimensional) feature space. In previous work, it was not 
uncommon to perform a linear search of all N entries, perhaps 25 

halting the search when the first match is found. On average, 
this will requireN /2 comparisons. If N is large, this search can 
be computationally very expensive. 

Other forms of matching include those based on clustering. 
kd -trees, vantage point trees and excluded middle vantage 30 

point forests are possible and will be discussed in more detail 
later. See, e.g., P. N. Yianilos "Excluded Middle Vantage 
Point Forests for nearest Neighbor Search ", Presented at the 
Sixth DIMACS hnplententatimt Challenge. Near Neighbor 
Searches workshop, (.Jan. 15, 1999). Sec also, P. N.Yianilos. 35 

"Locally titling the curse of Dimensionality for nearest 
Neighbor Search" SODA 2000: 361 -370. (Each of these ref- 
erences is incorporated herein by reference.) 

If the extracted vector "matches" a known vector in the 
content identification database, then the work has been iden- 40 

tificd. Of course, there is the risk that the match is incorrect. 
This type of error is known as a false positive. The false 
positive rate can be reduced to any desired value, but at the 
expense of the false negative rate. A false negative occurs 
when the vector extracted from a work is not matched to the 45 

database even though the work is present in the database. 
There are several reasons why a work's feature vector may 
fail to match a feature vector database entry. First. the recog- 
nition system may not be capable of 100% accuracy. Second, 
the extracted vector will often contain noise as a result of the 50 

transmission process. This noise may alter the values of a 

feature vector to the extent that a match is no longer possible. 
Finally, them is the case where the observed work is not 

present in the database. In this case, the work can be sent to an 
operator for identification and insertion in the database. 55 

§4.2.1.1.4 Exemplary Work Based Actions 

Assuming that the work is correctly identified, then the 

identifier can be used to retrieve associated information from 60 

the second work identification- action translation (WIDAT) 

database 130 that contains information 136 associated with 
the particular work 134. This information may simply be a 

corresponding URL address, in which case, the action can be 
considered to be a form of network address translation. How- 65 

ever, in general, any information about the work could be 
stored therein, together with possible actions to be taken such 

10 

as initiating an e- commerce transaction. Mier looking up the 
work identifier 134 in the WIDAT database 130, an action is 

perfomred on behalf of the user, examples of which has been 
previously described. 

In addition to using the system to allow audience members 
of a work to connect to associated sites on the Internet, a 

number of other uses are possible. First, the work identifica- 
tion database 130 allows competitive market research data to 

be collected (e,g., the action may include logging an event). 
For example, it is possible to determine how many commer- 
cials the Coca Cola Company in the Chicago market aired in 

the month of Jtme. 'this information is valuable to competi- 
tors such as Pepsi. 'Thus, any company that developed a sys- 
tem as described above could also expect to generate revenue 
from competitive market research data that it gathers. 

Advertisers often wish to ensure that they receive the 
advertising time that was purchased. To do so, they often hire 
commercial verification services to verify that the advertise- 
ment or commercial did indeed run at the expected time. To do 

so, currently deployed systems by Nielsen and CMR embed- 
ded active signals in the advertisement prior to the broadcast. 
These signals are then detected by remote monitoring facili- 

ties that then report back to a central system which commer- 
cials were positively identified. See for example U.S. Pat. No. 
5.629,739 by R. A. Dougherty entitled "Apparatus and 
method for injecting an ancillary signal into a low energy 

density portion of a color television frequency spectrum ", 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,025,851 by D. E. Haselwood and C. M. Solar 
entitled "Automatic monitor for programs broadcast ", U.S. 
Pat. No. 5,243,423 by J. P. DeJean, D. Lu and R. Weissman, 
entitled "Spread spectrum digital data transmission over TV 
video ", and U.S. Pat. No, 5,450,122 by L. D. Keene entitled 
"In- station television program encoding and monitoring sys- 

tem and method ". (Each of these patents is incorporated 
herein by rcference.)Active systems are usually preferred for 
advertisement verification because the required recognition 
accuracy is difficult to achieve with passive systems. The 
passive monitoring system described herein supports com- 
mercial verification. 

§4.2.1.2 Exemplary Architectures 

Three alternative architectural embodiments in which the 
first technique may be employed are now described with 
reference to FIGS. 2, 3, and 4. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a first embodiment of 
the present invention, in which intra -work information is used 
to identify the work and in which a audience member device 
210, such as a PC for example, receives and renders a work 
that is consumed by an audience member (user). At some 
point, the user may wish to perform a work- specific action 
such as traversing to an associated Web site. Upon initiation 
of this request, the computer 210 performs the operations 
140a, 150a, 160a and 170a, such as those shown in FIG. I. To 

reiterate, these operations include a feature extraction opera- 
tion(s) 140a, feature vector lookup or matching operation(s) 
150a in connection with items or records 112a in a work - 
identification (WID) database 110a. If a matching feature 
vector 114a is found, the work-associated information lookup 
operation(s) 160a can use the associated work identifier 116a 
to accessing a work identification- action translation 
(WIDAI') database 130a to retrieve associated information 
136a, possibly including determining what action should be 

performed. 
As described above, the two databases might be integrated 

into a single database. However, conceptually, they are 

described here as separate. 
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An example illustrating operations that can occur in the 

first embodiment of FIG.1, is now described. Consider a print 

application, in which say 10,000 advertisements are to be 

recognized that appear in national newspapers and maga- 

zines. If 1 Kbyte is required to store each feature vector then s 

approximately 10 Mbytes of storage will he required air the 

work identification database 110a. Such a size does not rep- 

resent a serious problem, in either memory or disk space, to 

present personal computers. 
An important issue then becomes recognition rate. While io 

this may be problematic, all the images are two-dimen- 

sional-three-dimensional object recognition is not required. 

Of course, since a low cost camera captures the printed adver- 

tisement, there may be a number of geometric distortions that 

might be introduced together with noise. Nevertheless, the i5 

application is sufficiently constrained that adequate recogni- 

tion rates should he achievable with current state -of-the -art 

computer vision algorithms. Sec, e.g., P. N. Yianilos 

"Excluded Middle Vantage Point Forests for nearest Neigh- 

bar Search", Presentedat the Sixth DIMACS Implementation 20 

Challenge: Near Neighbor Searches workshop, Jan. 15,1999. 

See also, P. N. Yianilos "Locally lifting the curse of Dimen- 

sionality for nearest Neighbor Search" SODA 2000: 361-370. 

(Each of these references is incorporated herein by refer- 

ence.) Estimates of the size of the WIDAT database 130a 25 

depend on what associated information (recall fields 136) is 

stored. If, for example, only a URL address is needed, about 

20 characters can typically represent most URLs. Thus, the 

size of the WIDAT database 130a would be less than I Mbyte. 

The configuration just described with reference to FIG. 2 30 

places all of the processing and data on each user's local 

machine 210.A number ofalternative embodiments, in which 

some or all of the storage and processing requirements are 

performed remotely, will be described shortly. 

As new works are created and made publicly available, the is 

databases residing on a user's local computer become obso- 

lete. Just as the database provider 240 must continually 

update the databases in order to remain current, there is also 

a need to update local databases on devices at audience mem- 

ber premises. This update process can be performed over the 40 

Internet 230 in a manner very similar to how software is 

currently upgraded. It is not accessary to download an 

entirely new database although this is an option. Rather, only 

One changes need to be transmitted. During this update pro- 

cess, the user's computer 210 might also transmit information 45 

to a central monitoring center 240 informing it of which 

advertisements the computer user has queried. This type of 
information is valuable to both advertisers and publishers. Of 

course, care must be taken to ensure the privacy of individual 

users of the system. However, it is not necessary to know the so 

identity of individual users for the system to work. 

PIG.3 is a block diagram illustrating a second embodiment 

of the present invention, in which infra -work information is 

used to identify the work. Although the WIDAT database can 

be quite small, as illustrated in the exemplary embodiment 55 

described above with respect to FIG. 2, there is still the 

problem of keeping this database current. While periodic 

updates of the local databases may be acceptable, they 

become unnecessary if the WIDAT database 1306 is at a 

remote location 340. In this arrangement, illustrated in FIG. 60 

3, after the local computer 310 identifies the work, it sends a 

query to the remote WIDAT database 1306.'11íe query may 

contain the work identifier. The remote site 340 may then 

return the associated information 136. Although the remote 

WIDAT database 130b needs to be updated by the database 65 

provider, this can be done very frequently without the need 

for communicating the updates to the local computers 310. 

12 
The second embodiment is most similar to active systems 

in which an embedded signal is extracted and decodedandthe 
identifier is used to interrogate a central database. Conse- 

quently it has many of the advantages of such systems, while 

avoiding the need to insert signals into all works. One such 

advantage, is that the database provider receives real -time 

information relating to users' access patterns. 
'Ile W IDAT database 1306 might physically resideatmore 

than one location. In such a case, some requests will go to one 

site, and other requests will go to another. In this way, over- 

loading of a single site by too many users can be avoided. 

Other load balancing techniques are also applicable. 
FIG.4 is a block diagram illustrating a third embodiment of 

the present invention, in which intra-work information is used 

to identify the work. Recall that the WIDAT database may be 

small relative to that work identification database (WID). As 

the size of the work recognition (WID) database increases, 

the foregoing embodiments may become impractical. Con- 

sider, for example, a music application in which it is desired 

to identify 100,000 song titles. If it is again assumed that a 1 

Kbyte vector can uniquely represent each song, then on the 

order of 100 Mbytes is now needed. This size is comparable 

to large application programs such as Microsoft's Office 2000 

suite. Although this still dots not represent an inordinate 

amount of disk space, if this data needs to reside in memory at 

all times, then very few present machines will have adequate 

resources. Clearly, at some point, the proposed architectures 

scales to a point where requirements become impractical. In 

this case, a further modification to the architecture ispossible. 

Since the storage and searching of the work -identifier 

(WID) database require the most computation and storage, it 

may be more economical to perform these actions remotely. 

Thus, for example, if a user is playing an MP3 music file and 

wants to go to a corresponding website, the MP3 file is passed 

to an operation that determines one or more feature victors. In 

the third embodiment, instead of perforating the matching 

locally 410, the one or more vectors arc transmitted to a 

central site 440 at which is stored the WID and WIDAf' 

databases 110c and 130e together with sufficiently powerful 

computers to resolve this request and those of other computer 

users. This configuration is illustrated in PIG. 4. Similarly, if 
a user is playing an MPEG or other video file and wants to 

initiate a work -related action, the video file is passed to an 

operation 140e that extracts one or more feature vectors. The 

entire video file need not be processed. Rather, it may be 

sufficient to process only those frames in the temporal vicin- 

ity to the users request, i.e, to process the current frame and 

or some number of frames before and after the current frame, 

e.g. perhaps 100 frames in all. The extracted feature vector or 

feature vectors can then be transmitted to a central site 440 

which can resolve the request. 
After successfully matching the feature vector, the central 

site 440 can provide the user with information directly, orean 
direct the user to another Web site that contains the informa- 

tion the user wants. In cases where therecognition is ambigu- 

ous, the central site 440 might return information identifying 

one of several possible matches and allow the user to select 

the intended one. 
The third embodiment is particularly attractive if the cost 

of extracting the feature vector is small. In this case, it 

becomes economical to have feantrevector extraction 140c in 

digital set -top -boxes and in video recorders 410. The latter 

may be especially useful for the new generation of consumer 

digital video recorders such as those manufactured by TWO 

and Replay TV. These devices already have access to the 

Internet via a phone line. Thus, when someone watching a 

recorded movie from television reacts to an advertisement, 
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the video recorder would extract one or more feature vectors 

and transmit them to a central site 440. This site 440 would 

determine ifa match existed between the query vector and the 

database of pre -stored vectors 110e. If a match is found, the 

central server 440 would transmit the associated information, 
which might hieludea Web site address or an 800 number for 

more traditional ordering, back to the audience user device 

410.Of course, a consumer device 410 such as a digital video 

recordermight also store personal information of the owner to 

facilitate online e- commerce. Such a device 410 could store 
the owner's name, address, and credit card infonnation and 

automatically transmit them to an on -line store to complete a 

purchase. Very little user interaction other than to authorize 

the purchasemight beneeded. This typeofpurclasing may be 

very convenient to consumers. 
Another advantage of the third embodiment is that it obvi- 

ates the need to update local databases while, at the same 

time, the centrally maintained databases can be kept current 

with very frequent updating. 

§4.2.2 Embodiments in which Work is Recognized 
Based on Extra -Work Information 

Operations related to this embodiment are described in 

§4.2.2.1 below. Then, various architectures which may be 

used to effect such operations are described in §4.2.2.2. 

If the cost of extracting a feature vector is too large, then the 

cost of deploying any of the embodiments described in §4.2.1 

above may be prohibitive. This is particularly likely in very 

cost sensitive consumer products, including set- top -boxes 

and next generation digital VCR's. Acknowledging this fact, 

a different technique, one that is particularly well suited for 

broadcasted inedia such as television and radio as well as to 

content published in magazines and newspapers, is now 

described. This technique relies on the fact that a work need 

not be identified by a feature vector extracted from the work 

(which is an example of "intra-work information "), but can 

also be identified by when and where it is published or broad- 

cast (which are examples of "extra-work information "). 

An example serves to illustrate this point. Consider the 

scenario in which a viewer sees a television commercial and 

responds to it. The embodiments described in §4.2.1 above 

required the user device (e.g., a computer or set -top -box) 

210/310/410 to extract a feature vector. Such an extracted 

vector was attempted to be matched to another feature 

vector(s), either locally, or at a remote site. In the embodi- 

ments using a remote site, if the central site is monitoring all 

television broadcasts, then the user's query does not need to 

include the feature vector. Instead, the query simply needs to 

identify the time, geographic location and the station that the 

viewer is watching. A central site can then determine which 

advertisement was airing at that moment and, once again, 

return the associated information. The same is true for radio 

broadcasts. Moreover, magazines and newspapers can also be 

handled in this manner. Here the query might include the 

none of the magazine, the month of publication and the page 

number. 
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§4.2.2.1 Operations and Exemplary Methods and 

Techniques for Effecting Such Operations 

FIG. 5 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may 

be performed in accordance with another version of the 

present invention, in which extra-work information is used to 

identify the work. As shown, a query work- identification 

(QWID) information storage 510 may include a number of 65 

items or records 512. Each item or record 512 may associate 

extra -work information 514, related to the work, with a, pref- 

60 
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erably unique, work identifier 516. The query work- identifi- 

cation (QWID) information storage 510 may be generated by 

a database generation operation(s) 520. 

Further, work identifier -action information ( WID.AT) stor- 

age 530 may include a number of items or records 532. Each 

item or record 532 may associate a, preferably unique, work 

identifier 534 with associated information 536, such as an 

action for example. The work identifier- action (WIDAT) 

information storage 530 may be generated by a database 

generation operation(s) 538 which may, for example, accept 

manual entries. 
As can be appreciated from the foregoing, the query work - 

information (QWID) storage 510 records 512 and the work 

identification- action (WIDAT) storage 530 records 532 can 

be combined into a single record. 
The extra-work information aggregation (e.g., query gen- 

eration) operation(s) 540 can accept a information related to 

a work, such as the time of a user request or of a rendering of 

the work, the geographic location at which the work is ren- 

dered, and the station that the audience member has selected, 

and generate a query from such extra-work information. 

The query including the extra-work information can be 

used by a lookup operation(s) 550 to search for "matching" 

set of information 514. if a match; or a match within a pre- 

determined threshold is determined, then the associated work 

identifier 516 is read. 
The read work identifier can then be used by a work - 

associated information lookup operation(s) 560 to retrieve 

associated information, such as an action, 536 associated with 

the work identifier. Such information 536 can then be passed 

to action initiation operation(s) 570 which can perform some 

action based on the associated infonnation 536. 

If the extra -work information of a work is known (in 

advance), generating the query work identifier (QWID) infor- 

mation 510 is straight -forward. If this were always the case, 

an intro -work infommation -based recognition operation 

would not be needed. However, very often this is not the case. 

For example, local television broadcasts typically have dis- 

cretion to insert local advertising, as well as national adver- 

tising. Thus, it often is not possible to know in advance when, 

on what station, and where a particular advertisement will 

play, 
In such instances, areal -time (e.g, centralized) monitoring 

facility 580 may be used to (i) extract feature vectors from a 

work, (ii) determine a work identifier 116 from the extracted 

features, and (iii) communicate one or more messages 590 in 

which extra -work information (e.g., time, channel, geo- 

graphic market) 592 is associated with a work identifier 594, 

to operation(s) 520 for generating query work identification 

(QWID) information 510. 

§4.2.2.1.1 Exemplary Extra -Work Information 

In the context of national broadcasts, geographic informa- 

tion may be needed to distinguish between, for example, the 

ABC television broadcast in Los Angeles and that in New 

York. While both locations broadcast ABC's programming, 

this programming airs at different times on the Fast and West 

coasts ofAmerica. More importantly, the local network affili- 

ates that air ABC's shows have discretion to sell local adver- 

tising as well as a responsibility to broadcast the national 

commercials that ABC sells. In short, the works broadcast by 

ABC in Los Angeles can be different front that in other 

geographic locations. Geographic information is therefore 

useful to distinguish between the different televisionmarkets. 

In some circumstances, geographic information may not be 
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necessary, especially in parts of the world with highly regu- 

lated and centralized broadcasting in which there arc not 

regional differences. 

§4.2.2.1.2 Exemplary Techniques for Generating 
Databases 

FIG. 5 illustrates a third database 510 referred to as the 

query to work identification (QWID) database. This database 

510 maps the query (e.g., in the form of tine, location and 

channel information) into a unique ID that identifies the per- 

ceived work. The QWID 510 and WIDAT 530 databases 

might not be separate, but for clarity will be considered so. 

After retrieving the unique work identifier 512 from the 

QWID database 510, the identifier can be used to access the 

WIDAT database 530. This is discussed in more detail later. 

As introduced above, although it appears that this architec- 

ture does not require a recognition facility, such a facility may 

be needed. The feature extraction operation(s) Nod, as well 

as the work identification operation(s) 150d and other data- 

bases 110d, may be moved to one or more remote sites 580. 

Although TV Guide and other companies provide detailed 

information regarding what will he broadcast when, these 

scheduling guides do not have any information regarding 

what advertisements will air when. In many cases, this iofòr- 

mation is unknown until a day or so before the broadcast. 

Even then, the time slots that a broadcaster sells to an adver- 

tiser only provide a time mnge, e.g. 12 pm to 3 pm. Thus it is 

unlikely that all commercials and aired programming can he 

determined from TV schedules and other sources prior to 

transmission. Further, occasionally programming schedules 

are altered unexpectedly due to live broadcasts that overrun 

their time slots. This is common in sports events and awards 

shows. Another example of intemmpts to scheduled program- 

ming occurs when a particularly important news event occurs. 

During transmission, it may therefore be necessary for a 

central site 580 to determine what work is being broadcast 

and to update its and/or other's database 520 accordingly 

based on the work identified 594 and relevant extra -work 

information 592. There are a variety of ways that this can be 

accomplished. 
First, it may be economically feasible to manually monitor 

all television stations that are of interest, and manually update 

the database with information regarding the work being 

monitored. In fact, Nielsen used such procedures in the early 

1960's for the company to tabulate competitive market data. 

More than one person can he employed to watch the same 

channel in order to reduce the error rate. It should he noted 

that the recent ruling by the FCC that satellite broadcasters 

such as DirecTV, DishTV and EchoStar can carry local sta- 

tions significantly reduces the cost of monitoring many geo- 

graphic markets. Currently, DirecTV, for example, caries the 

four main local stations in each of the 35 largest markets. 

Thus, these 4x35 =140 channels can all be monitored from a 

single site 580. This site would be provided with satellite 

receivers to obtain the television channels. 

Unfortunately, however, humans are error prone and the 

monitoring of many different stations from many different 

geographic locations can he expensive. In order to automate 

the recognition process, a central site 580 could employ a 

computer -based system to perform automatic recognition. 

Because therecognition is centralized, only one ora few sites 

are needed. This is in comparison with the first architecture 

we described in which a complete recognition system was 

required in every user's home or premise. This centralization 

makes it more economic to employ more expensive comput- 

ers, perhaps even special purposehardware, and more sophis- 
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ticated software algorithms. When video frames or clips can- 

not be identified or arc considered ambiguous, this video can 

be quickly passed to human viewers to identify. Further, it 

should be possible for the automated recognition system to 

5 use additional information such as television schedules, tinte 

of day, etc in order to improve its recognition rate. 

§4.2.2.1.2 Exemplary Techniques for Generating 

Queries Based on Extra-Work Information 
10 

At the audience member (user) premises, all that is needed 

is for the device to send a query to a database -server with 

information that includes extra -work information, such as 

IS 
geographic location, time and channel. Usually, this extra- 

work intòrmatiou wouldbetransmitted inreal -time, while the 

work (e.g., an advertisement) is being broadcast. However, 

this is not necessary. If the television does not have access to 

the Internet, and most TV's do not yet, then an audience 

20 member ( user) may simply remember or record which chan- 

nel he or she was viewing at what time. In fact, the user device 

could store this information for later retrieval by the user. At 

a convenient later time, the user might access the Internet 

using a home PC. At this time, he or she can query the 

25 database by entering this extra-work information (e.g., 

together with geographic information) into an application 

program or a web browser plug -in. 

Anotherpossibility is allowing an audiencemember (user), 

at the tinte he or she is consuming (e.g., viewing, reading, 

30 listening to, etc.) the work, to enter query information into a 

handheld personal digital assistant ( "PDA ") such as a Palta 

Pilot, so as not to forget it. This information can then be 

manually transferred to a device connected to a network or 

the information can be transferred automatically using, for 
35 example, infrared communications or via a physical link such 

asa cradle. Recently, PDAs also have some wireless network- 

ing capabilities built in, and thus might support direct access 

to the information desired. Further, software is available that 

40 allows a Palm Pilot or other PDA to function as a TV remote 

control device. As such. the PDA already knows the time of 

day and channel being viewed. It also probably knows the 

location of the audience member, since most PDA users 

include their own name and address in the PDA's phonebook 

45 and identify it as their own. Thus, with one or a few clicks, an 

audience member PDA user could bookmark the television 

content hear sheis viewing. If the PDA is networked, then the 

PDA can, itself, retrieve the associated information immedi- 

ately. Otherwise, the PDA can transfer this bookmarked data 

so to a networked device, which can then provide access to the 

central database. 

§4.2.2.2 Exemplary Architectures 

55 FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a fourth embodiment 

of the present invention, in which extra-work information is 

used to identify the work. As shown, an extra-work informa- 

tion aggregation operation 540a may be effected on a device 

610, such as a PC, at the audience member (user) premises. 

60 The various databases 510a, 530a, and 110e, as well as the 

database generation operation(s) 520a/538a, the lookup 

operation(s) 550a and the work -associated information 

lookup operation(s) 560a may be provided at one or more 

centralized monitoring and query resolution centers 640. 

65 FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a fifth embodiment of 

the present invention, in which extra-work information is 

used to identify the work. This fifth embodiment is similar to 
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the fourth embodiment illustrated in FIG. 6 but here, the 

monitoring center 740a and query resolution center 740b are 

separate. 
These embodiments have many advantages for television 

and radio broadcasters who desire to provide Internet links or 

other action. First, the audience member (user) equipment, 

whether it is a computer, set -top -box, television, radio, 

remote control, personal digital assistant (pda), cell phone or 

other device, does not need to perform any processing of the 

received signal. As such, there is almost no cost involved to 

equipment manufacturers. 
These last embodiments have some similarity with ser- 

vices such as those provided by the companies Real Names of 

Redwood City, Calif., America Online ('AOL ") and espe- 

cially iTag from Xenote. The popular press has reported on 

the difficulties associated with assigning domain names. The 

simplest of these problems is that almost all the one -word 

names in the ".com" category have been used. Consequently, 

domainnames can often be difficult to remember. To alleviate 

this problem, RealNames and AOL provide alternative, pro- 

prietary name spaces (AOL calls these keywords). For a fee, 

a company may register a name with these companies. Thus, 

rather than type the URL hllpa/ vww.hell- lahs.com, the 

simple keyword "bell" might be sufficient to access the sante 

Web site. These capabilities are convenient to users. How- 

ever, these systems are very different from the fourth and fifth 

embodiments described. First, and foremost these systems 

are not designed to identify content. Rather, they are simply 

alternative network address translation systems based on eas- 

ily remembered mnemonics which are sold to interested com- 

panies.As such, theuser is still expected to type in an address, 

but this address is easier to remember than the equivalent 

URL. In contrast, while a user may manually enter the infor- 

mation describing the work, the preferred embodiment is for 

the computer, set- top -box or other device to automatically 

generate this information. Further, the mapping of keywords 

to network addresses is an arbitrary mapping maintained by 

AOL or Real Names. For example, the keyword "bell" might 

just as reasonably point to the Web site for Philadelphia's 

Liberty Bell as to Lucent's Bell Labs. In contrast, the query 

used in the fourth and fifth embodiments is designed to con- 

tain all the necessary data to identify the work, e.g. the time, 

place and television channel during which the work was 

broadcast. There is nothing arbitrary about this mapping. It 

should also be pointed out that the proposed system is 

dynamic -the same work, e.g. a commercial, potentially has 

an infinite number of addresses depending on when and 

where it is broadcast. If an advertisement airs I (X),000 unique 

times, then there are 100,000 different queries that uniquely 

identify it. Moreover, the exemplary query includes naturally 

occurring information such as time, place, channel or page 

number. This is not the case for AOL or RealNames, which 

typically assigns one or more static keywords to the address 

of a Web site. 
Xenoté s iTag system is designed to identify radio broad- 

casts and uses a query similar to that which may be used in the 

fourth and fifth embodiments, i.e. time and station informa- 

tion. However, the work identification information is not 

dynamically constructed but is instead based on detailed pro- 

gram scheduling that radio stations must provide it. As such, 

it suffers from potential errors in scheduling and requires the 

detailed cooperation of broadcasters. While the fourth and 

fifth embodiments might choose to use program scheduling 

information and other ancillary information to aid in the 

recognition process, they do not exclusively rely on this. The 

concept of resolving a site natne by recognizing the content is 

absent from the above systems. 

18 
§4,2.3 Exemplary Apparatus for Audience Member 

(User) Premise Device 

While personal computers may be the primary computa- 

5 lion] device at a user's location, it is not essential to use a PC. 

This is especially true of the embodiments depicted in PIGS. 

6 and 7, which do not require the content, e.g. video signal, to 

be processed. Instead, only a unique set of identification 

parameters such as time, location and channel are provided to 

to identify the perceived Work. Many forms of devices can 

therefore take advantage of this configuration. 

As previously noted, personal digital assistants (PDAs)can 

be used to record the identification information. This infor- 

mation can then be transferred to a device with a network 

t3 communication such as a PC, However, increasingly, PDAs 

will already have wireless network communication capabili- 

ties built -in, as with the Palm VII PDA. These devices will 

allow immediate communication with the query resolution 

center and all information will be downloaded to them or they 

20 can participate in facilitating an e- commerce transaction. 

Similarly, wireless telephones are increasingly offering web - 

enabled capabilities. Consequently, wireless phones could be 

programmed to act as a user interface. 

New devices can also be envisaged, including a universal 

25 remote control for home entertainment systems with a LCD 

or other graphical display and a network connection, This 

connection may be wireless or the remote control might have 

a phone jack that allows it to be plugged directly into an 

existing phone line. As home networks begin to be deployed, 

30 such devices can be expected to communicate via an inex- 

pensive interface to the home network and from there to 

access the Internet. 
In many homes, it is not uncommon for a computer and 

television to be used simultaneously, perhaps in the same 

35 mom. A person watching television could install a web 

browser plug -in or applet that would ask the user to identify 

his location and the station being watched. Then, periodically, 

every 20 seconds for example, the plug -in would update a list 

of web addresses that are relevant to the television programs 

ao being watched, including the commercials. The audience 

member would then simply click out the web address of inter- 

est to obtain further information. This has the advantage that 

the viewer does not have to guess the relevant address asso- 

ciated with a commercial and, in fact, can be directed to a 

45 more specialized address, such as www.fordvehicles.conil 

ibv /tausnhs2kflash/fiash.htinl, rather than the genetic www- 

.ford.com site. Of course, this applet or plug -in could also 

provide the database entity with information regarding what 

is being accessed from where and at what time. This infer - 

so mation, as noted earlier, is valuable to advertisers and broad- 

casters. For PC's that have infra-red communication capabili- 

ties, it is straightforward to either control the home 

entertainment center from the PC or for the PC to decode the 

signals from a conventional remote control. Thus, as a user 

55 changes chattels, the PC is able to automatically track the 

channel changes. 
Recording devices such as analog VCR's and newer digital 

recording devices can also be exploited in the embodiments 

depicted in FIGS. 6 and 7, especially if device also record the 

5n channel and time information for the recorded content. When 

a user initiates a query, the recorded time and chattel, rather 

than the current time and channel, then forni part of the 

identification information. 
Digital set -top -boxes are also expected to exploit the capa- 

es bilities described herein. In particular, such devices will have 

two -way communication capabilities and may even include 

cable modem capabilities. Of course, the two -way commn- 
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nication need not be over a television cable. For example, 

satellite set- top -boxes provide up -link communications via a 

telephone connection. Clearly, such devices provide a conve- 

nient location to enable the services described herein. More- 

over, such services can be provided as part of the OpenCable 
and DOCSIS (data over cable service interface specification) 

initiatives. 

§4.2.4 Information Retrieval Using Features 
Extracted from Audio and/or Video Works 

Some embodiments consistent with the present invention 
provide a computer -implemented method, apparatus, orcom- 
puter- executable program for providing information about an 
audio file or (a video file) played on a device. Such embodi- 
ments might (a) extract features from the audio (or video) file, 

(b) communicate die features to a database, and (c) receive the 

information about the audio (or video) file from the database. 
In some embodiments consistent with the present invention, 
the act of extracting the features is performed by a micropro- 
cessor of the device, and/or a digital signal processor of the 

device. The received information might be rendered on an 
output (e.g., a monitor, a speaker, etc.) of the device. The 
received information might be stored (e.g., persistently) 
locally on the device. The information might be stored on a 
disk, or non- volatile memory. 

In some of the embodiments pertaining to audio files, the 

audio file might be an mp3 file or some other digital repre- 
sentation of an audio signal.11he information might include a 

song title, an album title, and/or a performer name. 
In some of the embodiments pertaining to video files, the 

video file might be an MPEG file or some other digital rep- 
resentation of a video signal. The video file might he a video 
work, and the information might include a title of the video 
work, a director of the video work, and names of performers 
in the video work. 

§4.3 OPERATIONAL EXAMPLES 

An example illustrating operations of an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention, that uses intra -work 
information to identify the work, is provided in 

§4.3.1. Then, an example illustrating operations of 
an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, 45 

that uses extra-work information to identify the 
work, is provided in §4.3.2. 
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§4.3.1 Operational Example where Intra -Work 
Infonnation is Used to Identify the Work 50 

A generic system for monitoring television commercials is 

now described. Obviously, the basic ideas extend beyond this 

specific application. 
The process of recognition usually begins by recognizing 55 

the start ofa commercial. This can be accomplished by look- 

ing for black video frames before and after a conunercial. If a 

number of black frames are detected and subsequently a 

similar number are detected 30 seconds later, then there is a 

good chance that a commercial has aired and that others will 60 

follow. It is also well known than the average sound volume 
during commercials is higher than that for television shows 
and this too can be used as an indicator of a commercial. Other 
methods can also be used. The need to recognize the begin- 
ning of a commercial is not essential. However, without this 65 

stage, all television progmhmning must be assumed to be 
commercials. As such, all video frames must be analyzed. 

20 
Theadvantageofdetennining thepresence ofa commercial is 

that less video content must be processed. Since the percent- 
age of advertising time is relatively small, this can lead to 

considerable savings. For example, commercials can be buff- 
ered and then subsequently processed while the television 
show is being broadcast. This reduces the real -time require- 
ments ofa system at the expense of buffering, which requires 
memory or disk space. Of course, for the applications envi- 
sionedherein, a real -timeresponseto a user requires real -time 

processing. 
Once it is determined that an advertisement is being broad- 

cast, it is necessary to analyze the video frames. Typically, a 

compact representation of each frame is extracted. This vec- 

tor might be a pseudo -random sample of pixels from the 
frame or a low -resolution copy of the frame or the average 
intensities of nxn blocks of pixels. It might also be a fre- 

quency -based decomposition of the signal, such as produced 
by the Fourier. Fourier- MeIlin, wavelet and or discrete cosine 
transforms. It might involve principal component analysis or 
any combination thereof. The recognition literature contains 
many different representations. For block -based methods, the 
moi blocks may be located at pseudo -random locations in 

each frame or might have a specific structure, e.g. a complete 
tiling of the frame. The feature vector might then be corn - 

posed of the pixels in each block or some property of each 
block, e.g. the average intensity or a Fourier or other decom- 
position oftheblock. The object of the vector extraction stage 
is to obtain a more concise representation of the frame. Each 
frame is initially composed of 480x720 pixels which is 

equivalent to 345,600 bytes, assuming one byte per pixel. In 

comparison, the feature vector might only consist of 1 Kbyte 
of data. For example, if each frame is completely tiled with 
16x16 blocks, then the number of blocks per frame is 345, 

600/256 =1350. If the average intensity of each block consti- 
tutes the feature vector, then the feature vector consists of 
1350 bytes, assuming 8 -bit precision for the average intensity 
values. Alternatively, 100 16x16 blocks can be pseudo -ran- 

domly located on each frame of the video. For each of these 
NO blocks, the first 10 DCT coefficients can be determined. 
The feature vector then consists of the 100x10 =1000 DCT 
coefficients. Many other variations are also possible. In many 

media applications, the content possesses strong temporal 
and spatial correlations. If necessary, these correlations can 
be eliminated or substantially reduced by pre- processing the 
content with a whitening filter. 

A second purpose of the feature extraction process is to 

acquire a representation that is robust or invariant to possible 
noise or distortions that a signal might experience. For 

example, flames of a television broadcast may experience a 

small amount of jitter, i.e. horizontal and or vertical transla- 
tion, or may undergo lossy compression such as MPEG-2.1t 
is advantageous, though not essential, that these and other 
processes do not adversely affect the extracted vectors. 

Each frame's feature vector is then compared with a data- 

base of known feature vectors. These known vectors have 
previously been entered into a content recognition database 
together with a unique identifier. If a frame's vector matches 
a known vector, then the commercial is recognized. Of 
course, there is the risk that the match is incorrect. This type 
of error is known as a false positive. The false positive rate can 
be reduced to any desired value, but at the expense of the false 

negative rate.A false negative occurs when a frame's vectoris 
not matched to the database even though the advertisement is 

present in the database. There are several reasons why a 

frame's feature vector may fail to match. First, the recogni- 
tion system may not be capable of 100% accuracy. Second, 
the extracted vector will contain noise as a result of the 
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transmission process. This noise may alter the values of a The recognition system described can be considered to be 

feature vector to the extent that a match is no longer possible. a form of nearest neighbor search in a high dimensional 

Finally, there is the case where the observed commercial is feature space. This problem has been very well studied and is 

not yet present in the database. In this case, it is necessary to known to be very difficult as the dimensionality of the vectors 

store the commercial and pass it (e.g., to a person) for idea- 5 increases. A number of possible data structures are applicable 

tification and subsequent entry in the database. including kd -trees and vantage point trees. These data vine- 

It is important to realize that the matching of extracted and mres and associated search algorithms organize a N -point 

known vectors is not equivalent to looking up a word in an dataset (N= 90,000,000 in out previous example) so that sub - 

electronic dictionary. Since the extracted vectors contain linear time searches can be performed on average. Ilowever, 

noise or distortions. binary search is Mien not possible. 
no wmrebcasesearcln limes can he considerably longer. Recently, 

Instead, a statistical comparison is often made between an Ynauilos proposed an excluded middle vantage point forest 

extracted vector and each stored vector. Common statistical 
for nearest neighbor search. See, e.g., the Yianilos reference. 

measures include linear correlation and related measures 
This data structure guarantees sub-linear worst -case search 

such as correlation coefficient, but other methods can also be 
times, but where the search is now for a nearest neighbor 

15 within a fixed radius, T. The fixed radius search means that if 

used, including clustering techniques. See, e.g., the Duda and the database contains a vector That is within X of the quen', 

Hart reference. These measures provide a statistical measure then there is a match. Otherwise. no match is lbund. In con - 

of the confidence of the match. A threshold can be estab- Vast, traditional vantage point trees will always return a near- 

fished, usually based on the required false positive and nega- est neighbor, even if the distance between the neighbor and 

tive rates, such that if the correlation output exceeds this 20 the query is very large. In these cases, if the distance between 

threshold, then the extracted and known vectors are said to the query and the nearest neighbor exceeds a threshold, then 

match. they are considered not to match. This is precisely what the 

If binary search was possible, then a databasecontaining N excluded middle vantage point forest implicitly does, 

vectors would require at most log(N) comparisons. However, Using an excluded middle vantage point forest, will allow 

in current advertisement monitoring applications there is no 25 accuratereal- limerecognitionof 100,000 broadcasted adver- 

discussion of efficient search methods. Thus, a linear search tisements. This entails constructing an excluded middle van - 

of all N entries may be performed, perhaps halting the search rage point forest based on feature vectors extracted from say 

when the first match is found, On average, this will require 90,000,000 frames of video. Of course, using some fort of 

N/2 comparisons. If N is large, this can he computationally pre -filtering that eliminates a large number of redundant 

expensive. Consider a situation in which one out of 100,000 30 frames or frames that are not considered to be good unique 

possible commercials is to be identified. Each 30- second identifiers can reduce this number. One such pre-filter would 

commercial consists of 900 video frames. If all 900 frames be to only examine the I -frames used when applying MPEG 

are stored in the database, then N= 90,000,000. Even if only compression. However, this is unlikely to reduce the work 

every l0a'videoframe is stored in the database, ils size is still identification database (WID) size by mom than one order nf 

nine million. While databases of this size are now common, 35 magnitude. Assuming 10 channels are monitored in each of 

they rely of efficient search to access entries, i.c., they do not 50 geographic regions, then the query rate is 15,000°10x50x 

perform a linear search. A binary search of a 90,000,000-item 30 queries per second. 

database requires less than 20 comparisons. In contrast, a 

linear search will require an average of 45,000,000! §4.3.2 Operational Example where Extra -Work 

With 9 million entries, if each vector is 1 Kbyte, then the 40 Information is Used to Identify the Work 

storage requirement is 9 Gigabytes. Disk drives with this 

capacity arc extremely cheap at this time. However, if the FIG. S depicts a satellite television broadcast system 800, 

database must reside in memory due to real -time require- though cable and traditional broadcast modes are also appli- 

ments, then this still represents a substantial memory require- cable. Block 810 represents audience members (users)watch- 

nnent by today' s standards . One reason that the data may need 45 ins a TV channel in their home, which also has a connection 

to be stored in memory is because of the real -time require- 812 to the Internet 820. Other networks are also possible. The 

rents of the database. 1f 10 channels are being simulta- satellite broadcasts are also being monitored by one or inure 

neously monitored within each of 50 geographic areas, then television monitoring centers 840a. These centers 840a may 

there will be 15,000 queries per second to the content recog- monitor all ora subset of the television channels being broad - 

nition database, assuming each and every frame is analyzed. so cast. They are not restricted to monitoring satellite TV broad- 

This query rate is low. However, if a linear search is per- casts but may also monitor cable and traditional terrestrial 

formed then 675 billion comparisons per second will be broadcasts. The primary purpose of these monitoring centers 

required. This is an extremely high computational rate by 840a is to identify the works being broadcasted. Of particular 

today's standards. Even if only key frames arc analyzed, this interest arc television advertisements. However, other works, 

is unlikely, to reduce the computational rate by more than an ss or portions thereof, may also be identified. Each time a new 

order of magnitude. segment of a work is identified, the monitoring system or 

If an advertisement is not recognized, then typically; the systems 840a update one or more database centers 8406, 

remote monitoring system will compress the video and trans- informing them of the time, place, channel and identity of the 

mit it hack to a central office. Here, the clip is identified and identified segment. The segment may he a complete Ihiny 

added to the database and the remote recognition sites are 60 second commercial or, more likely, updates will occur more 

subsequently updated. Identification and annotation may be frequently, perhaps at a rate of 1 update per second per chan- 

performed manually. However, automatic annotation is also nel per geographic location. The database center 8406 

possible using optical character recognition software on each updates its database so that queries can be efficiently 

frame of video, speech recognition software, close captioning responded to in sub -linear time. 

information and other information sources. As these methods 65 The database centers 8406 can use traditional database 

improve in accuracy, it is expected that they will replace technology. In general,tlequery searchinitiatedbyan audi- 

manual identification and annotation. ence member is not a nearest neighbor search but can be a 
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classical textual searchprocedure suchas a binary search. The 

nearest neighbor search is appropriate for the monitoring 

sub -system 840a. The database centers 840b are continually 

updated as each new advertisement, television show or por- 

tion thereof is recognized. Standard updating algorithms can 

be used. However, random new entries to the database are 

unlikely. Rather, each new entry, or set of entries, denotes a 

new time segment that is later than all previously inserted 

24 
The query contains information that the database center 

8406 uses to identify the work being viewed. This infomha- 

tion might include the time and place where the audience 

member was, together with the channel being viewed. Other 

5 identifying information is also possible. The query may also 

contain additional information that may be used to facilitate 

the user's transaction and will include the return address of 

the user. For example. if the user is intending to order a pizza 

items. As such. each new entry can be appended to the end of after seeing a Pizza Hut advertisement, the query may also 

the database while still maintaining an ordered data structure io 
contain personal information including his or her identity, 

that is amenable to binary and other efficient search tech- 
street address and credit card information. 

piques. If two entries have the same Irate in their time field, 
When the database center 8406 receives a query, data in the 

items can be sorted based on secondary fields such as the query is used to identi fy the work and associated information. 
A number of possible actions are possible at this point. First, 

channel and geographic location, as depicted in FIG. 9. Since the database center 8406 may simply function as a form of 

the number of such entries will be relatively small compared is proxy server, mapping the audience member's initial query 

with the entire dat abase, it may be sufficient to simply create into a web address associated with the advertisement. In this 

a linear linked list of such entries, as depicted in FIG. 9. Of case, the audience member will be sent to the corresponding 

course, the size of the database is constantly increasing. As Web site. The database center 840b may also send additional 

such, it may become necessary to have several levels of stor- data included in the initial query to this Web site 850 in order 

age and caching. Given the envisaged application, most user 20 to facilitate an e-commerce transaction between the audience 

queries will beforrecent entries. Thus, the database may keep member and the advertiser. In some cases, this transaction 

the last hours worth of entries in memory. If there is one entry will not be direct, but may be indirect via a dealer or third 

per second fix each of 100 channels in 100 geographic loca- party application service provider, Thus, for example, though 

tions, this would correspond to 3600x100x100- 36,000,000 anadvertisement by Ford Motor Company may airnationally, 

entries which is easily accommodated in main memory. 25 viewers may be directed to different Web sites for Ford deal- 

Entries thaI are olderthan one hourittay be stored on disk and erships depending on both the audience member's and the 

entries older than one week may be archived (e.g., backed tap 
dealerships' geographic locations. In other cases, advertisers 

on tape) for example. The entries to this database can include may have contracted with the database center 8406 to provide 

time, location and channel information together with a unique 
e- commerce capabilities. This latter arrangement has the 

paten 
identifier that is provided by the monitoring system. Of 30 public Internet, 

to reduce the amount of traffic directed over the 

course, additional fields for each entry are also possible. 
public I restricting it, instead to a private network 
associated with the owner of the database center. 

When a user query is received, the time, channel and geo- If the audience member (user) is not watching live televi- 

graphic information are used to retrieve the corresponding sionbut is instead watching a tapedand therefore time-shifted 

unique identifier that is then used to access a second database copy, then additional processes are needed. For the new gen- 

that contains inf ,nation associated with the identified work. 33 emtion otdigital video recorders, irrespective of the record- 

An entry 1000 in this second database is depicted in FIG. ing media (tape or disk), it is likely to be very easy to include 

10, which shows that associated with the unique identifier information identifying the location of the recorder, as well as 

1010, the name of a product 1020, a product category 1030, the time and channel recorded. Location information can be 

the manufacturer 1040 and the commercial's associated web provided to the recorder during the setup and installation 

site 1050. Many other data fields 1060 are also possible. Such 40 process, for example. Digital video recorders, such as those 

additional fields may include fields that indicate what action currently manufactured by TIVO ofAlviso, CA or Replay TV 

should be taken on behalf of the requesting user. Example of Sauta Clara, Calif. have a network connection via tele- 

actions include simply redirecting a request to an associated phone, which can then send the query of an audience member 

Web site, or initiating an e- commerce transaction or provid- to the database center 8406 using the recorded rather than the 

ing an associated telephone number that may be automati- 45 current information. 

tally dialed if the querying device is a cell phone or display- In cases where query information has not been recorded, it 

ing additional information to the user. This database is likely is still possible to initiate a successful query. However, in this 

to be updated much less frequently, perhaps only as often as case, it may be necessary to extract the feature vector from the 

once or twice a day, as batches of new advertisements are work of interest and send this information to the monitoring 

added to the system. Alternatively, it might beupdated as each 50 center 840a where the feature vector can be identified. This 

new advertisement is added to the system. form of query is computationally more expensive but the 

An audience member (user) 810 watching a television relative number of such queries compared to those sent to the 

commercial for example may read to the advertisement by database centers 8406 is expected to be small. It should also 

initiating a query to the database center 8406. The device be noted that the physical separation of the monitoring and 

whereby the user initiates the query might be a television or 55 database centers, depicted in FIGS. 6 and 7, is not crucial to 

set -top -box remote control, or a computer or a wireless PDA operation of the system and simply serves to more clearly 

or a (WkP- enabled) cell phone or a specialized device, Typi- separate the different functionality present in the overall sys- 

cally, the query will occur during the airing of the commercial tem configuration. 

Or a shortly thereafter. However, the time between the broad- Although the implementation architectures described 

casting of the advertisement and the time of the associated to above focus on the television media, it is apparent that the 

query is not critical and can, in some instances be much present invention is applicable to audio, print and other 

longer. For example, the audience member might bookmark media. 

the query information in a device such as a PDA or a special- 

ized device similar to those developed byXenote fortheirltag §4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

radio linking. Later, the audience member may transmit the 45 

query to the database center 8406. This might happen hours or None of the embodiments of the invention require modifi- 

even days later. cation to the work or content, i.e. no active signal is embed - 
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ded. Consequently, there is no change to the production pro- 

cesses. More importantly, front a user perspective, 

deployment of this system need not suffer from poor initial 

coverage. Provided the database is sufficiently comprehen- 

sive, early adopters will have comprehensive coverage imme- 5 

diately. Thus, there is less risk that the consumer will perceive 
that the initial performance of the deployed system is poor. 

Further, the present invention permits statistics to be gathered 

that measure users' responses to content. This information is 

expected to be very useful to advertisers and publishers and to 

broadcasters. 

What is claimed is: 

1. A method for associating an electronic work with an 

action, the electronic work comprising at least one of audio is 

and video, the method comprising: 
a) electronically extracting within a portable client device 

features from the electronic work; 
b) transmitting the extracted features from the portable 

client device to one or more servers; 20 

c) receiving at the portable client device front the one or 

more servers an identification of the electronic work 

based on the extracted features, wherein the identifica- 

fon is based on a non -exhaustive search identifying a 

neighbor; 
d) electronically determining an action based on the iden- 

tification of the electronic work; and 

e) electronically perfonning the action on the portable 
client device. 

2. A method of claim 1, wherein the identification is based 3o 

on a non -exhaustive search identifying a neighbor within a 

fixed radius. 
3. The method of claim 1, wherein the non -exhaustive 

search is sublinear. 
4. The method of claim 1, wherein the non -exhaustive 35 

search is based on kd- trees. 
5. The method of claim 1, wherein the non -exhaustive 

search is based on vantage point trees. 
6. The method of claim 1, wherein the non- exhaustive 

search is based on excluded middle vantage point forest. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the electronic work is an 

audio work. 
8. The method of claim 7, wherein the audio work is 

obtained from at least one of a broadcast and an audio file 

format. 
9. The method of claim 7, wherein the identification 

includes at least one of a song title, an album title, and a 

performer name. 
10. The method of claim 1, wherein the electronic work is 

a video work. 
11. The method of claim 10, wherein the video work is 

obtained from at least one of a broadcast and a video file 

formal. 
12. The method of claim 10, wherein the identification 

includes at least one of a title of the video work, a director of 
the video work, and names of performers in the video work. 

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of electroni- 

cally determining the action includesreceiving at the portable 

client device an action based on the identification of the 

electronic work from the one or more servers. 
14. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of electroni- 

cally extracting the features is performed by at least one of a 

microprocessor of the portable client device and a digital 

signal processor of the portable client device. 
15. A method for associating an electronic work with an 

action, the electronic work comprising at least one of audio 

and video, the method comprising: 

26 
a) electronically extracting features from the electronic 

work; 
b) electronically determining an identification of the elec- 

tronic work based on the extracted features, wherein the 

identification is based on a non- exhaustive search iden- 

tifying a neighbor; 
c) electronically determining an action based on the iden- 

tification of the electronic work; and 

d) electronically performing the action. 

16. A method of claim 15, wherein the identification is 

based on a non -exhaustive search identifying a neighbor 

within a fixed radius. 
17. The method of claim 15, wherein the non- exhaustive 

search is sublinear. 
18. The method of claim 15, wherein the non -exhaustive 

search is based on kd -trees. 
19. The method of claim 15, wherein the non- exhaustive 

search is based on vantage point trees. 

20. The method of claim 15, wherein the non -exhaustive 

search is based on excluded middle vantage point forest. 

21. The method of claim 15, wherein the electronic work is 

an audio work. 
22. The method of claim 21, wherein the audio work is 

25 obtained from at least one of a broadcast and an audio file 

format. 
23. The method of claim 21, wherein the identification 

includes at least one of a song title, an album title, and a 

performer name. 
24. The method of claim 15, wherein the electronic work is 

a video work. 
25. The method of claim 24, wherein the video work is 

obtained from at least one of a broadcast and a video file 

format. 
26. The method of claim 24, wherein the identification 

includes at least one of a title of the video work, a director of 
the video work, and names of per omcrs in the video work. 

27.'t he method of claim 15, wherein the action promotes 

e-commerce. 
a0 28. The method of claim 15, wherein the action promotes 

interaction. 
29. The method of claim 1, wherein the action promotes 

e- commerce. 
30. The method of claim 1, wherein the action promotes 

as interaction. 
31. The method of claim 15, wherein the action comprises 

providing and/or displaying additional information in asso- 

ciation with the electronic work. 
32. The method of claim 31, wherein the additional infor- 

5o mation is an advertisement. 
33. The method of claim 32, wherein the action comprises 

providing a link to a site on the World Wide Web associated 

with the advertisement. 
34. The method of claim 32, wherein the action comprises 

55 electronically registering a user with at least one of a service 

and a product related to the advertisement. 
35. The method of claim 32, wherein the action comprises 

electronically providing at least one of a coupon and a cer- 

tificate related to the advertisement. 
so 36. The method of claim 32, wherein the action comprises 

automatically dialing a telephone number associated with the 

advertisement, 
37. The method of claim 32, wherein the action comprises 

collecting competitive market research data related to the 

as advertisement. 
38. The method of claim 32, wherein the action comprises 

purchasing a product or service related to the advertisement. 
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39. The method of claim 32, wherein the action comprises 47. The method of claim 41, wherein the action comprises 

allowing a user to interact with a live broadcast related to the purchasing a product or service related to the advertisement. 

advertisement. 48. The method of claim 41, wherein the action comprises 

40. The method of claim 1, wherein the action comprises allowing a user to interact with a live broadcast related to the 

providing and/or displaying additional information in asso- s advertisement. 

ciation with the electronic work. 49. The method of claim 40, wherein the electronic work is 

41. The method of claim 40, wherein the additional infor- an audio work and the additional information comprises at 

motion is an advertisement. least one of a song title, an album title, and a performer name. 

42. The method of claim 41, wherein the action comprises 50. Themethod of claim 40, wherein the electronic work is 

providing a link to a site on the World Wide Web associated to a video work and the additional information comprises al 

with the advertisement, least one of a title of the video work, a director of the video 

43. The method of claim 41, wherein the action comprises work, and names of performers in the video work. 

electronically registering a user with at least one of a service 

and a product related to the advertisement. 
51. Themethod of claim 31, whereinthe electronic work is 

44. The method of claim 41, wherein the action comprises an audio work and the additional information comprises at 

electronically providing at least one of a coupon and a cer- 1s least one of a song title, an album title, and a performer name. 

tificate related to the advertisement. 
52. The method of claim 31, wherein the electronic work is 

45. 'Me method of claim 41, wherein the action comprises a video work and the additional information comprises at 

automatically dialing a telephone number associated with die least one of a title of the video work, a director of the video 

advertisement, 
work, and names of performers in the video work, 

46. The method of claim 41, wherein the action comprises '0 

collecting competitive market research data related to the 

advertisement. 
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IDENTIFYING WORKS, USINGA 
SUB -LINEAR TIME SEARCH, SUCH AS AN 

APPROXLVIATE NEAREST NEIGHBOR 
SEARCH, FOR INITIATING A WORK -BASED 

ACTION, SUCH AS AN ACTION ON THE 
INTERNET 

§0. RELATED APPLICATIONS 

The present application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 11/445,928 (incorporated herein by ref- 
erence), tit led "USING FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM 
AN AUDIO AND /OR VIDEO WORK TO OBTAIN INF'OR- 
MATIONABOUT THE WORK," filed on Jun. 2, 2006, and 

listing hngemar J. Cox as the inventor, which is a continua- 
tion -in -part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/950,972 
(incorporated herein by reference, issued as U.S. Pat. No. 
7,058,223 on Jun. 6, 2006), titled "IDENTIFYING WORKS 
FOR INITIATING A WORK -BASED ACTION, SUCH AS 
AN ACTION ON THE INTERNET," filed on Sep. 13, 2001, 
now U.S. Pat. No.7,058,223 and listing Ingemar J. Cox as the 
inventor, which application claims benefit to the filing date of 
provisional patent application Ser. No. 60/232,618 (incorpo- 
rated herein by reference), titled "Identifying and linking 
television, audio, print and other media to the Internet ", filed 
on Sep. 14, 2000 and listing Ingemar J. Cox as the inventor. 

§1. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

§1.1 Field of the Invention 
The present invention concerns linking traditional media to 

new interactive media, such as that provided over the Internet 
for example. In particular, the present invention concerns 
identifying a work (e.g., content or an advertisement deliv- 
ered via print media, or via a radio or television broadcast) 
without the need to modify the work. 

§1.2 Related Art 
§1.2.1 Opportunities Arising from Linking Works Deliv- 

ered Via Some Traditional Media Channel or Conduit to a 

More Interactive System 
The rapid adoption of the Internet and associated World 

Wide Web has recently spurred interest in linking works, 
delivered via traditional media channels or conduits, to a 

atore interactive system, such as the Internet for example. 
Basically, such linking can be used to (a) promote commerce, 
such as e- commerce, and/or (b) enhance interest in the work 
itself by facilitating audience interaction or participation. 
Commerce opportunities include, for example, facilitating 
the placement of direct orders for products, providing product 
coupons, providing further information related to a product, 
product placement, etc. 

In the context of e- commerce, viewers could request dis- 

count vouchers or coupons for viewed products that are 
redeemable at the point of purchase. E-commerce applica- 
tions also extend beyond advertisements. It is now common 
for television shows to include product placements. For 
example, an actor might drink a Coke rather than a Pepsi 
brand of soda, actors and actresses might wear designer- 
labeled clothing such as Calvin Klein, etc. Viewers may wish 

to purchase similar clothing but may not ne:essarilybeable to 

identify the designer or the particular style directly from the 
show. However, with an interactive capability, viewers would 
be able to discover this and other information by going to an 

associated Web site. The link to this Web site can be auto- 
matically enabled using the invention described herein. 

In the context of facilitating audience interaction or par- 
ticipation, there is much interest in the convergence of tele- 

2 
vision and computers. Convergence encompasses a very wide 
range of capabilities. Although a significant effort is being 
directed to video -on -demand applications, in which there is a 

unique video stream for each user of the service, as well as to 

s transmitting video signals over the Internet, there is also 
interest in enhancing the television viewing experience. To 

this end, there have been a number of experiments with inter- 
active television in which viewers can participate in a live 
broadcast. There are a variety of ways in which viewers can 

to participate. For example, during game shows, users can 
answer the questions and their scores can be tabulated. In 
recent reality-based programming such as the ABC television 
game show, "Big Brother ", viewers can vote on contestants 
who must leave the show, and be eliminated from the con - 

15 petition. 
§1.2.2 Embedding Work Identifying Code or Signals 

Within Works 
Known techniques of linking works delivered via tradi- 

tional media channels to a more interactive system typically 
20 require some type of code, used to identify the work, to be 

inserted into the work before it is delivered via such tradi- 
tional media channels. Some examples of such inserted code 
include (i) signals inserted into the vertical blanking interval 
( "VBI ") lines of a (e.g., NTSC) television signal. (ii) water - 

25 marks embedded into images, (iii) bar codes imposed on 

images, and (iv) tones embedded into music. 
The conunon technical theme of these proposed imple- 

mentations is the insertion of visible or invisible signals into 
the media that can he decoded by a computer. These signals 

30 can contain a variety of information. In its most direct form, 
the signal may directly encodethe URL of the associated Web 

site. However, since the alphanumeric string has variable 
length and is not a particularly efficient coding, it is more 
common to encode a unique ID. The computer then accesses 

35 a database, which is usually proprietary, and matches the ID 

with the associated web address. This database can be con - 
sidered a form of domain name server, similar to those 
already deployed for network addresses. However, in this 
case, the domain name server is proprietary and the addresses 

4o are unique ID's. 
There are two principal advantages to encoding a propri- 

etary identifier into content. First, as previously mentioned, it 
is a more efficient use of the available bandwidth and second, 
by directing all traffic to a single Web site that contains the 

45 database, a company can maintain control over the technol- 
ogy and gather useful statistics that may then be sold to 

advertisers and publishers. 
As an example of inserting signals into the vertical blank- 

ing interval lines of a television signal, RespondTV of San 

50 Francisco, Calif. embeds identification information into the 
vertical blanking interval of the television signal. The VBI is 

part of the analog video broadcast that is not visible to tele- 
vision viewers. For digital television, it may be possible to 

encode the information in, for example, the motion picture 
55 experts group ( "MPEG ") header. In the USA, the vertical 

blanking interval is currently used to transmit close- caption- 
ing information as well as other information, while in theUK, 
the VBI is used to transmit teletext information. Althoughthe 
close captioning information is guaranteed to be transmitted 

sn into the home in America, unfortunately, other information is 

not. This is because ownership of the vertical blanking inter- 
val is disputed by content owners, broadcasters and local 
television operators. 

As an example of embedding watermarks into images, 

es Digimarc of Tualatin, Oreg. embeds watermarks in print 
media. Invisible watermarks arc newer than VBI insertion, 
andhave theadvantage of being independent of the method of 
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broadcast. Tim, once the information is embedded, it should 
remain readable whether the video is transmitted in NTSC, 
PAL or SECAM analog formats or newer digital formats. It 

should be more reliable than using the vertical blanking inter- 
val in television applications. Unfortunately, however, water- 
marks still require modification of the broadcast signal which 
is problematic for a number of economic, logistical, legal 
(permission to alter the content is needed) and quality control 
(the content may be degraded by the addition of a watermark) 
reasons. 

As an example of imposing bar codes on images, print 
advertisers arc currently testing a technology that allows an 
advertisement to be shown to a camera, scanner or bar code 
reader that is connected to a personal computer ( "PC "). The 
captured image is then analyzed to detemfine an associated 
Web site that the PC's browser then accesses. For example, 
GoCode of Draper, Utah embeds small two -dimensional bar 
codes for print advertisements. The latter signal is read by 

inexpensive barcode readers that can be connected to a PC. 

Airelic of Blue Bell, Pa. provides a combination of barcode 
and wireless communication to enable wireless shopping 
through print media. A so- called "CueCat" reads bar codes 
printed in conjunction with advertisements and articles in 

Forbes magazine. Similar capabilities arc being tested for 
television and audio media. 

Machine- readable bar codes are one example of a visible 
signal. The advantage of this technology is that it is very 
mature. However, the fact that the signal is visible is often 
considered a disadvantage since it may detract from the aes- 
thetic of the work delivered via a traditional media channel or 
conduit. 

As an example of embedding tones into music, Digital 
Convergence of Dallas, Tex. proposes to embed identification 
codes into audible music tones broadcast with television sig- 
nals. 

All the foregoing tcclmiqucs of inserting code into a work 
can be categorized as active techniques in that they must alter 
the existing signal, whether it is music, print, television or 
other media, such that an identification code is also present. 
There are several disadvantages that active systems share. 
First, there are aesthetic or fidelity issues associated with bar 
codes, audible tones and watermarks. More importantly, all 

media must beprocessed, before it is delivered to theend user, 
to contain these active signals. Even if a system is enthusias- 
tically adopted, the logistics involved with inserting bar codes 
or watermarks into, say every printed advertisement, are for- 
midable. 

Further, even if the rte of adoption is very rapid, it never- 
theless remains true that during the early deployment of the 
system, most works will not be tagged. Thus, consumers that 
are early -adopters will find that most media is not identified. 
At best, this is frustrating. At worst, the naïve user may 
conclude that the system is not reliable or does not work al all. 

This erroneous conclusion might have a very adverse effect 
on the adoption rate. 

Further, not only must there be modification to the produc- 
tion process, but modifications must also be made to the 
equipment in a user's home. Again, using the example of 
watermarking of print media, a PC must he fitted with a 

camera and watermark detection software must be installed. 
In the case of television, the detection of the identification 
signal is likely to occur at the set- top -box -this is the equip- 
ment provided by the local cable television or satellite broad- 
casting company. In many cases, this may require modifica- 
tions to the hardware, which is likely to be prohibitively 
expensive. For example, the audible tone used by Digital 
Convergence to recognize television content, must be fed 

4 
directly into a sound card in a PC. This requires a physical 
connection between the television and the PC, which may be 

expensive or at least inconvenient, and a sound card may have 

to be purchased. 
5 §1.2.3 Unmet Needs 

In view of the foregoing disadvantages of inserting an 

identification code into a work, thereby altering the existing 
signal, there is a need for techniques of identifying a work 
without the need of inserting an identification code into a 

IO work. Such an identification code can then be used to invoke 
a work -related action, such as work- related commerce meth- 
ods and/or to increase audience interest by facilitating audi- 
ence interaction and/or participation. 

15 §2. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Some embodiments consistent with the present invention 
provide a computer -implemented method, apparatus, orcom- 
puter- executable programs for linking a media work to an 

20 act ion. Such embodiments might (a) extract features from the 
media work, (b) determine an identification of the media 
work based on the features extracted using a sub- linear time 
search, such as an approximate nearest neighbor search for 
example, and (c) detennine an action based on the identifica- 

25 tion of the media work determined. hi some embodiments 
consistent with the present invention, the media work is an 

audio signal. The audio signal might be obtained from a 

broadcast, or an audio file format. In other embodiments 
consistent with the present invention, the media work is a 

30 video signal. The video signal might be obtained from a 

broadcast, or a video file format. 
In some of the embodiments pertaining to audio files, the 

audio file might be an mp3 file or some other digital repre- 
sentation of an audio signal. The information might include a 

35 song title, an album title, and/or a performer naine. 
In some of the embodiments pertaining to video files, the 

video file might be an MPEG file or some other digital rep- 
resentation of a video signal. The video file might be a video 
work, and the information might include a title of the video 

40 work, a direxaor of the video work, and names of performers 
in the video work. 

§3. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

45 FIG. 1 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may 
be performed in accordance with one version of the present 
invention, in which intra -work information is used to identify 
the work. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a first embodiment of 
50 the present invention, in which intra -work information is used 

to identify the work. 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a second embodiment 

of the present invention, in which intra -work information is 

used to identify the work. 
55 FIG. 4 is a block diagramillustrating a third embodiment of 

the present invention, in which intro -work information is used 
to identify the work. 

FIG. 5 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may 
he performed in accordance with another version of the 

60 present invention, in which extra -work information is used to 

identify the work. 
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a fourth embodiment 

of the present invention, in which extra-work information is 

used to identify the work. 
65 FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a fifth embodiment of 

the present invention, in which extra-work information is 

used to identify the work. 
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FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating an environment in 

which the present invention may operate. 
FIG. 9 is an exemplary data structure in which extra -work 

6 
§4.2.1.1 Operations and Exemplary Methods and 

Techniques for Effecting Such Operations 

information is associated with a work identifier. FIG. 1 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may 
FIG. 10 is an exemplary data structure including work- 5 be performed in accordance with one version of the present 

related actions. invention, in which infra -work hlbmm Lion is used to identify 

§4. DETAILED DESCRIPTION age 
work. As shown, a work -identification information stor- 

age 110 may include a number of items or records 112. Each 
item or record 112 may associate a feature vector of a work 

The present invention may involve novel methods, appa- 
10 114 with a, preferably unique, work identifier I16.Thcwork- 

ratus and data structures for identifying works without the identification information storage 110 may be generated by a 
need of embedding signals therein. Once identified, such database generation operation(s) 120 which may, in turn, use 
information can be used to determine a work- related action. 

a feature extraction operation(s) 122 to extract features from 
The following descriptionis presented to enable one skilled in a work at a first time (WORK ©,1), as well as a feature-to- 
the art to make and use the invention, and is provided in the 

15 work identification tagging operation(s) 124. 
context of particular embodiments and methods. Various Further work identifier -action information storage 130 
modifications to the disclosed embodiments and methods will may 

Further work 
a number ifhems or records 132. Each item or 

be apparent to those skilled in the art, and the general prat- record 132 may associate a, preferably unique, work identi- 
ciples set forth below may be applied to other embodiments, fier 134 with associated information 136, such as an action for 
methods and applications. Thus, the present invention is not 20 example. The work identifier- action information storage 130 
intended to be limited to the embodiments and methods may be generated by a database generation operation(s) 138 
shown and the inventors regard their invention as the follow- which may, for example, accept manual entries. 
ing disclosed methods, apparatus, data structures and any As can be appreciated from the foregoing, the work- infor- 
other patentable subject matter to the extent that they are mation storage 110 records 112 and the work identification- 
patentable. 25 action 130 records 132 can be combined into a single record. 

§4.1 FUNCTIONS That is, there need not be two databases. A single database is 

also possible in which the work identifier, or a feature vector 

The present invention functions to identify a work without extracted from the work, serves as a key and the associated 

the need of inserting an identification code into a work. The field contains work -related information, such as a URL for 

present inventionmaydo so by (i)extracting features from the 
30 example. 

work to define a feature vector, and (ii) comparing the feature The feature extraction operation(s) 140 can accept a work, 

vector to feature vectors associated with identified works. such as that being rendered by a user, at a second time 

Alternatively, or in addition, the present invention may do so (WORKaa), and extract features from that work. The 

by (i) accepting extra -work information, such as the dale ofa extracted features may be used to define a so- called feature 

query orofa rendering of the work, the geographic location at 35 vector. 

which the work is rendered, and the station that the audience The extracted features, e.g., as a feature vector, can be used 

member has selected, and (ii) use such extra -work infonna- by a feature (vector) lookup operation(s) 150 to search for a 

Lion to lookup an identification of the work, In either case, an matching feature vector 114. If a match, or a match within a 

identification code may be used to identify the work. predetermined threshold is determined, then the associated 

The present invention may then function to use such an 
40 work identifier 116 is read. 

identification code to initiate a work- related action, such as The read work identifier can then be used by a work- 

for work-related conunerce methods and/or to increase audi- associated information lookup operations) 160 to retrieve 

ence interest by facilitating audience interaction and/or par- associated infomhation, such as an action, 136 associated with 

ticipatiom 
tie work identifier. Such information 136 can then be passed 

45 to action initiation operation(s) 170 which can perform some 

§4.2 EMBODIMENTS action based on the associated information 136. 

As just introduced in §4.1 above, the present invention may §4.2.1.1.1 Exemplary Techniques for Feature 

use intra-work information and/or extra -work information to Extraction 

identify a work. Once identified, such identification can be 50 

used to initiate an action, such as an action related to com- When the user initiates a request, the specific television or 

merce, or facilitating audience participation or interaction. radio broadcast or printed commercial, each of which is 

Exemplary embodiments of the present invention, in which referred to as a work, is first passed to the feature extraction 

work is recognized or identified based on intra-work infer- operation. The work may be an image, an audio file or sonic 

nation, are described in §4.2.1. Then, exemplary embodi- 55 portion of an audio signal or may be one or more frames or 

rents of the present invention, inwhichwork is recognized or fields of a video signal, or a multimedia signal. The purpose of 

identified based on extra-work information, are described in the feature extraction operation is to derive a compact repre- 

§4.2.2. sentation of the work that can subsequently be used for the 
purpose of recognition. In the case of images and video, this 

§4.2.1 Embodiments in Which Work is Recognized 6o feature vector might he a pseudo -random sample of pixels 
Based on Intra-Work Information from the frame or a low -resolution copy of the frame or the 

Such as a Feature Vector 

Operations related to this embodiment are described in 65 

§4.2.1.1 below. Then, various architectures which may be 
used to effect such operations are described in §4.2.1.2. 

average intensities of nxn blocks of pixels. It might also be a 

frequency -based decomposition of the signal, such as pro- 
duced by the Fourier, wavelet and or discrete cosine trans- 
forms. It might involve principal component analysis. It 

might also be a combination of these. For television and audio 
signals, recognitionmight also rely on a temporal sequence of 
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feature vectors. The recognition literature contains many dif- 

ferent representations. For block- basedmethods, blocks may 

be accessed at pseudo -random locations in each frame or 

might have a specific structure. For audio, common feature 

vectors are based on Fourier frequency decompositions, but 

otherrepresentationsarepossible. See, e.g., R. O. Duda and P. 

E. Hart, Pattern Classification and Scene Analysis (Wiley - 

lnterscience. New York, 1973). See also K. Fuk-unaga, Intro- 

duction to Statistical Patten Recognition, 2nd Ed. (Aca- 

demic Press, New York, 1990). (These references are 

incorporated herein by reference.) 
As previously stated, one object of the vector extraction 

stage is to obtain a more concise representation of the frame. 

For example, each video frame is initially composed of 480x 

720 pixels which is equivalent to 345,600 pixels or 691,200 

bytes. In comparison, an exemplary feature vector might only 

consist of 1 Kbyte of data. 
A second purpose of the feature extraction process is to 

acquire a representation that is robust or invariant to possible 

noise or distortions that a signal might experience. For 

example, frames of a television broadcast may experience a 

small amount ofjitter, i.e., horizontal and or vertical transla- 

tion, or may undergo lossy compression such as by MPEG -2. 

It is advantageous that these and other processes do not 

adversely affect the extracted vectors. For still images there 

has been considerable work on determining image properties 

that are invariant to affineand other geometric distortions. For 

example, the use of Radon and Fourier- Mcllin transforms 

have been proposed for robustness against rotation, scale and 

translation, since these transforms are either invariant or bare 

a simple relation to the geometric distortions. See, e.g., C. 

Lin, M. Wu, Y. M. Lui, J. A. Bloom, M. L. Miller, I. J. Cox; 

"Rotation, Scale, and Translation Resilient Public Water- 

marking for Images," JEER Transactions on Image Process- 

ing (2001). See also, U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,436,653, 5,504.518. 

5,582,246, 5,612,729. and 5,621,454. (Each of these refer- 

ences is incorporated herein by reference.) 

§4.2.1.1.2 Exemplary Techniques for Database 
Generation and Maintenance 

A number of possibilities exist for generating and main- 

taining work identification (WID) and identification- action 

translation (WIDAT) databases. However, in all cases, works 

of interest are processed to extract a representative feature 

vector and this feature vector is assigned a unique identifier. 

This unique identifier is then entered into the work identifi- 

cation (WID) database 110 as well as into the WIDAT data- 

base 130 together with all the necessary associated data. This 

process is referred to as tagging. For example, in tltecaseofan 

advertisement, the WIDAI database 130 might include the 

manufacturer (Ford), the product name (Taurus), a product 

category (automotive) and the URL associated with the Ford 

Taurus car together with the instruction to translate the query 

into the associated URL. 
'll,e determination of all works of interest and subsequent 

feature vector extraction and tagging depends on whether 

content owners are actively collaborating with the entity 

responsible for creating and maintaining the database. If there 

is no collaboration, then the database entity must collect all 

works of interest and process and tag them. While this is a 

significant effort, it is not overwhelming and is certainly 

commercially feasible. For example, competitive market 

research firms routinely tabulate all advertisements appearing 

in a very wide variety of print media. Newspapers and maga- 

zines can be scanned in and software algorithms can be 

applied to the images to identitÿ likely advertisements. These 

8 
possible advertisements can then be compared with adver- 

tisements already inthe WID database 110. Ifthere is a match, 

nothing further need be done. If there is not a match, the 

image can he sent to a human to determine if the page does 

5 indeed contain an advertisement. If so, the operator can 

instruct the computer to extract the representative feature 

vector and assign it a unique identifier. Then, the operator can 

insert this information into the content identification database 

and as well asupdate the corresponding WIDAT database 130 

ro with all the necessary associated data. This is continually 

performed as new magazines and papers include new adver- 

tisements to maintain the databases. This is a cost to the 

database entity. 'television and radio broadcasts can also be 

monitored and, in fact, broadcast monitoring is currently 

is performed by companies such as Nielsen Media research and 

Competitive Media Reporting. Television and radio broad- 

casts differ from print media in the mal -time nature of the 

signals and the consequent desire for real -tine recognition. 

In many cases, advertisers, publishers and broadcasters 

20 may wish to collaborate with the database provider. In this 

case, feature extraction and annotation and/or extra -work 

information may be performed by the advertiser, advertise- 

ment agency, network and/or broadcaster and this informa- 

tion sent to the database provider to update the database. 

25 Clearly, this arrangement is preferable from the database 

provider's perspective. however, it is not essential. 

§4.2.1.1.3. Exemplary Techniques for Matching 

Extracted Features with Database Entries 

30 

The extracted feature vector is then passed to a recognition 

(e.g., feature look -up) operation, during which, the vector is 

compared to entries of known vectors 114 in a content iden- 

tification (WID) database 110. It is important to realize that 

35 the matching of extracted and known vectors is not equivalent 

to looking up a word in an electronic dictionary. Since the 

extracted vectors contain noise or distortions, binary search 

might not be possible. Instead, a statistical comparison is 

often made between an extracted vector and each stored vec- 

40 tor. Common statistical measures include linear correlation 

and related measures such as correlation coefficient, but other 

methods can also be used including mutual information, 

Euclidean distance and Lp- norms. These measures provide a 

statistical measure oftheconfidenceofthematch.A threshold 

as can be established, usually based on the required false posi- 

tive and falsenegativemtes. such that if the correlation output 

exceeds this threshold, then the extracted and known vectors 

arc said to match. Sec, e.g., R. O. Duda and P. E. Hart, Pattern 

Classification and Scene Analysis (Wiley- Interscience, New 

so York, 1973). See also, U.S. Pat, No. 3,919,474 by W. D. 

Moon, R. J. Weiner, R. A. Hansen and R. N. Linde, entitled 

"Broadcast Signal Identification System ". (Each of these ref- 

erences is incorporated herein by reference.) 

If binary search was possible, then a database containing N 

55 vectors would require at most log(N) comparisons. Unfortu- 

nately, binary search is not possible when taking a noisy 

signal and trying to find the most similar reference signal. 

This problem is one of nearest neighbor search in a (high - 

dimensional) feature space. In previous work, it was not 

60 uncommon to perform a linear searchofall N entries, perhaps 

halting the search when the first match is found. On average, 

this will require N/2 comparisons. If N is large, this search can 

be computationally very expensive. 
Other forms of matching include thosebased on clustering, 

65 kd -trees, vantage point trees and excluded middle vantage 

point forests are possible and will be discussed in more detail 

later. See, e.g., P. N. Yianilos "Excluded Middle Vantage 
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Point Forests for nearest Neighbor Search ", Presented at the so, currently deployed systems by Nielsen and CMR embed- 

Sixth DIMACS Implementation Challenge: Near Neighbor dcd active signals in the advertisement prior to the broadcast, 

Searches workshop, (Jan. 15, 1999). See also, P. N. Vianilos, These signals are then detected by remote monitoring facili- 

"Locally lifting the curse of Dimensionality for nearest ties that then repon back to a central system which commer- 

Neighbor Search" SODA 2000: 361 -370. (Each of these ref 5 cials were positively identified. See for example U.S. Pat. No. 

erences is incorporated herein by reference.) Thus, for 5,629,739 by R. A. Dougherty entitled "Apparatus and 

example, a sub -linear search time can be achieved. Unlike the method for injecting an ancillary signal into a low energy 

kd -tree method which finds the nearest neighbor with cer- density portion of a color television frequency spectrum ", 

tainty, randomized constructions, like the one described in P. U.S. Pat. No. 4,025,851 by D. E. Ilaselwood and C. M. Solar 

N. Yianilos, "Locally lifting the curse of Dimensionality for 10 entitled "Automatic monitor for programs bmadcast", U.S. 

nearest Neighbor Search "SODA 2000: 361-370, that succeed Pat. No. 5,243.423 by J. P, Dekan, D. Lu and R. Weissman, 

with some specified probability may beused. One example of entitled "Spread spectrum digital data transmission over TV 

a sub -linear time search is an approximate nearest neighbor video", and U.S. Pat. No, 5,450,122 by L. D. Keene entitled 

search. A nearest neighbor search always finds the closest "In- station television program encoding and monitoring sys- 

point to the query. An approximate nearest neighbor search 1$ tem and method ". (Each of these patents is incorporated 

does not always find the closest point to the query. For herein by reference.) Active systems are usually preferred for 

example, it might do so with some probability, or it might advertisement verification because the required recognition 

provide any point within some small distance of the closest accuracy is difficult to achieve with passive systems. The 

point. passive monitoring system described herein supports cmn- 

If the extracted vector "matches" a known vector in the 20 mercial verification. 
content identification database, then the work has been iden- 
tified. Of course, there is the risk that the match is incorrect. 
This type of error is known as a false positive. The false 
positive rate can be reduced to any desired value, but at the Three alternative architectural embodiments in which the 

expense of the false negative rate. A false negative occurs 25 first technique may be employed are now described with 

when the vector extracted from a work is not matched to the reference to FIGS. 2, 3, and 4. 

database even though the work is present in the database. FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a first embodiment of 

There are several reasons why a work's feature vector may the present invention, in which intra -work information is used 

fail to match a feature vector database entry. First, the recog- to identify the work and in which a audience member device 

nition system may not be capable of 100% accuracy. Second, 30 210, such as a PC for example, receives and renders a work 

the extracted vector will often contain noise as a result of the that is consumed by an audience member (user). At some 

transmission process. This noise may alter the values of a point, the user may wish to perform a work -specific action 

feature vector to the extent that a match is no longer possible. such as traversing to an associated Web site. Upon initiation 

Finally, there is the case where the observed work is not of this request, the computer 210 performs the operations 

present in the database. In this case the work can he sent to an 35 140e,150a, 160a and 170a, such as those shown in FIG. 1. To 

operator for identification and insertion in the database. reiterate, these operations include a feature extraction opera- 
tion(s) 140a, feature vector lookup or matching operation(s) 
150a in connection with items or records 112e in a work - 
identification (WID) database 110a. If a matching feature 

Assuming that the work is correctly identified, then the 40 vector 114a is found, the work -associated information lookup 

identifier can be used to retrieve associated information from operation(s) 160a can use the associated work identifier 116a 

the second work identification- action translation (WIDAT) to accessing a work identification- action translation 
database 130 that contains information 136 associated with (WIDAT) database 130a to retrieve associated information 

the particular work 134. This information may simply be a 136a, possibly including determining what action should be 

corresponding URL address, in which case, the action can be 45 performed. 
considered to be a form of network address translation. HIow- As described above, the two databases might be integrated 

ever, in general, any information about the work could he into a single database. However, conceptually, they are 

stored therein, together with possible actions to be taken such described here as separate. 
as initiating an e- commerce transaction. After looking up the An example illustrating operations that can occur in the 

work identifier 134 in the W IDAI' database 130, an action is 50 first embodiment of F1G. 1, is now described. Consider a print 

performed on behalf ofthe user, examples of which has been application, in which say 10,000 advertisements are to be 

previously described. recognized that appear in national newspapers and maga- 

In addition to using the system to allow audience members tines. If 1 Kbyte is required to store each feature vector then 

of a work to connect to associated sites on the Internet, a approximately 10 Mbytes of storage will be required for the 

number of other uses are possible. First, the work identifica- 55 work identification database 110a. Such a size does not rep - 

tion database 130 allows competitive market research data to resent a serious problem, in either memory or disk space, to 

be collected (e.g., the action may include logging an event). present personal computers. 

For example, it is possible to determine how many conamer- An important issue then becomes recognition rate. While 

cials the Coca Cola Company in the Chicago market aired in this may he problematic, all the images are two- dimen- 

the month of June. This information is valuable to competi- 60 sional -three- dimensional object recognition is not required. 

tors such as Pepsi. Thus, any company that developed a sys- Ofcourse, since a law cost caniera captures the printed adver- 

tent 
course, 

as described above could also expect to generate revenue tisement, there may be a number of geometric distortions that 

from competitive market research data that it gathers. might be introduced together with noise. Nevertheless, the 

Advertisers often wish to ensure that they receive the application is sufficiently constrained that adequate recogni- 

advertising time that was purchased. To do so, they often hire 65 tion rates should be achievable with current state -of-the -art 

commercial verification services to verify that the advertise- computer vision algorithms. See, e.g., P. N. Yianilos 

meutorcommercial did indeed runat the expected time. To do "Excluded Middle Vantage Point Forests lbr nearest Neigh- 
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borSearch ", Presented at the S1xihDIMACS Implementation 
Challenge: Near Neighbor Searches workshop, Jan.15,1999. 
See also, P. N. Yianilos "Locally lifting the curse of Dimen- 
sionality fornearest Neighbor Search" SODA 2000:361 -370. 
(Each of these references is incorporated herein by refer- 5 

once.) Titus, for example, a sub -linear search time can be 
achieved, Unlike the kd -tree method which fords the nearest 
neighbor with certainty, randomized constructions, like the 

one described in P. N. Yianilos, "Locally lifting the curse of 
Dimensionality for nearest Neighbor Search" SODA 2000: to 

361 -370, that succeed with some specified probability may be 
used. One example ofa sub -linear time search is an approxi- 
mate nearest neighbor search. Estimates of the size of the 
WIDAI database 130e depend on what associated infonna- 

hs 

tion (recall fields 136) is stored. If, for example, only a URL 
address is needed, about 20 characters can typically represent 
most URLs. Thus, the size of the WIDAT database 130a 
would be less than 1 Mbyte. 

The configuration just described with reference to FIG. 2 20 

places all of the processing and data on each user's local 
machine 210.Anumberofaltemative embodiments, in which 
some or all of the storage and processing requirements are 
performed remotely, will be described shortly. 

As new works are created and made publicly available, the 25 

databases residing on a user's local computer become obso- 
lete. Just as the database provider 240 must continually 
update the databases in order to remain current, there is also 
a need to update local databases on devices at audience mem- 
ber premises. This update process can be performed over the 30 

Internet 230 in a manner very similar to how software is 

currently upgraded. It is not necessary to download an 
entirely new database although this is an option. Rather, only 
the changes need to be transmitted. During this update pro- 
cess, theuscr's computer 210 might also transmit in formation 35 

to a central monitoring center 240 informing it of which 
advertisements the computer user has queried. This type of 
information is valuable to both advertisers and publishers. Of 
course, care must be taken to ensure the privacy of individual 
users of the system. However, it is not necessary to know the ao 

identity of individual users for the system to work. 
FIG.3 is a block diagram illustratinga second embodiment 

of the present invention, in which infra -work information is 

used to identify the work. Although the WIDAT database can 
be quite small, as illustrated in the exemplary embodiment 45 

described above with respect to FIG. 2, there is still the 
problem of keeping this database current. While periodic 
updates of the local databases may be acceptable, they 
become unnecessary if the WIDAT database 130b is at a 
remote location 340. In this arrangement, illustrated in FIG. 50 

3, after the local computer 310 identifies the work, it sends a 

query to the remote WIDAT database 130b. The query may 
contain the work identifier. The remote site 340 may then 
return the associated information 136. Although the remote 
WIDAT database 130b needs to be updated by the database 5s 

provider, this can be done very frequently without the need 
for communicating the updates to the local computers 310. 

The second embodiment is most similar to active systems 
in which an embedded signal is extracted and decoded and the 
identifier is used to interrogate a central database. Copse- 6n 

quently it has many of the advantages of such systems, while 
avoiding the need to insert signals into all works. One such 
advantage, is that the database provider receives real -time 
information relating to users' access patterns. 

The WIDAT database 130b might physically reside at more 65 

than one location. In such a case, some requests will go to one 
site, and other requests will go to another. In this way, over- 

12 
loading of a single site by too many users can be avoided. 
Other load balancing techniques are also applicable. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating a third embodiment of 
the present invention, in which intra -work information is used 
to identify the work. Recall that the WIDAT database may he 
small relative to that work identification database (WID). As 
the size of the work recognition (WID) database increases, 
the foregoing embodiments may become impractical. Con- 
sider, for example, a music application in which it is desired 
to identify 100,100 song titles. If it is again assumed that a 1 

Kbyte vector can uniquely represent each song, then on the 
order of 100 Mbytes is now needed. This size is comparable 
to large application programs suchas Microsoft's Office 2000 
suite. Although this still does not represent an inordinate 
amount of disk space, if this data needs to reside in memory at 
all times, then very few present machines will have adequate 
resources. Clearly, at some point. the proposed architectures 
scales to a point where requirements become impractical. In 

this case, a íimhermodification to the architecture is possible. 
Since the storage and searching of the work- identifier 

(WID) database require the most computation and storage, it 
may be more economical to perform these actions remotely. 
Thus, for example, if a user is playing an MP3 music file and 
wants to go to a corresponding website, the MP3 file is passed 
to an operation that determines one or uore feature vectors. In 
the third embodiment, instead of performing the matching 
locally 410, the one or more vectors are transmitted to a 

central site 440 at which is stored the WID and WIDAT 
databases 110e and 130e together with sufficiently powerful 
computers to resolve this request and those of other computer 
users. This configuration is illustrated in FIG. 4. Similarly, if 
a user is playing an MPEG or other video file and wants to 

initiate a work -related action, the video file is passed to an 

operation 140c that extracts one or more feature vectors. The 
entire video file need not be processed. Rather, it may he 

sufficient to process only those frames in the temporal vicin- 
ity to the users request, i.e., to process the current frame and 
or some number of frames before and after the current frame, 
e.g. perhaps 100 frames in all. 'Ile extracted feature vector or 
feature vectors can then be transmitted to a central site 440 
which can resolve the request. 

After successfully matching the feature vector, the central 
site 440 can provide the user with information directly, or can 
direct the user to another Web site that contains the infonna- 
tion the user wants. In cases where the recognition is ambigu- 
ous, the central site 440 might return information identifying 
one of several possible matches and allow the user to select 
the intended one. 

The third embodiment is particularly attractive if the cost 
of extracting the feature vector is small. In this case, it 

becomes economical to have feature vector extraction 140r in 
digital set -top -boxes and in video recorders 410. The latter 
may be especially useful for the new generation of consumer 
digital video so_orders such as those manufactured by TWO 
and Replay TV. These devices already have access to the 
Internet via a phone line. Thus, when someone watching a 

recorded movie from television reacts to an advertisement, 
the video recorder would extract one or more feature vectors 
and transmit them to a central site 440. This site 440 would 
determine if a match existed between the query vector and the 
database of pre- stored vectors 110c. If a match is found, the 
central server440 would transmit the associated information, 
which might include a Web site address or an 800 number for 
more traditional ordering, back to the audience user device 
410. Of course, a consumer device 410 such as a digital video 
recorder might also store personal information of the owner to 

facilitate online e-commerce. Such a device 410 could store 
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the owner's name, address, and credit card information and information storage 530 may be generated by a database 
automatically transmit them to an on -line store to complete a generation operation(s) 538 which may, for example, accept 
purchase. Very little user interaction other than to authorize manual entries. 
the purchasemight be needed. This typeofpurchasing may be As can be appreciated from the foregoing, the query work- 
very convenient to consumers. 5 information (QWID) storage 510 records 512 and the work 

Another advantage of the third embodiment is that it obvi- identification -action (WIDAT) storage 530 records 532 can 
ales the need to update local databases while, at the same be combined into a single record. 
time, the centrally maintained databases can be kept current The extra -work infommtion aggregation (e.g., query gen- 
with very frequent updating. erasion) operation(s) 540 can accept a information related to 

10 a work, such as the time of a user request or of a rendering of 
§4.2.2 Embodiments in which Work is Recognized the work, the geographic location at which the work is ren- 

Based on Extra -Work Information dered, and the station that the audience member has selected, 
and generate a query from such extra -work infomtation. 

Operations related to this embodiment are described in The query including the extra -work information can be 

§4.2.2.1 below. Then, various architectures which may be 1' used by a lookup operation(s) 550 to search for a "matching" 

used to effect such operations are described in §4.2.2.2. set of information 514. If a match, or a match within a pre- 
determined threshold costofextractingafeahtre vectoristoolarge, then the determined threshold is determined, then the associated work 

cost of deploying any of the embodiments described in §4.2.1 
identifier 516 is read. 

above may be prohibitive. 'Ibis is particularly likely in very 20 
The read work identifier can then be used by a work- 

above 
cost sensitive consumer products, including set- top -boxes 

associated information lookup n, 
536 

560 to retrieve 
associated information, such as an action, 536 associated with 

and next generation digital VCR's. Acknowledging this fact, the work identifier. Such intonation 536 can then be passed 
a different technique, one that is particularly well suited for to action initiation operation(s) 570 which can perform some 
broadcasted media such as television and radio as well as to action based on the associated infonation 536. 
content published in magazines and newspapers, is now 25 If the extra -work information of a work is known (in 
described. This technique relies on to fact that a work need advance), generating the query work identifier (QWID) infor- 
not be identified by a feature vector extracted from the work mation 510 is straight -forward. If this were always the case, 
(which is an example of "intra-work information "), but can an intra-work information -based recognition operation 
also be identified by when and where it is published or broad- would not be needed. However, very often this is not the case. 
cast (which are examples of "extra -work information ") 30 For example, local television broadcasts typically have dis- 

An example serves to illustrate this point. Consider the cretion to insert local advertising, as well as national adver- 
scenario in which a viewer sees a television commercial and tising. Thus, it often is not possible to know in advance when, 
responds to it. The embodiments described in §4.2.1 above on what station, and where a particular advertisement will 
required the user device (e.g., a computer or set- top -box) play. 
210/310/410 to extract a feature vector. Such an extracted 35 In such instances, a real-time (e.g,centralized)monitoring 
vector was attempted to be matched to another feature facility 580 may be used to (i) extract feature vectors front a 
vector(s), either locally, or at a remote site. In the embodi- work, (ii) determine a work identifier 116 from the extracted 
mess using a remote site, if the central site is monitoring all features, and (iii) communicate one or more messages 590 in 
television broadcasts, then the user's query does not need to which extra -work information (e.g., time, channel, gen- 
include the feature vector, Instead, the query simply needs to 40 graphic market) 592 is associated with a work identifier 594, 
identify the tine, geographic location and the station that the to operation(s) 520 for generating query work identification 
viewer is watching. A central site can then determine which (QWID) information 510. 
advertisement was airing at that moment and, once again, 
return the associated information. The same is true for radio §4.2.2.1.1 Exemplary Extra -Work Information 
broadcasts. Moreover, magazines and newspapers can also be 45 

handled in this manner. Here the query might include the 
name of the magazine, the month of publication and the page 
number. 

§4.2.2.1 Operations and Exemplary Methods and 50 

Techniques for Effecting Such Operations 

FIG. 5 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may 
be performed in accordance with another version of the 
present invention, in which extra-work information is used to 55 

identify the work. As shown, a query work- identification 
(QWID) information storage 510 may include a number of 
items or records 512. Each item or record 512 may associate 
extra -work information 514, related to the work, with a, pref- 
erably unique, work identifier 516. The query work- identifi- 60 

cation (QWID) information storage 510 may be generated by 
a database generation operation(s) 520. 

Further, work identifier- action information (WIDAT) stor- 
age 530 may include a number of items or records 532. Each 
item or record 532 may associate a, preferably unique, work 65 

identifier 534 with associated information 536, such as an FIG. 5 illustrates a third database 510 referred to as the 
action for example. The work identifier- action (WIDAT) query to work identification (QWID) database. This database 

Google Ex. 1001 

In the context of national broadcasts, geographic informa- 
tion may be needed to distinguish between, for example, the 
ABC television broadcast in Los Angeles and that in New 
York. While both locations broadcast ABC's programming, 
this programming airs at different times on the East and West 
coasts ofAmerica. More importantly, the local network affili- 
ates that air ABC's shows have discretion to sell local adver- 
tising as well as a responsibility to broadcast the national 
commercials that ABC sells. In short, the works broadcast by 
ABC in Los Angeles can be different from that in other 
geographic locations. Geographic information is therefore 
useful to distinguish between the different television markets. 
In some circumstances, geographic information may not he 
necessary, especially in parts of the world with highly regu- 
lated and centralized broadcasting in which there are not 
regional differences. 

§4.2.2.1.2 Exemplary Techniques for Generating 
Databases 
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510 maps the query (e.g., in the form of tune, location and 
channel information) into a unique ID that identifies the per- 
ceived work. The QWID 510 and WIDAT 530 databases 
might not he separate, but for clarity will he considered so. 
After retrieving the unique work identifier 512 from the 
QWID database 510, the identifier can be used to access the 
WIDAT database 530. This is discussed in more detail later. 

As introduced above, although it appears that this architec- 
nwre does not require a recognition facility, such a facility may 
be needed. The feature extraction operation(s) 140d, as well 
as the work identification operation(s) 150d and other data- 
bases 110d, may be moved to one or more remote sites 580. 

Although TV Guide and other companies provide detailed 
information regarding what will be broadcast when, these 
scheduling guides do not have any information regarding 
what advertisements will air when. In many cases, this infor- 
mation is unknown until a day or so before the broadcast. 
Even then, the time slots that a broadcaster sells to an adver- 
tiser only provide a time range, e.g. 12 pm to 3 pm. Thus it is 
unlikely that all commerials and aired programming can he 
determined from 1V schedules and other sources prior to 20 
transmission. Further, occasionally programming schedules 
are altered unexpectedly due to live broadcasts that overrun 
their time slots. This is common in sports events and awards 
shows. Another example of intemhpts to scheduled program- 
ming occurs when a particularly important news event occurs. 

During transmission, it may therefore be necessary for a 
central site 580 to determine what work is being broadcast 
and to update its and /or other's database 520 accordingly 
based on the work identified 594 and relevant extra -work 
information 592. There are a variety of ways that this can he 
accomplished. 

First, it may be economically feasible to manually monitor 
all television stations that are of interest, and manually update 
the database with information regarding the work being 
monitored. In fact, Nielsen used such procedures in the early 
1960's for the company to tabulate competitive market data. 
More than one person can be employed to watch the same 
channel in order to reduce the error rate. It should be noted 
that the recent ruling by the FCC that satellite broadcasters 
such as Direc FV, DishfV and EchoStar can carry local sta- 
tions significantly reduces the cost of monitoring many gee- 40 
graphic markets. Currently, DirecT V, for example, carries the 
four main local stations in each of the 35 largest markets. 
Thus, these 4x35 =140 channels can all be monitored from a 
single site 580. This site would be provided with satellite 
receivers to obtain the television channels. 

Unfortunately, however, humans are error prone and the 
monitoring of many different stations from many different 
geographic locations can be expensive. In order to automate 
to recognition process, a central site 580 could employ a 
computer -based system to perfonn automatic recognition. 
Because the recognition is centralized, only one or a few sites 
are needed. This is in comparison with the first architecture 
we described in which a complete recognition system was 
required in every user's home or premise. This centralization 
makes it more economic to employ more expensive comput- 
ers, perhaps even special purpose hardware, and more sophis- 
ticated software algorithms. When video frames or clips can- 
not be identified or are considered ambiguous, this video can 
he quickly passed to human viewers to identify. Further, it 
should be possible for the automated recognition system to 
use additional intbmation such as television schedules, time 
of day, etc in order to improve its recognition rate. 

5 

to 

L5 

25 

30 

35 

§4.2.2.1.2 Exemplary Techniques for Generating 
Queries Based on Extra-Work Information 

At the audience member (user) premises, all that is needed 
is for the device to send a query to a database -server with 

45 

50 

55 

60 

65 
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intòmmion that includes extra -work information, such as 
geographic location, time and channel. Usually, this extra - 
work information would be transmitted in real-time, while the 
work (e.g., an advertisement) is being broadcast. However, 
this is not necessary. If the television does not have access to 
the Internet, and most TV's do not yet, then an audience 
member (user) may simply remember or record which chan- 
nel he or she was viewing at what time. In fact, the user device 
could store this information for later retrieval by the user. At 
a convenient later time, the user might access the Internet 
using a home PC. At this time, he or she can query the 
database by entering this extra -work information (e.g., 
together with geographic information) into an application 
program or a web browser plug -in. 

Another possibility is allowing an audience member (user), 
at the time he or she is consuming (e.g., viewing, reading, 
listening to, etc.) the work to enter query information into a 
handheld personal digital assistant ( "PDA ") such as a Palm 
Pilot, so as not to forget it. This information can then be 
manually transferred to a device connected to a network, or 
the information can be transferred automatically using, for 
example, infrared communications or via a physical link such 
as a cradle. Recently, PDAs also have some wireless network- 
ing capabilities built in, and thus might support direct access 
to the information desired. Further, software is available that 
allows a Palm Pilot or other PDA to function as a TV remote 
control device. As such, the PDA already knows the time of 
day and channel being viewed. It also probably knows the 
location of the audience member, since most PDA users 
include their own name and address in the PDA's phonebook 
and identify it as their own. Thus, with one or a few clicks, an 
audience member PDA user could bookmark the television 
content he or she is viewing. If the PDA is networked, then the 
PDA can, itself, retrieve the associated information immedi- 
ately. Otherwise, the PDA can transfer this hnokmarked data 
to a networked device, which can then provide access to the 
central database. 

§4.2.2.2 Exemplary Architectures 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a fnunh embodiment 
of the present invention, in which extra-work information is 
used to identify the work. As shown, an extra-work informa- 
tion aggregation operation 540a may be effected on a device 
610, such as a PC, at the audience member (user) premises. 
The various databases 510a, 530a, and 110e, as well as the 
database generation operation(s) 520a/538a, the lookup 
operation(s) 550e and the work -associated information 
lookup operation(s) 560e may be provided at one or more 
centralized monitoring and query resolution centers 640. 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a fifth embodiment of 
the present invention, in which extra-work information is 
used to identify the work. This fifth embodiment is similar to 
the fourth embodiment illustrated in FIG. 6 but here, the 
monitoring center 740e and query resolution center 740b are 
separate. 

These embodiments have many advantages for television 
and radio broadcasters who desire to provide Internet links or 
other action. First, the audience member (user) equipment, 
whether it is a computer, set- top -box, television, radio, 
remote control, personal digital assistant (pda), cell phone or 
other device, does not need to perform any processing of the 
received signal. As such, there is almost no cost involved to 
equipment manufacturers. 

These last embodiments have some similarity with ser- 
vices such as those provided by the companies Real Names of 
Redwood City, Calif, America Online ( "AOL ") and espe- 
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daily iTag from Xenote. The popular press has reported on 
the difficulties associated with assigning domain names. The 
simplest of these problems is that almost all the one -word 
names in the ".com" category have been used. Consequently, 
domain names can often be difficult to remember. To alleviate 
this problem, RealNanies and AOL provide alternative, pro- 
prietary name spaces (AOL calls these keywords). For a fee, 
a company may register a name with these companies. Thus, 
rather than type the URL http: / /www.bell- labs.com, the 
simple keyword "bell" might he sufficient to access the same 
Web site. These capabilities arc convenient to users. How- 
ever, these systems are very different from the fourth and fifth 
embodiments described. First, and foremost. these systems 
are not designed to identify content. Rather, they are simply connection may be wireless or the remote control might have 
alternative network address translation systems based on eas- 15 a phone jack that allows it to be plugged directly into an 
ily remembered mnemonics which are sold to interestedcom- existing phone line. As home networks begin to be deployed, 
parties. As such, the user is still expected to type in an address, such devices can be expected to communicate via an inex- 
but this address is easier to remember than the equivalent pensive interface to the home network and from there to 
URL. In contrast, while a user may manually enter the infor- access the Internet. 
mation describing the work, the preferred embodiment is for 20 In many homes, it is not uncommon for a computer and 
the computer, set- top -box or other device to automatically television to he used simultaneously, perhaps in the same 
generate this infonnation. Further, the mapping ofkeywords room. A person watching television could install a web 
to network addresses is an arbitrary mapping maintained by browser plug -in or applct that would ask the user to identify 
AOL or Real Names. For example, the keyword `bell" might his location and the station being watched. Then, periodically, 
just as reasonably point to the Web site for Philadelphia's 25 every 20 seconds for example, the plug -in would update a list 
Liberty Bell as to Lucent's Bell Labs. In contrast, the query of web addresses that are relevant to the television programs 
used in the fourth and fifth embodiments is designed to con- being watched, including the commercials. The audience 
tain all the necessary data to identify the work, e.g. the time, member would then simply click on the web address of inter- 
place and television channel during which the work was est to obtain further infomtation. This has the advantage that 
broadcast. There is nothing arbitrary about this mapping. It 30 the viewer does not have to guess the relevant address asso- 
should also be pointed out that the proposed system is ciated with a commercial and, in fact, can be directed to a 
dynamic -the sane work, e.g. a commercial, potentially has more specialized address, such as www.fordvehicles.com/ 
an infinite number of addresses depending on when and ihv /Iausrus2kfash/flash.html, rather than the generic www- 
where it is broadcast. If an advertisement airs 100,000 unique .ford.com site. Of course, this applet or plug -in could also 
tines, then there are 100,000 different quedes that uniquely 35 provide the database entity with information regarding what 
identify it. Moreover, the exemplary query includes naturally is being accessed from where and at what time. This infer - 
occurring infonnation such as time, place, channel or page mation, as noted earlier, is valuable to advertisers and broad - 
number. This is not the case for AOL or RealNames, which casters. For PC's that have infra-redcommunicationcapabili- 
typically assigns one or more static keywords to the address ties, it is straightforward to either control the honte 
of a Web site. 40 entertainment center from the PC or for the PC to decode the 

Xenote's iTag system is designed to identify radio broad- signals from a conventional remote control. Thus, as a user 
casts and uses a query similar to that which may be used in the changes charnels, the PC is able to automatically track the 
fourth and fifth embodiments, i.e. time and station inforna- channel changes. 
lion. However, the work identification infonnation is not Recording devices such as analog VCR's and newer digital 
dynamically constructed but is instead based on detailed pro- 45 recording devices can also be exploited in the embodiments 
gram scheduling that radio stations must provide it. As such, depicted in FIGS. 6 and 7, especially if device also recmd the 
it suffers from potential errors in scheduling and requires the channel and time information for the recorded content. When 
detailed cooperation of broadcasters. While the fourth and a user initiates a query, the recorded time and channel, rather 
fifth embodiments might choose to use program scheduling than the current time and channel, then form part of the 
information and other ancillary information to aid in the 50 identification information. 
recognition process, they do not exclusively rely on this. The Digital set- top -boxes are also expected to exploit the capa- 
concept of resolving a site name by recognizing the content is hilities described herein. In particular, such devices will have 
absent from the above systems. two -way communication capabilities and may even include 

cable modem capabilities of course, the two -way conmmuai- 
55 cation need not be over a television cable. For example, 

satellite set -top -boxes provide up -link communications via a 
telephone connection. Clearly, such devices provide a conve- 

While personal computers may be the primary computa- nient location to enable the services described herein. More- 
tional device at a user's location, it is not essential to use a PC. over, such services can be provided as part of the OpenCable 
This is especially true of the embodiments depicted in FIGS. sa and DOCSIS (data over cable service interface specification) 
6 and 7, which do not require the content, e.g. video signal, to initiatives. 
be processed. Instead, only a unique set of identification 
parameters such as time, location and channel are provided to §4.2.4 Information Retrieval Using Features 
identify the perceived Work, Many forms of devices can Extracted from Audio and/or Video Works 
therefore take advantage of this configuration. 65 

As previously noted, personal digital assistants (PDAs) can Some embodiments consistent with the present invention 
be used to record the identification infonnation. This infor- provide a computer- implemented method,appamms, orcom- 
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mation can then be transferred to a device with a network 
communication such as a PC. However, increasingly, PDAs 
will already bave wireless network communication capabili- 
ties built -in, as with the Palm VII PDA. These devices will 

5 allow immediate communication with the query resolution 
center and all information will be downloaded to them or they 
can participate in facilitating an e-commerce transaction. 
Similarly, wireless telephones are increasingly offering web - 
enabled capabilities. Consequently, wireless phones could be 

10 programmed to act as a user interface. 
New devices can also be envisaged, including a universal 

remote control for home entertainment systems with a LCD 
or other graphical display and a network connection. This 

§4.2.3 Exemplary Apparatus for Audience Member 
(User) Premise Device 
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puler- executable program for providing information about an 

audio file or (a video file) played on a device. Such embodi- 

ments night (a) extract features from the audio (or video) file, 

(b) communicate thefeaturesto a database, and (c) receive the 

information about the audio (or video) file from the database. 

In some embodiments consistent with the present invention, 

the act of extracting the features is performed by a micropro- 

cessor of the device, and/or a digital signal processor of the 

device. The received information might he rendered on an 

output (e.g., a monitor, a speaker, etc.) of the device. The 

received infbnuation might be stored (e.g., persistently) 

locally on the device. The information might be stored on a 

disk, or non -volatile memory. 

In some of the embodiments pertaining to audio files, the 

audio file might be an mp3 file or some other digital repre- 

sentation of an audio signal. The information might include a 

song title, an album title, and/or a performer name. 

In some of the embodiments pertaining to video files, the 

video file might be an MPEG file or some other digital rep- 

resentation of a video signal. The video file might be a video 

work, and the information might include a title of the video 

work, a director of the video work, and names of performers 

in the video work. 

§4.3 OPERMIONAL EXAMPLES 

20 
intensities of nxn blocks of pixels. It might also be a fre- 

quency -based decomposition of the signal, such as produced 

by the Fourier, Fourier -Mellin, wavelet and or discrete cosine 

transforms. It might involve principal component analysis or 

s any combination thereof. The recognition literature contains 

many different representations. For block -based methods, the 

nxn blocks may be located at pseudo- random locations in 

each frame or might have a specific structure, e.g. a complete 

tiling of the frame. The feature vector might then be Gorn- 

to posed of the pixels in each block or some property of each 

block, e.g. the average intensity or a Fourier or other decom- 

position of the block. Theobject of the vector extraction stage 

is to obtain a more concise representation of the frame. Each 

frame is initially composed of 480x720 pixels which is 

15 equivalent to 345,600 bytes, assuming one byte per pixel. In 

comparison, the feature vector might only consist of 1 Kbyte 

of data. For example, if each frame is completely tiled with 

I 6x16 blocks, then the number of blocks per frame is 345, 

600/256 =1350. If the average intensity of each block consti- 

20 rtes the feature vector, then the feature vector consists of 
1350 bytes, assuming 8 -bit precision for the average intensity 

values. Alternatively, 100 16x16 blocks can be pseudo -ran- 

domly located on each frame of the video. For each of these 

100 blocks, the first 10 DCT coefficients can be determined. 

25 The feature vector then consists of the 100x10 =1000 DCT 

coefficients. Many other variations are also possible. In many 

media applications, the content possesses strong temporal 

and spatial correlations. If necessary, these correlations can 

be eliminated or substantially reduced by preprocessing the 

content with a whitening filter. 
A second purpose of the feature extraction process is to 

acquire a representation that is robust or invariant to possible 

noise or distortions that a signal might experience. For 

example, frames ofa television broadcast may experience a 

35 small amount of jitter, i.e. horizontal and or vertical transla- 

tion, or may undergo lossy compression such as MPEG -2. It 

is advantageous, though not essential, that these and other 

processes do not adversely affect the extracted vectors. 

Each frame's feature vector is then compared with a data- 

base of known feature vectors. These known vectors have 

previously been entered into a content recognition database 

together with a unique identifier. If a frame's vector matches 

a known vector, then the commercial is recognized. Of 
course, there is the risk that the match is incorrect. This type 

of error is knownas a false positive. The falsepositiverate can 

be reduced to any desired value, but at the expense of the false 

negative rate. A false negative occurs when a frame's vector is 

not matched to the database even though the advertisement is 

present in the database. There are several reasons why a 

frame's feature vector may fail to match. First, the recogni- 

tion system may not be capable of 100% accuracy. Second, 

the extracted vector will contain noise as a result of the 

transmission process. This noise may alter the values of a 

feature vector to the extent that a match is no longer possible. 

Finally, there is the case where the observed commercial is 

not yet present in the database. In this case, it is necessary to 

store the commercial and pass it (e.g., to a person) for iden- 

tification and subsequent entry in the database. 

It is important to realize that the matching of extracted and 

known vectors is not equivalent to looking up a word in an 

electronic dictionary. Since the extracted vectors contain 

noise or distortions, binary search is often not possible. 

Instead, a statistical comparison is often made between an 

extracted vector and each stored vector. Common statistical 

measures include linear correlation and related measures 

sueh as correlation coefficient, but other methods can also be 

used, including clustering techniques. See, e.g., the Duda and 
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An example illustrating operations of an exemplary 

embodiment of the present invention, that uses intra -work 

information to identify the work, is provided in §4.3.1. Then, 

an example illustrating operations of an exemplary embodi- 30 

ment of the present invention, that uses extra-work informa- 

tion to identify the work, is provided in §4.3.2. 

§4.3.1 Operational Example where lnua -Work 
Information is Used to Identify the Work 

A generic system for monitoring television commercials is 

now described. Obviously, the basic ideas extend beyond this 

specific application. 
The process of recognition usually begins by recognizing 40 

the start ofa commercial. This can be accomplished by look- 

ing for black video frames before and after a commercial. If a 

number of black frames are detected and subsequently a 

similar number are detected 30 seconds later, then there is a 

good chance that a commercial has aired and that others will 45 

follow. It is also well known than the average sound volume 

during commercials is higher than that for television shows 

and this too can he used as an indicator ofa commcrcial.Other 

methods can also be used. The need to recognize the begin- 

ning ofa commercial is not essential. However, without this so 

stage, all television programming crust be assumed to be 

commercials. As such, all video frames must be analyzed. 

The advantage of determining thepresenceofa commercial is 

that less video content must be processed. Since the percent- 

age of advertising time is relatively small, this can lead to 55 

considerable savings. For example, commercials can be buff- 

ered and then subsequently processed while the television 

show is being broadcast. This reduces the real -time require- 

ments ofa system at the expense of buffering, which requires 

memory or disk space. Of course, for the applications envi- 60 

sioned herein, a real- tinteresponse to a userrequiresreal -time 

processing. 
Once it is determined that an advertisement is being broad- 

cast, it is necessary to analyze the video frames. Typically, a 

compact representation of each frame is extracted. This ves- 65 

tor might be a pseudo -random sample of pixels front the 

frame or a low -resolution copy of the frame or the average 
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Hart reference. These measures provide a statistical measure 
of the confidence of the match. A threshold can be estab- 

lished, usually based on the required false positive and nega- 

tive rates, such that if the correlation output exceeds this 

threshold, then the extracted and known vectors are said to 

match. 
If binary search was possible, then a database containingN 

vectors would require at most log(N) comparisons. However, 

in current advertisement monitoring applications there is no 

discussion of efficient search methods. Thus, a linear search 
of all N entries may be performed, perhaps halting the search 
when the first match is found. On average, this will require 

N/2 comparisons. RN is large, this can be computationally 
expensive. Consider a situation in which one out of 100,000 

possible commercials is to be identified. Each 30- second 
commercial consists of 900 video frames. If all 900 frames 

are stored in the database, then N= 90,000,000. Even if only 

every ICY' video frame is stored in the database, its size is still 

nine million. While databases of this size are now common, 

they rely of efficient search to access entries, i.e., they do not 

perform a linear search. A binary search of a 90,000,000 -item 

database requires less than 20 comparisons. In contrast, a 

linear search will require an average of 45,000,000! 
With 9 million entries, if each vector is 1 Kbyte, then the 

storage requirement is 9 Gigabytes. Disk drives with this 

capacity are extremely cheap at this time. However, if the 

database must reside in memory due to real -time require- 
ments, then this still represents a substantial memory require- 

ment by today's standards. One reason that the data may need 

to be stored in memory is because of the real -time require- 

ments of the database. If 10 channels are being simulta- 

neously monitored within each of 50 geographic areas, then 

there will be 15,000 queries per second to the content recog- 

nition database, assuming each and every frame is analyzed. 

This query rate is low. However, if a linear search is per- 

formed then 675 billion comparisons per second will be 

required. This is an extremely high computational rate by 

today's standards. Even if only key frames are analyzed, this 

is unlikely to reduce the computational rate by more than an 

order of magnitude. 
If an advertisement is not recognized, then typically, the 

remote monitoring system will compress the video and trans- 

mit it back to a central office. Here, the clip is identified and 

added to the database and the remote recognition sites are 

subsequently updated. Identification and annotation may be 

performed manually. However, automatic annotation is also 
possible using optical character recognition software on each 

frame ofvideo, speech recognition software, close captioning 

information and other information sources. As these methods 
improve in accuracy, it is expected that they will replace 

manual identification and annotation. 
The recognition system described can be considered to be 

a form of nearest neighbor search in a high dimensional 

feature space. This problem has been very well studied and is 

known to be very difficult as the dimensionality of the vectors 

increases. A number of possible data structures are applicable 

including kd -trees and vantage point trees. These data struc- 

tures and associated search algorithms organize a N -point 

dataset (N= 90.000.000 in out previous example) so that sub - 

linear time searches can he performed on average. However, 

worst -case search times can be considerably longer. Recently, 

Yianilos proposed an excluded middle vantage point forest 

for nearest neighbor search. See, e.g., the Yianilos reference. 

This data structure guarantees sub -linear wont -case search 

times, but where the search is now for a nearest neighbor 
with a fixed radius, T. The fixed radius search means that if 

the database contains a vector that is within t of the query, 

22 
then there is a match. Otherwise, no match is found. In con- 

trast, traditional vantage point trees will always return a near- 

est neighbor, even if the distance between the neighbor and 

the query is very large. In these cases, if the distance between 

5 the query and the nearest neighbor exceeds a threshold, then 

they are considered not to match. This is precisely what the 

excluded middle vantage point forest implicitly does. 

Using an excluded middle vantage point forest, will allow 

accurate real -time recognition of 100,000 broadcasted adver- 

t() tisements. This entails constructing an excluded middle van- 

tage point forest based on feature vectors extracted from say 

90,000,000 frames of video. Of course, using some form of 

pm- filtering that eliminates a large number of redundant 

frames or frames that are not considered to be good unique 
is identifiers can reduce this number. One such pre -filter would 

he to only examine the 1- frames used when applying MFEG 

compression. However, this is unlikely to reduce the work 

identification database (WID) size by more than one order of 
magnitude. Assuming 10 channels are monitored in each of 

20 50 geographic regions, then the query rate is 15,000= 10x50x 

30 queries per second. 

§4.3.2 Operational Example where Extra -Work 

Information is Used to Identify the Work 

25 

FIG, 8 depicts a satellite television broadcast system 800, 

though cable and traditional broadcast modes are also appli- 

cable. Block810 represents audience members (users) watch- 

ing a TV channel in their home, which also has a connection 

30 812 to the Internet 820. Other networks are also possible. The 

satellite broadcasts are also being monitored by one or more 

television monitoring centers 840e. These centers 840a may 

monitor all ora subset of the television channels being broad- 

cast They are not restricted to monitoring satellite TV broad - 

.5 casts but may also monitor cable and traditional terrestrial 

broadcasts. The primary purpose of these monitoring centers 

840a is to identity the works being broadcasted. Of particular 
interest are television advertisements. However, other works, 

or portions thereof, may also be identified. Each time a new 

40 segment of a work is identified, the monitoring system or 

systems 849a update one or more database centers 840h, 

informing them of the time, place, channel and identity of the 

identified segment. The segment may be a complete thirty 

second commercial or, more likely, updates will occur more 

45 frequently, perhaps at a rate of I update per second per chan- 

nel per geographic location. The database center 8406 

updates its database so that queries can he efficiently 

responded to in sub- linear tine. 
The database centers 8406 can use traditional database 

so technology. In general, the query search initiated by an audi- 

ence member is not a nearest neighbor search but can be a 

classical textual searchprocedure such as a binary search.Thne 

nearest neighbor search is appropriate for the monitoring 

sub -system 840a. The database centers 840b arc continually 

55 updated as each new advertisement, television show or por- 

tion thereof is recognized. Standard updating algorithms can 

be used. However, random new entries to the database are 

unlikely. Rather, each new entry, or set of entries, denotes a 

new time segment that is later than all previously inserted 

60 items. As such, each new entry can he appended to the end of 
the database while still maintaining an ordered data structure 

that is amenable to binary and other efficient search tech- 

niques. If two entries have the same time in their time field, 

items can be sorted based on secondary fields such as the 

65 channel and geographic location, as depicted in FIG. 9. Since 

the number of such entries will be relatively small compared 

with the entire database, it may be sufficient to simply create 
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a linear linked list of such entries, as depicted in FIG. 9. Of into a web address associated with the advertisement. In this 
course, the size of the database is constantly increasing. As case, the audience member will be sent to the corresponding 
such, it may become necessary to have several levels of star- Web site. The database center 840b may also send additional 
age and caching. Given the envisaged application, most user data included in the initial query to this Web site 850 in order 
queries will be for recent entries. Thus, the database may keep 5 to facilitate an e- commerce transaction between the audience 
the last hours worth of entries in memory. If there is one entry member and the advertiser. In some cases, this transaction 
per second for each of 100 channels in 100 geographic loca- will not be direct. but may be indirect via a dealer or third 
tions, this would correspond to 3G00xl00x100= 36,000,000 party application service provider. Thus, for example, though 
entries which is easily accommodated in main memory. an advertisement by Ford Motor Company may air nationally, 
Entries that are older than one hour may be stored on disk and ho viewers may be directed to different Web sites for Ford deal - entries older than one week may be archived (e.g., backed up 

crshms depending on both the audience members and the on tape) for example. The entries to this database can include 
s dealershi p ' geographic locations. In other cases, advertisers time, locationand channel information together with a unique 

identifier that is provided by the monitoring system. Of may have contracted with the database center 840b to provide 

course. additional fields for each entry are also possible. is e- commerce capabilities. This latter arrangement has the 

When a user query is received, the time, channel and gee- potential to reduce the amount of traffic directed over the 
graphic infirmation are used to retrieve the corresponding public Internet, restricting it, instead to a private network 
unique identifier that is then used to access a second database associated with the owner of the database center. 
that contains information associated with the identified work. If the audience member (user) is not watching live televi- 

An entry 1000 in this second database is depicted in FIG. 20 sionbut is instead watching a taped and there forethne- shifted 
10, which shows that associated with the unique identifier copy, then additional processes are needed. For the new gen- 
1010, the name of a product 1020, a product category 1030, eration of digital video recorders, irrespective of the record - 
the manufacturer 1040 and the commercial's associated web ing media (tape or disk), it is likely to be very easy to include 
site 1050. Many oilier data fields 1060 are also possible. Such information identifÿing the location of the recorder, as well as 
additional fields may include fields that indicate what action 25 the time and channel recorded. Location information can he 
should be taken on behalf of the requesting user. Example provided to the recorder during the setup and installation 
actions include simply redirecting a request to an associated process, for example. Digital video recorders, such as those 
Web site, or initiating an e- commerce transaction or provid- currently manufactured by l'IVO of Alviso, Calif. or Replay 
ing an associated telephone number that may he automati- TV of Santa Clara, Calif have a network connection via 
cally dialed if the querying device is a cell phone or display- 30 telephone, which can then send the query of an audience 
ing additional information to the user. This database is likely member to the database center 8406 using the recorded rather 
to be updated much less frequently, perhaps only as often as 

than the current information. once or twice a day, as batches of new advertisements are 
In cases where query information has not been recorded, it added to the system.Alternatively, it night beupdated as each 

new advertisement is added to the system. is is still possible to initiate a successful query. However, in this 

An audience member (user) 810 watching a television case, it may be necessary to extract the feature vector from the 

commercial for example may react to the advertisement by work of interest and send this information to the monitoring 
initiating a query to the database center 8406. The device center 840a where the feature vector can be identified. This 
whereby the user initiates the query might be a television or form of query is computationally more expensive but the 
set -top -box remote control, or a computer or a wireless PDA 40 relative number of such queries compared to those sent to the 
ora (NAP -enabled) cell phone ora specialized device. Typi- database centers 840b is expected to be small. It should also 
cally, the query will occur during the airing of the commercial be noted that the physical separation of the monitoring and 
or a shortly thereafter. However, the time between the broad- database centers, depicted in FIGS. 6 and 7, is not crucial to 
casting of the advertisement and the time of the associated operation of the system and simply serves to more clearly 
query is not critical and can, in some instances be much 45 separate die different fimctionality present in the overall sys- 
longer. For example, the audience member might bookmark tem configuration. 
the query information in a device such as a PDA or a special- Although the implementation architectures described 
ized device similar to those developed byXenote for their hag above focus on the television media, it is apparent that the 
radio linking. Later, the audience member may transmit the present invention is applicable to audio, print and other 
query to the databasecenter84Ob. This might happen hours or 50 media. 
even days later. 

The query contains information that die database center §4.4 CONCLUSIONS 
840b uses to identify the work being viewed. This informa- 
tion might include the time and place where the audience None of the embodiments of the invention require modifi- member was, together with the channel being viewed. Other 55 cation to the work or content, i.e., no active signal is embed - identifying information is also possible. The query may also 

ded. Consequently, there is no change to the production pro - contain additional information that may be used to facilitate 
cesses. More importantly, from a user perspective, the user's transaction and will include the return address of 
deployment 

More 
of this system need not suffer from poor initial the user. For example, if the user is intending to order a pizza 

after seeing a Pizza Hut advertisement, the query may also s0 coverage. Provided the database is sufficiently comprehen- 

contain personal information including his or her identity, sive, early adopters will have comprehensive coverage minie- 
street address and credit card infonnation. diately.'Ihus, there is less risk that die consumer will perceive 

When the database center 840breceives a query, data in the that the initial performance of the deployed system is poor. 
query is used to identify the work and associated in formation. Further, the present invention permits statistics to be gathered 
A number of possible actions are possible at this point. First. 65 that measure users' responses to content. This information is 
the database center 8406 may simply function as a form of expected to be very useful to advertisers and publishers and 
proxy server, mapping the audience member's initial query broadcasters. 
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What is claimed is: from the media work to perform an approximate nearest 

L A computer -implemented method comprising: neighbor search of extracted features of identified media 

a) receiving, by a computer system including at least one works; and 

computer, features that were extracted from a media c) transmitting, by the computer system, information about 

work by a client device; s the identified media work to the client device. 

b) determining, by the computer system, an identification 10. The method of claim 9 wherein the media work is an 

of the media work using the received features extracted audio work, 

from the media work to perform a sub -linear time search wherein the features extracted from the work comprise at 

of extracted features of identified inedia works to idea- 
least one selected from a group consisting of (A) a Ire- 

tilyn neighbor; and 
to quency decomposition of a signal of the audio work, (B) 

c) transmitting, by the computer system, informationabout 
information samples of the audio work, (C) average 

the identified media work to the client device. 
intensities of sampled windows of the audio work, and 

2. The computer -implemented method of claim wherein (D) information from frequencies of the audio work, and 

whereinthe audio work one of (A) a broadcast, (B) a digital 

the media work is an audio work, 15 file, or (C) an MP3 file. 

wherein the features extracted from the work comprise al 11. The method of claim 9 wherein the information about 

least one selected from a group consisting of (A) a Ire- the identified inedia work transmitted to the client device 

quency decomposition of a signal of the audio work, (13) includes at least one of(A) a title, or (B) an author. 

information samples of the audio work, (C) average 12. The method of claim 9 funkier comprising performing 

intensities of sampled windows of the audio work, and 20 an action including at least one of promoting commerce or 

(D) information from frequencies of the audio work, and enhancing interest in the work. 

wherein the audio work is one of (A) a broadcast. (B) a 13. Apparatus comprising: 

digital file, or (C) an MP3 file. a) at least one processor; and 

3. The computer -implemented method of claim 1 wherein b) at least one storage device storing processor -executable 

instructions which, when executed by the at least one 

processor, perform a method of 
1) receiving features what were extracted from a media 

work by a client device, 
2) determining, by the computer system, an identifica- 

tion of the media work using the received features 

extracted from the media work to perform an approxi- 

mate nearest neighbor search of extracted features of 
identified media works, and 

3) transmitting information about the identified media 

work to the client device. 
14. The apparatus of claim 13 whereinthe media work is an 

the information about the identified media work transmitted 25 

to the client device includes at least one of (A) a title, or(B) 
an author. 

4. The computer -implemented method of claim 1 further 

comprising performing an action including at least one of 

promoting commerce or enhancing interest in the work. 30 

5. Apparatus comprising: 
a) al least one processor; and 

b) at least one storage device storing processor -executable 

instructions which, when executed by the at least one 

processor, perform a method of 
I) receiving features that were extracted from a media audio work, 

work by a client device, wherein the features extracted from the work comprise at 

2) determining, by the computer system, an identifica- least one selected from a group consisting of (A) a fre- 

lion of the media work using the features extracted 40 quency decomposition of a signal of die audio work, (B) 

from the media work to perform a sub -linear time information samples of the audio work, (C) average 

search of extracted features of identified media works intensities of sampled windows of the audio work, and 

to identify a neighbor, and (D) information from frequencies of the audio work, and 

3) transmitting information about the identified media wherein the audio work is one of (A) a broadcast, (8) a 

work to the client device. 45 digital file, or (C) an MP3 file. 

6. The apparatus of claim 5 wherein the media work is an 15. The apparatus of claim 13 information about the idea - 

audio work, titled media work transmitted to the client device includes at 

wherein the features extracted from the work comprise at least one of (A) a title, or (B) an author. 

least one selected from a group consisting of (A) a f're- 16. The apparatus of claim 13 wherein the method further 

quency decomposition of a signal of the audio work, (B) so includes performing an action including at least one of pro- 

information samples of the audio work, (C) average muting commerce or enhancing interest in the work. 

intensities of sampled windows of the audio work, and 17. The computer -implemented method of claim 1 wherein 

(D) information from frequencies of the audio work, and the media work is a video signal. 

wherein the audio work is one of (A) a broadcast, (B) a 18. The computer -implemented method of claim 17 

digital file, or (C) an MP3 file. 5s wherein the video signal is obtained from at least one of (A) 

7. The apparatus of claim 5 wherein the infomhation about a broadcast or (B) a video file format. 

the identified media work transmitted to the client device 19. The computer-implementedmethod ofclaim9 wherein 

includes at least one of (A) a title, or (B) an author. the media work is a video signal. 

8. The apparatus of claim 5 wherein the method further 20. The computer- implemented method of claim 19 

includes performing an action including at least one of pm- so wherein the video signal is obtained from at least one of (A) 

rooting conmierce or enhancing interest in the work. a broadcast or B) a video file format. 

9. A computer -implemented method comprising: 21. The computer -implemented method of claim 1 wherein 

a) receiving, by a computer system including at least one at least one of the acts of receiving or transmitting is per - 

computer, features what were extracted from media formed via a direct communication between the client device 

work by a client device; ss and the computer system. 

b) determining, by the computer system, an identification 22. The computer- implemented method of claim 1 wherein 

of the media work using the received features extracted at least one of the acts of receiving or transmitting is per - 
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formed via an indirect communication between the client 
device and the computer system. 

23. The computer -implemented method ofclaim 9 wherein 
at least one of the acts of receiving or transmitting is per- 
formed via a direct communication between the client device 
and the computer system. 

24. The computer- implementedmethod of claim 9 wherein 
at least one of the acts of receiving or transmitting is per- 
formed via mi indirect communication between the client 
device and the computer system. 

25. A computer -implemented method comprising: 
a) obtaining, by a computer system including at least one 

computer, media work extracted features that were 
extracted from a media work, the media work uploaded 
from a client device; 

b) determining, by the computer system, an identification 
of the media wtirk using the media work extracted fea- 

tures to perform a nonexhaustive search of reference 
extracted features of reference media works to identify a 

near neighbor; and 
c) determining, by the computer system, an action based on 

the determined identification of the media work. 
26. The method of claim 25, wherein the action comprises 

providing to and/or displaying, at another client device, addi- 
tional information in association with the media work. 

27. The method of claim 26, wherein the additional infor- 
mation is an advertisement. 

28. The method of claim 25, wherein the action comprises 
providing a coupon. 

29. The method of claim 25, wherein the action comprises 
providing a link to a Web site. 

30. The method of claim 25, wherein he action comprises 
initiating an e-conunerce transaction. 

05,237 B2 
28 

31. The method of claim 25, wherein the action comprises 
initiating a telephone call. 

32. The method of claim 25, wherein the action comprises 
logging an event relating to competitive market research data. 

5 33. A computer -implemented method comprising: 
a) obtaining, by a computer system including at least one 

computer, media work extracted features that were 
extracted from a Inedia work, the media work uploaded 
from a client device; 

ío b) determining, by the computer system, an identification 
of the media work using the media work extracted fea- 
tures to perform a sublinear approximate nearest neigh- 
bor search of reference extracted features of reference 
identified media works; and 

15 c) determining, by the computer system, an action based on 
the determined identification of the media work. 

34. The method of claim 33, wherein the action comprises 
providing to and/or displaying, at another client device, addi- 
tional infbmation in association with the media work. 

20 35.'17íe method of claim 34, wherein the additional infor- 
mation is an advertisement. 

36. The method of claim 33, wherein the action comprises 
providing a coupon. 

37. The method of claim 33, wherein the action comprises 
25 providing a link to a Website. 

38. The method of claim 33, wherein the action comprises 
initiating an e-commerce transaction. 

39. The method of claim 33, wherein the action comprises 
initiating a telephone call. 

30 40. The method of claim 33, wherein the action comprises 
logging an event relating to competitive market research data. 
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METHOD FOR USING EXTRACTED 
FEATURES FROM AN ELECTRONIC WORK 

§0. RELATED APPLICATIONS 

The present application is a continuation of U.S. patent 

application Ser. No. 11/977,202 (incorporated herein by ref- 

erence), titled "IDENTIFYING WORKS, USING A SUB - 

LINEAR TIME SEARCH, SUCH AS AN APPROXIMATE 

NEAREST NEIGHBOR SEARCH, FOR INITIATING A 

WORK -BASED ACTION, SUCH AS AN ACTION ON THE 

INTERNET ", filed Oct. 23, 2007, and listing Ingemar J. Cox 

as the inventor, which is a continuation of U.S. patent appli- 

cation Ser. No. 11/445,928 (incorporated herein by refer- 

ence), titled "USING FEATURES EXTRACTED FROMAN 

AUDIO AND /OR VIDEO WORK TO OBTAIN INFORMA- 
TION ABOU'1" l'HE WORK;' filed on Jun. 2. 2006, and 

listing Ingemar J. Cox as the inventor, which is a continua- 

tion -in -part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/950,972 

(incorporated herein by reference, issued as U.S. Pal. No. 

7,058,223 on Jun. 6, 2006), titled "IDENTIFYING WORKS 

FOR INITIATING A WORK -BASED ACTION, SUCH AS 

ANACTION ON THE INTERNET, tiled on Sep. 13, 2001, 

and listing Ingemar J. Cox as the inventor, which application 

claims benefit to the filing date of provisional patent applica- 

tion Ser. No. 60/232,618 (incorporated herein by reference), 

titled `Identifying and linking television, audio, print and 

other media to the Internet ", filed on Sep. 14, 2000 and listing 

Ingemar J. Cox as the inventor. 

§1. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

§1.1 Field of the Invention 

The present invention concerns linking traditional media to 

new interactive media, such as that provided over the Internet 

for example. In particular, the present invention concerns 

identifying a work (e.g., content or an advertisement deliv- 

ered via print media, or via a radio or television broadcast) 

without the need to modify the work. 

§1.2 Related Art 

§1.2.1 Opportunities Arising from Linking Works 

Delivered Via Some Traditional Media Channel or 

Conduit to a More Interactive System 

The rapid adoption of the Internet and associated World 

Wide Web has recently spurred interest in linking works, 

delivered via traditional media channels or conduits, to a 

more interactive system, such as the Internet for example. 

Basically, such linking can beused to (a) promote commerce, 

such as e- commerce, and/or (b) enhance interest in the work 

itself by facilitating audience interaction or participation. 

Commerce opportunities include, for example, facilitating 

the placement of direct orders for products, providing product 

coupons, providing further information related to a product, 

product placement, etc. 
In the context of e- commerce, viewers could request dis- 

count vouchers or coupons for viewed products that are 

redeemable at the point of purchase. E- commerce applica- 

tions also extend beyond advertisements. It is now common 

for television shows to include product placements. For 

example, an actor might drink a Coke rather than a Pepsi 

brand of soda, actors and actresses might wear designer- 

labeled clothing such as Calvin Klein, etc. Viewers may wish 

to purchase similar clothing but may not necessarily beable to 

2 
identify the designer or the particular style directly from the 

show. However, with an interactive capability, viewers would 

be able to discover this and other information by going to an 

associated Web site. The link to this Web site can be auto- 

5 matically enabled using the invention described herein. 

In the context of facilitating audience interaction or par- 

ticipation, there is much interest in the convergence of tele- 

visionand computers. Convergence encompasses a very wide 

range of capabilities. Although a significant effort is being 

in directed to video-nn- demand applications, in which there is a 

unique video stream for each user of the service, as well as to 

transmitting video signals over the Internet, there is also 

interest in enhancing the television viewing experience. To 

this end, there have been a number of experiments with inter - 

la active television in which viewers can participate in a live 

broadcast. There are a variety of ways in which viewers can 

participate. For example, during game shows, users can 

answer the questions and their scores can be tabulated. In 

recent reality -based programming such as the ABC television 
20 gaine show, "Big Brother ", viewers can vote on contestants 

who must leave the show, and be eliminated from the com- 

petition. 

§1.2.2 Embedding Work Identifying Code or Signals 

25 within Works 

Known techniques of linking works delivered via tradi- 

tional media channels to a more interactive system typically 

require some type of code, used to identify the work, to be 

30 inserted into the work before it is delivered via such tradi- 

tional media channels. Some examples of such inserted code 

include (i) signals inserted into the vertical blanking interval 

( "V131 ") lines of a (e.g., NTSC) television signal, (ii) water- 

marks embedded into images, (iii) bar codes imposed on 

35 images, and (iv) tones embedded into music. 

The common technical theme of these proposed imple- 

mentations is the insertion of visible or invisible signals into 

the media that can be decoded by a computer. 'Wiese signals 

can contain a variety of information. In its most direct form, 

40 the signal may directly encode theURL of the associated Web 

site. However, since the alphanumeric string has variable 

length and is not a particularly efficient coding, it is more 

common to encode a unique ID. The computer then accesses 

a database, which is usually proprietary, and matches the ID 

45 with the associated web address. This database can be con- 

sidered a form of domain name server, similar to those 

already deployed for network addresses. However, in this 

case, the domain name server is proprietary and the addresses 

are unique ID's. 
5o 'Where are two principal advantages to encoding a propri- 

etary identifier into content. First, as previously mentioned, it 

is a more efficient use of the available bandwidth and second, 

by directing all traffic to a single Web site that contains the 

database, a company can maintain control over the technol- 

55 ogy and gather useful statistics that may then be sold to 

advertisers and publishers. 
As an example of inserting signals into the vertical blank- 

ing interval lines of a television signal, RespondTV of San 

Francisco, Calif. embeds identification information into the 

60 vertical blanking interval of the television signal. The VBI is 

part of the analog video broadcast that is not visible to tele- 

vision viewers. For digital television, it may be possible to 

encode the information in, for example, the motion picture 

experts group ( "MPEG ") header. In the USA, the vertical 

65 blanking interval is currently used to transmit close- caption- 

ing information as well as other information, while in lheUK, 
the VBI is used to transmit teletext inlbrmation.Although the 
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close captioning information is guaranteed to be transmitted watermarking of print media, a PC must be fined with a 

hito the home inAmerica, unfortunately, other infomtation is camera mid watermark detection software must be installed. 

not. This is because ownership of the vertical blanking inter- In the case of television, the detection of the identification 

val is disputed by content owners, broadcasters and local signal is likely to occur at the set -top -box -this is the equip - 

television operators. 5 nient provided by the local cable television or satellite broad- 

As an example of embedding watermarks into images, casting company. In many cases, this may require modifica- 

Digimarc of Tualatin, Oreg. embeds watermarks in print lions to the hardware, which is likely to be prohibitively 

media. Invisible watermarks are newer than VBI insertion; expensive. For example, the audible lone used by Digital 
and have theadvantage of being independent of the method of Convergence to recognize television content, must be fed 
broadcast. Thus, once the information is embedded, it should to directly into a sound card in a PC. This requires a physical 
remain readable whether the video is transmitted hn NT SC, 

cotmection between the television and the PC, which may be 
PAL or SECAM analog formats or newer digital formats. It 

expensive or at least inconvenient, and a sound card may have 
should be more reliable than using thevenical blanking inter- 

val in television applications. Unfortunately, however, water- 

marks still require modification of the broadcast signal which is §1.2.3 Unmet Needs 
is problematic for a number of economic, logistical, legal 

(permission to aller the content is needed) and quality control 
(the content may be degraded by the addition ofa watermark) In view of the foregoing disadvantages of inserting an 

reasons. 
identification code into a work, thereby altering the existing 

As an example of imposing bar codes on images, print z0 signal, there is a need for techniques of identifying a work 

advertisers are currently testing a technology that allows an without the need of inserting an identification code into a 

advertisement to be shown to a camera, scanner or bar code work. Such an identification code can then be used to invoke 

reader that is connected to a personal computer ( "PC "). The a work- related action, such as work- related commerce meth - 

captured image is then analyzed to determine an associated ods and/or to increase audience interest by facilitating audi- 

Web site that the PC's browser then accesses- For example, is ence interaction and/or participation. 

GoCode of Draper, Utah embeds small two -dimensional bar 

codes for print advertisements. The latter signal is read by §2. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

inexpensive barcode readers that can be connected to a PC. 

AirClic of Blue Bell. Pa. provides a combination of barcode Some embodiments consistent with the present invention 

and wireless communication to enable wireless shopping 30 provide a computer- implemented method, apparatus, orcom- 

through print media. A so- called "CueCat" reads bar codes puter -executable programs for linking a media work to an 

printed in conjunction with advertisements and articles in action. Such embodiments might (a) extract features from the 

Forbes magazine. Similar capabilities are being tested for media work, (b) detemnine an identification of the media 

television and audio media. work based on the features extracted using a sub -linear time 

Machine -readable bar codes are one example of a visible is search, such as an approximate nearest neighbor search for 
signal. The advantage of this technology is that it is very example, and (c) delemiine an action basedon the identifica- 
maturo. However, the fact that the signal is visible is often lion of the media work determined. In some embodiments 
considered a disadvantage since it may detract from the aes- 

consistent with the present invention, the media work is an 
[befit of the work delivered via a traditional media channel or 

audio signal. The audio signal might be obtained from a 
conduit. 40 

broadcast, or an audio file format, In other embodiments 
As an example of embedding tones into music, Digital 

Convergence of Dallas, Tex. proposes to embed identification consistent with the present invention, the media work is a 

codes into audible music tones broadcast with television sig- video signal. The video signal might be obtained from a 

earls. 
broadcast. or a video file format. 

All the foregoing techniques of inserting code into a work 45 In sonic of the embodiments pertaining to audio files, the 

can be categorized as active techniques inthat they must alter audio file might be an mp3 file or some other digital repro- 

the existing signal, whether it is music, print, television or sentation of an audio signal. The infommztion might includea 

other media, such that an identification code is also present. song title, an album title, and/or a performer name. 

There are several disadvantages that active systems share. In some of the embodiments pertaining to video tiles, the 

First, there are aesthetic or fidelity issues associated with bar 50 video file might be an MPEG file or some other digital rep - 

codes, audible tones and watermarks. More importantly, all resentation ofa video signal. The video file might be a video 

media 'mist beprocessed,be foreit is delivered totheend user. work, and the information might include a title of the video 

to contain these active signals. Even if a system is enthusias- work, a director of the video work, and names of performers 

tically adopted, the logistics involved with insertingbarcodes in the video work. 

or watermarks into, say every printed advertisement, are for- 55 

midable. §3. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Further, even if the rate of adoption is very rapid, it never- 
theless remains true that during the early deployment of the FIG. 1 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may 

system, most works will nut be tagged. Thus, consumers that he per fumed in accordance with one version of the present 

are early -adopters will find that most media is not identified. so invention, in which intra -work information is used to identify 

At best, this is fmstmting. At worst, the naive user may the work. 

concludethal the system is not reliable or does not work at all. FIG.2 is a bl ock diagram illustrating a first embodiment of 

This erroneous conclusion might have a very adverse effect the present invention, inwhich intra-work information is used 

on the adoption rate. to identify the work. 

Further, not only must there be modification to the produc- as FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a second embodiment 

Lion process, but modifications must also be made to the of the present invention, in which intra -work information is 

equipment in a user's home. Again, using the example of used to identify the work. 
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FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating a third embodiment of work is recognized or identified based on infra-work inf'or- 

the present invention. in which intra -work information is used station, are described in §4.2.1. Then, exemplary embodi- 

to identify the work. mess of the present invention, in which work is recognized or 

FIG. 5 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may identified based on extra-work information, are described in 

be performed in accordance with another version of the ; §4.2.2. 

present invention, in which extra-work information is used to 

identify the work. 
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a fourth embodiment 

of the present invention, in which extra-work information is 

used to identify the work. 10 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a fifth embodiment of Operations related to this embodiment are described in 

the present invention, in which extra-work information is §4.2.1.1 below. Then, various architectures which may be 

used to identify the work. used to effect such operations are described in §4.2.1.2. 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating an environment in 

which the present invention may operate. 15 §4.2.1.1 Operations and Exemplary Methods and 

FIG. 9 is an exemplary data structure in which extra -work Techniques for Effecting Such Operations 

information is associated with a work identifier. 
PIG. 10 is an exemplary data structure including work- FIG. 1 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may 

related actions. be performed in accordance with one version of the present 
20 invention, in which intro -work information is used to identify 

§4. DETAILED DESCRIPTION the work. As shown, a work -identification information stor- 
age 110 may include a number of items or records 112. Each 

The present invention may involve novel methods, appa- item or record 112 may associate a feature vector of a work 

ratus and data structures for identifying works without the 114 with a, preferably unique, work identifier 116. The work- 

need of embedding signals therein Once identified, such 25 identification information storage 110 may be generated by a 

information can he used to determine a work -related action. database generation operation(s) 120 which may, in turn, use 

Tlhefiillowing description is presented to enahleone skilled in a feature extraction operation(s) 122 to extract features from 

the art to make and use the invention, and is provided in the a work at a first time (WORK.sub. @t1), as well as a feature- 

context of particular embodiments and methods. Various to -work identification tagging operation(s) 124. 

modifications to the disclosed embodiments and methods will 70 Further, work identifier- action infommtion storage 130 

be apparent to those skilled in the art, and the genera] prin- may include a number of items or records 132. Each item or 

ciples set forth below may be applied to other embodiments, record 132 may associate a, preferably unique, work identi- 

methods and applications. Thus, the present invention is not fier 134 with associated information 136, such as an action for 

intended to be limited to the embodiments and methods example. The work identifier -action information storage 130 

shown and the inventors regard their invention as the follow- 35 may be generated by a database generation operation(s) 138 

ing disclosed methods, apparatus, data structures and any witch may, for example, accept manual entries. 

other patentable subject matter to the extent that they are As can be appreciated from the foregoing, the work- infor- 

patentable. mation storage 110 records 112 and the work identification- 
action 130 records 132 can be combined into a single record. 

§4. I FUNCTIONS 40 That is, there need not be two databases. A single database is 

also possible in which the work identifier, or a feature vector 
The present invention ]unctions to identify a work without extracted from the work, serves as a key and the associated 

the need of inserting an identification code into a work. The field contains work -related information, such as a URL for 

present invention may do so by (i) extracting features from the exanple. 
work to define a feature vector, and (ii) comparing the feature 43 The feature extraction operation(s) 140 can accept a work, 

vector to feature vectors associated with identified works. such as that being rendered by a user, at a second time 

Alternatively, or in addition, the present invention may do so (WORK.sub. @t2), and extract features from that work. The 

by (i) accepting extra -work information, such as the time ofa extracted features may be used to define a so- called feature 

query or of a rendering of the work, the geographic location at vector. 
which the work is rendered, and the station that the audience 50 The extracted features, e.g., as a feature vector, can be used 

member has selected, and (ii) use such extra-work infomia- by a feature (vector) lookup operation(s) 150 to search for a 

lion to lookup an identification of the work. In either case, an matching feature vector 114. If a match, or a match within a 

identification code may be used to identify the work. predetermined threshold is determined, then the associated 
The present invention may then function to use such an work identifier 116 is read. 

identification code to initiate a work- related action, such as 55 The read work identifier can then be used by a work - 

for work- related commerce methods and/or to increase audi- associated information lookup operation(s) 160 to retrieve 

ence interest by facilitating audience interaction and/or par- associated information, such as an action, 136 associated with 

ticipation. the work identifier. Such information 136 can then be passed 
to action initiation operation(s) 170 which can perform some 

§4.2 EMBODIMENTS 6n action based on the associated intimation 136. 

§4.2.1 Embodiments in which Work is Recognized 
Based on Intro -Work Information, Such as a Feature 

Vector 

As just introduced in §4.1 above, the present invention may 
use Mira-work information and/or extra-work information to 
identify a work, Once identified, such identification can be 

used to initiate an action, such as an action related to com- 
merce, or facilitating audience participation or interaction. 
Exemplary embodiments of the present invention, in which 

§4,2.1.1.1 Exemplary Techniques for Feature 
Extraction 

65 When the user initiates a request, the specific television or 
radio broadcast or printed commercial, each of which is 

referred to as a work, is first passed to the feature extraction 
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operation. The work may be an image, an audio file or some category (automotive) and the URL associated with the Ford 

portion of an audio signal or may be one or more frames or Taurus car together with the instruction to translate the query 

fields of a video signal, or a multimedia signal. Thepurpose of into the associated URL. 

the feature extraction operation is to derive a compact repre- The determination of all works of interest and subsequent 

sentation of the work that can subsequently be used for the 5 feature vector extraction and tagging depends on whether 

purpose of recognition. In the case of images and video, this content owners arc actively collaborating with the entity 

feature vector might be a pseudo -random sample of pixels responsible for creating and maintaining thedatabase. If there 

from the frame or a low- resolution copy of the frame or the is no collaboration, then the database entity must collect all 

average intensities ofn.times.n blocks of pixels. It might also works of interest and process and tag them. While this is a 

be a frequency -based decomposition of the signal, such as 
In 

significant effort, it is not overwhelming and is certainly 

produced by the Fourier, wavelet and or discrete cosinetrans- commercially feasible. For example, competitive market 

forms. It might involve principal component analysis. It research firms routinely tabulate all advertisements appearing 

might also be a combination of these. For television and audio in a very wide variety ofprint media. Newspapers and maga- 

signals, recognition might also rely on a temporal sequenceof zines can be scanned in and software algorithms can be 

feature vectors. The recognition literature contains many dif- applied to the images to identify likely advertisements. These 

ferent representations. For block -based methods, blocks may possible advertisements can then be compared with adver- 

be accessed at pseudo- random locations in each frame or tisementsalreeadyin theWlD database 110. lfthere is a match, 

might have a specific structure. For audio, common feature nothing further need be done. If there is not a match, the 

vectors are based on Fourier frequency decompositions, but 20 image can be sent to a human to determine if the page does 

other representations are possible. See, e.g., R. O. Duda and P. indeed contain an advertisement. 1f so, the operator can 

E. hart, Pattern Classification and Scene Analysis (Wiley- instruct the computer to extract the representative feature 

Interscience, New York, 1973). See also K. Fuki.maga, Intro- vector and assign it a unique identifier. Then, the operator can 

ductionto Statistical Pattern Recognition, 2nd Ed. (Academic insert this infommtion into the content identification database 
Press, New York, 1 990). (these references are incorporated 25 and as well as update the corresponding WIDAF database 130 

herein by reference.) with all the necessary associated data. This is continually 
As previously stated, one object of the vector extraction performed as new magazines and papers include new adver- 

stagcisto obtain a more concise representation of the frame. tisements to maintain the databases. This is a cost to the 

For example, each video frame is initially composed of database entity. Television and radio broadcasts can also be 

480.times.720 pixels which is equivalent o 345,600 pixels or 30 monitored and, in fact, broadcast monitoring is currently 
691,200 bytes. In comparison, an exemplary feature vector performed by companies such as Nielsen Media research and 

might only consist of 1 Kbyte of data. Competitive Media Reporting. Television and radio broad - 

A second purpose of the feature extraction process is to casts differ from print media in the real -time nature of the 

acquire a representation that is robust or invariant to possible signals and the consequent desire for real -time recognition. 

noise or distortions that a signal might experience. For 35 In many cases, advertisers, publishers and broadcasters 
example, frames of a television broadcast may experience a may wish to collaborate with the database provider. In this 

small amount of jitter, i.e., horizontal and or vertical transla- case, feature extraction and annotation and/or extra -work 
tion, or may undergo lossy compression such as by MPEG -2. information may be performed by the advertiser, advertise - 

It is advantageous that these and other processes do not menu agency, network and/or broadcaster and this informa- 
advencly affect the extracted vectors. For still images there 40 tion sent to the database provider to update the database. 

has been considerable work on determining image properties Clearly, this arrangement is preferable from the database 

that are invariant toaltine and otnergeometric distortions. For provider's perspective. Hdweven it is not essential. 

example, the use of Radon and Fourier- Mellin transforms 
have been proposed for robustness against rotation, scale and §4.2.1.1.3. Exemplary Techniques for Matching 

translation, since these transforms are either invariant or bare 45 Extracted Features with Database Entries 

a simple relation to the geometric distortions. See, e.g., C. 

Liu, M. Wu, Y. M. Lui, J. A. Bloom, M. L. Miller, I. J. Cox. The extracted feature vector is then passed to a recognition 

"Rotation, Scale, and Translation Resilient Public Water- (e.g., feature look -up) operation, during which, the vector is 

marking for Images" IEEE Transactions on Image Process- compared to entries of known vectors 114 in a content iden- 

ing (2001). See also, U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,436,653, 5,504.518, 5o tification (WID) database 110. It is important to realize that 

5,582,246, 5,612.729, and 5.621,454. (Each of these refer- the matching of extracted and known vectors is not equivalent 

ences is incorporated herein by reference.) to looking up a word in an electronic dictionary. Since the 
extracted vectors contain nuise or distortions, binary search 
might not be possible. Instead, a statistical comparison is 

55 often made between an extracted vector and each stored vec- 
tor. Common statistical measures include linear correlation 

A number of possibilities exist for generating and main- andrelated measures such as correlation coefficient, but other 

tailing work identification (WID) and identification- action methods can also be used including mutual information, 
translation (WIDAT) databases. However, in all cases, works Euclidean distance and Lp- norms. These measures provide a 

of interest are processed to extract a representative feature 60 statistical measure of the confidence of the match.A threshold 
vector and this feature vector is assigned a unique identifier. can be established, usually based on the required false posi- 

Ihis unique identifier is then entered into the work identifi- five and false negative rates, suchthat if the correlation output 

cation (WID) database 110 as well as into the WIDAT data- exceeds this threshold, then the extracted and known vectors 

base 130 together with all the necessary associated data. This are said to match. See, e.g., R. O. Duda and P. E. Hart, Pattern 

process is referred to as tagging. For example, in the case of an 65 Classification and Scene Analysis (Wiley-Interscience, New 

advertisement, the WIDAT database 130 might include the York, 1973). Scc also, U.S. Pat. No. 3,919,474 by W. D. 

manufacturer (Ford), the product name (Taurus), a product Moon, R. J. Weiner, R. A. Hansen and R. N. Linde, entitled 
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"Broadcast Signal Identification System ". (Each of these ref - work identifier 134 in the WIDAT database 130, an action is 
erences is incorporated herein by reference.) performed on behalf of the user, examples of which has been 

If binary search was possible, then a database containing N previously described. 
vectors would require at most log(N) comparisons. Unfortu- In addition to using the system to allow audience members 
nately, binary search is not possible when taking a noisy 5 of a work to connect to associated sites on the Internet, a 
signal and trying to find the most similar reference signal. number of other uses am possible. First, the work identifica- 
Tltis problem is one of nearest neighbor search in a (high- tion database 130 allows competitive market research data to 
dimensional) feature space. In previous work, it was not be collected (e.g., the action may include logging an event). 
uncommon to perform a linear search of all N entries, perhaps For example, itis possible todetemnine how many commer- 
halting the search when the first match is found. On average, to cials the Coca Cola Company in the Chicago market aired in 

this will require N/2 comparisons. IfN is large, this search can Ute month of June. This information is valuable to competi- 

be computationally very expensive. tors such as Pepsi. Thus, any company that developed a sys- 
tem os described above a expect to generate revenue 
from competitive market research data that it gathers. kd- trees, vantage point trees mid excluded middle vantage 

15 Advertisers often wish to ensure that they receive the point forests are possible and will be discussed in more detail advertising time that was purchased. To do so, they often hire later. See, e.g, P. N. Yianilos "Excluded Middle Vantage commercial verification services to verify that the advertise- 
Point Forests for nearest Neighbor Search", Presented at the ment or commercial did indeed nun at the expected time, To do 
Sixth DIMACS Implementation Challenge: Near Neighbor so, currently deployed systems by Nielsen and CMR embed - 
Searches workshop, ( Jan. 15, 1 999). See also, P. N. Yianilos. 20 dad active signals in the advertisement prior to the broadcast. 
"Locally lifting the curse of Dimensionality for nearest These signals are then detected by remote monitoring facili- 
Neighbor Search" SODA 2000: 361 -370. (Each of these ref- ties that then report back to a central system which commer- 
erences is incorporated herein by reference.) Thus, for cials were positively identified. See for example U.S. Pat. 
example, a sub -linear search time can be achieved. Unlike the Nos. 5, 629,739 by R. A. Dougherty entitled "Apparatus and 
kd -tree method which finds the nearest neighbor with car- 25 method for injecting an ancillary signal into a low energy 
tainty, randomized constructions, like the one described in P. density portion of a color television frequency spectrum ", 
N. Yianilos, "Locally lifting the curse of Dimensionality for 4,025,851 by D. E. Ilaselwood and C. M. Solar entitled 
nearest Neighbor Search" SODA 2000: 361 -370, that suc- "Automatic monitor for programs broadcast ", 5.243,423 by J. 
coed with some specified probability may be used. One P. DeJean, D. Lu and R. Weissman, entitled "Spread spectrum 
example of a sub -linear time search is an approximate nearest 30 digital data transmission over TV video ", and 5,450,122 by L. 

neighbor search. A nearest neighbor search always finds the D. Keene entitled "1n- station television program encoding 
closest point to the query. An approximate nearest neighbor and monitoring system and method ". (Each of these patents is 

search does not always find the closest point to the query. For 
incorporated herein by reference.) Active systems are usually 
preferre for advertisement example, it might do so with some probability, or it might 

as recogniitio on accuracy difficult to s I achieve with passive usyc- provide any point within some small distance of the closest 
terns. The passive monitoring system described herein sup - 

poimrt' 
ports commercial verification. If the extracted vector "matches" a known vector in the 

content identification database, dieu the work has been iden- §4.2.1.2 Exemplary Architectures 
tilled. Of course, there is the risk that the match is incorrect. 40 

This type of error is known as a false positive. The false Three alternative architectural embodiments in which the 
positive rate can be reduced to any desired value, but at the first technique may be employed are now described with 
expense of the false negative rate. A false negative occurs reference to FIGS. 2. 3, and 4. 
when the vector extracted from a work is not matched to the FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a first embodiment of 
database even though the work is present in the database. 45 the present invention, in which intra -work information is used 
There are several reasons why a works feature vector may fail to identify the work and in which a audience member device 
to match a feature vector database entry. First, the recognition 210, such as a PC for example, receives and renders a work 
system may not be capable of 100% accuracy. Second, the that is consumed by an audience member (user). At some 
extracted vector will often contain noise as a result of the point, the user may wish to perform a work -specific action 
transmission process. This noise may alter the values of a 50 such as traversing to an associated Web site, Upon initiation 
feature vector to the extent that a match is no longer possible. of this request, the computer 210 perfonns the operations 

Finally, there is the case where the observed work is not 140a,150a, 160a and í70a, such as those shown in PIG. I. To 
present in the database, In this case, the work can be sent to an miterate, these operations include a feature extraction opera - 
operator for identification and insertion in the database. tion(s) 140e, feature vector lookup or matching operation(s) 

55 150e in connection with items or records 112e in a work - 
§4.2.1.1.4 Exemplary Work Based Actions identification (WID) database 110e. If a matching feature 

Assuming that the work is correctly identified, then the 
identifier can he used to retrieve associated information from 
the second work identification- action translation (WIDAT) 60 

database 130 that contains information 136 associated with 
the particular work 134. This information may simply be a 

corresponding URL address, in which case, the action can be 
considered to be a form of network address translation. How- 
ever, in general, any information about the work could be 65 

stored therein, together with possible actions to be taken such 
as initiating an e- conunerce transaction. After looking up the 

vector 114e is found, the work- associated information lookup 
operation(s) 160a canuse the associated work identifier 116e 
to accessing a work identification -action translation 
(WIDAT) database 130e to retrieve associated information 
136a, possibly including determining what action should be 
perfonned. 

As described above, the two databases might be integrated 
into a single database. However, conceptually, they are 
described here as separate. 

An example illustrating operations that can occur in the 
first embodiment of FIG. I, is now described. Considera print 
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application, in which say 10,000 advertisements are to be 
recognized that appear in national newspapers and maga- 
zines. If 1 Kbyte is required to store each feature vector then 
approximately 10 Mbytes of storage will be required for the 
work identification database 110a. Such a size does not rep- 
resent a serious problem, in either memory or disk space, to 
present personal computers. 

An important issue then becomes recognition rate. While 
this may be problematic, all the images are two -dimen - 
sional- three -dimensional object recognition is not required. 
Of course, since a low cost camera captures the printed adver- 
tisement, there may be a number of geometric distortions that 
might be introduced together with noise. Nevertheless, the 
application is sufficiently constrained that adequate recogni- 
tion rates should be achievable with current state -of-the -art 
computer vision algorithms. See, e.g., P. N. Yianilos 
"Excluded Middle Vantage Point Forests for nearest Neigh- 
bor Search ", 

Presented at the Sixth DIMACS Implementation Chal- 
lenge: Near Neighbor Searches workshop, Jan. 15, 1999. See 
also, P. N. Yianilos "Locally lifting the curse of Dimension- 
ality for nearest Neighbor Search" SODA 2000: 361 -370. 
(Each of these references is incorporated herein by refer- 
ence.) Thus, for example, a sub -linear search tinte can be 
achieved. Unlike the kd -tree method which finds the nearest 
neighbor with certainty, randomized constructions, like the 
one described in P. N. Yanilos, "Locally lifting the curse of 
Dimensionality for nearest Neighbor Search" SODA 2000: 
361 -370, that succeed with some specified probability may be 
used. One example of a sub -linear time search is an approxi- 
mate nearest neighbor search. Estimates of the size of the 
WIDAI database 130a depend on what associated informa- 
tion (recall fields 136) is stored. lf, for example, only a URL 
address is needed, about 20 characters can typically represent 
most IJRLs. Thus, the size of the WIDAT database 130a 
would be less than 1 Mbyte. 

The configuration just described with reference to FIG. 2 
places all of the processing and data on each user's local 
machine 210.A numberofaltemative embodiments, in which 
some or all of the storage and processing requirements are 
performed remotely, will he described shortly. 

As new works arc created and made publicly available, the 
databases residing on a user's local computer become obso- 
lete. Just as the database provider 240 must continually 
update the databases in order to remain current, there is also 
a need to update local databases on devices at audience mem- 
ber premises. This update process can he performed over the 
Internet 230 in a manner very similar to how software is 
currently upgraded. It is not necessary to download an 
entirely new database although this is an option. Rather, only 
the changes need to be transmitted. During this update pro- 
cess, theuser's computer 210 might also transmit information 
to a central monitoring center 240 informing it of which 
advertisements the computer user has queried. This type of 
information is valuable to both advertisers and publishers. Of 
course, care must be taken to ensure the privacy of individual 
users of the system. However, it is not necessary to know the 
identity of individual users for the system to work. 

FIG.3 is a block diagram illustrating second embodiment 
of the present invention, in which intra -work information is 
used to identify the work. Although the WIDAT database can 
be quite small, as illustrated in the exemplary embodiment 
described above with respect to FIG. 2, there is still the 
problem of keeping this database current. While periodic 
updates of the local databases may be acceptable, they 
become unnecessary if the WIDAT database 130b is at a 
remote location 340. In this arrangement, illustrated in FIG. 

12 
3, alter the local computer310 identifies the work, it sends a 
query to the remote WIDAF database 130b. The query may 
contain the work identifier. The remote site 340 may then 
return the associated information 136. Although the remote 

5 WIDAT database 1301, needs to he updated by the database 
provider, this can he done very frequently without the need 
for communicating the updates to the local computers 310. 

The second embodiment is most similar to active systems 
in which an embedded signal is extracted and decoded and the 

to identifier is used to interrogate a central database. Conse- 
quently it has many of the advantages of such systems, while 
avoiding the need to insert signals into all works. One such 
advantage, is that the database provider receives real -time 
information relating to users' access patterns. 

15 TheWIDAT database 1306 might physically resideat more 
than one location. In such a case, some requests will go to one 
site, and other requests will go to another. In this way, over- 
loading of a single site by too many users can he avoided. 
Other load balancing techniques are also applicable. 

20 FIG.4 is a blockdiagramillustratinga third embodiment of 
the present invention, in which intra -work information is used 
to identify the work. Recall that the WIDAT database may be 
small relative to that work identification database (WID). As 
the size of the work recognition (WID) database increases, 

25 the foregoing embodiments may become impractical. Con- 
sider, for example, a music application in which it is desired 
to identify 100,000 song titles. If it is again assumed that a 1 

Kbyte vector can uniquely represent each song, then on the 
order of 100 Mbytes is now needed. This size is comparable 

30 to largeapplicationprograms suchas Microsoft's Office 2000 
suite. Although this still does not represent an inordinate 
amount of disk space, if this data needs to reside in memory at 
all times, then very few present machines will have adequate 
resources. Clearly, at some point, the proposed architectures 

35 scales to a point where requirements become impractical. In 
this case, a furthermodification to the architecture is possible. 

Since the storage and searching of the work -identifier 
(W 1D) database require the most computation and storage, it 
may be more economical to perform these actions remotely. 

40 Thus, for example, if a user is playing an MP3 music file and 
wants to go to a corresponding website, the MP3 file is passed 
to anoperation that determines one or more feature vectors. In 
the third embodiment, instead of performing the matching 
locally 410, the one or more vectors are transmitted to a 

45 central site 440 at which is stored the WID and WIDAT 
databases 110e and 130c together with sufficiently powerful 
computers to resolve this request and those of other computer 
users. This configuration is illustrated in FIG. 4. Similarly, if 
a user is playing an MPEG or other video tile and wants to 

50 initiate a work- related action, the video file is passed to an 
operation 140c that extracts one or more feature vectors. The 
entire video file need not be processed. Rather, it may be 
sufficient to process only those frames in the temporal vicin- 
ity to Ute users request, i.e., to process the current frame and 

55 or some number of frames before and alter the current frame, 
e.g. perhaps 100 frames in all. The extracted feature vector or 
feature vectors can then be transmitted to a central site 440 
which can resolve the request. 

Alter successfully matching the feature vector, the central 
60 site 440 can provide the user with information directly, or can 

direct the user to another Web site that contains the inlbona- 
tion the user wants. In cases where the recognition is ambigu- 
ous, the central site 440 night return information identifying 
one of several possible matches and allow the user to select 

65 the intended one. 
The third embodiment is particularly attractive if the cost 

of extracting the feature vector is small. In this case, it 
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becomes economical to have feature vector extraction 140cin 
digital set -top -boxes and in video recorders 410. The latter 

may be especially useful for the new generation of consumer 

digital video recorders such as those manufactured by TWO 

and Replay TV. These devices already have access to the 

Internet via a phone line. Thus, when someone watching a 

recorded movie from television reacts to an advertisement. 

the video recorder would extract one or more feature vectors 

and transmit them to a central site 440. This site 440 would 

determine ifa match existed between the query vectorand the 

database of pre- stored vectors 110e. If a match is found, the 

central server 440 would transmit the associated information, 

which might include a Web site address or an 800 number for 

more traditional ordering, back to the audience user device 

410. Of course, a consumer device 410 such as a digital video 

recordermight also store personal information of the owner to 

facilitate online c- conunerce. Such a device 410 could store 
the owner's name, address, and credit card information and 

automatically transmit them to an on -line store to complete a 

purchase. Very little user interaction other than to authorize 
the purchase might be needed. This type of purchasing may be 20 

very convenient to consumers. 
Another advantage of the third embodiment is that it obvi- 

ates the need to update local databases while, at the same 

time, the centrally maintained databases can be kept current 
with very frequent updating. 

5 

no 

23 

§4.2.2 Embodiments in which Work is Recognized 
Based on Extra-Work Information 

Operations related to this embodiment are described in 

§4.2.2.1 below. Then, various architectures which may he 

used to effect such operations are described in §4.2.2.2. 

If the cost of extracting a feature vector is too large, then the 

cost of deploying any of the embodiments described in §4.2.1 

above may be prohibitive. This is particularly likely in very 

cost sensitive consumer products, including set- top -boxes 35 

and next generation digital VCRs.Acknowledging this fact, a 

different technique, one that is particularly well suited for 

broadcasted media such as television and radio as well as to 

content published in magazines and newspapers, is now 

described. This technique relies on the fact that a work need 40 

not he identified by a feature vector extracted from the work 

(which is an example of "intra-work information "), but can 

also be identified by when and where it is published or broad- 

cast (which are examples of "extra -work information ") 

M example serves to illustrate this point. Consider the 

scenario in which a viewer sees a television commercial and 

responds to it. The embodiments described in §4.2.1 above 
required the user device (e.g., a computer or set- top -box) 

210/310/410 to extract a feature vector. Such an extracted 
vector was attempted to be matched to another feature 
vector(s), either locally, or at a remote site. In the embodi- 

ments using a remote site, if the central site is monitoring all 

television broadcasts, then the user's query does not need to 

include the feature vector. Instead, the query simply needs to 

identify the tinte, geographic location and the station that the 

viewer is watching. A central site can then determine which 

advertisement was airing at that moment and, once again, 

return the associated information. The same is true for radio 

broadcasts. Moreover, magazines and newspapers can also be 

handled in this manner. Here the query might include the 

name of the magazine, the month of publication and the page 

number. 

25 

30 

§4.2.2.1 Operations and Exemplary Methods and 

Techniques for Effecting Such Operations 

FIG, 5 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may 

be performed in accordance with another version of the 

45 

50 

55 

6n 

65 
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present invention, in which extra-work information is used to 

identify the work. As shown, a query work -identification 

(QWID) information storage 510 may include a number of 
items or records 512. Each item or record 512 may associate 
extra -work information 514, related to the work, with a, pref- 

erably unique, work identifier 516. The query work- identifi- 

cation (QWID) infommation storage 510 may be generated by 

a database generation operation(s) 520. 
Further, work identifier -action information (WIDAT) stor- 

age 530 may include a number of items or records 532, Each 

item or record 532 may associate a, preferably unique, work 

identifier 534 with associated information 536, such as an 

action for example. The work identifier -action ( WIDAI') 

information storage 530 may be generated by a database 

generation operation(s) 538 which may, for example, accept 

manual entries. 
As can be appreciated from the foregoing, the query work - 

information (QWID) storage 510 records 512 and the work 

identification -action (WIDAT) storage 530 records 532 can 

be combined into a single record. 
The extra-work information aggregation (e.g., query gen- 

eration) operation(s) 540 can accept a information related to 

a work, such as the time of a user request or of a rendering of 
the work, the geographic location at which the work is ren- 

dered, and the station that the audience member has selected, 

and generate a query from such extra -work infomtation. 

The query including the extra-work information can be 

used by a lookup operation(s) 550 to search for a "matching" 

set of information 5I4. If a match, or a match within a pre- 

determined threshold is determined, then the associated work 

identifier 516 is read. 
The read work identifier can then be used by a work - 

associated information lookup operation(s) 560 to retrieve 

associated information, such as an action, 536 associated with 

the work identifier. Such information 536 can then he passed 

to action initiation operation(s) 570 which can perform some 

action based on the associated information 536. 

If the extra -work information of a work is known (in 

advance), generating the query work identifier (QWID) infor- 

mation 510 is straight- forward. If This wem always the case, 

an intra-work information -based recognition operation 

would not be needed. However, very often this is not the case. 

For example, local television broadcasts typically have dis- 

cretion to insert local advertising, as well as national adver- 

tising. Thus, it often is not possible to know in advance when, 

on what station, and where a particular advertisement will 

play. 
In such instances, areal -time (e.g., centralized) monitoring 

facility 580 may be used to (i) extract feature vectors front a 

work, (ii) determine a work identifier 116 from the extracted 

features, and (iii) communicate one ormore messages 590 in 

which extra -work information (e.g., time, channel, geo- 

graphic market) 592 is associated whh a work identifier 594, 

to operation(s) 520 for generating query work identification 

(QWID) information 510. 

§4.2.2.1.1 Exemplary Extra-Work INFORMATION 

In the context of national broadcasts, geographic informa- 

tion may he needed to distinguish between, for example, the 

ABC television broadcast in Los Angeles and that in New 

York, While both locations broadcast ABC's programming, 

this programming airs at different times on the East and West 

coasts ofAmerica. More importantly, the local network affili- 

ates that air ABC's shows have discretion to sell local adver- 

tising as well as a responsibility to broadcast the national 

commercials that ABC sells. In short, the works broadcast by 
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ABC in Los Angeles can be different from that in other 
geographic locations. Geographic information is therefore 
useful to distinguish between the different television markets. 
In some circumstances, geographic information may not he 
necessary, especially in parts of the world with highly regu- 
lated and centralized broadcasting in which there are not 
regional differences. 

§4.22.1.2 Exemplary Techniques for Generating 
Databases 

FIG. 5 illustrates a third database 510 referred to as the 
query to work identification (QWID) database. This database 
510 maps the query (e.g., in the form of time, location and 
channel information) into a unique ID that identifies the per- 
ceived work. The QWID 510 and WIDAT 530 databases 
might not he separate, but for clarity will he considered so. 
Aller retrieving the unique work identifier 512 from the 
QWID database 510, the identifier can be used to access the 
WIDAI database 530. 'this is discussed in more detail later. 

As introduced above, although it appears that this architec- 
ture doesnot require a recognition facility, such a facility may 
he needed. The feature extraction operation(s) 140d, as well 
as the work identification operation(s) 150d and other data- 
bases 1113d, may be moved to one or more remote sites 580. 

Although TV Guide and other companies provide detailed 
information regarding what will be broadcast when, these 
scheduling guides do not have any information regarding 
what advertisements will air when. In many cases, this infor- 
mation is unknown until a day or so before the broadcast. 
Even then, the time slots that a broadcaster sells to an adver- 
tiser only provide a time range, e.g. 12 put to 3 pm. Thus it is 
unlikely that all commercials and aired programming can be 
determined from TV schedules and other sources prior to 
transmission. Further, occasionally programming schedules 
are altered unexpectedly due to live broadcasts that overrun 
their time slots. This is common in sports events and awards 
shows. Another example of interrupts to scheduled program- 
ming occurs when a particularly important news event occurs. 

During transmission, it may therefore be necessary for a 
central site 580 to determine what work is being broadcast 
and to update its and/or other's database 520 accordingly 
based on the work identified 594 and relevant extra -work 
information 592. There are a variety of ways that this can be 
accomplished. 

First, it may be economically feasible to manually monitor 
all television stations that are of interest, and manually update 
the database with information regarding the work being 
monitored. In fact, Nielsen used such procedures in the early 
1960's for the company to tabulate competitive market data. 
More than one person can be employed to watch the sante 
channel in order to reduce the error rate. It should be noted 
that the recent ruling by the FCC that satellite broadcasters 
such as DirccTV, Distill/ and EcltoStar can carry local sta- 
tions significantly reduces the cost of tonitorng many geo- 
graphic markets. Currently, DirecTb, for example, carries the 
four main local stations in each of the 35 largest markets. 
Thus, these 4.times.35 =140 channels can all be monitored 
from a single site 580. This site would be provided with 
satellite receivers to obtain the television channels. 

Unfortunately, however, humans are error prone and the 
monitoring of many different stations from many different 
geographic locations can be expensive. In order to automate 
the recognition process, a central site 580 could employ a 
computer -based system to perform automatic recognition. 
Because the recognition is centralized, only one or a few sites 
are needed. This is in comparison with the first architecture 
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we described in which a complete recognition system was 
required in every user's honte or premise. This centralization 
makes it more economic to employ more expensive comput- 
ers, perhaps even special purpose hardware, and more sophis- 
ticated software algorithms. When video frames or clips can- 
not be identified or arc considered ambiguous, this video can 
be quickly passed to human viewers to identify. Further. it 
should be possible for the automated recognition system to 
use additional information such as television schedules, time 

to of day, etc in order to improve its recognition rate. 

§4.2.2.1.2 Exemplary Techniques for Generating 
Queries Based on Extra-Work Information 

is 
At the audience member (user) premises, all that is needed 

is for the device to send a query to a database-server with 
information that includes extra -work information, such as 
geographic location, tinte and channel. Usually, this extra- 

20 
work information would betransmitted inreal -time, while the 
work (e.g., an advertisement) is being broadcast. However, 
this is not necessary. If the television does not have access to 
the Internet, and most TVs do not yet, then an audience 
member (user) may simply remember or record which chan- 

25 nel he or she was viewing at what tine. In fact, the user device 
could store this information for later retrieval by the user. At 
a convenient later tinte, the user might access the Internet 
using a home PC. At this time, he or she can query the 
database by entering this extra -work information (e.g., 

30 together with geographic information) into an application 
program or a web browser plug -in. 

?mother possibility is allowing an audience member (user), 
at the time he or she is consuming (e.g., viewing, reading, 
listening to, etc.) the work, to enter query information into a 

35 handheld personal digital assistant ( "PDA ") such as a Palm 
Pilot, so as not to forget it. This information can then be 
manually transferred to a device connected to a network, or 
the information can be transferred automatically using, for 
example, infrared communications or via a physical link such 

40 as a cradle. Recently, PDAs also have some wireless network- 
ing capabilities built in, and thus might support direct access 
to the information desired. Fusilier, software is available that 
allows a Palm Pilot or other PDA to function as a TV remote 
control device. As such, the PDA already knows the time of 

45 day and channel being viewed. It also probably knows the 
location of the audience member, since most PDA users 
include their own name and address in the PDA's phonebook 
and identify it as their own. Thus, with one ora few clicks, an 
audience member PDA user could bookmark the television 

50 content he or she is viewing. If the PDA is networked, thenthe 
PDA can, itself, retrieve the associated information immedi- 
ately. Otherwise, the PDA can transfer this hookmarkcd data 
to a networked device, which can then provide access to the 
central database. 

55 

§4.2.2.2 Exemplary Architectures 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a fourth embodiment 
of the present invention, in which extra -work information is 

6o used to identify the work. As shown, an extra -work informa- 
tion aggregation operation 540a may be effected on a device 
610, such as a PC, at the audience member (user) premises. 
The various databases 510a, 530a, and 110e, as well as the 
database generation operation(s) 520a/538a, the lookup 

65 operation(s) 550e and the work- associated information 
lookup operation(s) 560a may be provided at one or more 
centralized monitoring and query resolution centers 640. 
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FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a fifth embodiment of 

the present invention, in which extra -work information is 

used to identify die work. This fifth embodiment is similar to 

the fourth embodiment illustrated in FIG. 6 but here, the 
monitoring center 740a and query resolution center 740h are 5 

sep a ra te. 
These embodiments have many advantages for television 

and radio broadcasters who desire to provide Internet links or 
other action. First, the audience member (user) equipment 
whether it is a computer, set -top -box, television, radio, 
remote control, personal digital assistant (pda), cell phone or 
other device, does not need to perfora i any processing of the 
received signal. As such, there is almost uo cost involved to 
equipment manufacturers. 

These last embodiments have some similarity with ser- is therefore take advantage of tlus configuration. 
vices such as those provided by the companies Real Names of As previously noted, personal digital assistants (PDAs) can 

be used to record the identification information. This infor- 
mation can then he transferred to a device with a network 
communication such as a PC. However, increasingly, PDAs 

20 will already have wireless network communication capabili- 
ties built -in, as with the Palm VII PDA. These devices will 
allow immediate communication with the query resolution 
center and all information will be downloaded to them or they 
can participate in facilitating an e-commerce transaction. 

25 Similarly, wireless telephones am increasingly offering web - 
enabled capabilities. Consequently, wireless phones could be 
programmed to act as a user interface. 

New devices can also be envisaged, including a universal 
remote control for home entertainment systems with a LCD 

30 or other graphical display and a network connection. This 
connection may bet wireless or the remote control might have 
a phone jack that allows it to be plugged directly into an 
existing phone line. As home networks begin to be deployed, 
such devices can be expected to communicate via an inex- 

35 pensive interface to the home network and from there to 

access the Internet. 
In many homes, it is not uncommon for a computer and 

television to be used simultaneously, perhaps in the same 
room. A person watching television could install a web 

40 browser plug -in or applet that would ask the user to identify 
his location and the station being watched. Then, periodically, 
every 20 seconds for example, the plug -in would update a list 
of web addresses that are relevant to the television programs 
being watched, including the conanercials. The audience 

45 member would then simply click on the web address of inter- 
est to obtain further information. This has the advantage that 
the viewer does not have to guess the relevant address asso- 
ciated with a commercial and, in fact, can he directed to a 

more specialized address, such as www.fordvehicles.com/ 
50 ibv /tausms2kflash/flash.html, rather than the generic 

www.ford.com site. Of course, this applet or plug -in could 
also provide the database entity with information regarding 
what is being accessed from where and at what time. This 
information, as noted earlier, is valuable to advertisers and 

18 
recognition process, they do not exclusively rely on this. The 
concept of resolving a site name by recognizing the content is 

absent from the above systems. 

§4.23 Exemplary Apparatus for Audience Member 
(User) Premise Device 

While personal computers may be the primary computa- 
tional device at a user's location, it is not essential to use a PC. 

10 This is especially true of the embodiments depicted in FIGS. 
6 and 7, which do not require thecontent, e.g. video signal, to 

be processed. Instead, only a unique set of identification 
parameters such as time, location and channel are provided to 

identify the perceived Work. Many foots of devices can 

Redwood City, Calif., America Online ("AOL") and espe- 
cially iTag from Xenote. The popular press has reported on 
the difficulties associated with assigning domain names. The 
simplest of these problems is that almost all the one -word 
names in the ".corn" category have been used, Consequently, 
domain names canoften be difficult to remember. To alleviate 
this problem, RealNames and AOL provide alternative, pro- 
prietary name spaces (AOL calls these keywords). For a fee, 
a company may register a name with these companies. Thus, 
rather than type the URL http: / /www.bell- labs.com, the 
simple keyword "bell" might be sufficient to access the same 
Web site. These capabilities are convenient to users. How- 
ever, these systems are very different from the fourth and fifth 
embodiments described, First, and foremost, these systems 
are not designed to identify content, Rather, they are simply 
alternative network address translation systems based on eas- 
ily remembered mnemonics which are sold to interested cons- 
panies.As such, the user is still expected to type in an address, 
but this address is easier to remember than the equivalent 
URL. In contrast, while a user may manually enter the infor- 
mation describing the work, the preferred embodiment is for 
the computer, set -top -box or other device to automatically 
generate this information, Further, the mapping of keywords 
to network addresses is an arbitrary mapping maintained by 
AOL or Real Names. For example, the keyword "hell" might 
just as reasonably point to the Web site for Philadelphia's 
Liberty Bell as to Lucent's Bell Labs. In contrast, the query 
used in the fourth and fifth embodiments is designed to con- 
tain all the necessary data to identify the work, e.g. the time, 
place and television channel during which the work was 
broadcast. There is nothing arbitrary about this mapping. It 

should also he pointed out that the proposed system is 
dynamic -the same work, e.g. a commercial, potentially has 
an infinite number of addresses depending on when and 
where it is broadcast. If an advertisement airs 100,000 unique 
times, then there are 100,000 different queries that uniquely 
identify it. Moreover, the exemplary query includes naturally 
occurring information such as tithe, place, channel or page 
number. This is not the case for AOL or RealNames, which 55 broadcasters. For PC's that have infra -red communication 
typically assigns one or more static keywords to the address capabilities, it is straightforward to either control the home 

of a Web site. entertainment center from the PC or for the PC to decode the 

Xenote's iTag system is designed to identify radio broad- signals from a conventional remote control. Thus, as a user 

casts and uses a query similar to that which may he used in the changes channels. the PC is able to automatically track the 

fourth and fifth embodiments, i.e. time and station inform- 60 channel changes. 
tion. However, the work identification information is not Recording devices such as analog VCRs and newer digital 

dynamically constructed but is instead based on detailed pro- recording devices can also be exploited in the embodiments 

gram scheduling that radio stations must provide it. As such, depicted in FIGS. 6 and 7, especially if device also record the 

it suffers from potential errors in scheduling and requires the channel and time information for the recorded content. When 

detailed cooperation of broadcasters. While the fourth and 65 a user initiates a query, the recorded time and channel, rather 
Hit embodiments might choose to use program scheduling than the current time and channel, then form part of the 

information and other ancillary information to aid in the identification information. 
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Digital set -top -boxes are also expected to exploit the capa- 
bilities described herein. In particular, such devices will have 
two -way communication capabilities and may even include 
cable modem capabilities of course, the two -way communi- 
cation need not be over a television cable. For example, 
satellite set-top -boxes provide up -link communications via a 
telephone connection. Clearly, such devices provide a conve- 
nient location to enable the services described herein. More- 
over, such services can be provided as part of the OpenCable 
and DOCSIS (data over cable service interface specification) 

20 
stage, all television programming must be assumed to be 
commercials. As such, all video frames must be analyzed. 
Tlhe advantage of detemhining the presence of a commercial is 
that less video content must be processed. Since the percent- 

s age of advertising time is relatively small, this can lead to 
considerable savings. For example, commercials can he buff- 
ered and then subsequently processed while the television 
show is being broadcast. 'This reduces the real -time require- 
ments of a system at the expense of buffering, which requires 

io memory or disk space. Of course, for the applications envi- 
initiatives. sionedherein, a real -timeresponse to a userrequiresreal -time 

processing. 
Once it is determined that an advertisement is being broad- 

cast, it is necessary to analyze the video frames. Typically, a 
is compact representation of each frame is extracted. This vec- 

Some embodiments consistent wit the present invention tor might be a pseudo -random sample of pixels frein the 
provide a computer -implemented method, apparatus, orcom- frame or a low -resolution copy of the frame or the average 
puter- executable progmm for providing information about an intensities of n.times.n blocks of pixels. It might also he a 
audio file or (a video file) played on a device. Such embodi- frequency -based decomposition of the signal, such as pro- 
ments might (a) extract features front the audio (or video) file. 20 duced by the Fourier, Fourier-Mellin, wavelet and or discrete 
(h) communicate the features to a database, and(c) receive the cosine transforms. It might involve principal component 
information about the audio (or video) file from the database. analysis or any combination thereof. The recognition litera- 
In some embodiments consistent with the present invention, turecontains many different representations. For block -based 
the act of extracting the features is performed by a micropro- methods, the n.times.n blocks may be located at pseudo - 
cessor of the device, and/or a digital signal processor of the 25 random locations in each frame or might have a specific 
device. The received infnmation might he rendered on an structure, e.g. a complete tiling of the frame. The feature 
output (e.g., a monitor. a speaker, etc.) of the device. The vector might then be composed of the pixels in each block or 
received information might be stored (e.g., persistently) some property of each block, e.g. the average intensity or a 
locally on the device. The information might be stored on a Fourier or other decomposition of the block. The object of the 
disk, or non- volatile memory. 30 vector extraction stage is to obtain a more concise represen- 

In some of the embodiments pertaining to audio files, the talion of the frame. Each frame is initially composed of 
audio file might be an mp3 file or some other digital repre- 480.tinnes.720 pixels which is equivalent to 345,600 bytes, 
sentation of an audio signal. The information might include a assuming one byte per pixel. In comparison, the feature vec- 
song title, ana lbum title, and/or a performer name. tor might only consist of l Kbyte of data. For example, if each 

In some of the embodiments pertaining to video files, the 35 frame is completely tiled with 16.times.l6 blocks, then the 
video file might be an MPEG file or some other digital rep- number of blocks per frame is 345,600/256 =1350. If the 
resentation of a video signal. The video file might be a video average intensity of each block constitutes the feature vector, 
work, and the information might include a title of the video then the feature vector consists of 1350 bytes, assuming 8 -bit 
work, a director of the video work, and names of performers precision for the average intensity values. Alternatively, 100 
in the video work. 40 16.times.16 blocks can be pseudo -randomly located on each 

frame of the video. For each of these 100 blocks, the find 10 
DCT coefficients can be determined. The feature vector then 
consists of the I00.times.10-1000 DCT coefficients. Many 

An example illustrating operations of an exemplary other variations are also possible. In many media applica- 
embodiment of the present invention, that uses intra -work 45 tions, the content possesses strong temporal and spatial cor- 
information to identify the work, is provided in §4.3.I. Then, relations.If necessary, these correlations can be eliminated or 
an example illustrating operations of an exemplary embodi- substantially reduced by pre -processing the content with a 
nient of the present invention, that uses extra-work infoma- whitening filter. 
tion to identify the work, is provided in §4.3.2. A second purpose of the feature extraction process is to 

50 acquire a representation that is robust or invariant to possible 
§4.3.1 Operational Example where Intra -Work noise or distortions that a signal might experience. For 

Information is Used to Identify the Work example, frames of a television broadcast may experience a 
small amount of jitter, i.e. horizontal and or vertical transla- 

A generic system for monitoring television commercials is tion, or may undergo lossy compression such as MPEG -2. It 
now described. Obviously, the basic ideas extend beyond this 55 is advantageous, trough not essential, that these and other 
specific application. processes do not adversely affect the extracted vectors. 

The process of recognition usually begins by recognizing Each frame's feature vector is then compared with a data- 
the start of a commercial. This can be accomplished by look- base of known feature vectors. These known vectors have 
ing for black video frames before and alter a commercial. Ifa previously been entered into a content recognition database 
number of black frames are detected and subsequently a to together with a unique identifier. If a frame's vector matches 
similar number are detected 30 seconds later, then there is a a known vector, then the commercial is recognized. Of 
good chance that a commercial has aired and that others will course, there is the risk that the match is incorrect. 'this type 
follow. It is also well known than the average sound volume of error is known as a falsepositive. Thefalse positiverate can 
during commercials is higher than that for television shows be reduced to any desired value, but at the expense of the false 
and this too can beused as an indicator of a commercial. Other 65 negative rate.A false negative occurs when a frame's vectoris 
methods can also be used. The need to recognize the begin- not matched to the database even though the advertisement is 
ning of a commercial is not essential. However, without this present in the database. There are several reasons why a 
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frame's feature vector may fail to match. First, the recogni- information and other information sources. As these methods 

tion system may not be capable of 100% accuracy. Second, improve in accuracy, it is expected that they will replace 

the extracted vector will contain noise as a result of the manual identification and annotation. 
transmission process. This noise may alter the values of a The recognition system described can be considered to be 
feature vector to the extent that a match is no longer possible. 5 a form of nearest neighbor search in a high dimensional 
Finally, there is the case when the observed commercial is feature space. This problem has been very well studied and is 
not yet present in the database. In this case, it is necessary to known to be very difficult as the dimensionality of the vectors 
store the commercial and pass it (e.g., to a person) for ides- increases.A number of possible data structures are applicable 
lification and subsequent entry in the database. including kd -trees and vantage point trees. 'These data stirne- 

It is important lo realize that the maiching ofextracted and to tues and associated search algorithms organize a N -point 
known vectors is not equivalent to looking up a word in an dataset (N= 90,000,000 in out previous example) so that sub- 
electronic dictionary. Since the extracted vectors contain 

linear time searches can be performed on average. However, 
noise or distortions, binary search is often not possible. 
Instead, a statistical comparison is often trade between an worst- case canbeconsiderably longer. Recently, 

extracted vector and each stored vector. Common statistical is Ynanilos proposed an excluded middle vantage point forest 

measures include linear correlation and related measures for nearest neighbor search. See, e.g., theYimnilos reference. 

such as correlation coefficient, but other methods can also he This data structure guarantees sub -linear worst -case search 

used. including clustering techniques. See, e.g., the Duda and times, but where the search is now for a nearest neighbor 

Hart reference. These measures provide a statistical measure within a fixed radius, tau. The fixed radius search means that 

of the confidence of the match. A threshold can be estab- 20 if the database contains a vector that is within .tau. of the 

fished, usually based on the required false positive and nega- query, then there is a match. Otherwise, no match is found. In 

five rates, such that if the correlation output exceeds this contrast, traditional vantage point trees will always return a 

threshold, then the extracted and known vectors are said to nearest neighbor, even if the distance between the neighbor 

match. and the query is very large. In these cases, if the distance 

If binary search was possible, then a database containingN 25 between the query and the nearest neighbor exceeds a thresh - 
vectors would require at most log(N) comparisons. However, old, then they are considered not to match. This is precisely 

in current advertisement monitoring applications there is no what the excluded middle vantage point forest implicitly 
discussion of efficient search methods. Thus, a linear search does. 
of all N entries may be performed, perhaps halting the search Using an excluded middle vantage point forest, will allow 

when the first match is found. On average, this will require 30 accurate real -time recognition of 100,000 broadcasted adver- 
N/2 comparisons. If N is large, this can be computationally tisements. 'Ibis entails constructing an excluded middle van - 

expensive. Consider a situation in which one out of 100,000 tage point forest based on feature vectors extracted from say 

possible commercials is to be identified. Each 30- second 90,000,000 frames of video. Of course, using some form of 
commercial consists of 900 video frames. If all 900 frames pre -filtering that eliminates a large number of redundant 

are stored in the database, then N=90,000,000. Even if only is frames or frames that are not considered to he good unique 
every 10.sup.th video frame is stored in the database, its size identifiers can reduce this number. One such pre -filter would 

is still nine million. While databases of this size are now be to only examine the 1 -frames used when applying MPEG 
common, they rely of efficient search to access entries, i.e.. compression. However, this is unlikely to reduce the work 

they do not perform a linear search. A binary search of a identification database (WID) size by more than one order of 
90,000.000 -item database requires less than 20 comparisons. 40 magnitude. Assuming I O channels are monitored in each of 
In contrast, a linear search will require an average of 45 ,000. 50 geographic regions, then the query rate is 

000! 15,000= 10.times.50.times.30 queries per second. 
With 9 million entries, if each vector is 1 Kbyte, then the 

storage requirement is 9 Gigabytes. Disk drives with this §4.3.2 Operational Example where Extra -Work 

capacity are extremely cheap at this time. However, if the 45 Information is Used to Identify the Work 

database must reside in memory due to real -tine require- 
ments, then This still represents a substantial memory require- 

ment by today's standards. One reason that the data may need 
to be stored in memory is because of the real -time require- 

ments of the database. If 10 channels are being simulta- 
neously monitored within each of 50 geographic areas, then 
there will be 15,000 queries per second to the content recog- 
nition database, assuming each and every frame is analyzed. 
This query rate is low. However, if a linear search is per- 

formed then 675 billion comparisons per second will be 
required. This is an extremely high computational rate by 

today's standards. Even if only key frames are analyzed, this 

is unlikely to reduce the computational rate by more than an 

order of magnitude. 
If an advertisement is not recognized, then typically, the 

remote monitoring system will compress the video and trans- 

mit it back to a central office. Here, the clip is identified and 

added to the database and the remote recognition sites are 

subsequently updated. Identification and annotation may be 

performed manually. However, automatic annotation is also 

possible using optical character recognition software on each 

frame ofvideo, speech recognition software, close captioning 

FIG. 8 depicts a satellite television broadcast system 800, 

though cable and traditional broadcast modes are also appli- 
cable. Block810 represents audience members (users) watch - 

50 ing a TV channel in their home, which also has a connection 
812 to the Internet 820. Other networks are also possible. The 
satellite broadcasts are also being monitored by one or more 
television monitoring centers 840a. These centers 840e may 
monitor all or a subset of the television channels being broad - 

55 cast. They are not restricted to nionitorlisg satellite TV broad- 
casts but may also monitor cable and traditional terrestrial 
broadcasts. The primary purpose of these monitoring centers 
840e is to identify the works being broadcasted. Of particular 
interest are television advertisements. However, other works, 

60 or portions thereof, may also he identified. Each time a new 

segment of a work is identified, the monitoring system or 
systems 840e update one or more database centers 840b, 
informing then of the time, place, channel and identity of the 
identified segment. The segment may be a complete thirty 

65 second commercial or, more likely, updates will occur more 
frequently, perhaps at a rate of 1 update per second per chan- 
nel per geographic location. The database center 840b 
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updates its database so that queries can be efficiently 
responded to in sub -linear time. 

The database centers 8406 can use traditional database 

technology. In general, the query search initiated by an audi- 
ence member is not a nearest neighbor search but can he a 

classical textual scamp proccduresuch asa binary search. The 
nearest neighbor search is appropriate for the monitoring 
sub- system 840a. The database centers 840b are continually 
updated as well new advertisement, television show or por- 
tion thereof is recognized. Standard updating algorithms can 

be used. However, random new entries to the database are 

unlikely. Rather, each new entry, or set of entries, denotes a 

new time segment that is later than all previously inserted 
items. As such, each new entry can be appended to the end of 
the database while still maintaining an ordered data structure 
that is amenable to binary and other efficient search tech- 

niques.lf Iwo entries have the same time in their time field, 
items can be aortal based on secondary fields such as the 

channel and geographic location, as depicted in FIG. 9. Since 

the number of such entries will be relatively small compared 
with the entire database, it may be sufficient to simply create 

a linear linked list of such entries, as depicted in FIG. 9. Of 
course, the size of the database is constantly increasing. As 

such, it may become necessary to have several levels of stor- 

age and caching. Given the envisaged application. most user 

queries will be for recent entries. Thus, the database may keep 

the last hours worth of entries in memory. If there is one entry 
per second for each of 100 channels in 100 geographic loca- 
tions, this would correspond to 

3600.times. 100.times.100= 36,000,000 entries which is eas- 

ily accommodated in main memory. Entries that are older 
than one hour may be stored on disk and entries older than one 

week may be archived (e.g., backed up on tape) for example. 

The entries to this database can include time, location and 

channel information together with a unique identifier that is 

provided by the monitoring system. Of course, additional 
fields for each entry are also possible. 

When a user query is received, the time, channel and geo- 

graphic information are used to retrieve the corresponding 
unique identifier that is then used to access a second database 

that contains information associated with the identified work. 
An entry 1000 in this second database is depicted in FIG. 

10, which shows that associated with the unique identifier 
1010, the name of a product 1020, a product category 1030, 
the manufacturer 1040 and the commercial's associated web 

site 1050. Many other data fields 1060 are also possible. Such 
additional fields may include fields that indicate what action 
should be taken on behalf of the requesting user. Example 
actions include simply redirecting a request to an associated 

Web site, or initiating an e-commerce transaction or provid- 
ing an associated telephone number that may be automati- 
cally dialed if the querying device is a cell phone or display- 
ing additional information to the user. This database is likely 
to be updated much less frequently, perhaps only as often as 

once or twice a day, as batches of new advertisements are 

added to the system.Altematively, it might beupdated as each 

new advertisement is added to the system. 

An audience member (user) 810 watching a television 
commercial for example may react to the advertisement by 

initiating a query to the database center 840h. The device 
whereby the user initiates the query might be a television or 

set-top -box remote control, or a computer or a wireless PDA 
or a (WAP- enabled) cell phone or a specialized device. Typi- 
cally, the query will occur during the airing of the commercial 
or a shortly thereafter. However, the time between the broad- 
casting of the advertisement and the time of the associated 

query is not critical and can, in some instances be much 

24 
longer. For example, the audience member might bookmark 
the query infomtation in a device such as a PDA or a special- 

ized device similar to those developed by Xenote fortheirltag 
radio linking. Later, the audience member may transmit the 

s query to the databasecenter 8406.' Ibis might happen hours or 

even days later. 

The query contains information that the database center 

840b uses to identify the work being viewed. This informa- 

tion might include the time and place where the audience 
io member was, together with the channel being viewed. Other 

identifying information is also possible. The query may also 

contain additional information that may be used to facilitate 
the user's transaction and will include die return address of 

is the user. For example, if the user is intending to order a pizza 

after seeing a Pizza Hut advertisement. the query may also 

contain personal information including his or her identity, 

street address and credit card information. 
When the database center 8406 receives a query, data in the 

20 query is used to identify the work and associated information. 
A number of possible actions are possible at this point. First, 

the database center 8406 may simply function as a form of 
proxy server, mapping the audience member's initial query 

into a web address associated with the advertisement. In this 

25 case, the audience member will be sent to the corresponding 
Web site. The database center 8406 may also send additional 
data included in die initial query to this Web site 850 in order 
to facilitate an e- commerce transaction between the audience 

member and the advertiser. In some cases, this transaction 

30 will not be direct, but may be indirect via a dealer or third 
party application service provider. Thus, for example, though 

an advertisement by Ford Motor Company may air nationally, 
viewers may be directed to different Web sites for Ford deal- 
erships depending on both the audience member's and the 

35 dealerships' geographic locations. In other cases, advertisers 

may have contracted with the database center8406 to provide 
e- commerce capabilities. This latter arrangement has the 
potential to reduce the amount of traffic directed over the 

public hnemet, restricting it, instead to a private network 
40 associated with the owner of the database center. 

If the audience member (user) is not watching live televi- 
sionbut is instead watching a taped and therefore time-shifted 
copy, then additional processes are needed. For the new gen- 

eration of digital video recorders, irrespective of the record - 
45 ing media (tape or disk), it is likely to be very easy to include 

information identifying the location of the recorder, as well as 

the time and channel recorded. Location information can be 

provided to the recorder during the setup and installation 
process, for example. Digital video recorders, such as those 

50 currently manufactured by TIVO ofAlviso, Calif. or Replay 
Tv of Santa Clara, Calif. have a network connection via 
telephone, which can then send the query of an audience 

member to the database center 840b using the recorded rather 
than the current information. 

55 In cases where query inlbmmtion has not been recorded, it 
is still possible to initiate a successful query. However, in this 

case, it may be necessary to extract the feature vector from the 

work of interest and send this information to the monitoring 
center 840e where die feature vector can he identified. This 

fin form of query is computationally more expensive but the 

relative number of such queries compared to those sent to the 

database centers 8406 is expected to be small. It should also 

be noted that the physical separation of the monitoring and 

database centers, depicted in FIGS. 6 and 7, is not crucial to 

65 operation of the system and simply serves to more clearly 
separate the different functionality present in the overall sys- 

tem configuration. 
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Although the implementation architectures described tures of the first electronic work is obtained from at least one 

above focus on the television media, it is apparent that the ofa set -top -box, a video recorder, a cell phone, a computer, or 

present invention is applicable to audio, print and other a portable device that stores commercial transaction data, and 

media. wherein the action information comprises a commercial 
5 transaction, and the method further comprises: 

electronically performing the commercial transaction 
using the stored commercial transaction data. 

None of the embodiments of the invention require modifi- 9.'17íe computer -implemented method of claim 1, wherein 
cation to the work or content, i.e., no active signal is embed- at least one of the first electronic work or the extracted lea- 
ded. Consequently, there is no change to the production pro- no tures of the first electronic work is obtained from at least one 
cesses. More importantly, from a user perspective, ofa set- top- box, a video recorder, a cell phone. a computer, or 

deployment of this system need not suffer from poor initial a portable device, and wherein the action information conn- 

coverage. Provided the database is sufficiently comprehen- prises commercial transaction data, and the method further 
sive, early adopters will have comprehensive coverage inane- comprises: 
diately. Thus, there is less risk that the consumer will perceive 1s electronically performing the commercial transaction 
that the initial perfomiance of the deployed system is poor. through the at least one of a set -top -box, a video 

Further, the present invention permits statistics to be gathered recorder, a cell phone, a computer, or a portable device 
that measure users' responses to content. This infomation is using the commercial transaction data. 
expected to he very useful to advertisers and publishers and 10. The computer- implemented method of claim 8, 

broadcasters. 20 wherein the stored commercial transaction data comprises at 

What is claimed is: least one of a purchaser's name, a purchaser's address, or 

1. A computer- implemented method comprising: credit card information. 
(a) maintaining, by a computer system including at least II. The computer -implemented method of claim I, 

one computer, a database comprising: wherein the action comprises at least one of directing a user to 

(1) first electronic data related to identification of one or 2$ a website related to the first electronic work, initiating an 

more reference electronic works; and e-commerce transaction, or dialing a phone number. 

(2) second electronic data related to action infomiation 12. The computer -implemented method of claim 1, 

comprising an action to perform corresponding to wherein the action comprises providing and/or displaying 

each of the one or more reference electronic works; additional information in association with the first electronic 
(b) obtaining, by the computer system, extracted features 30 work. 

ofa first electronic work; 13. A computer -implemented method comprising; 

(c) identifying, by the computer system, the first electronic (a) maintaining, by a computer system, one or more data - 

work by comparing the extracted features of the first bases comprising: 
electronic work with the first electronic data in the data- (1) first electronic data comprising a first digitally cre- 

base using a non-exhaustive neighbor search; 3s ated compact electmnic representation of one or more 

(d) determining, by the computer system, the action infer- reference electronic works; and 

Illation corresponding to the identified first electronic (2) second electronic data related to an action, the action 

work based onthe second electronic data in the database; comprising providing and/or displaying an advertise- 

and ment corresponding to each of the one or more refer - 

(e) associating, by the computer system, the determined 40 ence electronic works; 

action infomation with the identified first electronic (b) obtaining, by the computer system, a second digitally 
work. created compact electronic representation ofa first eke- 

2. The computer -implemented method of claim 1, wherein tronic work; 
the step of obtaining comprises receiving the first electronic (c) identifying, by the computer system, a matching refer- 

work and extracting the extracted features from the first elec- 45 ence electronic work that matches the first electronic 

tropic work. work by comparing the first electronic data with the 

3. The computer -implemented method of claim 2, wherein second digitally created compact electmnic representa- 

the first electronic work is received from at least one of a Lion using a non -exhaustive neighbor search; 

set- top -box, a video recorder, a cell phone, a computer, or a (d) determining, by the computer system, the action corre- 

portable device. 50 sponding to the matching reference electronic work 

4. The computer -implemented method of claim 1, wherein based on the second electronic data in the database; and 

the step of obtaining comprises receiving the extracted fea- (e) associating, by the computer system, the determined 

tures. action with the first electronic work. 

5. The computer-implemented method of claim 4, wherein 14. The computer -implemented method of claim 13, 

the extracted features are received from at least one of a 55 wherein the action furtherconmprises providing a link to a site 

set -top -box, a video recorder, a cell phone, a computer, or a on the World Wide Web associated with the advertisement. 

portable device. 15. The computer -implemented method of claim 13, 

6. The computer -implemented method of claim 1, wherein wherein the action further comprises electronically register - 

the step of obtaining comprises receiving the tint electronic ing a user with at least one ofa service or product related to 

work and the extracted features of the first electmnic work. to the advertisement. 
7. The computer-implemented method of claim 6, wherein 16. The computer -implemented method of claim 13, 

the first electronic work and the extracted features of the first wherein the action finrthercomprises electronically providing 

electronic work are received from at least one of a set -top- at least one of a coupon or a certificate related to the adver- 

box, a video recorder, a cell phone, a computer, or a portable tisement. 
device. 65 17. The computer -implemented method of claim 13, 

8. The computer- implemented method of claim I, wherein wherein the action further comprises automatically dialing a 

at least one of the first electronic work or the extracted fea- telephone number associated with the advertisement. 
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18. The computer -implemented method of claim 13, 

wherein the action further comprises collecting competitive 

market research data related to the advertisement. 
19. The computer- implemented method of claim 13, 

wherein the action further comprises purchasing a product or 

service related to the advertisement. 
20. The computer -implemented method of claim 13, 

wherein the action further comprises allowing a fuser to inter- 

act with a broadcast related to the advertisement. 
21. The computer -implemented method of claim 1, further 

comprising the step of transmitting, by the computer system, 

the determined action as associated with the first electronic 

work. 
22. The computer- implemented method of claim 1, 

wherein the one or more electronic works comprise at least 

one of a video work, an audio work, or an image work. 

23. The computer -implemented method of claim 1, 

wherein the method further comprises the additional steps of: 

(f) obtaining, by the computer system, second extracted 

features of a second electronic work; 
(g) searching, by the computer system, for an identification 

of the second electronic work by comparing the second 

extracted features of the second electronic work with the 

first electronic data in the database using a non-exhaus- 
tive neighbor search; and 

(h) determining, by the computer system, that the second 

electronic work is not identified based on results of the 

searching step. 
24. The computer -implemented method of claim 13, 

wherein the method flutter comprises the additional steps of: 

(1) obtaining, by the computer system, second extracted 
features of a second electronic work to be identified: 

(g) searching, by the computer system, foram identification 
of the second electronic work by comparing the second 

28 
26. The computer -implemented method of claim 25, 

wherein the one or more computer readable media have 

stored thereon further computer instructions for carrying out 

the additional steps of: 

s (f) obtaining, by the computer system, a third digitally 
created compact electronic representation comprising 
an extracted feature vector of a second electronic work; 

(g) searching, by the computer system, for a matching 
reference electronic work that matches the second elec- 

tronic work by comparing the third digitally created 

compact electronic representation of the second elec- 

tronic work with the first electronic data in the database 
using a non -exhaustive neighbor search; and 

(h) determining, by the computer system, that a matching 

is 
reference electronic work that matches the second elec- 

tronic work does not exist based on results of the search- 
ing step. 

27. The method of claim 13, wherein the extracted feature 

is extracted using frequency based decomposition. 

'o 
28. The computer- implemented method of claim 13, 

wherein the extracted feature is extracted using principal 

component analysis. 
29. The computer -implemented method of claim 13, 

wherein the extracted feature is extracted using temporal 

25 
sequence of feature vectors. 

30. The computer -implemented method of claim 13, 

wherein the first electronic work is obtained from a first user 

device that is at least one of a set- top -box, a video recorder, a 

cell phone, a computer, or a portable device, and wherein the 

30 
action information comprises a commercial transaction, and 

the method further comprises: 
electronically performing the commercial transaction 

using commercial transaction data obtained using the 

first user device. 

extracted features of the secmd electronic work wills the .1s 
31. Time computer -implemented method of claim 30, 

wherein the commercial transaction data comprises at least 
first electronic data in the database using a non- exhaus- 

tive neighbor search; and 
(It) determining, by the computer system, that the second 

electronic work is not identified based on results of the 

searching step. 
25. A computer -implemented method comprising the steps 

of: 
(a) maintaining, by a computer system, one or more data- 

bases comprising: 
(1) first electronic data comprising a first digitally cre- 

ated compact electronic representation comprising an 

extracted feature vector of one or more re Terence elec- 

tronic works; and 
(2) second electronic data related to action information, 

the action information comprising an action to per- 

form corresponding to each of the one or more refer- 

ence electronic works; 
(b) obtaining, by the computer system, a second digitally 

created compact electronic representation comprising 

an extracted feature vector of a first electronic work; 

(c) identifying, by the computer system, a matching refer- 

ence electronic work that matches the first electronic 

work by comparing the first electronic data with the 

second digitally creased compact electronic representa- 
tion of the first electronic work using a non -exhaustive 

neighbor search; 
(d) determining, by the computer system, the action infor- 

mation corresponding to the matching reference elec- 

tronic work based on the second electronic data in the 

database; and 
(c) associating, by the computer system, the determined 

action information with the first electronic work. 

one of a purchaser's name, a purchaser's address, or credit 

card information. 
32. The computer- implemented method of claim 13, 

wherein the extracted features of the first electronic work are 

obtained from a first user device that is at least one of a 

set-top -box, a video recorder, a cell phone, a computer, or a 

portable device that stores commercial transaction data, and 

wherein the action infonnation comprises a conmmercial 

45 
transaction, and the method further comprises: 

electronically performing the commercial transaction 

using commercial transaction data obtained using the 

first user device. 
33. The computer -implemented method of claim 32, 

so 
wherein the commercial transaction data comprises at least 

one of a purchaser's name, a purchaser's address, or credit 

card information. 
34. The computer -implemented method of claim 13, fur- 

ther comprising the step of transmitting, by the computer 

55 
system, the detemnined action information as associated with 

the first electronic identified work. 
35. The computer -implemented method of claim 13, 

wherein the one or more electronic works comprise at least 

one of a video work, an audio work, or an image work. 

36. The computer-implemented method of claim 25, Mr- 
60 

then comprising the step of transmitting, by the computer 
system, the determined action information as associated with 

the first electronic identified work. 
37. The computer- implemented method of claim 35, 

65 
wherein the one or more electronic works comprise at least 

one of a video work, an audio work, or an image work. 
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SYSTEM FOR USING EXTRACTED 
FEATURES FROMAN ELECTRONIC WORK 

§0. RELATED APPLICATIONS 

In the context of e- commerce, viewers could request dis- 
count vouchers or coupons for viewed products that are 
redeemable at the point of purchase. E- commerce applica- 
tions also extend beyond advertisements. It is now common 

s for television shows to include product placements. For 

The present application is a continuation of U.S patent example, an actor might drink a Coke rather than a Pepsi 

application Ser. No. 13/800,573 (incorporated herein by ref- brand of soda actors and actresses might wear designer - 

erence), titled "METHOD FOR TAGGING AN ELEC- labeled clothing such as Calvin Klein, etc. Viewers may wish 

IRONIC MEDIA WORK 'l'O PERFORM AN AC'T'ION," to purchase similar clothing but may not necessarily beable to 

filed on Mar. 13, 2013, and listing Ingemar J. Cox as the 10 identify the designer or the particular style directly from the 

inventor, which is a continuation of U.S. patent application 
show. However, with interactive capabil. ,viewers would 

Ser. No. 13 /338. 079 (incorporated herein by reference), titled 
be able to discover this and other information by going to an 

auto- 
"METHOD F'OR USING EXTRACTED FEAI'UAES 

associated Web site. The link to this Web site can be auto- 
matically enabled using the invention described herein. 

FROM AN ELECTRONIC WORK;" filed on Dec. 27, 2011, is In the context of facilitating audience interaction or par- 
and listing ingeniar J. Cox as the inventor, which is a continu- ticipation, them is much interest in the convergence of tele- 
ation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/977,202 (incor- vision and computers. Convergence encompasses a very wide 
minted herein by reference, issued as U.S. Pat. No.8,205,237 range of capabilities. Although a significant effort is being 
on Jun. 19, 2012), titled "IDENTIFYING WORKS, USING directed to video-on-demand applications, inwhichthere is 

A SUB -LINEAR TIME SEARCH, SUCH AS AN 20 unique video stream for each user of the service, as well as to 

APPROXIMATE NEAREST NEIGHBOR SEARCH, FOR transmitting video signals over the Internet, there is also 

INITIATING A WORK -DASED ACTION, SUCH AS AN interest in enhancing the television viewing experience. To 

AC'T'ION ON THE INTERNET ", filed Oct. 23, 2007, and this end, there have been a number of experiments with inter- 

listing IngemarJ. Cox as the inventor, which is a continuation active television in which viewers can participate in a live 

of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/445,928 (incorporated 25 broadcast. There are a variety of ways in which viewers can 

hereinbyreference, issued as U.S. Pat. No. 8,0/ 0,988 onAug. participate. For example, during game shows, users can 

30,2011), titled "USING FEATURES EXTRACTEDFROM answer the questions and their scores can be tabulated. In 

AN AUDIO AND /OR VIDEO WORK TO OBTAIN INFOR- recent reality -based programming such as theABC television 

MATION ABOUT THE WORK :' filed on Jun. 2, 2006, and game show, `Big Brother", viewers can vote on contestants 

listing Ingemar J. Cox as the inventor, which is a continua- 30 who must leave the show, and be eliminated from die com- 

lion-in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/950,972 petition. 

(incorporated herein by reference, issued as U.S. Pat. No. §1.2.2 Embedding Work Identifying Code or Signals 

7,058,223 on Jun. 6, 2006), titled "IDENTIFYING WORKS within Works 

FOR INITIATING A WORK- BASED.ACTION, SUCH AS Known techniques of linking works delivered via tradi- 

AN.ACTION ON THE INTERNET," filed on Sep. 13, 2001, 35 tional media channels to a more interactive system typically 

and listing Ingemar J. Cox as the inventor, which application require some type of code, used to identify the work, to be 

claims benefit to the filing date of provisional patent applica- inserted into the work before it is delivered via such tradi- 

tion Ser. No. 60/232,618 (incorporated herein by reference), tional media channels. Some examples of such inserted code 

titled "IDENTIFYING AND LINKING TELEVISION, include (i) signals inserted into the vertical blanking interval 

AUDIO. PRINT AND OTHER MEDIA TO THE INTER- 40 ( "VIII ") lines of a (e.g., NTSC) television signal, (ii) water - 

NET", filed on Sep. 14, 2000 and listingingemarJ. Cox as the marks embedded into images, (iii) bar codes imposed on 

inventor. images. and (iv) tones embedded into music. 
The common technical theme of these proposed imple- 

§1. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION mentations is the insertion of visible or invisible signals into 
45 the inedia that can be decoded by a computer. These signals 

§1.1 Field of the Invention can contain a variety of information. In its most direct forni, 

The present invention concerns linking traditional media to the signal may directly encode the URL of the associated Web 

new interactive media, such as that provided over the Internet site. However, since the alphanumeric string has variable 

for example. In particular, the present invention concerns length and is not a particularly efficient coding, it is more 

identifying a work (e.g., content or an advertisement deliv- 50 common to encode a unique ID. The computer then accesses 

ered via print media, or via a radio or television broadcast) a database, which is usually proprietary, and matches the ID 

without the need to modify the work. with the associated web address. This database can be con- 

§1.2 Related Art sidered a form of domain name server, similar to those 

§1.2.1 Opportunities Arising from Linking Works Deliv- already deployed for network addresses. However, in this 
ered Via Some Traditional Media Channel or Conduit to a 55 case, the domain name server is proprietary and the addresses 
More Interactive System are unique ID's. 

The rapid adoption of the Internet and associated World There are two principal advantages to encoding a propri- 

Wide Web has recently spurred interest in linking works, etary identifier into content. First, aspreviously mentioned, it 
delivered via traditional media channels or conduits, to a is a more efficient use of the available bandwidth and second, 

more interactive system, such as the Internet for example. 60 by directing all traffic to a single Web site that contains the 

Basically, such linking can be used to (a) promote commerce, database, a company can maintain control over the technol- 
such as e- commerce, and/or (b) enhance interest in the work ogy and gather useful statistics that may then be sold to 

itself by facilitating audience interaction or participation. advertisers and publishers. 
Commerce opportunities include, for example, facilitating As an example of inserting signals into the vertical blank - 

theplacemettof direct orders for products, providing product 65 ing interval lines of a television signal, RespondTV of San 

coupons, providing further information related to a product, Francisco, Calif. embeds identification information into the 

product placement, etc. vertical blanking interval of the television signal. The VBI is 
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part of the analog video broadcast that is not visible to tele- 
vision viewers. For digital television, it may be possible to 

encode the information in, for example, the motion picture 
experts group ( "MPEG ") header. In the USA, the vertical 
blanking interval is currently used to transmit close- caption - 5 

ing information as well as other information, while in the UK, 

the VBI is usedto transmit teletext information. Although the 

close captioning information is guaranteed to be transmitted 
into the home inAmerica, unfortunately, other information is 

not. This is because ownership of the vertical blanking inter- 10 

val is disputed by content owners, broadcasters and local 

television operators. 
As an example of embedding watermarks into images, 

Digimarc of T alatin, Oreg. embeds watermarks in print 
media. Invisible watermarks are newer than VBI insertion, is 

and have theadvantage of being independent of the method of 
broadcast. Thus, once the information is embedded, it should 
remain readable whether the video is transmitted in NTSC. 
PAL or SECAM analog formats or newer digital formats. It 
should be more reliablethanusing the vertical blanking inter- 20 

val in television applications. Unfortunately, however, water- 

marks still require modification of the broadcast signal which 
is problematic for a number of economic, logistical, legal 

(permission to alter the content is needed) and quality control 
(the content may be degraded by the addition of a watermark) 25 

reasons. 
As an example of imposing bar codes on images, print 

advertisers are currently testing a technology that allows an 
advertisement to he shown to a camera, scanner or bar code 
reader that is connected to a personal computer ( "PC "). The 30 

captured image is then analyzed to determine an associated 
Web site that the PC's browser then accesses. For example, 
GoCode of Draper, Utah embeds small two- dimensional bar 
codes for print advertisements. The latter signal is read by 
inexpensive barcode readers that can he connected to a PC. 35 

AirClic of Blue Bell, Pa. provides a combination of barcode 
and wireless communication to enable wireless shopping 
through print media. A so- called "CueCat" reads bar codes 

printed in conjunction with advertisements and articles in 

Forbes magazine. Similar capabilities are being tested for ao 

television and audio media. 
Machine -readable bar codes are one example of a visible 

signal. The advantage of this technology is that it is very 

mature. However, the fact that the signal is visible is often 
considered a disadvantage since it may detract from the aes- 45 

thetic of the work delivered via a traditional media channel or 
conduit. 

As an example of embedding tones into music, Digital 
Convergence of Dallas, Tex. proposes to embed identification 
codes into audible music tones broadcast with television sig- 50 

nals. 
All the foregoing techniques of inserting code into a work 

can be categorized as active techniques in that they must aller 
the existing signal, whether it is music, print, television or 
other media, such that an identification code is also present. 55 

There are several disadvantages that active systems share. 

First, there are aesthetic or fidelity issues associated with bar 
codes, audible tones and watermarks. More importantly, all 

media musthepmcessed, hefore it is delivered to theend user, 

to contain these active signals. Even ifa system is enthusias- Sn 

tically adopted, the logistics involved with inserting bar codes 

or watermarks into, say every printed advertisement, are for- 

midable. 
Further, even if the rate of adoption is very rapid, it never- 

theless remains true that during the early deployment of the 65 

system, most works will not be tagged. Thus, consumers that 

are early- adopters will find that most media is not identified. 

4 
At best, this is frustrating. At worst, the naive user may 

conclude that the system is not reliable or does not work at all. 

This erroneous conclusion might have a very adverse effect 

on the adoption rate. 
Further, not only must there be modification to the produc- 

tion process, but modifications must also be made to the 

equipment in a user's home. Again, using the example of 
watermarking of print media, a PC must he fitted with a 

camera and watermark detection software must he installed. 
In the case of television, the detection of the identification 
signal is likely to occur at the set -top- box -this is the equip- 
ment provided by the local cable television or satellite broad- 
casting company. In many cases, this may require modifica- 
tions to the hardware, which is likely to be prohibitively 
expensive. For example, the audible tone used by Digital 
Convergence to recognize television content, must be fed 
directly into a sound card in a PC. 'Phis requires a physical 
connection between the television and the PC, which may be 

expensive or at least inconvenient, and a sound card may have 

to he purchased. 
§1.2.3 Unmet Needs 
In view of the foregoing disadvantages of inserting an 

identification code into a work, thereby altering the existing 
signal, there is a need for techniques of identifying a work 
without the need of inserting an identification code into a 

work. Such an identification code can then he used to invoke 
a work -related action, such as work -related commerce meth- 

ods and/or to increase audience interest by facilitating audi- 
ence interaction and/or participation. 

§2. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Some embodiments consistent with the present invention 
provide a computer- implemented method, apparatus, orcom- 
puter -executable programs for linking a media work to an 

action. Such embodiments might (a) extract features from the 
media work, (b) determine an identification of the media 
work based on the features extracted using a sub- linear time 
search, such as an approximate nearest neighbor search for 

example, and (e) determine an action baud on the identifica- 
tion of the media work determined. In some embodiments 
consistent with the present invention, the media work is an 

audio signal. The audio signal might be obtained from a 

broadcast, or an audio file format. In other embodiments 
consistent with the present invention, the media work is a 

video signal. The video signal might he obtained from a 

broadcast, or a video file format. 
In some of the embodiments pertaining to audio files, the 

audio file might be an mp3 file or some other digital repre- 
sentation of an audio signal. The information might include a 

song title, an album title, and /or a performer name. 
In some of the embodiments pertaining to video files, the 

video file might be an MPEG file or some other digital rep- 
resentation of a video signal. The video file might be a video 

work, and the information might include a title of the video 

work, a director of the video work, and names of performers 
in the video work. 

§3. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may 

be performed in accordance with one version of the present 
invention, in which intra-work information is used to identify 
the work. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a first embodiment of 
thepresent invention, in which intra-work information is used 

to identify the work. 
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FIG.3 is a block diagram illustrating a second embodiment 

of the present invention, in which intra -work information is 

used to identify the work. 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating a third embodiment of 

the present invention, in which intra-work information is used 
to identitÿ the work. 

FIG. 5 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may 
be performed in accordance with another version of the 
present invention, in which extra-work information is used to 

identify the work. 
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a fourth embodiment 

of the present invention, in which extra-work information is 

used to identify the work. 
FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a fifth embodiment of 

the present invention, in which extra -work information is 

used to identify the work. 
FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating an environment in 

which the present invention may operate. 
FIG. 9 is an exemplary data structure in which extra -work 

information is associated with a work identifier, 
FIG. 10 is an exemplary data structure including work - 

related actions. 

§4. DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The present invention may involve novel methods, appa- 
ratus and data structures for identifying works without the 
need of embedding signals therein. Once identified, such 
information can he used to determine a work -related action. 
The following description is presented to enable one skilled in 
the art to make and use the invention, and is provided in the 
context of particular embodiments and methods. Various 
modifications to the disclosed embodiments and methods will 
be apparent to those skilled in the art, and the general prin- 
ciples set forth below may be applied to other embodiments, 
methods and applications. Thus, the present invention is not 
intended to be limited to the embodiments and methods 
shown and the inventors regard their invention as the follow- 
ing disclosed methods, apparatus, data structures and any 
other patentable subject matter to the extent that they are 
patentable. 

§4.1 Functions 
The present invention functions to identify a work without 

the need of inserting an identification code into a work. The 
present invention may do so by (i) extracting features from the 
work to define a feature vector, and (ii) comparing the feature 
vector to feature vectors associated with identified works. 
Alternatively, or in addition, the present invention may do so 

by (i) accepting extra -work infonnation, such as the time ofa 
query or of a rendering of the work, the geographic locationat 
which the work is rendered, and the station that the audience 
member has selected, and (ii) use such extra-work informa- 
tion to lookup an identification of the work. In either case, an 
identification code may be used to identify the work. 

The present invention may then function to use such an 
identification code to initiate a work -related action, such as 
for work -related contuerce methods and/or to increase audi- 
ence interest by facilitating audience interaction and/or par- 
ticipation. 

§4.2 Embodiments 
As just introduced in §4.1 above, the present invention may 

use intro -work information and/or extra -work infonnation to 

identify a work. Once identified, such identification can be 

used to initiate an action, such as an action related to com- 
merce, or facilitating audience participation or interaction. 
Exemplary embodiments of the present invention, in which 
work is recognized or identified based on intro -work infor- 

6 
motion, are described in §4.2.1. Then, exemplary embodi- 
ments of the present invention, in which work is recognized or 
identified based on extra-work information, are described in 

§4.2.2. 
5 §4.2.1 Embodiments in which Work is Recognized Based 

on Intra -Work Infimation, Such as a Feature Vector 
Operations related to this embodiment are described in 

§4.2.1.1 below. Then, various architectures which may be 
used to effect such operations are described in §4.2.1.2. 

m §4.2.1.1 Operations and Exemplary Methods and Tech- 
niques for Effecting Such Operations 

FIG. 1 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may 
be performed in accordance with one version of the present 
invention, in which intro -work information is used to identify 

is the work. As shown, a work -identification information stor- 
age 110 may include a number of items or records 112. Each 
item or record 112 may associate a feature vector of a work 
114 with a, preferably unique, work identifier 116. The work - 
identi &cation information storage 110 may be generated by a 

20 database generation operation(s) 120 which may, in tum, use 
a feature extraction operation(s) 122 to extract features front 
a work at a first time (WORK.sub. @t1), as well as a feature - 
to -work identification tagging operation(s) 124. 

Further, work identifier- action information storage 130 

25 may include a number of items or records 132. Each item or 
record 132 may associate a, preferably unique, work identi- 
fier 134 withassociated information 136, such as an action for 
example. The work identifier- action information storage 130 

may he generated by a database generation operation(s) 138 
30 which may, for example, accept manual entries. 

As can be appreciated from the foregoing, the work- infor- 
mation storage 110 records 112 and the work identification- 
action 130 records 132 can be combined into a single record. 
That is, there need not be two databases. A single database is 

35 also possible in which the work identifier, or a feature vector 
extracted from the work, serves as a key and the associated 
field contains work -related information. such as a UAL for 
example. 

The feature extraction operation(s) 140 can accept a work, 
ao such as that being rendered by a user, at a second time 

(WORK.suh. @t2). and extract features from that work. The 
extracted features may be used to define a so- called feature 
vector. 

The extracted features, e.g., as a feature vector, can be used 
as by a feature (vector) lookup operation(s) 150 to search for a 

matching feature vector 114. If a match, or a match within a 

predetermined threshold is determined, then the associated 
work identifier 116 is read. 

The read work identifier can then be used by a work - 
so associated information lookup operation(s) 160 to retrieve 

associated infonnation, such as an action, 136 associated with 
the work identifier. Such information 136 can then be passed 
to action initiation operation(s) 170 which can perform some 
action based on the associated information 136. 

55 §4.2.1.1.1 Exemplary Techniques for Feature Extraction 
When the user initiates a request, the specific television or 

radio broadcast or printed commercial, each of which is 

referred to as a work, is first passed to the feature extraction 
operation. The work may he an image, an audio file or some 

60 portion of an audio signal or may be one or more frames or 
fields of avideo signal, or a multimedia signal. The purpose of 
the feature extraction operation is to derive a compact repre- 
sentation of the work that can subsequently be used for the 
purpose of recognition. In the case of images and video, this 

65 feature vector might be a pseudo -random sample of pixels 
from the frame or a low -resolution copy of the frame or the 
average intensities of n.times.n blocks of pixels. It might also 
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be a frequency -based decomposition of the signal, such as 

produced by the Fourier, wavelet and or discrete cosinetrans- 
forms. It might involve principal component analysis. It 

might also bea combination of these. For television and audio 
signals, recognition might also rely on a temporal sequence of s 

feature vectors. The recognition literature contains many di f- 

ferent representations. For block -based methods, blocks may 
be accessed at pseudo -random locations in each frame or 
might have a specific structure. For audio, common feature 
vectors are based on Fourier frequency decompositions, but to 

otherrepresentations are possible. See, e.g., R. O. Duda and P. 

E. Hart, Pattern Classification and Scene Analysis (Wiley - 
Interscience, New York, 1973). See also K. Fukunaga, Intro- 
duction to Statistical Pattern Recognition, 2nd Ed. (Academic 
Press, New York, 1990). (These references are incorporated is 

herein by reference.) 
As previously staled, one object of the vector extraction 

stage is to obtain a more concise representation of the frame. 
For example, each video frame is initially composed of 
480.tintes.720 pixels which is equivalent to 345,600 pixels or 20 

691,200 bytes. In comparison, an exemplary feature vector 
might only consist of 1 Kbyte of data. 

A second purpose of the feature extraction process is to 

acquire a representation that is robust or invariant to possible 
noise or distortions that a signal might experience. For 25 

example, frames of a television broadcast may experience a 
small amount ofjitter, i.e., horizontal and or vertical transla- 
tion, or may undergo lossy compression such as by MPEG -2. 

It is advantageous that these and other processes do not 
adversely affect the extracted vectors. For still images there 30 

has been considerable work on determining image properties 
that are invariant to affrne and other geometric distortions. For 
example, the use of Radon and Fourier -Mellin transforms 
have been proposed for robustness against rotation, scale and 
translation, since these transforms are either invariant or hare 35 

a simple relation to the geometric distortions. Sec, e.g., C. 

Lin, M. Wu, Y. M. Lui, J. A. Bloom, M. L. Miller, I. J. Cox, 
"Rotation, Scale, and 'Translation Resilient Public Water- 
marking for Images:' IEEE Transactions on Image Process- 
ing (2001). See also, U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,436,653, 5,504,518, 40 

5,5R2,246, 5,612,729, and 5,621,454. (Fach of these refer- 
ences is incorporated herein by reference.) 

§4.2.1.1.2 Exemplary Techniques for Database Generation 
and Maintenance 

A number of possibilities exist for generating and main- 45 

raining work identification (WID) and identification- action 
translation (WIDAT) databases. However, in all cases, works 
of interest arc processed to extract a representative feature 
vector and this feature vector is assigned a unique identifier. 
This unique identifier is then entered into the work identifi- 50 

cation (WID) database 110 as well as into the WIDAF data- 
base 130 together with all the necessary associated data. This 
process is referred to as tagging. For example, in the case of an 
advertisement, the WIDAT database 130 might include the 

manufacturer (Ford), the product name (Taurus), a product ss 

category (automotive) and the URL associated with the Ford 
Taurus car together with the instruction to translate the query 
into the associated URL. 

The determination of all works of interest and subsequent 
feature vector extraction and tagging depends on whether 60 

content owners are actively collaborating with the entity 
responsible for creating andmaintaining the database. If there 
is no collaboration, then the database entity must collect all 

works of interest and process and tag them. While this is a 

significant effort, it is not overwhelming and is certainly 65 

commercially feasible. For example, competitive market 
research tìrmsroutinely tabulate all advertisements appearing 
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in a very wide variety of print media. Newspapers and maga- 
zines can be scanned in and software algorithms can be 

applied to the images to identify likely advertisements. These 
possible advertisements can then be compared with adver- 
tisements already in the WID database 110.If there is a match, 
nothing further need he done. If there is not a match, the 
image can be sent to a human to determine if the page does 
indeed contain an advertisement. If so, the operator can 
instruct the computer to extract the representative feature 
vector and assign it a unique identifier. Then, the operator can 
insert this infommtion into the content identification database 
and as well as update the corresponding WIDAT database 130 

with all the necessary associated data. Titis is continually 
performed as new magazines and papers include new adver- 
tisements to maintain the databases. This is a cost to the 
database entity. Television and radio broadcasts can also be 
monitored and, in fact, broadcast monitoring is currently 
performed by companies such as Nielsen Media research and 
Competitive Media Reporting. Television and radio broad- 
casts differ from print media in the real -time nature of the 
signals and the consequent desire for real -time recognition. 

In many cases, advertisers, publishers and broadcasters 
may wish to collaborate with the database provider. In this 
case, feature extraction and annotation and/or extra -work 
information may be performed by the advertiser, advertise- 
ment agency, network and/or broadcaster and this informa- 
tion sent to the database provider to update the database. 
Clearly, this arrangement is preferable from the database 
provider's perspective. However, it is not essential. 

§4.2.1.1.3. Exemplary Techniques for Matching Extracted 
Features with Database Entries 

The extracted feature vector is then passed to a recognition 
(e.g., feature look -up) operation, during which, the vector is 

compared to entries of known vectors 114 in a content iden- 
tification (WID) database 110. It is important to realize that 
the matching of extracted and known vectors is not equivalent 
to looking up a word in an electronic dictionary. Since the 
extracted vectors contain noise or distortions, binary search 
might not be possible. Instead, a statistical comparison is 

often made between an extracted vector and each stored vec- 
tor. Common statistical measures include linear correlation 
and related measures such as correlation coefficient, but other 
methods can also be used including mutual information, 
Euclidean distance and Lp- nonns. These measures provide a 

statistical measure of the confidence of the match.A threshold 
can be established, usually based on the required false posi- 
tive and false negative rates, such that if the correlation output 
exceeds this threshold, then the extracted and known vectors 
are said to match. See, e.g, R. O. Duda and P. E. Hart, Pattern 
Classification and Scene Analysis (Wiley -Interscience, New 
York, 1973). See also, U.S. Pat. No. 3,919,474 by W. D. 

Moon, R. J. Weiner, R. A. Hansen and R. N. Linde, entitled 
"Broadcast Signal Identification System ". (Each of these ref- 
erences is incorporated herein by reference.) 

If binary search was possible, then a database containingN 
vectors would require at most log(N) comparisons. Unfortu- 
nately, binary search is not possible when taking a noisy 
signal and trying to find the most similar reference signal. 
This problem is one of nearest neighbor search in a (high - 
dimensional) feature space. In previous work, it was not 
uncommon to performa linear search of all N entries, perhaps 
halting the search when the first match is found. On average, 
this will require N/2 comparisons. If is large, this search can 
be computationally very expensive. 

Otherfonns ofmatching include thosebased on clustering, 
kd- trees, vantage point trees and excluded middle vantage 
point forests are possible and will be discussed in more detail 
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later. See, e.g., P. N. Yianilos "Excluded Middle Vantage 
Point Forests for nearest Neighbor Search ", Presented at the 
Sixth DIMACS Intplenhentation Challenge: Near Neighbor 
Searches workshop. (Jan. 15, 1999). See also, P. N. Yianilos. 
"Locally lifting the curse of Dimensionality for nearest 
Neighbor Search" SODA 2000: 361 -370. (Each of these ref- 
erences is incorporated herein by reference.) Thus, for 
example, a sub -linear search time can be achieved. Unlike the 
kd -tree method which finds the nearest neighbor with cer- 
tainty, randomized constructions, like the one described in P. 

N. Yianifos, "Locally lifting the curse of Dimensionality for 
nearest Neighbor Search" SODA 2000: 361 -370, that suc- 
ceed with some specified probability may be used. One 
example ofa sub -linear time search is an approximate nearest 
neighbor search. A nearest neighbor search always finds the 
closest point to the query. An approximate nearest neighbor 
search does not always find the closest point to the query. For 
example, it might do so with some probability, or it might 
provide any point within some small distance of the closest 
point. 

If the extracted vector "matches" a known vector in the 
content identification database, then the work has been iden- 
tified. Of course, them is the risk that the match is incorrect. 
This type of error is known as a false positive. The false 
positive rate can be reduced to any desired value, but at the 
expense of the false negative rate. A false negative occurs 
when the vector extracted from a work is not matched to the 
database even though the work is present in the database. 
There are several reasons why a works feature vector may fail 

to match a feature vector database entry. First, the recognition 
system may not be capable of 100% accuracy. Second, the 
extracted vector will often contain noise as a result of the 
transmission process. This noise may alter the values of a 

feature vector to the extent that a match isno longer possible. 
Finally, them is the case where the observed work is not 

present in the database. In this case, the work can be sent to an 

operator for identification and insertion in the database. 
§4.2.1.1.4 Exemplary Work Based Actions 
Assuming that the work is correctly identified, then the 

identifier can be used to retrieve associated information from 
the second work identification -action translation (WIDAT) 
database 130 that contains information 136 associated with 
the particular work 134. This information may simply be a 

corresponding URL address, in which case, the action can be 
considered to be a form of network address translation. How- 
ever, in general, any information about the work could be 
stored therein, together with possible actions to he taken such 
as initiating an c- commerce transaction. After looking up the 
work identifier 134 in the WIDAT database 130, an action is 

performed on behalf of the user, examples of which has been 
previously described. 

In addition to using the system to allow audience members 
of a work to connect to associated sites on the Internet, a 

number of other uses arc possible. First, the work identifica- 
tion database 130 allows competitive market research data to 
be collected (e.g., the action may include logging an event). 
For example, it is possible to determine how many commer- 
cials the Coca Cola Company in the Chicago market aired in 
the month of June. This information is valuable to competi- 
tors such as Pepsi. Thus, any company that developed a sys- 
tem as described above could also expect to generate revenue 
from competitive market research data that it gathers. 

Advertisers often wish to ensure that they receive the 
advertising time that was purchased. To do so, they often hire 
commercial verification services to verify that the advertise - 
mentorcommercial did indeed runat the expected time. To do 

so, currently deployed systems by Nielsen and CMR embed- 

1 

ded active signals in the advertisement prior to the broadcast. 
'These signals are then detected by remote monitoring facili- 
ties that then report back to a central system which commer- 
cials were positively identified. See for example U.S. Pat. 

5 Nos. 5,629,739 by R. A. Dougherty entitled "Apparatus and 
method for injecting an ancillary signal into a low enerkry 

density portion of a color television frequency spectrum ", 
4,025,851 by D. E. Haselwood and C. M. Solar entitled 
"Automatic monitor for programs broadcast ", 5.243,423 by]. 

to P. DeJean, D. Lu and R. Weissman, entitled "Spread spectntm 
digital data transmission over TV video ", and 5,450,122 by L. 

D. Keene entitled "In- station television program encoding 
and monitoring system and method ". (Each of these patents is 

incorporated herein by reference.) Active systems are usually 
is preferred for advertisement verification because the required 

recognition accuracy is difficult to achieve with passive sys- 
tems. The passive monitoring system described herein sup- 
ports commercial verification. 

$4.2.1.2 Exemplary Architectures 
20 Three alternative architectural embodiments in which the 

first technique may be employed are now described with 
reference to FIGS. 2. 3, and 4. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a first embodiment of 
to present invention, in which intra -work information is used 

25 to identify the work and in which a audience member device 
210, such as a PC for example, receives and renders a work 
that is consumed by an audience member (user). At some 
point, the user may wish to perform a work -specific action 
such as traversing to an associated Web site. Upon initiation 

30 of this request, the computer 210 performs the operations 
140a, 150a, 160e and 170e, such as those shown in FIG. 1. To 

reiterate, these operations include a feature extraction opera- 
tion(s) 140e, feature vector lookup or matching operation(s) 
150a in connection with items or records 112e in a work - 

35 identification (WID) database I10a. If a matching feature 
vector 114e is found, the work-associated information lookup 
operation(s) 160a can use the associated work identifier 116e 
to accessing a work identification -action translation 
( WIDAI) database 130e to retrieve associated information 

40 136e, possibly including determining what action should be 
performed. 

As described above, the two databases might be integrated 
into a single database. However, conceptually, they are 
described here as separate. 

45 An example illustrating operations that can occur in the 
first embodiment of FIG.1, is now described. Consider a print 
application, in which say 10.000 advertisements are to be 

recognized that appear in national newspapers and maga- 
zines. If 1 Kbyte is required to store each feature vector then 

50 approximately 10 Mbytes of storage will be required for the 
work identification database 110e. Such a size does not rep- 
resent a serious problem, in either memory or disk space, to 

present personal computers. 
An important issue then becomes recognition rate. While 

55 this may be problematic, all the images are two-dimensional - 
three -dimensional object recognition is not required. Of 
course, since a low cost camera captures the printed adver- 
tisement, there may be a number of geometric distortions that 
might he introduced together with noise. Nevertheless, the 

6n application is sufficiently constrained that adequate recogni- 
tion rates should be achievable with current state -of -the -art 
computer vision algorithms. See, e.g., P. N. Yianilos 
"Excluded Middle Vantage Point Forests for nearest Neigh- 
bor Search ", Presented at the Sixth DIMACS Implementation 

es Challenge: Near Neighbor Searches workshop, Jan. 15, 1999. 
See also, P. N. Yianilos "Locally lifting the curse of Dimen- 
sionality torhearest Neighbor Search" SODA 2000:361 -370. 
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(Each of these references is incorporated herein by refer- small relative to that work identification database (WID). As 

ence.) 'thus, for example, a sub -linear search time can be the size of the work recognition (WID) database increases, 

achieved. Unlike the kd -tree method which finds the nearest the foregoing embodiments may become impractical. Con - 

neighbor with certainty, randomized constructions, like the sides for example, a music application in which it is desired 

one described in P. N. Yianilos, "Locally lifting the curse of s to identify 100,000 song titles. If it is again assumed that a 1 

Dimensionality for nearest Neighbor Search" SODA 2000: Kbyte vector can uniquely represent each song, then on the 

361- 370, that succeed with some specified probability may be order of 100 Mbytes is now needed. This size is comparable 

used. One example of a sub -linear time search is an approxi- to large application programs such as Microsoft's Office 2000 

mate nearest neighbor search. Estimates of the size of the suite. Although this still does not represent an inordinate 

WIDAT database 130a depend on what associated informa- so amount of disk space, ifthis data needs to reside in memory at 

tion (recall fields 136) is stored. If, for example, only a URL all times, then very few present machines will have adequate 
address is needed, about 20 characters can typically represent resources. Clearly. at some point. the proposed architectures 

most URLs. Thus, the size of the WIDAT database 130a scales to a point where requirements become impractical. In 

would be less than 1 Mbyte. this case, a funher modification to the architecture is possible. 
The configuration just described with reference to FIG. 2 hs Since the storage and searching of the work- identifier 

places all of the processing and data on each user's local (WID) database require the most computation and storage, it 

machine 210.A number of alternative embodiments, in which may be more economical to perform these actions remotely. 

some or all of the storage and processing requirements are Thus, for example, i fa user is playing an MP3 music file and 

performed remotely, will be described shortly. wants to go to a corresponding website, the MP3 file is passed 

As new works are created and made publicly available, the 20 to an operation that determines one or more feature vectors. ln 
databases residing on a user's local computer become obso- the third embodiment, instead of performing the matching 

lete. Just as the database provider 240 must continually locally 410, the one or more vectors are transmitted to a 

update the databases in order to remain current, there is also central site 440 at which is stored the WID and WIDAT 

a need to update local databases on devices at audience meni- databases 110e and 130e together with sufficiently powerful 

ber premises. This update process can be performed over the 25 computers to resolve this request and those of other computer 

Internet 230 in a manner very similar to how software is users. This configuration is illustrated in FIG. 4. Similarly, if 
currently upgraded. It is not necessary to download an a user is playing an MPEG or other video file and wants to 

entirely new database although this is an option. Rather, only initiate a work- related action, the video file is passed to an 

the changes need to he transmitted. During this update pm- operation 140e that extracts one or more feature vectors. The 
cess, the user's computer 210 might also transmit information 30 entire video file need not be processed. Rather, it may be 

to a central monitoring center 240 informing it of which sufficient to process only those frames in the temporal vicin- 

advertisements the computer user has queried. This type of ity to the users request, i.e., to process the current frame and 

information is valuable to both advertisers and publishers. Of or some munber of frames before and after the current frame, 

course, care must be taken to ensure the privacy of individual e.g. perhaps 100 frames in all. The extracted feature vector or 

users of the system. However, it is not necessary to know the 3s feature vectors can then be transmitted to a central site 440 

identity of individual users for the system to work. which can resolve the request. 
FIG.3 is a block diagram illustrating a second embodiment After successfully matching the feature vector, the central 

of the present invention, in which infra -work information is site 440 can provide the user with information directly, or can 

used to identify the work. Although the WIDAT database can direct the user to another Web site that contains the infonna- 
be quite small, as illustrated in the exemplary embodiment 40 tion the user wants. I n cases where the recognition isambigu - 

described above with respect to FIG. 2, there is still the out, the central site 440 might return information identifying 

problem of keeping this database current. While periodic one of several possible snatches and allow the user to select 

updates of the local databases may be acceptable, they the intended one. 

become unnecessary if the WIDAT database 130b is at a The third embodiment is particularly attractive if the cost 

remote location 340. In tIts arrangement, illustrated in FIG. 45 of extracting the feature vector is small. In this case, it 

3, after the local computer 310 identifies the work, it sends a becomes economical to have feature vector extraction 140c in 

query to the remote WIDAT database 1305. The query may digital set- top -boxes and in video recorders 410. The latter 

contain the work identifier. The remote site 340 may then may he especially useful for the new generation of consumer 

return the associated information 136. Although the remote digital video recorders such as those manufactured by TIVO 

WIDAT database 1305 needs to be updated by the database 50 and Replay TV. These devices already have access to the 

provider, this can be done very frequently without the need Internet via a phone line. Thus, when someone watching a 

for communicating the updates to the local computers 310. recorded movie from television reacts to an advertisement, 

The second embodiment is most similar to active systems the video recorder would extract one or more feature vectors 

in whichan embedded signal is extracted and decoded and the and transmit them to a central site 440. This site 440 would 

identifier is used to interrogate a central database. Conse- 55 determine if a match existed between One query vector and the 

quently it has many of the advantages of such systems, while database of pre-stored vectors 110c. If a match is found, the 

avoiding the need to insert signals into all works. One such central server 440 would transmit the associated information, 

advantage, is that the database provider receives real -time which might include a Web site address or an 800 number for 

information relating to users' access patterns. more traditional ordering, hack to the audience user device 

The WIDAT database 1305 might physically reside at more 60 410. Of course, a consumer device 410 such as a digital video 

than one location. lo such a case, some requests will go to one recorder might also store personal information of the owner to 

site, and other requests will go to another. In this way, over- facilitate online e- commerce. Such a device 410 could store 

loading of a single site by too many users can be avoided. the owner's name, address, and credit card information and 

Other load balancing techniques are also applicable. automatically transmit them to an on -line store to complete a 

FIG.4 is a block diagram illustrating a third embodiment of 65 purchase. Very little user interaction other than to authorize 

the present invention, in which infra -work information is used the purchase might be needed. This type of purchasing may be 

to identify the work. Recall that the WIDAT database may be very convenient to consumers. 
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Another advantage of the third embodiment is that it obvi- 
ates the need to update local databases while, at the sane 
tine, the centrally maintained databases can be kept current 
with very frequent updating. 

§4.2.2 Embodiments in which Work is Recognized Based 
on Extra -Work Information 

Operations related to this embodiment are described in 
§4.2.2.1 below. 'then, various architectures which may be 
used to effect such operations are described in §4.2.2.2, 

If the cost of extracting a feature vector is too large, then the 
cost of deploying any of the embodiments described in §4.2.1 
above may be prohibitive. This is particularly likely in very 
cost sensitive consumer products, including set -top -boxes 
and next generation digital VCRs. Acknowledging this fact, a 
different technique, one that is particularly well suited for 
broadcasted media such as television and radio as well as to 
content published in magazines and newspapers, is now 
described. This technique relies on the fact that a work need 
not be identified by a feature vector extracted from the work 
(which is an example of "intra -work information "), but can 
also be identified by when and where it is published or broad- 
cast (which are examples of "extra-work information ") 

An example serves to illustrate this point. Consider the 
scenario in which a viewer sees a television commercial and 
responds to it. The embodiments described in §4.2.1 above 
required the user device (e.g., a computer or set -top -box) 
210/310/410 to extract a feature vector. Such an extracted 
vector was attempted to be matched to another feature vec- 
tor(s), either locally; or at a remote site. In the embodiments 
using a remote site, if the central site is monitoring all televi- 
sionbroadcasts, then the user's query does not need to include 
the feature vector. Instead, the query simply needs to identify 
the time, geographic location and the station that the viewer is 

watching. A central site can then determine which advertise- 
ment was airing at that moment and, once again, return the 
associated information. The same is true for radio broadcasts. 
Moreover, magazines and newspapers can also be handled in 

this manner. Here the query might include the name of the 
magazine, the month of publication and the page number. 

§4.2.2.1 Operations and Exemplary Methods and Tech- 
niques for Effecting Such Operations 

FIG. 5 is a process bubble diagram of operations that may 
be performed in accordance with another version of the 
present invention, in which extra-work information is used to 
identify the work. As shown, a query work -identification 
(QWID) information storage 5I0 may include a number of 
items or records 512. Each item or record 512 may associate 
extra-work information 514, related to the work, with a, pref- 
erably unique, work identifier 516. The query work- identifi- 
cation (QWID) information storage 510 may be generated by 
a database generation operation(s) 520. 

Further, work identifier- action information (WIDAT) stor- 
age 530 may include a number of items or records 532. Each 
item or record 532 may associate a, preferably unique, work 
identifier 534 with associated information 536, such as an 
action for example. The work identifier- action (WIDA'1) 
information storage 530 may be generated by a database 
generation operation(s) 538 which may, for example, accept 
manual entries. 

As can he appreciated from the foregoing, the query work- 
information (QWID) storage 510 records 512 and the work 
identification- action ( WIDAf) storage 530 records 532 can 
be combined into a single record. 

The extra -work information aggregation (e.g., query gen- 
eration) operation(s) 540 can accept a information related to 

a work, such as the time of a user request or of a rendering of 
the work, the geographic location at which the work is ren- 

14 
dered, and the station that the audience member has selected, 
and generate a query from such extra-work information. 

The query including the extra-work information can be 
used by a lookup operation(s) 550 to search for a "matching" 

s set of infommtion 514. If a match, or a match within a pre- 
determined threshold is determined, then the associated work 
identifier 516 is read. 

The read work identifier can then be used by a work - 
associated information lookup operation(s) 560 to retrieve 

to associated infommton, such as an action, 536 associated with 
the work identifier. Such information 536 can then be passed 
to action initiation operation(s) 570 which can perform some 
action based on the associated information 536. 

if the extra -work information of a work is known (in 

rs advance), generating thequery work identifier(QWID)infor- 
mation 510 is straight -forward. If this were always the case, 
an intra -work information -based recognition operation 
would not he needed. However, very often this is not the case. 
For example, local television broadcasts typically have dis- 
cretion to insert local advertising, as well as national adver- 
tising. Thus, it often is not possible to know in advance when, 
on what station, and where a particular advertisement will 
play. 

In such instances, areal -time (e.g., centralized) monitoring 
25 facility 580 may be used to (i) extract feature vectors from a 

work, (ii) determine a work identifier 116 from the extracted 
features, and (iii) communicate one or more messages 590 in 
which extra -work information (e.g., time, channel, geo- 
graphic market) 592 is associated with a work identifier 594, 

30 to operation(s) 520 for generating query work identification 
(QWID) information 510. 

§4.2.2.1.1 Exemplary Extra -Work Information 
In the context of national broadcasts, geographic informa- 

tion may be needed to distinguish between, for example. the 
35 ABC television broadcast in Los Angeles and that in New 

York. While both locations broadcast ABC's programming, 
this programming airs at different times on the East and West 
coasts ofAmerica. More importantly, the local networkaffili- 
ates that air ABC's shows have discretion to sell local adver- 

40 tising as well as a responsibility to broadcast the national 
commercials that ABC sells. In short, the works broadcast by 
ABC in Los Angeles can be different from that in other 
geographic locations. Geographic information is therefore 
useful to distinguish between the different television markets. 

45 In some circumstances, geographic information may not be 
necessary, especially in pans of the world with highly regu- 
lated and centralized broadcasting in which there are not 
regional differences. 

§4.2.2.1.2 Exemplary Techniques for Generating Data - 
so bases 

FIG. 5 illustrates a third database 510 referred to as the 
query to work identification (QWID) database. This database 
510 maps the query (e.g., in the form of time, location and 
channel information) into a unique ID that identifies the per - 

55 ceived work, The QWID 510 and WIDAT 530 databases 
might not be separate, but for clarity will be considered so. 

After retrieving the unique work identifier 512 from the 
QWID database 510, the identifier can be used to access the 
WIDAT database 530. This is discussed in more detail later. 

60 As introduced above, although it appears that this architec- 
turedoes not require a recognition facility, such a facility may 
be needed. 'the feature extraction operation(s) 140d, as well 
as the work identification operation(s) 150d and other data- 
bases 110d, may be moved to one or more remote sites 580. 

65 Although TV Guide and other companies provide detai led 
information regarding what will be broadcast when, these 
scheduling guides do not have any information regarding 
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what advertisements will air when. In many cases, this infor- 
mation is unknown until a day or so before the broadcast. 
Even then, the time slots that a broadcaster sells to an adver- 
tiser only provide a time range, e.g. 12 pm to 3 pm. Thus it is 
unlikely that all commercials and aired programming can he s 

determined from TV schedules and other sources prior to 
transmission. Further, occasionally programming schedules 
are altered unexpectedly due to live broadcasts that overrun 
their time slots. This is common in sports events and awards 
shows. Another example of interrupts to scheduled program- 
ming occurs when a particularly important news event occurs, 

During transmission, it may therefore be necessary for a 
central site 580 to determine what work is being broadcast 
and to update its and/or other's database 520 accordingly 
based on the work identified 594 and relevant extra -work is location of the audience member, since most PDA users 
information 592. There are a variety of ways that this can be include their own name and address in the PD.A's phonebook 
accomplished. and identify it as their crvn. Thus, with one or a few clicks, an 

First, it may be economically feasible to manually monitor audience member PDA user could bookmark the television 
all television stations that are of interest, andmanually update content he or she is viewing. If the PDA is networked, then the 
the database with information regarding the work being zo PDA can, itself, retrieve the associated infonnation immedi- 
monitored. In fact, Nielsen used such procedures in the early ately. Otherwise, the PDA can transfer this bookmarked data 
1960's for the company to tabulate competitive market data. to a networked device, which can then provide access to the 
More than one person can be employed to watch the same central database. 
channel in order to reduce the error rate. It should be noted §4.2.2.2 Exemplary . Architectures 
that the recent ruling by the FCC that satellite broadcasters 25 FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a fourth embodiment 
such as Direc l'V, Dislil'V and EchoStar can carry local sta- of the present invention, in which extra-work information is 
tiros significantly reduces the cost of monitoring many geo- used to identify the work. As shown, an extra-work infonna- 
graphic markets. Currently, DirecTV, for example, carries the lion aggregation operation 540e may be effected on a device 
four main local stations in each of the 35 largest markets. 610, such as a PC, at the audience member (user) premises. 
Thus, these 4.times.35 =140 channels can all be monitored 30 The various databases 510a, 530a, and 110e, as well as the 
from a single site 580. This site would be provided with database generation operation(s) 520a/538a, the lookup 
satellite receivers to obtain the television channels. opemtion(s) 550e and the work -associated infonnation 

Unfortunately, however, humans are error prone and the lookup operation(s) 560a may be provided at one or more 
monitoring of many different stations from many different centralized monitoring and query resolution centers 640. 
geographic locations can be expensive. In order to automate 35 FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a fifth embodiment of 
the recognition process, a central site 580 could employ a the present invention, in which extra-work information is 
computer -based system to perform automatic recognition. used to identify the work. This fifth embodiment is similar to 
Because the recognition is centralized, only one or a few sites the fourth embodiment illustrated in FIG. 6 but here, the 
are needed. This is in comparison with the first architecture monitoring center 740a and query resolution center 740b are 
we described in which a complete recognition system was 40 separate. 
required in every user's home nr premise. This centralization These embodiments have many advantages for television 
makes it more economic to employ more expensive comput- and radio broadcasters who desire to provide Internet links or 
ers, perhaps even special purpose hardware, and more sophis- other action. First, the audience member (user) equipment, 
ticated software algorithms. When video frames or clips can- whether it is a computer, set- top -box, television, radio, 
not be identified or are considered ambiguous, this video can 45 remote control, personal digital assistant (pda), cell phone or 
be quickly passed to human viewers to identify. Further, it other device, does not need to perform any processing of the 
should he possible for the automated recognition system to received signal. As such, there is almost no cost involved to 
use additional information such as television schedules, time equipment manufacturers. 
of day, etc in order to improve its recognition rate. These last embodiments have some similarity with ser- 

§4.2.2.1.2 Exemplary 'techniques for Generating Queries 50 vices such as those provided by the companies Real Names of 
Based on Extra-Work hiformation Redwood City, Calif., America Online ( "AOL ") and espe- 

At the audience member (uses) premises, all that is needed cially iTag from Xenote. The popular press has reported on 
is for the device to send a query to a database- server with the difficulties associated with assigning domain names. The 
information that includes extra-work information, such as simplest of these problems is that almost all the one -word 
geographic location, time and channel. Usually, this extra- 55 names in the ".com" category have been used. Consequently, 
work infonnation would be transmitted in real -time, while the domain names can oftenbe difficult to remember. To alleviate 
work (e.g., an advertisement) is being broadcast. However, this problem, RealNames and AOL provide alternative, pro- 
this is not necessary. If the television does not have access to prietary name spaces (AOL calls these keywords). For a fee, 
the Internet, and most TVs do not yet, then an audience a company may register a name with these companies. Thus, 
member (user) may simply remember or record which chan- sa rather than type the URI, hltp: / /www.bell- labs.com, the 
nel he or she was viewing at what time. In fact the user device simple keyword "bell" might be sufficient to access the some 
could store this information for later retrieval by the user. At Web site. 'These capabilities are convenient to users. How - 
a convenient later tine, the user might access the Internet ever, these systems are very different from the fourth and fifth 
using a home PC. At this lime, he or she can query the embodiments described. First, and foremost, these systems 
database by entering this extra -work information (e.g., 65 are not designed to identify content. Rather, they are simply 
together with geographic information) into an application alternative networkaddress Iranslation systems based on cas- 
program or a web browser plug -in. ily remembered mnemonics which are sold to hnerestedcom- 
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Another possibility is allowing an audience member (user), 

at the time he or she is consuming (e.g., viewing, reading, 
listening to, etc.) the work, to enter query information into a 
handheld personal digital assistant ( "PDA ") such as a Palm 
Pilot, so as not to forget it. This information can then he 
manually transferred to a device connected to a network, or 
the infomtation can be transferred automatically using, for 
example, infrared communications or via a physical link such 
as a cradle. Recently, PDAs also have some wireless network- 

to ing capabilities built in, and thus might support direct access 
to the information desired. Further, software is available that 
allows a Palm Pilot or other PDA to function as a TV remote 
control device. As such. the PDA already knows the tinte of 
day and channel being viewed. It also probably knows the 
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panies.As such, theuser is still expected to type Man address, such devices can be expected to communicate via an inex- 

but this address is easier to remember than the equivalent pensive interface to the home network and from there to 

URL. In contrast, while a user may manually enter the infer- access the Internet. 

mation describing the work, the preferred embodiment is for In many homes, it is not uncommon for a computer and 

the computer, set -top -box or other device to automatically 5 television to be used simultaneously, perhaps in the sante 

generate this information. Further, the mapping of keywords mom. A person watching television could install a web 

to network addresses is an arbitrary mapping maintained by browser plug -in or applet that would ask the user to identify 

AOL or Real Names. For example, the keyword "bell" might his location and the station being watched. Then, periodically, 

just as reasonably point to the Web site for Philadelphia's every 20 seconds for example, the plug -in would update a list 

Liberty Bell as to Lucent's Bell Labs. In contrast, the query to of web addresses that are releva nt to the television programs 

used in the fourth and fifth embodiments is designed to con- being watched, including the commercials. The audience 

tain all the necessary data to identify the work, e.g. the time, member would then simply click on the web address of inter - 

place and television channel during which the work was est to obtain further information. This has the advantage that 

broadcast. There is nothing arbitrary about this mapping. It is the viewer does not have to guess the relevant address asso- 

should also be pointed out that the proposed system is dated with a commercial and, in fact, can be directed to a 

dynamic -the same work, e.g. a commercial, potentially has more specialized address, such as www.fordvehicles.com/ 

an infinite number of addresses depending on when and ibv /tausrus2k0ashltlash.html, rather than the generic 

where it is broadcast. Ifanadvertisement airs 100,000 unique www.ford.com site. Of course, this applet or plug -in could 

limes, then there are 100,000 different queries that uniquely 20 also provide the database entity with information regarding 

identify it. Moreover, the exemplary query includes naturally what is being accessed from where and at what time. This 

occurring information such as time, place, channel or page information, as noted earlier, is valuable to advertisers and 

number. This is not the case for AOL or RealNames, which broadcasters. For PC's that have infra -red communication 

typically assigns one or more static keywords to the address capabilities, it is straightforward to either control the home 

of a Web site. 25 entertainment center from the PC or for the PC to decode the 

Xenote's iTag system is designed to identify radio broad- signals from a conventional remote control. Thus, as a user 

casts anduses a query similar to that which may be used in the changes channels, the PC is able to automatically track the 

fourth and fifth embodiments, i.e. time and station infonna- channel changes. 

tion. However, the work identification information is not Recording devices such as analog VCRs and newer digital 

dynamically constructed but is instead based on detailed pm- 30 recording devices can also be exploited in the embodiments 

gram scheduling that radio stations must provide it. As such, 
depicted in FIGS.6and 7, especially if device also record the 

it suffers from potential errors in scheduling and requires the 
channel and time information for the recorded content. When 

detailed cooperation of broadcasters. While the fourth and 
a user initiates a query , the recorded time and channel, rather 

fifth embodiments might choose to use program scheduling 
than the current time and channel, then form part of the 

35 identification information. 
information and other ancillary information to aid in the Digital set- top- boxes arc also expected to exploit the capa- 
recognition process, they do not exclusively rely on this. The bilitics described herein. In particular, such devices will have 
concept of resolving a site name by recognizing the content is two -way communication capabilities and may even include 
absent front the above systems. cable modem capabilities of course, the two -way communi- 

§4.2.3 Exemplary Apparatus for Audience Member (User) 40 cation need not be over a television cable. For example, 
Premise Device satellite set- top -boxes prvide up -link communications via a 

While personal computers may be the primary computa- telephone connection. Clearly, such devices provide a conve- 

tional device at a user's location, it is not essential to use a PC. nient location to enable the services described herein. More - 

This is especially true of the embodiments depicted in FIGS. over, such services can be provided as part of the OpenCable 
6 and 7, which do not require the content, e.g. video signal, to 45 and DOCSIS (data over cable service interface specification) 

be processed. Instead, only a unique set of identification initiatives. 
parameters such as time, location and channel are provided to §4.2.4 Information Retrieval Using Features Extracted 

identify the perceived Work. Many forams of devices can from Audio and/or Video Works 

therefore take advantage of this configuration. Some embodiments consistent with the present invention 

As previously noted, personal digital assistants (PDAs) can 50 provide a computer -implemented method, apparatus, or com- 

be used to record the identification information. This infer- puter -executable program for providing information about an 

mation can then be transferred to a device with a network audio file or (a video file) played on a device. Such embodi- 

communication such as a PC. However, increasingly, PDAs meats might (a) extract features from the audio (or video) file, 

will already have wireless network communication capabili- (b) comnunicate the features to a database, and (c)receivethe 
ties built -in, as with the Palm VII PDA, These devices will 55 information about the audio (or video) file from the database. 

allow immediate communication with the query resolution In some embodiments consistent with the present invention, 

center and all information will be downloaded to them orthey the net of extracting the features is performed by a micropro- 

can participate in facilitating an e- commerce transaction. cessor of the device, and/or a digital signal processor of the 

Similarly, wireless telephones are increasingly offering web- device. The received information might he rendered on an 

enabled capabilities. Consequently, wireless phones could be to output (e.g., a monitor, a speaker, etc.) of the device. The 

programmed to act as a user interface. received inf'onnation might be stored (e.g., persistently) 
New devices can also be envisaged, including a universal locally on the device. The information might be stored on a 

remote control for home entertainment systems with a LCD disk, or non -volatile memory. 
or other graphical display and a network connection. This In some of the embodiments pertaining to audio files, the 

connectionmay be wireless or the remote control might have 65 audio file might be an mp3 file or some other digital repre- 

a phone jack that allows it to be plugged directly into an sentation of an audio signal. The information might include a 

existing phone line. As home networks begin to be deployed, song title, an album title, and/or a perfbrmer name. 
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In some of the embodiments pertaining to video files, the 

video file might be an MPEG file or some other digital rep- 
resentation of a video signal. The video file might be a video 
work, and the information might include a title of the video 
work, a director of the video work, and names of performers 3 

in the video work. 
§4.3 Operational Examples 
An example illustrating operations of an exemplary 

embodiment of the present invention, that uses intra -work 
information to identify the work, is provided in § to 

4.3.1. Then, an example illustrating operations of an exem- 
plary embodiment of the present invention, that uses extra- 
work information to identify the work, is provided in §4.3.2. 

§4.3.1 Operational Example where Infra-Work Informa- 
tion is Used to Identify the Work t5 

A generic system for monitoring television commercials is 
now described. Obviously, the basic ideas extend beyond this 
specific application. 

The process of recognition usually begins by recognizing 
the start of a commercial. This can be accomplished by look- 20 

ing for black video frames before and after a commercial. If a 
number of black frames am detected and subsequently a 
similar number am detected 30 seconds later, then them is a 
good chance that a commercial has aired and that others will 
follow. It is also well lorown than the average sound volume 25 

during commercials is higher than that for television shows 
and this too can be used as an indicator ofa commercial.Other 
methods can also be used. The need to recognize the begin- 
ning of a commercial is not essential. However, without this 
stage, all television programming must be assumed to be 30 
commercials. As such, all video frames must be analyzed. 
'lheadvantage of determining thepresenceofa commercial is 
that less video content must be processed. Since the percent- 
age of advertising time is relatively small, this can lead to 
considerable savings. For example, commercials can be buff- 3s 
cred and then subsequently processed while the television 
show is being broadcast. This reduces the real -time require- 
ments of a system at the expense of buffering, which requires 
memory or disk space. Of course, for the applications envi- 
sioned herein, a real-timeresponse to a user requires real -time 40 

processing. 
Once it is determined that an advertisement is being broad- 

cast, it is necessary to analyze the video frames. Typically, a 
compact representation of each frame is extracted. This vec- 
tor might be a pseudo -random sample of pixels frorn the 45 

frame or a low- resolution copy of the frame or the average 
intensities of n.times.n blocks of pixels. It might also he a 
frequency -based decomposition of the signal, such as pro- 
duced by the Fourier, Fourier- Mellin, wavelet and or discrete 
cosine transforms. It might involve principal component 50 

analysis or any combination thereof. The recognition litera- 
turecontains many different representations. For block -based 
methods, the n.times.n blocks may be located at pseudo- 
random locations in each frame or might have a specific 
structure, e.g. a complete tiling of the frame. The feature 55 

vector might then be composed of the pixels in each block or 
some property of each block, e.g. the average intensity or a 
Fourier or other decompositionof the block. The object of the 
vector extraction stage is to obtain a more concise represen- 
tation of the frame. Each frame is initially composed of 60 

480.times,720 pixels which is equivalent to 345,600 bytes, 
assuming one byte per pixel. In comparison, the feature vec- 
tormight only consist of 1 Kbyte of data. For example, if each 
frame is completely tiled with 16.times.16 blocks, then the 
number of blocks per frame is 345;600/256 =1350. If the 65 

average intensity of eachblock constitutes the feature vector, 
then the feature vector consists of 1350 bytes, assuming 8 -bit 

20 
precision for the average intensity values. Alternatively, 100 
16.times.16 blocks can be pseudo -randomly located on each 
frame of the video. For each of these 100 blocks, the first 10 
DCT coefficients can be determined. The feature vector then 
consists of the I00.times.lt»1000 DCT coefficients. Many 
other variations are also possible. In many media applica- 
tions, the content possesses strong temporal and spatial cor- 
relations. If necessary, these correlations can be eliminated or 
substantially reduced by pm- processing the content with a 
whitening filter. 

A second purpose of the feature extraction process is to 
acquire a representation that is robust or invariant to possible 
noise or distortions that a signal might experience. For 
example, frames of a television broadcast may experience a 
small amount of jitter, i.e. horizontal and or vertical transla- 
tion, or may undergo lossy compression such as MPEG -2. It 
is advantageous, though not essential, that these and other 
processes do not adversely affect the extracted vectors. 

Each frame's feature vector is then compared with a data- 
base of known feature vectors. These known vectors have 
previously been entered into a content recognition database 
together with a unique identifier. If a frame's vector matches 
a known vector, then the commercial is recognized. Of 
course, there is the risk that the match is incorrect. This type 
of error is known as a false positive. The false positive rate can 
be reducedto any desiredvalue,but at the expense of the false 
negative rate.A false negative occurs when a frame's vector is 
not matched to the database even though the advertisement is 
present in the database. There are several reasons why a 
frame's feature vector may fail to match. First, the recogni- 
tion system may not be capable of 100% accuracy. Second, 
the extracted vector will contain noise as a result of the 
transmission process. This noise may alter the values of a 
feature vector to the extent that a match is no longer possible. 
Finally, there is the case where the observed commercial is 
not yet present in the database. In this case, it is necessary to 
store the commercial and pass it (e.g., to a person) for iden- 
tification and subsequent entry in the database. 

It is important to realize that the matching of extracted and 
known vectors is not equivalent to looking up a word in an 
electronic dictionary. Since the extracted vectors contain 
noise or distortions, binary search is often not possible. 
Instead, a statistical comparison is often made between an 
extracted vector and each stored vector. Common statistical 
measures include linear correlation and related measures 
such as correlation coefficient, but other methods can also be 
used, including clustering techniques. See, e.g., the Duda and 
Hart reference, These measures provide a statistical measure 
of the confidence of the match. A threshold can be estab- 
lished, usually based on the required false positive and nega- 
tive rates, such that if the correlation output exceeds this 
threshold, then the extracted and known vectors are said to 
match. 

If binary search was possible, then a database containingN 
vectors would require at most log(N) comparisons. However, 
in current advertisement monitoring applications there is no 
discussion of efficient search methods. Thus, a linear search 
of all N entries may be performed, perhaps halting the search 
when the first match is found. On average, this will require 
N/2 comparisons. If N is large, this can be computationally 
expensive. Consider a situation in which one out of 100,000 
possible commercials is to be identified. Each 30- second 
commercial consists of 900 video frames. If all 900 frames 
are stored in the database, then N= 90.000,000. Even if only 
every 10.sup.th video frame is stored in the database, its size 
is still nine million. While databases of this size are now 
common, they rely of efficient search to access entries, i.e., 
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they do not perform a linear search. A binary search of a 
90,000,000 -item database requires less than 20 comparisons. 
In contrast, a linear search will require an average of 45,000, 
0001 

With 9 million entries, if each vector ix 1 Kbyte, then the 5 

storage requirement is 9 Gigabytes. Disk drives with this 
capacity are extremely cheap at this time. However, if the 
database must reside in memory due to real -time require- 
ments, then this still represents a substantial memory require- 
ment by today's standards. One reason that the data may need Io 

to be stored in memory is because of the real -time require- 
ments of the database. If 10 channels arc being simulta- 
neously monitored within each of 50 geographic areas, then 
there will be 15,000 queries per second to the content recog- 
nition database, assuming each and every frame is analyzed. Is 
This query rate is low. However, if a linear search is per- 
formed then 675 billion comparisons per second will he 
required. This is an extremely high computational rate by 
today's standards. Even if only key frames are analyzed, this 
is unlikely to reduce the computational rate by more than an 20 

order of magnitude. 
If an advertisement is not recognized, then typically, the 

remote monitoring system will compress the video and trans- 
mit it back to a central office. Here, the clip is identified and 
added to the database and the remote recognition sites are 25 

subsequently updated. Identification and annotation maybe 
performed manually. However, automatic annotation is also 
possible using optical character recognition software on each 
frame of video, speech recognition software, close captioning 
information and other information sources. As these methods 30 

improve in accuracy, it is expected that they will replace 
manual identification and annotation. 

The recognition system described can be considered to be 
a form of nearest neighbor search in a high dimensional 
feature space. This problem has been very well studied and is is 
known to be very difficult as the dimensionality of the vectors 
increases. Anumber of possible data structures arc applicable 
including kd -trees and vantage point trees. these data strc- 
tures and associated search algorithms organize a N -point 
dataset (N= 90.000.000 in out previous example) so that sub- 40 

linear time searches can he performed on average. However; 
worst -case search times can be considerably longer. Recently, 
Yanilos proposed an excluded middle vantage point forest 
for nearest neighbor search. See, e.g., the Vianilos reference. 
This data structure guarantees sub -linear worst-case search 45 

times, but where the search is now for a nearest neighbor 
within a fixed radius.. tau. The fixed radius search means that 
if the database contains a vector that is within .tau. of the 
query, then there is a match. Otherwise, no match is found, In 
contrast, traditional vantage point trees will always return a 50 

nearest neighbor, even if the distance between the neighbor 
and the query is very large. In these cases, if the distance 
between the query and the nearest neighbor exceeds a thresh- 
old, then they are considered not to match. This is precisely 
what the excluded middle vantage point forest implicitly 55 

does. 
Using an excluded middle vantage point forest, will allow 

accurate real -time recognition of 100,000 broadcasted adver- 
tisements. This entails constructing an excluded middle van- 
tage point forest based on feature vectors extracted from say 60 

90,000,000 frames of video. Of course, using some form of 
pre -filtering that eliminates a large number of redundant 
frames or frames that are not considered to be good unique 
identifiers can reduce this number. One such pre -filter would 
be to only examine the I -frames used when applying MPEG 65 

compression. However, this is unlikely to reduce the work 
identification database (WID) size by more than one order of 
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magnitude. Assuming 10 channels are monitored in each of 
50 geographic regions, then the query rate is 
15,000= 10.times.50.times.30 queries per second. 

§4.3.2 Operational Example where Extra-Work Informa- 
tion is Used to Identify the Work 

FIG. 8 depicts a satellite television broadcast system 800, 
though cable and traditional broadcast modes are also appli- 
cable. Block 810 represents audience members (users)watch- 
ing a TV channel in their home, which also has a connection 
812 to the Internet 820. Other networks are also possible, The 
satellite broadcasts are also being monitored by one or more 
television monitoring centers 840a. These centers 840a may 
monitor all ora subset of the television channels being broad - 
cast. They are not restricted to monitoring satellite 1V broad- 
casts but may also monitor cable and traditional terrestrial 
broadcasts. The primary purpose of these monitoring centers 
840e is to identify the works being broadcasted. Of particular 
interest are television advertisements. However, other works, 
or portions thereof, may also be identified, Each lime a new 
segment of a work is identified, the monitoring system or 
systems 840a update one or more database centers 840b, 
informing them of the time, place, channel and identity of the 
identified segment. The segment may he a complete thirty 
second commercial or, more likely, updates will occur more 
frequently, perhaps at a rate of 1 update per second per chan- 
nel per geographic location. The database center 840b 
updates its database so that queries can be efficiently 
responded to in sub -linear time. 

The database centers 8406 can use traditional database 
technology. In general, the query search initiated by an audi- 
ence member is not a nearest neighbor search but can be a 
classical textual searchprocedure suchas a binary search.11te 
nearest neighbor search is appropriate for the monitoring 
sub -system 840e. The database centers 840b are continually 
updated as each new advertisement, television show or por- 
tion thereof is recognized. Standard updating algoritluns can 
be used. However, random new entries to the database are 
unlikely. Rather, each new entry, or set of entries, denotes a 
new time segment that is later than all previously inserted 
items. As such, each new entry can be appended to the end of 
the database while still maintaining an ordered data structure 
that is amenable to binary and other efficient search tech- 
niques. If two entries have the same time in their tinte field, 
items can be sorted based on secondary fields such as the 
channel and geographic location, as depicted in FIG. 9. Since 
the number of such entries will be relatively small compared 
with the entire database, it may be sufficient to simply create 
a linear linked list of such entries, as depicted in FIG. 9. Of 
course, the size of the database is constantly increasing. As 
such, it may become necessary to have several levels of stor- 
age and caching. Given the envisaged application, most user 
queries will be for recent entries. Thus, the database may keep 
the last hours wonhof entries in memory. If there is one entry 
per second for each of 100 channels in 100 geo- 
graphic locations, this would correspond to 
3600.thnes.l00.times.100= 36,000,000 entries which is eas- 
ily accommodated in main memory. Entries that are older 
than one hour may be stored on disk and entries older than one 
week may be archived (e.g., backed up on tape) for example. 
The entries to this database can include time, location and 
channel information together with a unique identifier that is 
provided by the monitoring system. Of course, additional 
fields for each entry are also possible. 

When a user query is received, the tinte, channel and geo- 
graphic information are used to retrieve the corresponding 
unique identifier that is then used to access a second database 
that contains information associated with the identified work. 
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An entry 1000 in this second database is depicted in FIG. 

10, which shows that associated with the unique identifier 

1010, the name of a product 1020, a product category 1030, 

the manufacturer 1040 and the commercial's associated web 

site 1050. Many other data fields 1060 are also possible. Such 

additional fields may include fields that indicate what action 

should be taken on behalf of the requesting user. Example 

actions include simply redirecting a request to an associated 

Web site, or initiating an e- commerce transaction or provid- 

ing an associated telephone number that may be automati- 

cally dialed if the querying device is a cell phone or display- 

ing additional information to the user. This database is likely 

to be updated much less frequently, perhaps only as often as 

once or twice a day, as batches of new advertisements are 

added to the system. Alternatively, it might beupdated as each 

new advertisement is added to the system. 
An audience member (user) 810 watching a television 

commercial for example may react to the advertisement by 

initiating a query to the database center 840b. The device 

whereby the user initiates the query might be a television or 

set -top -box remote control, or a computer or a wireless PDA 

or a (WAP- enabled) cell phone or a specialized device, Typi- 

cally, the query will occur during the airing of the commercial 

or a shortly thereafter. However, the time between the broad- 

casting of the advertisement and the time of the associated 
query is not critical and can, in some instances be much 

longer. For example, the audience member might bookmark 
the query information in a device such as a PDA or a special - 

izeddevice similar to those developed by Xenote for their flag 

radio linking. Later, the audience member may transmit the 
query to the database center840b. This might happen hours or 

even days later. 
The query contains information that the database center 

8406 uses to identify the work being viewed. This informa- 

tion might include the time and place where the audience 
member was, together with the channel being viewed. Other 

identifying information is also possible. The query may also 

contain additional information that may be used to facilitate 

the user's transaction and will include the return address of 
the user. For example, if the user is intending to order a pizza 

after seeing a Pizza Hut advertisement, the query may also 

contain personal information including his or her identity, 

street address and credit card infonmation. 
When the database center 840b receives a query, data in the 

query is used to identify the work and associated information. 

A number of possible actions are possible at this point. First, 

the database center 8406 may simply function as a form of 

proxy server, mapping the audience member's initial query 

into a web address associated with the advertisement. In this 

case, the audience member will be sent to the corresponding 

Web site. The database center 8406 may also send additional 

data included in the initial query to this Web site 850 in order 
to facilitate an e- commerce transaction between the audience 

member and to advertiser. In some cases, this transaction 
will not be direct, but stay be indirect via a dealer or third 

party application service provider. Thus, for example, though 

anadvertisement by Ford MotorCompany, mayairnationally, 
viewers may be directed to different Web sites for Ford deal- 

erships depending on both the audience member's and the 

dealerships' geographic locations. In other cases, advertisers 
may have contracted with the database center 8406 to provide 

e- commerce capabilities. This latter arrangement has the 

potential to reduce the amount of traffic directed over the 

public Internet, restricting it, instead to a private network 
associated with the owner of the database center. 

If the audience member (user) is not watching live televi- 

sionbut is instead watching a taped and therefore time -shifted 
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copy, then additional processes are needed. For the new gen- 

eration of digital video recorders, irrespective of the record- 

ing media (tape or disk), it is likely to be very easy to include 

information identifying the locationof the recorder, as well as 

5 the time and channel recorded. Location information can he 

provided to the recorder during the setup and installation 

process, for example. Digital video recorders, such as those 

currently manufactured by TIVO ofAlviso, Calif. or Replay 

TV of Santa Clara. Calif. have a network connection via 

to telephone, which can then send the query of an audience 
member to the database center 8406 using therecorded rather 

than the current information. 
In cases where query information has not been recorded, it 

is still possible to initiate a successful query. However, in this 

I3 case, it may be necessary to extract the feature vector from the 

work of interest and send this information to the monitoring 

center 840a where the feature vector can he identified. This 

form of query is computationally more expensive but the 

relative number of such queries compared to those sent to the 

zo database centers 840b is expected to be small. It should also 

be noted that the physical separation of the monitoring and 

database centers, depicted in FIGS. 6 and 9, is not crucial to 

operation of the system and simply serves to more clearly 

separate the different functionality present in the overall sys- 

25 tem configuration. 
Although the implementation architectures described 

above focus on the television media, it is apparent that the 

present invention is applicable to audio, print and other 

media. 
30 §4.4 Conclusions 

None of the embodiments of the invention require modifi- 

cation to the work or content, i.e., no active signal is embed- 

ded. Consequently, diere is no change to the production pro- 

cesses. More importantly, from a user perspective, 

35 deployment of this system need not suffer from poor initial 

coverage. Provided the database is sufficiently comprehen- 
sive, early adopters will have comprehensive coverage inmme- 

diately.'llnhs, there is lessrisk that the consumerwill perceive 

that the initial performance of the deployed system is poor. 

ao Further, the present invention permits statistics to be gathered 

that measure users' responses to content. This information is 

expected to be very useful to advertisers and publishers and 

broadcasters. 

45 What is claimed is: 

1. A computer system comprising: 
one or more electronic communications devices; 

one or more processors operatively connected to the one or 

more electronic communications devices; and 

50 one or more computer readable media operatively con- 

nected to the one or more processors and having stored 

thereon computer instructions for carrying out the steps 

of: 
(a) maintaining, by the computer system, á database 

SS comprising: 
(1) first electronic data related to identification of one 

or more reference electronic works; and 

(2) second electronic data related to action informa- 
tion comprising an action to perform correspond - 

en in to each of the one or more reference electronic 
works; 

(b) obtaining, by the computer system, extracted fea- 
tures of a first electronic work; 

(c) identifying, by the computer system, the first elec- 

65 tronic work by comparing the extracted features ofthe 
first electronic work with the first electronic data in 

the database using a non -exhaustive neighbor search; 
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(d) determining, by the computer system, the action 

information corresponding to the identified first elec- 
tronic work based on the second electronic data in the 

database; and 
(e) associating, by the computer system, the determined 5 

action information with the identified first electronic 
work. 

2. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the step of 
obtaining comprises receiving the first electronic work and 

extracting the extracted features from the first electronic 
work. 

3. The computer system of claim 2, wherein the first elec- 

tronic work is received from at least one of a set-top -box, a 

video recorder, a cell phone, a computer, ora portable device. 

4. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the step of 
obtaining comprises receiving the extracted features. 

5. The computer system of claim 4, wherein the extracted 
features are received from at least one of a set -top -box, a 

video recorder, a cell phone, a computer, or a portable device. 
6. The computer system of claim I, wherein the step of 

obtaining comprises receiving the first electronic work and 

the extracted features of the first electronic work. 

7. The computer system of claim 6, wherein the first elec- 

tronic work and the extracted features of the first electronic 
work are received from at least one of a set -top -box, a video 

recorder, a cell phone, a computer, or a portable device. 
8.'111e computer system of claim 1, wherein at least one of 

the first electronic work or the extracted features of the first 

electronic work is obtained fmm at least one of a set -top -box, 

a video recorder, a cell phone, a computer, or a portable 
device that stores commercial transaction data, and wherein 

the action information comprises a commercial transaction, 
and the one or more computer readable media have stored 
thereon further computer instructions for carrying out the 

additional step of: 

electronically performing the commercial transaction 
using the stored commercial transaction data. 

9. The computer system of claim 1, wherein at least one of 
the first electronic work or the extracted features of the first 

electronic work is obtained from at least one of a set- top -box, 

a video recorder, a cell phone, a computer, or a portable 
device, and wherein the action information comprises com- 
mercial transaction data, and the one or more computer read- 

able media have stored thereon further computer instructions 

for carrying out the additional step of: 
electronically perfbmting the commercial transaction 

through the at least one of a set -top -box, a video 

recorder, a cell phone, a computer, or a portable device 

using the commercial transaction data. 
10. The computer system of claim 8, wherein the stored 

commercial transaction data comprises at least one of a pur- 

chaser's name, a purchaser's address, or credit card informa- 

tion. 
11. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the action 

comprises at least one of directing a user to a wcbsitc related 

to the first electronic work, initiating an e- commerce trans - 

action, or dialing a phone number. 
12. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the action 

comprises providing and/or displaying additional infomta- 
lion in association with the first electronic work. 

13. A computer system comprising: 
one or more electronic communications devices; 
one or more processors operatively connected to the one or 

more electronic communications devices; and 

to 
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one or more computer readable media operatively con- 

nected to the one or more processors and having stored 

thereon computer instructions for carrying out the steps 

of: 
(a) maintaining, by the computer system, one or more 

databases comprising: 
(1) fast electronic data comprising a first digitally 

created compact electronic representation of one or 

more reference electronic works; and 

(2) second electronic data related to an action, the 

action comprising providing and/or displaying an 

advertisement corresponding to each of the one or 

more reference electronic works; 
(b) obtaining, by the computer system, a second digitally 

created compact electronic representation of a first 

electronic work; 
(c) identifying, by the computer system, a matching 

reference electronic work that matches the first elec- 

tronic work by comparing the first electronic data 
with the second digitally created compact electronic 
representation using a non -exhaustive neighbor 
search; 

(d) determining, by the computer system, the action 

corresponding to the matching reference electronic 
work based on the second electronic data in the data- 

base; and 
(e) associating, by the computer system, the determined 

action with the first electronic work. 
30 14 The computer system of claim 13, wherein the action 

further comprises providing a link to a site on the World Wide 

Web associated with the advertisement. 
15. The computer system of' claim 13, wherein the action 

35 
further comprises electronically registering a user with at 

least oneofa service or aproduct related to the advertisement. 

16. The computer system of claim 13, wherein the action 

limber comprises electronically providing at least one of a 

coupon or a certificate related to the advertisement. 
40 17. The computer system of claim 13, wherein the action 

further comprises automatically dialing a telephone number 
associated with the advertisement. 

18. The computer system of claim 13, wherein the action 
further comprises collecting competitive market research 

45 data related to the advertisement. 
19. The computer system of claim 13, wherein the action 

further comprises purchasing a product or service related to 

the advertisement. 
20. The computer system of claim 13, wherein the action 

50 further comprises allowing a user to interact with a broadcast 
related to the advertisement. 

21. The computer system of claim 1, further comprising the 

step of transmitting, by the computer system, the determined 
action as associated with the first electronic work. 

55 22. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
atore electronic works comprise at least one of a video work, 

an audio work, or an image work. 
23. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 

more computer readable media have stored thereon further 

an computer instructions for carrying out the additional steps of: 

(f) obtaining, by the computer system, second extracted 
features of a second electronic work; 

(g) searching, by the computer system, for an identification 
of the second electronic work by comparing the second 

65 extracted features of the second electronic work with the 
first electronic data in the database using a non-exhaus- 
tive neighbor search; and 
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(h) determining, by the computer system, that the second 
electronic work is not identified based on results of the 
searching step. 

24. The computer system of claim 13, wherein the one or 
more computer readable media have stored thereon further 5 

computer instructions for canying out the additional steps of: 
(1) obtaining, by the computer system, second extracted 

features of a second electronic work to be identified; 
(g) searching, by the computer system, loran identification 

of the second electronic work by comparing the second to 
extracted features of the second electronic work with the 
first electronic data in the database using a non- exhaus- 
tive neighbor search; and 

(h) determining, by the computer system, that the second 
electronic work is not identified based on results of the 15 

searching step. 
25. A computer system comprising: 
one or more electronic communications devices; 
one or more processors operatively connected to the one or 

more electronic communications devices; and 20 

one or more computer readable media operatively con- 
nected to the one or more processors and having stored 
thereon computer instructions for carrying out the steps 
of: 
(a) maintaining, by the computer system, one or more 25 

databases comprising: 
(1) first electronic data comprising a first digitally 

created compact electronic representation com- 
prising an extracted feature vector of one or more 
reference electronic works; and 30 

(2) second electronic data related to action informa- 
tion, theaction information comprising an action to 
perform corresponding to each of the one or more 
reference electronic works; 

(h) obtaining, by the computer system, a second digitally 3s 

created compact electronic representation comprising 
an extracted feature vector of a first electronic work; 

(c) identifying, by the computer system, a matching 
reference electronic work that matches the first elec- 
tronic 

work. 
work by comparing the first electronic data 40 

with the second digitally created compact electronic 

28 
representation of the first electronic work using a 
non -exhaustive neighbor search; 

(d) determining, by the computer system, the action 
information corresponding to the matching reference 
electronic work based on the second electronic data in 
the database; and 

(e) associating, by the computer system, the determined 
action information with the first electronic work. 

26. The computer system of claim 25, wherein the one or 
more computer readable inedia have stored thereon further 
computer instructions for carrying out the additional steps of: 

(1) obtaining, by the computer system, a third digitally 
created compact electronic representation comprising 
an extracted feature vector of a second electronic work; 

(g) searching, by the computer system, for a matching 
reference electronic work that matches the second elec- 
tronic work by comparing the third digitally created 
compact electronic representation of the second elec- 
tronic work with the first electronic data in the database 
using a non -exhaustive neighbor search; and 

(h) determining, by the computer system, that a matching 
reference electronic work that matches the second elec- 
tronic work does not exist based on results of the search- 
ing step. 

27. The computer system of claim 13, wherein the 
extracted feature is extracted using frequency based decom- 
position. 

28. The computer system of claim 13, wherein the 
extracted feature is extracted using principal component 
analysis. 

29. The computer system of claim 13, wherein the 
extracted feature is extracted using temporal sequence of 
feature vectors. 

30. The computer system of claim 13, wherein the one or 
more computer readable media have stored thereon further 
computer instructions for canying out the additional step of 
transmitting, by the computer system, the determined action 
information as associated with the first electronic identified 
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Big O notation 
t torn Vw tivedia the fiov crr: }:Iipc :a 

In mathematic, big O notation c4,..-sertho the 'uniting ho;h:ttloK Of a 

function when the atgturieint tends towards a paltthAtlan t attic or 

intinity, >asiiall in terms of simpler furidhoxr It i aIa mt-tirhrr of 

larger iatrrti17. t't ttcvIiJIL< that is called Landau notation. 

Bachmann-[..aEndata notation (alter IAImtuttt I ambit and Paul 

13rta;inrtrxnni.i`%'' or asymptotic notation. lu ctiinrptut,rr sitcrt4e h1t` () 

tuluttiyn is used to classify 3lgciriduns tiy how they res7xititl e.g.. l tu 

their prtktri.sirrg t1111e tor ato'tkitrft space requrramrits) tu changes ui 

input sr/4' '%1 In analytic number theory. it is used to estimate the 

"ernt ctpintrittieat" while replacing the asymptotic oie, or 

atin)ptut, tttran sise. of an arithmetical function by the value. or 

mean vatiwc. a takes at a lare finite argument A famous exnrtilik rw 

the prnbi.^m of c.tuttarittla the t»rrrmdt:r term rn die min.: mutihcs 

tttciKe rtL 

Itt(e t) tmtateonchmractentc. functions according to'then };tc,utti 

rates different faiatt:rroult with the sazric grrouth rate may be 

rtiprrsc7ttcd ucang the WLtTac, t.) notation Tlx 'cum t>' rs w.scd ti<vausc 

the gtt'wth tatr, 001 a titnctto'n is also referral to trs oortio of tlx. 

ftittcltctt A t,l,c,cniititon t'I a ttanettc'4i in terms ot tytg l) notation 

usually caalti tirtnitic`ti an upper bound on the grim th rate ul tbc 

function s.i'xustcd with hic () txHutiott atte setierxt rclataxl 

notations. using the symbols n, f2. r, anal (4, 10 tiestitbr titltl'i kttitl. 

ul l)tiitutis Oft IN411111trille growth rates 

1taittit?k of titg t ) nca,twi r5 ., c, t NM t>i aKw tlicre eitit. c' g 

c' 1) and wtc 14..1n 5) such that h c-.aw )'tìhncetI.'r. 

ltig ( ) rctot.ttt<)n is also used in many other tiictdti to provide stimLrr (-shinnies 

iContents 

I I. o'Rnt:al tlefrnttrtitt 

21.x:uripk 
',age 

; I Infinite a.}ltlptoot.i>s 

% 
, Intiiutesi»tal asymptotic:. 

4Ptopetttes 
4. I Product 
4 : SUM 

a+ i1tlilttpllCiiUot) by a constant 
5 Nlulttpta: variables 

?4larttt.r+ tor notation 
ti t I:quals sign 
6 2 other arithmetic o,{ierstori 

6.2 i ] LYntpie 

( IX-a.lair.ilit'n t+( twtabltns 

t 4 NIttltipk titi.ym 
' t )r.icrs of roxrntto+n functions 
k Related x'i}1TtItioKK totlilotts 

$.1 I 3itic-tp rtc'iatx,Q 

K 2 Mg ()mega notation 
* 8.2. l 11tc Iltuclv-!.ttlewooct definition 

8.2.2 Sinrpk examples 
a K.2.3 11te Knuth tïr`'finittutt 

R.? 'faintiv of f3ac.hsnanu-Landau notations 
K 4 ll;,c in ronripiracx x-io.7nc 
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8.5 Extensions to the R3cluutann-landau notations 

9 Generalizations and trlttte! usages 

10 } 1i+tury ( 13achntann -1.atidlitu, 19ard> and Vinogradov notations) 

1 i See also 

12 References and Notes 

13 Further reading 

14 Fxternal links 

Formal definition 

1.ct I and g be two inactions defined un some subit of the real numbers. t ittc +entes 

f(x) = C) (J(.r)) 

if and only if there is n psiute contant M such dut for all sufficient) large tiutue t of r, the absolute value of ßr1 is at stunt M 

multiplied M the absolute %aloe d +fAe)..I tort is..lr) (Ag x )) il and only if there exists a positive real number Al and a real number III 

such that 

f(1)1 1111(.01 for all z > ro. 

In riuny contexts. the assumption that we arc interested in the growl!' fate as the van: talc r ties 1t, tit tin ltl t< loll unstated, and one 

iyitte,ti more simply dwt)(x) = 0Ig(0). 

The notation can also Ix: tined to describe the Bettat tt' t,t.I near wizic teal number a (utkVtt, a = I)). me say 

f (-T) = t) ( t.r)) as .i --1 n 

if and only if there exist positive numbers t) and Al such that 

if(r), - ('I <¿. 

Ifg(.r) is non-Teto for Wt1aC Of I>ittTiL:ie'tltly ettts4: to lJ, 1100I of Ih04' di:Itnt[ItJnti can be unified lttitng the limn supll'tlt'r 

f (r) = U(g(.r)) as .r -4 a 

if and only if 

1ún sup 
r -+n 

f(x) 
g(s') 

< x. 

Additionally. the notation (key)) is also used Io denote the set of all functions I(r) that satisfy the rclatton fl.e)-l) g(r)1 In this ease we 

write 

f(r) E 0(9(x)) 

Example 

In typical usage, the formal definition of U notation is not ttse l ducctly. ratter. the 0 notation for n tiiriction f is deritied by the 

following simplification nukes. 

if Jf .r) is a sum of stvera) terms. the one with the largest growth rate is kept, and all others ,minted 

117(.x) is a product of several factors, any eon.slarns (terrils in the product that do no depend on .r) are omitted. 

For example. MAO = (Iva - 21i - 5. and suppose we wish to simplify this function. using O notation. to describe its growth rate as x 

approaetvs infinity. this function is the sum of three terrils: (firth. ?r`, and 5 Of these three [ems. the one with the highest growth rate 

is the one with the largest cxponeni as a function of x, namely (ix' Now one may apply the second rule: trtr'' is a product of F and to 
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which the first factor do's not depend on r. Omitting this I'actor rest:lb in the simplified fo(tn Ihus, we say that./(x) is a "big-oh" or 

(il) Mathematically. we can wzitc hr) _ ()(.r') One may confirm this calculation using the lirrinttl definition lrt j(r) = for' _ ryt` - > 

and g(x) = r'. Applying the formal detinitit*tt from :ibove, the statement thltt fix) _OW) equivalent to its expansion. 

I!(-01 < ;11 l9(x)1 

loi some suitable choice of xc, and ,1! and tin all .x ~- ro 1 o prove this, let ro = I and AI= 11_ Then, for an .t 

16.r1-2/-3 +51 <Gr4+j2r31 +5 
< äx' + 2.r4 + 5.r4 

= 13.r4 

St) 

161 t-2/-3 , 
51 C 13x1 

Usage 

Big t ) notation has two main areas of application. In mathematics. n .s eomm inly used to describe how closet). a finite sent. 

approximates a given function. especially in the cast of a tnirarntcd lay1or :serais or asymptotic expansion.. In computer science. tt is 

usclùl w the analysis t +fulgortihnts In tooth applications. the function g(s) appearing within the ()(..) is typically chosen to he as simple 

as possible. omitting constant factors and lower order terns. There arc two formally close. hut noticeably different, usages of this 

nutation: infinite asvniptotics and infinitesimal asyntpiti t s. Ibis distinction is only in application und not to pnneiplc. however-the 

lìmmtal definition for the "big U" is the same for bx'ih calo, only tisith diffluent limits for the function argument. 

Infinite asymptatics 

I3rg t ) notation is useful when analyzing algonthirrs for efficiency For example. the time (or the numb r of steps) it take: to cnnplrte a 

problem tit stun n might be ft'trnd to be 7(n) = 4n' - 2r, - 2. As n grows large, the tr" term will come to dominate, so that all other ternes 

can be neglected for instance when n - 500. t:he ttinn 4u is 1000 time ras lieue as the 2n ter111. Ignoring the latter would hove 

negligible effect un the exprc isttm's value lin mast purposes. Fumier. the c'oeI1icicnts become ira kv'anii if we compare to any odes 

order of expression, such as an expression ctmtammg a tern n' or n' Lven it 7(n) = I.(X000)thr2, if f f n) = n`. the latter will always 

exceed the former once n Rums larger than 1,000.000 (71 1.000,000) = 1,()(N).11)( =1 t 1.000.000)). Additionally. the nuntbct ef steps 

depends est the details of the ma* bine model on which the algtnthm nuns. bui diffèrent types of machines typically vary by only ti 

constant facteur in th,: number of steps nccdcd io ctecutc an alganthm. So the big O ne aUon captures what remains: we write either 

or 

T(71) := 00,2) 

7"(r:) 0(n3) 

and say that the algorithm has order (if n' tinte complexity. Note that "_" is not encart to express "is equal to" in its normal 

mathematical sense. but rather a more colloquial "ts ". o the second expression is technically ticcurate (s the "Equals sign discussion 

below) while the first is txtsidered by sonne us an abuse of notation Ill 

Infinitesimal asymptotics 

13ig 0 can also be used to describe the error term in an approximation to a mathematical function The most significant terms are 

written explicitly, und then the lea- signifteant terms are summarized tu a single big () feit. Consider, for example, the expxmcntial 

series and two expressions of it that are valid when .r is sinall 
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: 
1.2. x3 I, t 

t = -r-f- l 3l t »-... 
1.r 

-l+r f-) i Off ̀t) 

= I -3- r r' 

second expression (the tiK with 0(.l".. )1 means tltc absolute-value of the t:rrOr + .l 2 1 is srriitller than some constant 

1t (a<rt .l' IS close enough to (l 

Properties 

If the tunctron fcan bc written as a finite sum of other functions. then the fastest growing one determines the order ()flint For example 

f(rt) = 9 log n + 5(log01 l ;3r12 , 2rf3 = Cl(n3), ¡IS n -} x 
In prtrtirular. if a function may be lxourlckd by A pclyrnxnini tn n. then as rr tends Co infinity. one may disrcg:ud 1rnivr-order terms oi'the 

polynomial An(Hhcr thing to notice is the sits (Are) and Ow', are t..ry different. lf c ie greater Man one. then the (tl~r ircmti much 

raster A function that grows fatiUcr than if for any c ts called tiYrpopohnonir,71 ( )nc t!>rl gotv5 ntore }IoWly thQO ,ilty t xpcmcrttial 

function of the form b callrc! snictponrnliu! An algorithm can require time that is both supetTlolynoenral and suhexponentiat. 

examples of this include the fastest known tilg,torrthals for "meter factorization and the function nbl ". 

We nuWY ignore any powtrs of n Inside of the logarithms Iltc set ()koç n is exactly the same as ()login` f) rite logarithms differ only 

by a constant factor (enta: "MAW) = c log to and thus the big O notation ignores that Sinularly. logs with different constant haxcs are 

equivalent On the other hand. e.>`pponentiala with different basa are not of the sani` order. For example_ 2' and 31 arc not of the same 

order. 

Changing units may or may not affect the order of the resulting algorithm. Clurg.tng units is equivalent to multiplying the appropriate 

variable bs a constant whcresc it appears l=of example, if an algorithm runs in the corder of n'. replacing n by en nll`ans the nigontlim 

runt in the order of e'n`, and the big () notation ignores the constant c". 'i lns can be %nitrer as c "n` _ ()(n`). it. however. an algorithm 

runs in the order of 2', replacing n with or gives 2" _ (2'11 This is not equivalent to 2" M general. Changing iariables may also affect 

tlx: order of the mulling algorithm_ For cxampk. if an algorithms ron tune is ()(n) when measured m terns of the number n of digits of 

an input number .r. then its run time is ()t Ing -r) when measured as a function of the input number .r itself. because n = l)( log x) 

Product 

fi = U(yt ) ltll.cl f2 = O(92) =* fif2 E e(gt}y ) 

f 0(g) _ 0(.f g) 

Sum 

fi= 0(g1)and f2-0(g2) fill2=(f +3y2I) 

This nrtplies f t= 0( g) and f3 = 0(g) fi 12 E 0( g) tthtch means ihsu n( y) is a convex c"txae. 

if,fand g are positive functions. f+ 0(g) = fi( f y) 

Multiplication by a constant 

I.cl k be a cUliStarll fhcKr: 

0( kg )_O(g)ií k i, rx+n.fcr° 

f E 0(9) k = «(y). 

Multiple variables 

1341 (1(and hide o. anti i2 ) can also be used with nlulttptc variables To define Big (l formally for multiple variahle,. suppose f (r) 
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and y( -1an: two functions &firedcon some subset of 14" We say 

f(i) c1(y(rl) us; r-4x 
if and only t0'1 

3A/ 3C > O such that for all r with x, >.l,f for sonic r. j f(2 )1 < rl!1( !) 1. 

Equivalently. the condition that rt > .1i1 for some ¡ can be replaced with the condition that 
I1111 

>.1f. Abele Il,rlldenotes the 

(:'itebywlter distance. For exauttpfe, the statement 

f(rt. rn) = 1t3 .L +()(rt -i- ni) m _.., x 

asxr't: that tlp:rr exist euast3nts ( arid ,b! such awl 

ali( n. rrt Hi : Ig(z. rrt ) l< CO; -;- in), 

wlir.rc,on,.n defined by 

f(rr.rn) = rm'tniJ -y(n.rrt) . 

Note that this sklìnition allows all of the coordinates of f to utlùttty. in p3r!zt+llar, the statement 

f(rt.rtl) = 0(rim) as ra,r71 x. 

3C -1/vii rn , . .1 q+nte,ltfletent born 

r bnz: f(rr.rn) = Útn .n 
1 a., n --> x 

Ir.c., Vrn 9C 3.1/ dn . . ,1 

This is not du: only geueralirattun of loi_,: O to ttruitrvarir{te functions. and in practice. titcrr is some inconsistency in tate chni4.-: of 

drfrnihon.t'' 

Matters of notation 

Equals sign 

the st.ttrrtx-rtt 7/(r) is (k (.r )1" as &finsd Ashore is usually written us Ita) _ f)(g(.v)). Sonic consider dus ü lx ait abus: of notation. since 

the use u1 the. equals sign could be mislead:nit as it suggest., a syimite:tiy that this statement dues ni hare. As de 13ruujn says, fhx) _ (1 

(x) is true Eut (X t' ) = (h.x) is not.' -t Knuth describes such statements ss "one -way encrahties ". since if the sides could be rts'etaetl, "we 

could 414..-duce rktiettIous things like n = ir' from the identities n = ()(n') and u' = Orr') "1 41 lot the reason , n wmulct be nage precise to 

use set notation and write. j(xt tce(.x)), thinking of tì((v)) as the cou.; of 311 functions Mx) such that it(r}¡ i (f, ixÿ; for some constant 

(.1 i tfowcst -r. the use mythe equals sign is customary. Knuth pointed out that "mathematicians customanly use the = sign as they use 

the word 'is' in English: Ansiotle ta a than, but a man isn't necessanh Aristotle."t "1 

Oilier arithmetic operators 

Big t.) notation can also be used in conjunction with other arithmetic operators in more scar» pliea1 d equations. For example. lr(x) 

(x)) denotes the collection of functions having the growth of h(x) phis a part whose growth is limited to that of ll.x). Thus, 

901 = Mr) + O(f(x)) 

expresses the same as 

IM(.r) _ 0(1(x)) - 

Example 
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Siipptnc an ctlgontIirn is being developed to op,-rate on a set of n eltintiits Its developers ate interested in finding a Íunttitan T(n) that 
will express how Bing the algorithm will take to run (tu sotte arbitrary measurement of tine) in term.+ of the number of dement; in the 
input set The algorithm works by first calling a subroutine to sort the elements to the Yi and then perform its own operations !he son 

has a known tune complexity of ()(u=), and after the .subroutine runs the algorithm muai take an additional 55n' - 2,1 - to steps before o 

lenninates thus the overall tune complexity of the algorithm can be expressed as /in) _ 55n' ()(,r=) Ilciï the terms 21/-10 are 

subsumed within the faster -growing O(rr' ). Again. this usage disregard_s sonic of the torTnal meaning of the' symbol, bui u does 
allow one to use the big f) notation as a kind ofconvenient play/Molder 

Declaration of variables 

.anotltcr feature oI'the notation. although less exceptional. is tuai function arguments may need to he inferred from the context when 
several variables are involved. !1x following twto right-hand side big O notations have dramatically different meanings 

f ( rrt ) = U( nnt) 
g(n) 0( ln") . 

ilte dirsi case stures hurt firn) exliibits polyntomial inowth. wlrile late seetaul. :tssuming, in 1, stetes litri g{n) exhibit`i expiol ential 
growth To a%oid confusion, sane authors rise: the notation 

9(g) - 0(f(T)). 
rather than the lem explicit 

g= 0(f). 

Multiple usages 

In tnore complicated usage. 0( ..) can appear LTt chfletmnt places to an equation, even several times on each side, l'or exaurple, the 
following are true fier n -3 oc 

(n ± 1)2= n2 +0(n) 
(n +0(r:1r1))(n +01lcogi))2 = n3 +0(115;2) 
tt(111) 0(r"). 

the meaning of such statements is as follows: for any !Unctions which satisfy each Ú(. i on the left side. there are some functions 
satisfying each (A...) on the right side. such that substituting all these functions into the equation nukes lite iwo sides equal For 

example. the third equation ahox:c mists. 'Tor any function j(n) _ ()t 1). there is some function gin) =(he - ) such that r," = r;(nt " In 
terms of the "set notation" above. the meaning rs that the cans, of functions represented by the tell side is a subset of the class of 
functions represented by the right side In this use the "= is n formal symbol that unlike the usual use of "=" is not a svnirtxtnc relation. 

I1tus 11.11 example rl n -- ()u) Mires not imply the false statement ()(i') = ri Ala 

Orders of common functions 

Further information: Time complexity § fable (f cr ntrrtr,ri time complexities 

Here is a list of classes of tbnetíonss that are coturncmly encountered when aiialytmg the naming time of an rilgonthnt. In euh case. c is 

a constant and n increases without bound. The slott:er- grooving. functions are tacneraliy leaned first. 
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;+;titatiurr Name 

rorrtant 

double ltlg,anthnuc 

lctgarithrnic 

polvlogaretltmir 

tract toInd power 

linear 

U( tt log' it n tdxg.strtr n 

linerttltmic. 
f)( n tr 1=(:)( log n!) loglinear. or 

quas.ilincar 

n' f)( ) quadratic 

1 C)(rt`).,,e- 

Lf,n. ,. fl < n < 1 = 
(c4-0(tt)(tnnl°tyntnrlt-Q 

polynomial or 
algebraic 

',notation or sub- 
exponential 

0(c ), c 1 exponential 

()( n!) factorial 

Example 

Detcmurunp; if a binary number is even per odd: Calculating ( )rl t'srns a 

constant -size lookup table 

Number of comparisons Tent tindeng an item using interpolation starch w a 

sorted array of uniformly distributed tialues 

Finding an item m a sorted array with a binary sdzrclt or a balanced search free as 

well as all operations in a Binomial heap 

Matrix chain ordering can be solved in polylog,arithmic tien on a Parallel Random 
Access Machine.. 

Searching in a kà-tree 

I tntling an item nt an unsoiled liW crr a malformed tree (worst easel tt sn :rrt 

unsorted array. adding two rr-bit tnteg ers by ripple carry 

l'erliir7tri.ng triangulation of a tirrnple polygon using SeIClel's algorithm. or the 

0. if tr < 

1 t lag'(logn). if n :> 
union find e lgn ithnt Note that log' ( ri) = 

Perfonnurg a fast [outlet trriu.sliKnt. hcalasort_ olutckstui (lx.t and Ltvcr;egc ease 1, 

or merge sort 

Multiplying two r: -digit numbers by a simpie algorithm: bubble son (worst case iw 

naive implenrícrrattan), Shell son. quicksort (worst ease(. selcciitin son or 
insertion sun 

trcc-adjotneng grammar parsing. maximum matchrrtg for hellrrttitt graphs 

Factoring. a number using the quadratic sieve or number field sieve 

Finding trie (exact) solution to the travelling salesman problem tisons, dynamic 
programming: uictemllnrng if two logical statements are equivalent using brute. 
force search 

Solving the traveling salesman problem via brute -lotte search; generating all 
unrestricted permutations of a poses. finding the déterminant with expansion by 

minors. enumerating all partitions of a set 

The statrrratt f ( it) = U ( 71!) rs sometimes weakened to f ( rr ) = ( re") to derive simpler tOnnttla.; for asymptotic artpl+.xrty, 

For any k > Qand ,t' > ()( rr` (log ) i s a subset of () ( Ter+ `) for any - > Q. so may be considered as a polynomial with some 

bigger order 

Related asymptotic notations 

Big () is the most commonly used atiymPttatic notatinat for ,:olml}artrrg Iunction5, although tn many caws. Big (1 may he replaced with 

Big Theta H for asymptotically tighter bounds. I 'ere_ we define some related notauuns in teems of Big O. progressing up to the family 

uf Ilachtnann Landau notatuet{ to which Big l) nowttvn belongs 

Little -o notation 

"Little u "rrthreets herd. For the baseball plmcr, sec (artrar i.1..quel. 

The informal assertion "j(x) is little -o of.r,,,(c)" is formally written r) = o0,1.0), or rn set notation /ix) e ot,i, x)) lrituitivel)-. it means 

that g(r) grows much làster than fix). or similarly, that the growth ot.l.rl is nothing compared pared to that of g(x). It assumes that,/ and g are 

both functions of one vtinabk. Fomtally, f(n) = r e(n1) (or /(uj E (44e1)fi as n r means that for every v positive constant is there 

exists a constant N such that 

I.f(rt)f'_- 
for tclln}.ti'!%.) 
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Note the difference between this earlier formal definition tier the big.( ) notation, and the present definition of little-o: «hile the farmer 

has to he trite for at least one constant Al IIti lattez must hold for e'a'trt positive constant a., however small "' ln dus way link-u notation 

makes a stronger statement than the corresponding hug -() notation every function that is bplc.o of is also big-C )ofg. but not every 

function that is big -4) 4' it also tittle -o of ( for rrstaneegr itself-is not. unless it is identically /ern near s ) 

Ifg(x) is tisruero, tr al least becomes nonzero heyemul a certain porn die relation l(r) o(g(x)1 is equivalent to 

r 
um 

( ) 
-- Q li . 

J *x g(x) 

For cxattipk. 

2x = ()(12) 

212 76 0( r2) 
1/r=r,(1) 

1.ittle o notation is common on u autthentntics. but rarer m computer scecaaec In computer tenet, the s rusI 1c (and function n value) is most 

often a natural number ln mathematics. the variable and function valuers are often rtml numbers. the following properties (expressed in 

the more recent. set- theoretical notation) can t*c useful: 

" f t( f) -o(f) kit f 
n( no(g) Ç 0( fg) 
0(0(f)) 0(f) 
p(f ) C (j( f ) (anal thus Ill r above pscapc-rtte, apply with most combinations or kr and ()) 

As with har t ) notation. the statement "f ( r) ts v( g( .r ) j" iy usually written as f (.2-) o( g( ,r ) ) winch some c(utitcic7 an abuse of 

notation. 

Rig Omega notation 

Mete are two very willesptcaci and incompatible definitions statrettcttt 

f(r) = it(g(r)) (r --t' (t) 

where ci is some real number. r. c,t - r:, where/ and g ate 4a1 !Unctions defined in ü neighbourhood of u. and where g is positive in this 

neighbourhood 

The rust ame tchrimolierlc;:tis ) IN usCcl ur analytic number theory. and the ),dur orte in computational complexity theory When the Iwo 

subjects ltattt_ this 1tI11:111''.1 lì lkglnd tt gtmratc collfttlet7n 

The Hatel-Litttlerrood definition 

In 1914 Ci 11.. Hardy and I.E. l.ittkwood introduced the new symbol 9.'''"' which is defined as follows: 

f(r) z(g(,r) ) (z --} x) ra lint sup 
Z--"C 

f (r) > C! 

g(x) 

n)us pi) = (g(,r))is the mcaticntff(r) = g(r)) 

In 1918 the sante authors introduced the two new symbols Qu and Qt.,' I I I thus defined. 

f(r) = OR(I`fÌ)(1 -?G' 4* lims(tpf(l) >ü 
=--x J( ) 

f(r) = i2L(y(.r)) (x -} x) a linl in( 
f( f) 

< tl 
~x 5%(-r) 

Hincc f(x) : Pt/ (g(x ))isthcnegatíonef f(x) < y(r)) and f(.r) = r?t(g(.x))dte negation of f( r) > e;i(g(r)). 
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Contrary to a lates assertion of DI. k.nuth».f Edmund Landau did use these three statiix+ts. with the same mtc.anu,;,°ti. ,n t 92 

These llardv-l.itilcwnod symbch are prototype,* which alter l.uttd,iti were n:-er toNctii again exactly thus 

S)R became SZa,, and S?f became s")_ 

These three symbolsí.S;._.as well asf(;r); S2t(g(.r)'{ meaning that f (,r) = S2(g(.r))3ndÌ(x) = s?-(,4( xi) taN 

lxith satisfied). are now currently used in analytic number theory.'"' 

Simpk examples 

We have 

sin r = 13(1) ( .r --t x ) , 

und more precisely 

sift = S.2.4- (1) (i -4 x). 
We have 

sin .r -i- 1 = 1./(1) ( .r --} ), 

and more precisely 

sin .r l =53,(1) (.r-- x.}. 

however 

sin l°... 1 # 12 (1) (.r 7C,). 

The Knuth definition 

In 197! DI. Knuth published a paper to justify hic use of the 0-symbol to describe a stronger property. Knuth wrote: "For all the 
applications I have seen w tar in computer science. a stronger requirement ( ...1 is much more iappnaptiatc". l Ic defined 

I(r) = S2(y(x)) g(x) = t')(I(r)) 

with the comment: "Although I have changed I lardy and I.tittcwciod definition of O. I feel justified in cooing so beause that 
definition is by no means in wide use, and because then arc athet ways to say what they want Lo say in the comparatively rare cast's 

%hen their definition applies" t''' liowvevcr. the Imo- I_itticw xid definition had been used for at least 25 year.' 
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Family of Bachmann -Landau notations 

Notation ?Same Intuition Informal definition: for 
Formal Definition suflicienth large tì._ 

Big 0, 
Big oh: 

f(i) = ()(g(1)) Big 
Omicron tcron 
li'1 

ff(n) = f?i9(i)) ()mezzo 

f(n) = e ( g( n ) 
J 

f bounded 
above by g 
trip to 
constant 
faciot ) 
asymptc41Rcnlly 

Two 
definitions 

Number 
theory: 

if(a')i < k Iy(11)1tórsome 
positive k 

Number theory 

f is f(n) > k. 9(n) for infinitely 

dominated bu v alues nf 1r and for some 
' positive k 

:rstizttp"irally 
CuinpErxitY Iht..ory 

t'omplextty 
( ra ) 5 k g( t ) for some thew 

po.itiv c k 

f is bounded 
below by .(1 

asymptotically 

3k > 3rt Vtt > no 1r(i)I < k 19(01 

Number theory: 

]k > a 1>rtttt 3n > no f(n) > k 

Complexity theory 

3k>()3nnVa>leof(ra)>k 

is bounded 

)< n< kz ( ri 

9k1 > O 9k2 > O 9nc, btr > no 
and below by ' -( _ ( ) _ g 

for some positive Irt. k: k g( n) < f ( n) < k2 g(n) 
asymptotically 

Stroll f i, 
f ) = 0( g( (' dontrrtateel by 

I 

f( a )1 < k Ii( n ) fat every 
Sn3aII g fixed positive munber k 
Oh asymptotically 

Small f dc,niiriatcs g If( ri )1 > k I(' j j. for every f 
( J1) 

_?(g(n ))' Omega asymptotically fixed positive number k 

f(n) ^f y(n) On the f equal to r) f 1 
9( n ) --} 1 order of asymptotic-idly 

vk > 0 3,10 n 

g(n) 

> rto If(n)I < k I901)1 

bk > 3nn > no If(n)1 ? k Ir)(II)1 

n 
> 0 374, VII > nt, ) 1 < 

g(n) 

Aside from the Big O notation. the I3ig Theta E? und Big Omega I/ notations are the two most often used in computer science. the small 
omega co notation is occasionally used in computer science. 

Aside from the Big (7 notation, the small u. Big Omega ci and es, notations are the thrcc most often used in number theory: the small 
omega ro notation is now used in number theory. 

Use in computer science 

For more derails on Ihcs ro+vrc. stY' rf nuh^Oc ríf crJgcuiJhms. 

Infomially, especially in computer science, the ßig O notation often LR permitted to be somewhat abused to describe an asymptotic tight 
bound where wing Big Theta Fi notation might be more fhetually appropriate in a given context. For example. when considering u 

ftitttticn T(n) = 73rt 22tr2 - 58. all of the following are generally acceptable. but tighter bkutcl.s (i.e.. numbers 2 and 3 below) are 
usually strongly preferred trier looser bounds (i.c-. number I below). 

i. Rub = fJ(n`ee) 
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2 fin) = Ow) 
3 71n) = f(rr) 

flic c(tumal<nt 1'.ni:ltsilstatements are respes:ttveiy 

I 'no grows asymptotically. no faster than n" 
2 not asymptotically faster than n' 
3. no glows asymptotically as fast as l' 

St) white all three statt'ulcnt, an truc. progressively Mon: intot7riation is ...tntuutld in radi. In some fields. however, the Big t) notation 

(nurnlxcr' tn the lists ritxvc) would tv u.seth more commonly than the l3it; Theta tlotatlurt (indicts number 3 in the It above) For 

example, if nil) represents the running tune of a newly devekix'd algorithm for input size n. the irtvcntorx and users of die algorithm 

might be more inclined to put an upper asyuiapt*Kic bound on how lung it will take to run without making an explicit statement about the 

lower asymptotic bound. 

Extensions to the Bachmann- Landau notations 

Another notation sometimes used in computer science is O (read suf.())- fin) _ (kgtn)) is shorthand for Jun)_ (ke(n) log' g(n)) for 

some k. Ls.sentially, it is Hid_ O natation. ignoring Iogarithntic factors t ecrose the urowih -rate insets of some outer super -logarithmic 

Itmetion indicate a gruwth -rate tAplosion for large-sized input parameters that is MOM important to predi.Ning tad run-time 

perlormance than the titer -point effects contributed to the logarithmic-growth factor(s) this notation is caten used to obviate the 

"nitpicking" within growth-rates that are staled as tout tightly bounded for the matters at hand (since (t,é n r always o(rf) for any 

constant k and any e > O). 

Also the 1, notation. detined as 

L(ca.r] O ('' (41 ).tn ri "(t»tnc :}: ") 

N c onyenierlt 1.01 fttnetinns that ate lktwc n palyntnntal and exponential 

Generalizations and related usages 

file generalization to functions taking values in any normal vector space is straifehtf +award (replacing absctutc values by roans). 

where /and and need nut take their values in the sani space. A generalization to functions g taking values Many topological group is also 

possible. The "limning process" x-z;, em also be generalized by nttrodueing an :trbitrary filter hasp. i_e. to directed nets tanf g. The n 

notation earl he used to define derivatives and diulceniiahilny m quite general spaces. and also (asyanptotical) equivalence of functions. 

I g - g) 0(0 
which is an equivalence relation and a more restrictive notiert than the relationship "Xis ()i el" horn ahx+vL t lt rctluct:, to lim.!.' g = I if 1 

and g are positive rwl V;tluctt fuult.-tuc+ns ) I ,,r example. 21- is ()(r}, hut r is not taxi 

llistory (ßachnianu- Landau, Hardy, and Vinogradov notations) 

the symbol i) was first introduced by number theorist Paul Bachmann w 1894, in the second volume orbit, book Arraltrische 

/uhlt.'rrtIwurh- ( "analytic number t eory"). the lust volute of which (not yet containing. bug 0 notation l was published to I:í92 1111 Ube 

number theorist Edmund Landau adopted it, and was thus inspired to introduce in 1909 the notation 4.)-J i hence both are now called 

.atxiau symbols Thee ni-gabons were used in applied mathematics during the 1950s ter asymptotic analysis) The big t) was 

pnpulari ed in computer science by Donald Knuth. who re- introduced the related Omega and Theta notations.)'21 Knuth also noted that 

the ütne- a notation had been introduced by I tardy and Littlewo od " under a different meaning "moo" (i.e. "is not an o of "). and 

proposed the above definitive !lardy and Ltltlewood's original definition (which was also used w one paper by I.andaut' ̀ t) is still used 

in number theory (where Knuth's definition is never used). In fact. i'andau also used in 1914. in the paper Just mentioned. the symbols 

QR ( "right ") and Çt.1 "lefty) which were introduced in 1918 by !lardy and I.ittlewood.j1'' and which were prL ursos for the modern 

svnibois c T ( "i5 not smaller than a small o or) and fl ( "is not larger than a small o or ) mus the (kncga symbols with their original 

meanings) arc somctintcs also scferred to as "Landau tivtubois" 

Also. Landau never used the Big Theta and small omega symbols. 
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tiurcy', srmlxtti were (in terms of the modem (f notation) 

f -< g 4=;. f 0( g) :tttll f f F r.'( 9) : 

(Hardy hérite et never defined or used the notaton nor «. as it has been n scmo:tuneti reported). it should also be nosed that Hardy 
introduces the s-yanbols - "{(as well as some c+ther symbols) in hts 19I0 tract "Orden of infinity ", and makes use of it only in three 
papers 1 1'7ln - 1911). In his nearly 400 remaining papes and books he consistently mes the I .andan symbols C) and t' 

l tardy', notation is not used anymore On the other hand. in the 1930;.!'9: the Russian number thronst lean Matvevevich Vinogradov 
introduced his notation «, which has been increasingly used in number theory instead of the O notation We have 

f «g f t 0(g). 

and frequently both notations arc used in the same paper 

l'tie big-1 ) nginally stands for "ender ul" 
( "Ordnung ". llachmanrt 1K94). and is thus a roman letter. Neither Bachmann nor l andau rvei 

call it "Omicron" The symbol wa, much later r,i* (1976) viewed by Knuth as a capital tut icrttn,lt'1 probably in reference to hts 
definition of du symbol ()uie The digit /e.iu shutdd utt lie used 

See also 

Asymptotic expansion. Approximation of ftui tints generah /ing !ardor's fi,rmuia 
Asymptotically mutual. A phrase frequently íí~4c1 to dcrnbe an algt +rtthttt that has an upper bound asymptotically ttttlnn a 
constant of a lower hound (tir the problem 
Big () in probability notation (l;,,e, 
Limit superior mid limit inferior. An explanation of some of the limit notation used in this article 
Naehbin's tltcon:m A precise method of bounding complex analytic functions tit that the domain of convergence of integral 
transforms can be staled 
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A method to enable one to search for a song title when only 
its melody is known. An interface is used which allows the 

user to enter the melody in an easy to understand manner. A 
remote music database with melody information is searched 
for the melody entered by the user. using, for example, a 

peak or differential matching algorithm. Upon receiving a 

search request, a database server, i.e., a remote computer, 
which can he accessed by the user via a client PC, sends a 

web page, for example, in HTML or Java containing the 

search results to the client PC. The client PC receives and 
displays the search results on the monitor and exchanges 
data with the server. Sound may also be played through the 

sound card to connected speakers. 
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MUSIC SEARCH IVY MELODY INPUT 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

2 
search results to the client PC. The client PC receives and 

displays the search results on the monitor and exchanges 
data with the server. Sound may also be played through the 

1. Field of the Invention 
sound card to connected speakers. 

5 

The present invention is directed to a mechanism for BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
enabling the searching of songs by their melodies in sound 
files such as midi files. 

FIG. 1 shows a piano roll grid onto which a melody may 

2. Description of the Related Art 
be entered. 

In the prior art, if one knows a song melody, but not the ra FIG. 2 is a portion of the work entitled Für Elise in 

artist or title, about the only way to detemine the title would 
standard music notation. 

be to ask a person having knowledge of the melody and title FIG. 3 is a portion of the work entitled Träumerei in 

such as a person who works in a retail record /compact disc standard music notation. 

store. Existing music search capability available utilizing the FIG. 4 illustrates a piano roll window for the melody (F 

Internet usually requires at least a part of its tille or corm- 15 ill- Elise) shown in FIG. 2. 

poser's name. 

In U.S. Pat. No. 5.739.451. a hand held music reference 
device is described with song segments, typically stored as 

compressed MIDI files. as well as titles, lyrics, artists and 

the like. However, searching is generally perfumed by 
entering at least one of the title. lyrics, artist or the like which 
is then searched. Reference is made to note structure com- 
parator 62 and performing a melody line search utilizing a 

note structure entered via directional keys. A note structure 
is defined as a series of relative note or pitch values. i.e., a 225 

melody line which is rising, falling or remaining the same in 

pitch value. Comparator 62 operates to locate songs which 
have the inputted note structure. Apparently, comparator 62 

is a microprocessor which has been programmed to perform 
this function, the details of which are not set forth as 

3e 

searching by note structure does not appear to be the 

preferred mechanism for performing a search. Also, the 

entering of a note structure as described in this patent 

provides a limited mechanism for enabling the comparator 
to locate a desired song since basing a search on rising, 

95 notation. 

falling or remaining the same pitch values provides only FIG. 12 illustrates user input tin Traumerei in piano roll 

limited information. notation. 

In U.S. Pat. No. 5,402,339, a more sophisticated mecha- FIG. 13 illustrates an alternate interface for inputting a 

nism is described for performing a search based on a 
melody using a representation of a piano keyboard. 

melody. However, to perform the search, a user most enter 
4n 

FIG. 14 illustrates a melody having a repeated pattern 

a string of note data items which is a period and scale level 

of a single sound identified by a musical note. To do this, the 

user must possess a high level of music knowledge and 

sophistication, making the described mechanism unsuitable FIG. 1 shows an example of a search interface according 
for use by the average person having a limited knowledge of to the present invention. The interface includes piano roll 
music. Further, period, i.e., note duration is very difficult to grid 1, mouse or other pointing device cursor 2, play hutton 
estimate, even for a user having a high level of music 3, clear hutton 4, search hutton 5, and search result window 
knowledge. 6. Piano roll grid I has vertical scroll hutton la and hori- 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 50 zontal scroll button Ih. Even if a user does not know 
traditional musical notation, with this piano roll input, the 

A method and apparatus is disclosed to enable one to user can easily input a melody to search, This kind of music 

search for a song title when only its melody is known. The input interface is already used in existing music notation 

invented music search allows a user to search a database and software. For example, a commercially available product 

thereby obtain the title of the work only with its melody as 55 known as Midisoll Studio 6.0 utilizes a piano roll input 

input to a search engine and a minimal knowledge of music. interface. See, http: / /mvw.midisoft.commupgrade.htm. In 

The invention uses a piano roll music notation interface or this case however, the interface is used to create and edit 

a piano keyboard interface which allows the user to enter the music rather than to perform searches. 

melody in an easy to understand manner. This invention The horizontal axis of the grid represents time and the 

assumes a user has access to a remote music database 6t vertical axis of the grid indicates pitch. Each block repre- 

through, for example, the Internet using a personal computer sents a note. One block above represents a half note. If the 

(PC) which functions as a client, with a PC keyboard, current block is C, ils upper block is CN. 

monitor, preferably a sound card, optionally a microphone The user moves cursor 2 to a block to select it and then 

and Internet or other network connection. Upon receiving a presses the mouse button. If the selected box pitch is C4, a 

search request, the database server i.e., a remote computer, 65 tone of C4 will be generated by the soundcard of the PC and 

which can be accessed by the user via the client PC, sends the user hears the tone. This tone feedback allows the user 

a web pages for example, in II'1ML or Java containing the to correct the pitch easily. If the pitch is correct, the user 

FIG. 5 illustrates a piano roll window for the melody ('I'r 

äumerei) shown in FIG. 3. 

FIG. 6 illustrates Traumerei in piano roll notation. 

20 FIG. 7 illustrates user input for Träumerei in piano roll 
notation. 

FIG. 8 illustrates a portion of the piano roll window 
showing the selection of a particular block representing a 

note. 

FIG. 9 illustrates a portion of the piano roll window 
showing the selection of a particular block representing a 

note with a duration twice as long as the note shown in FIG. 
8. 

FIG. 10 illustrates a portion of the piano roll window 
showing the selection of a particular block representing a 

note twice as long as the note shown in FIG. 8 with a 

following note with the same pitch. 

FIG. 11 illustrates user input for Träumerei in piano roll 

DE'T'AILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 
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releases the mouse button and that block is fixed. If the pitch larger than a MIDI File and thus takes more time to send. 

is wrong, the user moves cursor 2 upward or downward to Ilowever, no MIDI sound generator is required. Compared 

find the correct pitch. To correct a fixed block, the user with a MIDI file, more clients can handle the waveform files. 

moves the cursor onto the block and drags -and -drops it onto Also, instead of a keyboard or piano grid input interface, 
another block to correct the pitch. By dragging cursor 2 to 5 a microphone can be used. [hc microphone receives the 

the right, the user can prolong the duration of a note. For user's voice (e.g., by humming) and converts it to an 

example, in FIG, 8, a block is chosen by moving cursor 2 electronic signal. The signal is amplified and analog -to- 
onto it. In FIG. 9, by continuing to press the mouse button, digital converted. The digitized signal is analyzed in a CPU 

the user drags cursor 2 to the next rightmost block and by a EFT (Fast Fourier Transform) algorithm according to 

releases the button. These two blocks, which are solid, to well known techniques in which FFT is used to analyze 

represent one note with duration 2. In FIG. 10, the third sound by obtaining frequency spectrum information from 
block is clicked. Because the mouse button has been waveform data. The frequency of the voice is obtained and 

released, this block, which is hatched, is detected as a finally a musical note that has the nearest pitch is selected. 

following note with the same pitch. In this manner, the user This kind of interface is already in practical use. For 
inputs each note in the melody to search. 15 example, the following web pages describe software prod - 

When the user finishes the melody input, play button 3 is acts with such an interface. 

clicked. The whole melody which has been entered is http:// www. medianavi .co,jp /product/hana /tk9907.html 
generated by the soundcard in the PC and is heard through http: / /w«M1¢medianavi .totip /pmduct¡hana /step.html 
connected speakers. If the melody is correct, search button http:// www. medianavi .co.jp /pmductmana/step2.html 
5 is selected to start the search. If the user wants to delete all 20 

http: / /www.medianavi.co.jp /pmduct hana /step3.html 
entries made in the piano roll grid, clear button 4 is clicked. Regardless of the input method employed, in the preferred 

In this search system, the duration of each note is ignored embodiment. a user uses a browser, such as Netscape 
because it is difficult, if not impossible, for a user to input the Navigator available from America on Line installed on the 
correct duration. No rests (period of silence) are considered, client computer and performs the following steps to du a 

either. For this reason, the user does not have to be con- 25 search. 
cerned about the duration of each note. However, since it is (1) The client requests the search engine web page (e,g,. 
easier for some users to enable each note to have at least an Java applct) over a network (e.g., the Internet). 
approximate duration to playback their input melody, if the (2) The web server receives the request and sends back the 
user desires to input duration. such capability is provided. web page data which includes the user interface described 
However, duration information is not used to perform a 

3u 
above, which is for example a Java applei and sound files. 

search. (3) T he client computer displays the web page. The user 

FIG. 2 is the famous melody in "Fur Elise" by L. V. enters the melody to search using any of the above - 

Beethoven. FIG. 4 shows an example of piano roll notation described techniques or any other suitable mechanism to 

for "Für Elise ". FIG. 3 is another example melody. "Tr 15 enter the melody. The client computer sends the melody 

äumerei" by R. Schumann. FIG. 5 is the piano roll notation data to the web server. 

for this melody. The user may input the melody in any key. (4) The web server passes the melody data to a CGI 
(Common Gateway Interface) script. The CGI script is, 

for example, a Perl (Practical Extraction Report 
Language) script, an example of which follows: 

The invented search system automatically shifts its key to fit 
the data in the database as described in detail below. The 

user need only be concerned with pitch distance between 4n 

each note. 

For those who are familiar with music notation, there are 

alternative input methods. A piano keyboard and a music 
sheet are displayed as shown in FIG. 13. The user chooses 

a key on keyboard 17 by pointing to the desired key with a 45 

cursor and clicking a mouse button. A corresponding note 

appears on the sheet 19. This kind of traditional input 
method may alternatively be employed. In this case, if a 

MIDI instrument is available. for example, a MIDI 
keyboard, it may be connected to the PC, and the user may so 

enter a melody from the keyboard. 

The invented keyboard (or piano arid) interface is 
designed for on -line access. In order to generate a lone of 
each piano key, the network server sends the sound files to 

the client computer over the network. The client computer 55 

does not have to store the sound files. They will be sent on 

demand in the preferred embodiment. There are several 
choices for sound files. One is a MIDI data file. The MIDI 
file has only a pitch and duration values. So its size is very 
compact. It can be accessed over a network relatively 60 (5) The CGI script calls the search program (the invented 

quickly. A disadvantage is that the client computer must peak search program described below) and gives the 

have a MIDI sound generator. Most UNIX computers have melody data to it. 

no MIDI generator. Thus, although a MIDI file is small, (6) The search program searches the database and obtains 

using MIDI limits the number of clients that can be used. the information about the entered melody. 

Another solution is a waveform file like a .au or .way file 65 (7) The search program returns the search result to the CGI 

which are well known sound file formats. Each waveform script. 

file is several Kbytes. 60 -key data is about 250 kbytes. It is (8) 'l'he COI script passes the result to the web server. 

p Melody Search Program 
iq$ENV {GUERY_STRING}) { 

$entered - SENV {QUERY_sTRING }: 

prsea"ConteavR .'melody_l xe @vrelodÿ ; 

print "Content-type: textthtml \n \ti 
print "chew > \d; 
print "<title>Mel 
print '4h,adMelody Search Itemilt4title> \n'; 
print -<bodd>: 
print "<ba a.Met 
print "<bra.": ody Search Result QIL> \ti ; 
print "vfQu 
iSSENV(UUERY_Sl'12ING }) { 

print "@semch_result \v"; 

print "<hr>": 
print "cihMVd; ; 
print "Ohtmi > \n"; 
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(9) The web server returns the search result to the client. The 

client browser displays it. 

Most of the existing online search engines have a similar 

search process. The search engine as described is novel at 

least as to the following points. 
(a) The web server provides a Java applet and sound files 

So, the user can enter a melody while listening to play- 

back. The user can use any Java -ready computer. 
(h) Fast Peak search. The peaks in all the melodies stored in 

the databases are marked in advance. For melody 10 

matching, the entered melody is time- shifted, as explained 

below, so that its peak matches each peak in the reference 
melody. 

The Music Melody Database 
A composer's name and a music title are stored with its 

melody data in the database. If necessary, related 15 

information, for example, performers, history, background, 
can be linked to the database, 

The melody data may he stored as a MIDI file. When 

searched, its melody is extracted from the MIDI file and 

compared with the input melody. If search speed does not 20 

matter, this is a good solution because the user listens to the 

searched music by playing the MIDI lile. The melody stored 

in the database could be not only the beginning of the 

melody, but also one or more famous phrases in the middle 

of the music. 25 

The following is an example of a database structure for 

storing the foregoing information in C language nutation. 

Each melody data is grouped with its composer ID and its 

title ID as follows. Here, up to 64 notes are stored for a 

melody. Of course, the size of the array used to store the 30 

melody may be adjusted up or down as desired, depending 

on the amount of storage available. 

strut mclody_dntnhasc { 

ins cnmpwer_In: 
int tille_ID: 
inl m[64]: 

} 

35 

an 

Thus, a music database for that has 5000 classical melo- 

dies would he defined as follows: 

struct melody_database D13[5000]; 

Key Shift and Pattern Matching 
Composer -ID list and Title -ID list are shown below. 45 

DB[0] is assigned for "l'riumcrci ". 

3650 is stored in DB[0].composer_ID. DB[0].title_ID is 

1720. The search engine finds that the entered melody 

matches DB[0] and obtains these two Ids. Then they are 

referred to the lists and the composer's name "Schumann" 50 

and the title ` Träumerei" are obtained. 

Composer -ID list 

ID Composer 

3600 SCHEIN, Johann Hermann (1586 -1630) 

3610 SCHLICK, Arnod (e. 1460-c. 1517) 

3620 SCHDENI3ERD, Arnold 0574- 1951) 

3630 SCHUBERT, Frans Peter (1797 -1828) 
3640 SCHUBERT, Franz (1808 -78) 
3650 SCHUMANN, Robert Alexander (1810 -56) 

3660 SCHUTZ, Heinrich (1585 -1672) 
3670 SCRIABIN, Alexander (1872 -1915) 
3680 SERMISY, Claudia de (c.1490 -1562) 

3690 SGAMBATI, Giovanni (1841 -1914) 

55 

60 

6.5 

6 

-continued 

ID Title 

Title -ID list 

17111 'lbecma, Op. 7 

1720 'l'mtmerei (Kinderszenen Op. 15) 

1730 fantasia in C, Op. 17 

1740 Arabeske, rip. 18 

1750 Novelettes No. 6, Op. 21 

1760 Romance No. 2, Op. 28 

1 

A pitch number is assigned to each key as shown in Table 

TABLE 1 

Key Value Key Value Key Value Key \blue 

Cl 36 C 48 C3 60 C4 72 

C #1 37 C #2 49 C #3 61 C #4 73 

Dl 38 D2 50 D3 62 D4 74 

D #1 39 0 #2 51 D 53 63 D #4 75 

El 40 E2 52 E3 64 E4 76 

F1 41 F2 53 F3 65 F4 77 

F#1 42 F#2 54 F#3 66 F#4 78 

01 43 02 55 03 67 04 79 

G#1 44 0#2 56 G#3 68 G#4 80 

Al 45 A2 57 A3 69 A4 81 

A#1 46 A#2 58 A#3 70 A#4 82 

131 47 02 59 B3 71 B4 83 

Peak Search 
Träumerei starts with 03. which has value 60. The lint 21 

notes are represented as A[0][0 ... 21] = {60, 65, 64, 65, 69, 

72,77,77,76,74,72, 77,67,69,70,74,65,67,69,72,67 1. 

Note that these absolute pitch values need not he stored in 

the database. A difference between two adjacent notes is 

stored to DB[ ].m[ ]. (When no index is given to an array m[ 

], it indicates the entire data of the array.) If the database has 

absolute pitch data, an entered melody most be key -shifted 

to each melody in the database. 'Ibis is very time - 

consuming. To avoid key -shift, absolute pitch data is con- 

verted to relative pitch data and used for matching. Relative 

pitch data is obtained by the next formula. 

Absolute pitch data: alit 

where O s i c m and in is the length of the melody 

Relative pitch data: r[il e ali II- aft] whom Os i crn -I. 

Träumerei's relative pitch data is stored from DB[0].m[0] 

!u DB[0].m[20]. 
DB[0].m[0 ... 20] = {5, -1, 1, 4, 3, 5, 0, -1, -2, -2, 5, -10, 

14- 9723 -5} 
Io DB[0].m[21] and later, fill data such as 9999, is stored. 

The length of melody in the database is flexible, which in the 

example, is up to 64 bytes. It should be long enough to 

uniquely identify the melody. 
Peak notes are also detected and marked when the data- 

base is built. A peak note is defined as the note that is higher 

than or equal to each of the adjacent notes. When both of left 

and right note are equal to the note, i.e. when three con - 

secutive notes have the same pitch, the center (second) note 

is not regarded as a peak. ln FIGS. 6 and 7, a while dot 

indicates a peak note. In relative pitch notation, if the next 

value is positive or zero and the next value is negative or 

zero, the current value is marked as a peak. In case of a series 
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of zeroes, only the first zero is marked. In the next Variations 

representation, a peak is marked with an asterisk. Instead of a peak, a dip can be used. Adip note is indicated 

DB[0].m[0 . .. 20] -{ *5, -1, 1, 4, 3, *5, *0, -1, -2, -2, with a black dot in FIGS. 6 and 7. 

*5, -10, 2, 1, 4, -9, 2, 2, 3, -,5 }. 
Also both peaks and dips may be used together. The 

Similarly, the absolute pitch data of Für Elise is repro- 5 number of peaks and dips in each reference melody are 

seated as 
detected beforehand and a flag indicates which are fewer in 

A[1][0... 16] = {76, 75, 76, 75, 76, 71, 74, 72, 69, 60, 64, number. Before matching, this flag is detected and it is 

69, 71, 64, 68, 71, 72 }. DB[1].m[0 ... 15] will be DB[1].m 
decided which ieto he used, peaks or dips. If dips are fewer 

6x;1[0 ... 15] = { -1, *1, -1, *1, -5, 3, -2, -2, -9, 4, 5, *7, 
than peaks, the entered melody is shifted so that the dip in 

-7, 4, 3, 1 1 to the entered melody locates in the position of the dip in the 

Assume that the user inputs a part of Träumerei into the 
reference melody. This method will save computation time 

piano roll grid as shown in FIG. 7. The user may enter a 
because search time greatly depends on the number of 

matching peaks or dips required to be made. 

melody in any key. The first note in FIG. 7 is C3, which is Moreover, in order to further accelerate the search, the 

60. (The actual pitch is F3.) Note that the user does not order of comparison may be considered for search speed 

always enter a melody from the beginning correctly. In this 15 improvement. It is most probable that the highest peak in the 

case, the user has dropped the first three noles.'1ltepilch data entered melody matches the highest one in the reference 

of the entered melody is as follows. melody. Therefore, the highest peak is first compared with 

Ain[0 ... 10] -{60, 64, 67, 72, 72, 71, 69, 67, 72, 62, 64 }. the highest one in the reference melody and next compared 

The relative pitch data of Ain[ ] will be with the second highest peak. For example, in Träumerei, 

Rin[0 ... 11] = {4, 3, *5, *0, -1, -2, -2, *5, -10, 2 }. there are four peaks, DB[0].m[0], DB[0].m[5], D13[0].m[6], 

Next, Rin[ ] is time -shifted for matching. Rin[ ] will be and DB[0].m[10]. 'Their absolute pitch value are A[0][I], 

compared to DB[0].m[ ]. Since the first peak in Rin[ ] is A[0][6],A[0][7],A[0][11]. They are respectively, 65, 77, 77, 

Rio[2].,Rin[] is time-shifted (Le, moving the array to the left and 77. The highest peak in Träumerei is DB[0].m[5], 

or right, as appropriate) so that Rin[2] locates in the position ,5 DB[0].m[6], and DB[0].m[10]. DB[0].m[0] is the second 

of DB[0].m[0]. highest. The height order is stored in the database before- 

hand. The highest peak in the entered melody Rin[ ] is 

1 * 5, -1, I, a, 3, .5, n. - t. = , -2, * 5, -1 n, 2, I, a. -n. Rin[2], Rin[3], and Rin[7] are the highest and they are 72. 

For matching, the entered melody is shifted so that the 

o 12 6 5 0 10 3 30 Rin[2] locates in the same position of the highest peak 

DB[0].m[5], DB[0].m[6] and DB[0].m[l0] respectively. 

After this match, the entered melody is shifted to the second 

Each value below the line is an absolute difference of the highest peak DB[0].m[0]. 

two associated values. The values in un- overlapped area are Instead of using a peak , a differential between notes may 

neglected. The total absolute dill'erence is 35 also he used. The largest step -up in the input melody is 

0 +1 +2+6 +5 +0 +10 +3-27. detected. In relative pitch data DB[ ].m[ ], the largest value 

When the two melodies completely match, the total absolute indicates the largest stop -up. In case of 'l'räumcrei, 

difference will be zero. The goal is to find a reference DB[0].m[15] is the largest step -up, which is marked with a 

melody that gives the least total absolute difference. Again, pound. The second largest step -up is marked with a double - 

Rin[ ] is time -shifted (in this case, moved to the right) so that 40 pound. In this way, each step -up in the database is numbered 

Rin[2] and DB[0],m[5] match. in large step -up order. 

DB[0].m[0 ... 20] = {05, -1, 1, 4, 3, # 45, 0, -1, -2, -2, 
#q5,- 10,2,1,4,#9,2 2, 3, 5} 

2. 2, 3 ,- 504,3, *5, 0,- 1,- 2.= ,5, -IO, 21. Each step -up in the entered melody is also marked in the 

o o 0 0 o o 0 o o o 45 same way when it is entered. 

Rin[0 ... 11] = {4, 3, #5, 0, -1, -2, -2, #5, -10, 2}. 

This 
The entered melody is shifted so that the largest entered 

his time, the total absolute difference is zero. The two 

melodies completely match. DB[0] is the melody the user is The 
olutees at the between 

the 
it the reference reecody- 

The absolute difference between the Iwo melodies are corn- 

looking for. DB[0].composer_ID and DB[0].litle_ID are 50 puled as described above. If the largest step -up is done, the 

returned as a search result. The result is indicated in search entered melody is shifted to the second largest step -up 

result window 6 in FIG. 1. In this manner, the entered (marked with a double -pound) in the reference melody. In 

melody is shifted to each peak in each reference melody and this way, the entered melody is shifted to each step -up and 

compared. The reference melody that gives the least differ- compared. FIGS. 11 and 12 illustrate this step -up search. 

ence is returned as a search result. 55 These figures have the same pattern as FIGS. 6 and 7 

To accelerate the search, computation of the total absolute respectively. Solid arrows indicate the largest step -up in 

difference can be stopped when it exceeds a certain limit. FIG. 12. Il is five steps. Instead of step -up, step -down data 

Linked Features can be used. In FIGS. Il and 12, a dotted arrow indicates the 

If this database is linked to a music database that has largest step -down. 

complete music score data, searched music may be played 60 Instead of relative pitch data, the original absolute pitch 

automatically. For example, DB[0].title_ID may be linked data can be stored in the database and used for matching. 

to the MIDI file of Träumerei . The server sends the MIDI The input melody is key- shifted so that the peaks in the input 

file to the client PC and the client PC play it. Moreover, the melody have the same pitch as each peak in the reference 

result can he linked to the list Compact Disc on on -line CD melody. This is done by comparing peaks in the input 

shop. For example, all the CDs that includes Träumerei are 65 melody and reference melody, and then subtracting the 

shown on the display. By clicking one of them, it is sent to difference from each subsequent note until the next peak, 

the shopping cart of on -line purchaser. and then repeating for the second and each subsaequent 
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peak. Adisadvantage of absolute pitch data is that a key -shift 
is required for every matching. An advantage is original 
absolute pitch data can be stored without modification. Also 
a MIDI file, which includes pitch, duration, and other data, 
can be used although it takes time to analyze MIDI format. 
Advantages of Peak Search 
(1) Search Speed 

Peak notes are approximately 20% of the total number of 
notes in a typical melody. That means search speed using 
peak notes is 20% or a brute force search which shifts the 
entered melody, note by note. Also because relative pitch 
data is used, no key -shift is required to compare with each 
reference melody. 
(2) No Restriction on Incomplete Input 

The entered melody is shifted based on a peak note in the 
melody. Therefore, the user can start a melody with any note. 
In the above example, an exact result was obtained even 
though the first three notes of the melody were dropped . The 
only restriction is that an entered melody must include at 
least one peak. 
(3) Input Fault Tolerance 

The user does not always enter the melody without 
mistakes. Some notes could he dmpped or given a wrong 
pitch. So a search engine should have some input fault 
tolerance. if a peak note is correctly entered, this search 
engine will find the closest melody from the database. Even 
if a peak has a wrong pitch, another peak can be used for the 
search. In the above example, assume Rin[2] has the wrong 
pitch. In this case, no exact result is obtained. So, another 
search will be done with the second peak R.in[7]. When 
Rio[7] is shifted to DB[0].m[10], the total absolute differ- 
ence will be a minimum and the correct result will be 
obtained. (As described above, a dip can be used instead of (?' a[2], a[3], . a[n]) 

a wrong peak.) For these reasons, a correct search can be 
obtained notwithstanding inaccurate input from the user. 

(4) Flexibility on Search Area 
Some melodies have a repeated pattern as shown in FIG. 

14.1n this melody, the second measure is identical to the first 

one. Two peaks are in the melody, but the second peak is not 
necessary to test because the user also enters the same 
repeated pattern. As described above, each peak in the 
database is marked when the database is built. In this 

peak- marking process, each repeated peak can be omitted. 
This omission avoids unnecessary searching and accelerates 
search speed. Also, a peak that is in an unimportant portion 
can be skipped. In a long music selection, there are some 
important portions that arc indispensable to identify the 

melody. These portions arc well recognized and remembered 
by the user. The user identifies such important portions as a 

keyword (key -melody). The other unimportant portions can 
often be ignored. Therefore, peaks in an unimportant portion 
can be omitted in the same way as a repeated peak. This 
omission also contributes to performing a fast search. Boyer - 
Moore (discussed below) or other string- matching algo- 

rithms do not have this kind of flexibility. They only search 
word by word from the beginning of the database to the end. 55 (a[1], a[2], ... a[n -1]) 
Alternative Search Method Totally, the further search takes 30+1 times longer than 

A musical note can be represent as an integer like an the regular search. The invented method can be applied for 
ASCII character. Therefore, a melody data can be handled in two or more erroneous notes in the same way. If computa- 
the same manner as a character string. Fundamentally, a tional speed is fast enough, further search for two or more 
melody search is equivalent to string search. Of course, 60 errors can be done. 
however, a key -shift is required for a melody search. There For the peak search, more consideration is required. 
are many studies for fast and efficient string search tech- 
niques. For example, the Boyer -Moore algorithm is well - 
known as one of the hest solutions. See 

hop: / /orca.st.usm.edu/ -sazi/ 
http: / /www- igm.univ- mlv.fr /-mac /DOC /BS- 

survey.html#pm. 

10 
Instead of the using these techniques to perform a string 

search, these search algorithms may be applied to 

perform melody searches. 
Further Search With A Wildcard 

5 When a regular search does not result in a good match, 
further searches using wildcards can be performed. In a 

string search, a wildcard like "?" is used instead of an 

uncertain character. The character "?" matches any charac- 
ter. For example, if it desired to find a three -letter word 

to which starts with "a" and ends with "d ", the search keyword 
entered would be "a?d ". As a search result, "add ", "aid ", 
"and ", etc. would be returned. Such a wildcard can be 
introduced to music search according to the present inven- 
tion. A problem is that the user may not know what note of 

as the entered melody is wrong. So, it is desirable that a search 
engine automatically searches with the modified input 
melody. The invented search engine also has such input fault 
tolerance capability. 

First, in the case when string- search algorithm is used, 
20 assume that the user entered n notes as follows. 

(a[1], a[2], a[3] ... a[n]) 
The index of the array starts with 1 for simplicity. (Note 

that actual search uses not a[ ], but a relative difference 
between two adjacent notes.) 

25 (1) Correction of a Wrong Pitch 
The search engine assumes one of the n notes has a wrong 

pitch. The search engine replaces one of them with a 

wildcard and tries a search. There are n variations. The 
database is searched n times. The modified input melody is 

30 represented as follows. 

(a[1], ?, a[3], . . . a[n]) 

35 (a[1], a[2] ... a[n -1], ?) 
(2) Compensation for a Dropped Note 

The search engine assumes one note has been dropped. 
The search engine adds a wildcard as a new note for further 
search. There are o +1 variations. The database is searched 

4n n +l times. The modified input melody is represented as 

follows. 

( ?, a[l], a[2], a[3], ... a[n]) 

(a[1], ?, 42], a[3], ... a[n]) 

45 (a[1], a[2], a[3], ... a[n], ?) 
(3) Removal of a Redundant Note 

The search engine assumes one of the n notes is redun- 
dant. The search engine drops a note and tries further search. 
This has n variations. The search is repeated n times. The 

5e modified input melody is represented as follows. 

(a[2], a[3], ... a[n]) 

(a[l], 43], ... a[n]) 

Depending on what note is modified, a decision must he 

made as to which peak is to he used for the search. 
(4) Correction of a Wrong Pitch 

Assume that a[2] is the original peak note. An asterisk 
indicates a peak. 

(a[l], *a[2], a[3], ... a[n]) 
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The search engine assumes one of the n notes has a wrong A fast search is performed by using a peak or differential 
pitch. It replaces one of them with a wildcard. When a note matching algorithm. 
to be replaced is neither the peak nor the two adjacent notes, The flexible nature of the search algorithm enables the 
the peak will he still a peak after modification. Since a peak searching of an incomplete melody. It has input fault 
is defined only by two adjacent notes, modification to the S tolerance. 
other notes does not affect the original peak. So, the search When you build the database, by un- marking peaks you can 
will be done using the original peak. For example, even if select the portions that should not be searched. 'this 
4n-1] is replaced with a wildcard, a[2] is still a peak. So, avoids searching unnecessary portions and accelerates 

the modified melody can be shift so that a[2] locates at each search speed. 

peak of the reference melodies. to 
The search result can be linked to its sound (MIDI) file. The 

user can immediately listen to its music. (a[1], *a[2], a[3], ... a[n -2], 1, a[nD The search result can be linked to on -line music shop. By In case a note to be replaced is either the original peak or clicking a CD list, the user can easily purchase the CD that the two adjacent notes. When another peak exists and the includes the music. 
modification to these three notes does not affect that peak, it The invented melody search provides a very useful, 
is possible to use it as a substitute peak. In the next example, 15 

user- friendly and fast mechanism to search music. A user 
let a[n -1] be another peak. can obtain an exact music title from a melody and use the 

(a[1], *a[2], a[3], ... a[n -2], *a[n -1], a[n]) information to. for example, purchase its CD or tape, 
Even after one of a[1] to 43] is modified, a[n -l] is still 1 claim: 

a peak. So, a[n -1] will he used. What if such another peak I. A method for searching for n musical piece which 
does not exist? The original peak is used for the search 2e includes at least one melody comprising the steps of: 
although it might not he a peak after modification. (This is a) receiving note information representing the melody 
the worst case scenario.) provided by a user; 
(5) Compensation for a Dropped Note h) converting the received information to a series of 

The search engine assumes one note has been dropped 
es values corresponding to each received note informa- 

and adds a new note as a wildcard. This is similar to (4). If - lion; 
the newly added note is placed outside of the original peak c) calculating relative pitch values from said series of and the two adjacent notes., the original peak is used. In the values 
next example, the new notes are placed between a[n -1] and 
a[n]. That never affects a[1] to a[3]. So, search will be done 

d) comparing said relative pitch values to values stored in 

using a[2]. 30 said database representing stored melodies; 

(a[1], 
e) selecting as the musical piece being searched one of *a[2], a[3], ... a[n-1], 2, a[n]) 

said stored melodies which produces a closest match In case that a wildcard is placed next to the peak, if based on said comparing. available, another peak is used. In the next examples, 2. The method defined by claim 1 further comprising the another peak a[n -2] is used for search. 
35 step of marking pitch peaks in said stored values and 

(a[1], ?, *a[2], a[3], ... a[n -1], *a[n -2], a[nD determining peak pitch values from said relative pitch values 
(41], *a[2], ?, 43], ... a[n -1], *a[n -2], a[n]]) for said comparison step. 

If no other peak is available, a[2] is used. 3. The method defined by claim 2 further comprising the 
(6) Removal of a Redundant Note step of time shifting said relative pitch values to match a first 

The solution for this case is simple. After removing a 40 peak in said relative pitch values with a first peak in said 
redundant note, a new peak is found in the modified input stored values. 
melody. The new peak is used for the search. 4. The method defined by claim 3 further comprising the 

The invented input fault tolerance function allows the user step of time shifting said relative peak values to match 
to obtain an exact result even when an entered melody has subsequent peaks in said relative pitch values with corre- 
sume errors. The user does nut have to use a wildcard. When 45 sponding subsequent peaks in said stored values. 
a regular search dues not obtain a good match, the input 5. The method defined by claim 4 wherein the closest 
melody is automatically modified with a wildcard and match is determined by calculating absolute differences 
further search starts with the modified melody. between said time shifted relative peak values and said 
Conclusions stored values, said closest match being one have a smallest 

The invented melody search as described above has the so calculated absolute difference. 
following advantages. 6. The method defined by claim 1 further comprising the 
A user can search a music title from its melody. No other step of marking pitch dips in said stored values and deter - 

information is required to be input. mining dip pitch values from said relative pitch values for 
The melody input is easy. No traditional music notation is said comparison step. 

required. 55 7. The method defined by claim 5 further comprising the 
The user does not have to pay attention to the duration of step of time shifting said relative pitch values to match a first 

each note. Only the pitch is used for the search. dip in said relative pitch values swish a first dip in said stored 
A user can playback the input melody to verify, its correct- values. 

ness before performing the search. 8. The method defined by claim 7 further comprising the 
This search engine is designed not only for stand -alone PC to step of time shifting said relative dip values to match 

but also for on -line access over the network. The interface subsequent dips in said relative pitch values with corre- 
software is written in multi -platform language like Java. sponding subsequent dips in said stored values. 
So a user can access the remote server with any computer. 9. The method defined by claim 8 wherein the closest 
(Windows PC, Macintosh, UNIX, etc.) match is determined by calculating absolute differences 

Interface software including sound files are sent to the client 65 between said time shifted relative dip values and said stored 
from the server on demand. The client do not have to values, said closest match being one have a smallest eaten- 
install any files in advance. lated absolute difference, 
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M. The method defined by claim 1 further comprising the match subsequent peaks in said relative pitch values with 

step of marking largest pitch differentials in said stored corresponding subsequent peaks in said stored values, 

values and determining largest differentia] pitch values from 25. The method defined by claim 24 wherein the closest 

said relative pitch values for said comparison step. match is determined by calculating absolute differences 

11. l'hc method defined by claim 10 further comprising 5 between said time shifted and key shifted peak values and 

the step of time shifting said relative pitch values to match said stored values, said closest match being one have a 

a first largest difference in said relative pitch values with a smallest calculated absolute difference. 

first largest difference in said stored values. 26. The method defined by claim 21 further comprising 

12. The method defined by claim 11 further comprising the step of marking pitch dips in said stored values and 

the step of time shifting said relative dip values to match is determining dip pitch values from said key shifted pitch 

subsequent largest differences in said relative pitch values values for said comparison step. 

with corresponding subsequent largest differenes in said 27. The method defined by claim 21 further comprising 

stored values. the step of time shifting said key shifted pitch values to 

13. The method defined by claim 12 wherein the closest match a first dip in said key shifted pitch values with a first 

match is determined by calculating absolute differences 1s dip in said stored values. 
between said time shifted relative largest difference values 28. The method defined by claim 27 further comprising 

and said stored values, said closest match being one have a the step of time shifting said key shifted dip values to match 

smallest calculated absolute difference. subsequent dips in said key shifted pitch values with corre- 

14. The method defined by claim 1 wherein said note spending subsequent dips in said stored values. 

information is received from a user based on apiano roll grid 20 29. The method defined by claim 28 wherein the closest 

interface in which cells within an array represent pitch match is determined by calculating absolute dilTerences 

values and are selected by a user using a pointing device. between said time shifted and key shifted dip values and said 

15. 'flie method defined by claim 1 wherein said note stored values, said closest match being one have a smallest 

information is received from a user based on a piano calculated absolute difference. 

keyboard grid interface in which keys on a piano keyboard 25 30. The method defined by claim 21 further comprising 

represent pitch values and arc selected by a user using, a the step of marking largest pitch differentials in said stored 

pointing device. values and determining largest differential pitch values from 

16. The method defined by claim 1 wherein said note said key shifted pitch values for said comparison step. 

information is received from a user based upon sounds input 31. The method defined by claim 30 further comprising 

to a microphone representing the melody. 30 the step of time shifting said key shifted pitch values to 

17. The method defined by claim 1 farther comprising the match a first largest difference in said key shifted pitch 

step of playing said note information for verification of its values with a first largest difference in said stored values. 

correctness. 32. The method defined by claim 31 further comprising 

18. The method defined by claim 1 wherein note infor- the step of time shifting said key shifted dip values to match 

mation includes at least one wildcard character. 35 subsequent largest differences in said key shifted pitch 

19. The method defined by claim 1 further comprising the values with corresponding subsequent largest differenes in 

step of playing the selected musical piece. said stored values. 

20. The method defined by claim 1 further comprising the 33. The method defined by claim 32 wherein the closest 

step of enabling the user to make an on -line purchase of the match is determined by calculating absolute differences 

selected musical piece. an between said time shifted and key shifted largest difference 

21. A method for searching for a musical piece which values and said stored values, said closest match being one 

includes at least one melody comprising the steps of: have a smallest calculated absolute difference, 

a) receiving note information representing the melody 34. The method defined by claim 21 wherein said note 

provided by a user; information is received from a user based on a piano roll grid 

b) converting the received information to a series of 45 interface in which cells within an array represent pitch 

values corresponding to each received note informs- values and are selected by a user using a pointing device. 

t]on; 
35. The method defined by claim 21 wherein said note 

information is received from a user based on a piano 
c) adjusting said series of values by key shifting said keyboard grid interface in which keys on a piano keyboard 

values; so represent pitch values and are selected by a user using a 

d) comparing said key shifted pitch values to absolute pointing device. 
pitch values stored in said database representing stored 36. The method defined by claim 21 wherein said note 
melodies; information is received from a user based upon sounds input 

e) selecting as the musical piece being searched one of to a microphone representing the melody. 

said stored melodies which produces a closest match ss 37. The method defined by claim 21 further comprising 

based on said comparing. the step of playing said note information for verification of 
22. The method defined by claim 21 further comprising its correctness. 

the step of marking pitch peaks in said stored values and 38. The method defined by claim 21 wherein note infor- 
determining peak pitch values from said key shifted pitch mation includes at least one wildcard character. 

values for said comparison step. oo 39. The method defined by claim 21 further comprising 

23. The method defined by claim 22 further comprising the step of playing the selected musical piece. 

the step of time shifting said key shifted pitch values to 40. The method defined by claim 21 thrther comprising 

match a first peak in said relative pitch values with a first the step of enabling the user to make an on -line purchase of 
peak in said stored values. the selected musical piece. 

24. The method defined by claim 23 further comprising 65 

the step of time shifting said key shifted peak values to + 
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APPARA'T'US AND METHOD FOR which at least approximately matches the sequence of digi- 
SEARCHIN(; A MELODY tized representations of relative pitch differences between 

successive notes of the melody. 
CROSS REFERENCE TO A RELATED The above and other objects, features, and advantages of 

APPLICATION s the present invention will be apparent in the following 

This application claims priority of provisional application detailed description of a preferred embodiment thereof when 

Ser. No. 60/008,177, tiled Oct. 31, 1995, which is hereby read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings 

incorporated herein by reference. wherein the same reference numerals denote the same or 
similar parts throughout the several views. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The present invention relates generally to database 
searching. More particularly, the present invention relates to FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an apparatus and 

melody searching. method which embodies the present invention. 

Next generation databases should include image, audio, 15 FIGS. 2 and 3 are graphs illustrating an excitation signal 

and video data in addition to traditional text and numerical and train of such excitation signals respectively used to 

data. These data types will require query methods that are create a synthesized pitch for the method and apparatus. 

more appropriate and natural to the type of respective data. FIG. 4 is a graph of a formant structure which is formed 
For instance, a natural way to query an image database is to from certain formant frequencies. 
retrieve images based on operations on images or sketches 211 FIG. 5 is a graph of a synthesized pitch created by 
supplied as input. Similarly, a natural way of querying an convolving the train of excitation pulses of FIG. 3 and the 
audio database (of songs) is to hum the tune of a song, as formant structure of FIG. 4. 
apparently addressed in T. Kageyama and Y. Takashima, "A 
Melody Retrieval Method With Hummed Melody" DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
(language: Japanese), Transactions of the Institute of 225 PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 
Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers 

Referring to FIG. 1, there is illustrated generally at 10 D -77, J7 

be 

1543 -1551, August 1994. Such a system 
apparatus for searching a melody, which is represented by a would be useful in any multimedia database containing 

musical data by providing an alternative and natural way of series of successive notes, illustrated at 12, which of course 

querying. One can also imagine a widespread use of such a 30 have different pitches. In other words, it may be desirable to 

system in commercial music industry, music radio and TV know the identity of the particular melody or tune 12, and a 

stations, music stores, and even for one's personal use. 

It has been observed that melodic contour, defined as the 
sequence of relative differences in pitch between successive 
notes, can be used to discriminate between melodies. See 

database, illustrated at 14, of melodies or tunes is searched, 
as described hereinafter, to locate at least one melody or tune 
which at least approximately matches the tune 12. The 
database 14 is shown to be contained within a general 
purpose computer 16, but, alternatively, the database 14 may 

Stephen Handel, Listening: An Introduction to the Percep- be located apart from the computer 16 and suitably con - 
lionofAuditory Event s , The MIT Press, 1989, which indi- netted thereto for communicating between the computer and 
cates that melodic contour is one of the most important database. Both of these alternatives are meant to come 
methods that listeners use to determine similarities between within the scope of the present invention. 
melodies. In Michael Jerome Hawley, Structure out of 

In accordance with the present invention, the tune 12 is Sound, PhD thesis, MIT, September 1993, a method of 
hummed by a person 18 into a microphone 20, and the querying a collection of melodic themes by searching for 
hummed query, illustrated at 21, is suitably digitized, in exact matches of sequences of relative pitches input by a 
accordance with principles commonly known to those of MIDI keyboard is briefly discussed. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,510,572 discloses utilizing pitch differ- 45 
ordinary, skill in the art to which this invention pertains, and 

S P the digitized signals of the hummed query 21 are fed to a 
ences between successive notes in classifying motion for a pitch tracking module 22 in computer 16. The pitch tracker 
melody analyzer and harmonizer, wherein a search may be assembles a contour representation of the hummed melody 
incidentally used to find an appropriate chord progression to, 12, as hereinafter discussed in greater detail, which is fed to 
for example, harmonize music so as to accompany a singer. 

a query engine, illustrated at 24. The query engine 24 
Other art which may he of interest includes U.S. Pat. Nos. searches the melody database 14 and outputs a ranked list of 
5,040,081; 5,146,833; 5,140,886; 4,688,464, and 5,418,322. approximately matching melodies, as illustrated at 26. A 

SUMMARY 01'' TlIG INVENTION preselected error tolerance maybe applied to the search. The 
query engine 24 may of course alternatively he programmed 

It is an object or the present invention to easily, efficiently, 55 to output the single most approximate matching melody or, 
and accurately search melodies. if desired, to output an exact matching melody. However, by 

In order to easily, efficiently, and accurately search searching for an approximate matching melody, as herein - 
melodies, in accordance with the present invention, a com- after discussed, various forms of anticipated errors may be 

puler means is provided which has a database of melodies taken into account. 
each including a plurality of notes in a form of a sequence oo The database 14 of melodies may be acquired, for 
of digitized representations of relative pitch differences example, by processing public domain MIDI songs, or may 
between successive notes, a melody is inputted to the otherwise he suitably acquired, and may be stored as a 

computer means and converted into a form of a sequence of flat -file database. Pitch tracking may be performed in, for 
digitized representations of relative pitch differences example, Matlah software, a product of the Matworks, Inc. 
between successive notes thereof, and the melody database 55 of Natick, Mass., chosen for its built -in audio processing 
is searched for at least one sequence of digitized represen- capabilities and the east of testing a number of algorithms 
tations of relative pitch differences between successive notes within it, hummed queries may be recorded in a variety of 
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3 4 
formals, depending upon the platform- specific audio input 
capabilities of the Matlab software. For example, the format 
may be a 16 -bit, 44 Khz WAV format on a Pentium system, 
or a 8 -bit 8 Khz AU format on a Sun Sparestation. The query 
engine 24 may use an approximate pattern matching 5 

algorithm, described hereinafter, in order to tolerate hum- 
ming errors. 

User input 12 (humming) to the system 111 is converted 
into a sequence of relative pitch transitions, as follows. A 
note 12 in the input may be classified in one of three ways: 10 

a note is either the same as the previous note (S), higher than 
the previous note (U), or lower than the previous note (D). 
Thus, the input is converted into a string with a three letter 
alphabet (U,D,S). For example, the introductory theme of 
Beethoven's 5th Symphony would be converted into the 
sequence: -S S D U S S D (the first note is ignored as it 

has no previous pitch). For another example, the melody 
portion 12, as illustrated in FIG. 1 with one high note 
between two lower notes, would be converted into the 
sequence: U D. 

To accomplish this conversion, a sequence of pitches in 

the melody must he isolated and tracked. This is not as 
straight -forward as it sounds, however, as there is still 
considerable controversy over exactly what pitch is. The 
general concept of pitch is clear: given a note, the pitch is the 

frequency that most closely matches what one hears. Per- 
forming this conversion in a computer can become trouble- 
some because some intricacies of human hearing are still not 
clearly understood. For instance, if one plays the 4th, 5th, 
and 6th harmonics of some fundamental frequency, one 
actually hears the fundamental frequency, not the harmonics, 
even though the fundamental frequency is not present. This 
phenomenon was first discovered by Schouten in some 
pioneer investigations carried out from 1938 to 1940. 
Schouten studied the pitch of periodic sound waves pro- 
duced by an optical siren in which the fundamental of 200 
Hz was cancelled completely. The pitch of the complex tone, 
however, was the same as that prior to the elimination of the 
fundamental. See R. Plump, Aspects of Tone Sensation, 
Academic Press, London, 1976. 

Because of the interest in tracking pitch in humming, 
methods were examined for automatically tracking pitch in 

a human voice. Before one can estimate the pitch of an 

acoustic signal, we must first understand how this signal is 

created, which requires forming a model of sound produc- 
tion at the source. The vibrations of the vocal cords in voiced 
sounds are caused as a consequence of forces that are 

exerted on the laryngeal walls when air flows through the 

glottis (the gap between the vocal cords). The terms "vocal 
folds" and "vocal cords" are more or less used as synonyms 50 Based on Homomorphie Filtering," J. Acoustical Society of 

in the literature. Wolfgang Hess, Pitch Determination of America, 45: 458 -465, February 1969, and in Alan V. 

Speech Signals, Springer -Verlag, Berlin Heidelberg, 1983, Oppenheim and Ronald W. Schafer, Discretetime -Signal 

describes a model of the vocal cords as proposed by M. 

Hirano, "Structure and Vibratory Behavior of die Vocal 

Folds," in M. Sawashima and F. S. Cooper, editors, 
Dynamic aspects of speech production, pages 13 -27, Uni- 
versity of Tokyo Press, 1976. For the purposes of the present 
application though, it is sufficient to know that the glottis 
repeatedly opens and closes thus providing bursts of air 

through the vocal tract. 
The vocal tract can he modeled as a linear passive 

transmission system with a transfer function H(x). If one 
adds an additional transfer function R(z) which takes into 

account the radiation, the output impedance of the vocal 
tract can approximately be set to zero. In the neutral position 
where the vocal tract can be regarded as a uniform tube, the of these peaks 42, autocorrelation is employed, which is 

resonances of the vocal tract occur at sound wavelengths of defined by: 

4L 
k (2k-1)r 

With L -17 cm (average value of vocal -tract length) and a 

sound propagation speed of c -340 meters /sec., the frequen- 
cies of these resonances will be: 

F,-(2k-1).500 Hz; 

The frequencies Fk are called formant frequencies. 

The resulting sound that is heard is considered to he the 
convolution of the excitation pulse, illustrated at 30 in HG. 

15 2, created by the glottis and the formant frequencies. 
Therefore, if one wants to model a speech signal, one starts 
with a train of excitation pulses 31), as shown in FIG. 3. The 
period' To in the train of excitations 30 is 0.01 sec. making 
the pitch 100 Ilz. For the formant frequencies, the above 

,n equation for Fk is used with ke {1,2,3 }. This gives formant 
frequencies: F, =500 Hz, F2 =1500 Hz, and F3=2500 Hz. 
Combining these frequencies and adding an exponential 
envelope produces the formant structure shown at 40 in HG. 
4. By convolving the train of excitation pulses 30 with the 

,5 formant structure 40 a synthesized pitch, as shown at 50 in 

FIG. 5, is obtained. 

Since what one hears as pitch is considered to actually be 
the frequency at which the bursts of air occur, one may be 

able to find the pitch of the segment by tracking the bursts 
30 of air. 

There are at least three approaches to tracking pitch. 

The Maximum Likelihood approach, which is described 
by James D. Wise, James R. Caprio, and Thomas W. Parks 
in "Maximum Likelihood Pitch Estimation," IEEE Trans. 

35 Acoust., Speech, Signal Processing, 24(5): 418-423, Octo- 
her 1976, is a modilication of autocorrelation (hereinafter 
discussed) that increases the accuracy of the pitch and 
decreases the chances of aliasing. 

However, this approach is very slow due to its computa- 
lional complexity. An implementation in Matlab software 
may typically take approximately une hour or longer to 

evaluate 10 seconds of audio on a 90 MHz Pentium work- 
station. With some optimizations, the performance may be 
improved to approximately 15 minutes per 10 seconds of 
audio, but this is still far too slow for the purposes of this 

invention. 

The Cepstmm Analysis approach, which is discussed in 

A. V Oppenheim, "A Speech Analysis -Synthesis System 

Processing, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1989, 

does not give very accurate results for -humming. 

ss In order to provide both rapid and accurate pitch tracking, 
a preferred pitch tracking approach is autocorrelation, which 
is described in L. R. Rahiner, J. J. Duhnnwski, and R. W. 

Schafer, "Realtime Digital Hardware Pitch Detector," IEEE 
Transactions on Acoustics; Speech and Signal Processing, 

60 ASSP- 24(1): 2-8, February 1976. This approach isolates 
and tracks the peak energy levels of the signal which is a 

measure of the pitch. Referring back to FIG. 4, the signal 
s(n), illustrated at 40, peaks where the impulses occur. 
Therefore, tracking the frequency of these peaks 42 should 

65 provide the pitch of the signal. In order to get the frequency 
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where I is the lag and h is the input signal. 
While autocorrelation is subject to aliasing (picking an 

integer multiple of the actual pitch) and is computationally 
complex, it still provides greater speed and accuracy as 

compared to the previously discussed approaches. The 
present implementation of autocorrelation was found to 

require approximately 45 seconds for 10 seconds of 44 KHz, 
16 -bit audio on a 90 MHz pentium workstation. 

In order to improve the performance and speed and 
robustness of the pitch -tracking algorithm, a cuhic -spline 
wavelet transform or other suitable wavelet transform may 
he used. The cubic spline wavelet peaks at discontinuities in 

the signal (i.e., the air impulses). One of the most significant 
features of the wavelet analysis is that it can be implemented 
in a filter bank structure and therefore computed in 0(n) 
time. 

It is preferred that the cubic spline wavelet implementa- 
tion be an event -based implementation of the tracer. 

The cubic spline wavelet transform is linear and shift - 
invariant which are useful properties for speech signals since 
they are often modelled as a linear combination of shifted 
and damped sinusoids. 

If a signal x(t) or its derivatives have discontinuities, then 
the modulus of the cubic spline transform of x(t) exhibits 
local maxima around the points of discontinuity. This is 
considered to be a desirable property for a cubic spline 
wavelet pitch -tracker since glottal closure causes sharp 
changes in the derivative of the air flow in the glottis and 

transients in the speech signal. 
It has been shown in S. Mallat and W. L. Ilwang, 

"Singularity Detection and Processing with Wavelets ", 

Technical Report, Courant Institute of Mathematical 
Sciences, New York, March, 1991, that if one chooses a 

wavelet function g(t) that is the first derivative of a smooth- 
ing function (a smoothing function is a function whose 

Fourier transform has energy concentrated in the low - 

frequency region) PQ), then the local maxima of the trans- 
form indicate the sharp variations in the signal whereas the 

local minima indicate the slow variations. Hence, the local 
maxima of the transform using a wavelet, which is the first 

derivative of a smoothing function, is considered to be 

desirable for detecting the abrupt changes or transients in the 

speech signal caused by glottal closure. 
One of the most appealing features of the cubic spline 

wavelet transform is that is can be implemented in a filter 

hank structure. It therefore is 0(n) fast. 
Preferably, the autocorrelation pitch tracking approach 

includes low -pass filtering (for removing non -vocal 
frequencies) and center- clipping, as described in M. M. 

Sondhi, "New Methods of Pitch Extraction," IEEE lions, 
Audio Electroacoust. (Special Issue on Speech Conununi- 
cation and Processing -Part II), AU -16: 262 -266, June 
1968. It is considered that these will help eliminate the 

formant structure that generally causes difficulty for auto- 

correlation based pitch detectors. 
This preferred form of autocorrelation takes between 20 

and 45 seconds on a Sparcl0 workstation to process typical 

sequences of hummed notes. A brute -force search of the 

database unsurprisingly shows linear growth with the size of 
the database, but remains below 4 seconds for 100 songs on 

a Sparc2. Therefore, the search time is currently effectively 
limited by the efficiency of the pitch -tracker. 

In order to search the database, songs in the database 14 

are preprocessed to convert the melody into a stream of the 

6 
previously discussed U,D,S characters, and the converted 
user input (the key 23) is compared with all the songs. 

The pattern- matching desirably uses a "fuzzy" search to 

allow for errors within the matches. These errors reflect the 

5 inaccuracies in the way people hum as well as errors in the 

representation of the songs themselves. 
For performing the key- starch within the database 14, it 

is considered desirable to use an efficient approximate 
pattern matching algorithm. By "approximate" is meant that 

to the algorithm should be able to take into account various 
forms of errors. 

Using the word CASABLANCA as an example, the 

following are examples of the types of errors which may 
occur in a typical pattern matching scheme. 

15 

In CASABLANCA Ina melody 

Transposition error CASABALNCA two notes reversed 

Dropout error CAS BIANCA u note dropped 

20 Duplication error CASAABLANCA o note duplicated 

Insertion error CASABBLANCA a note inserted 

Several Algorithms have been developed that address the 

problem of approximate string matching. Running times 
25 have ranged from 0(mn) for the brute force algorithm to 

0(kn) or 0(nlog(m), where "0" means "on the order of," m 

is the number of pitch differences in the query, and n is the 

size of the string (song). See Ricardo Baeza -Yates and G. H. 

Gannet, "Fast String Matching with Mismatches," Informa- 
30 Lion and Computation, 1992. Apreferred algorithm which is 

considered to offer better performance in general for this 

purpose is that described in Ricardo A. Baesa -Yates and 
Chris H. Perieberg, "Fast and Practical Approximate String 
Matching, "Combinatorial Pattern Matching, Third Anneal 

35 Symposimn," pages 185 -192, 1992. 
This algorithm addresses the problem of string matching 

with k mismatches. The problem consists of finding all 

instances of a pattern string P- pl,p2,p3 ... pm in a text 

string T- tl,t2,t3 ... In such that there are at most k 

40 mismatches (characters that are not the same) for each 

instance of P in T. When k 0 (no mismatches) one has the 

simple string matching problem, solvable in 0(n) time. 
When k -m, every substring of T or length m qualifies as a 

match, since every character of P can he mismatched. Each 
45 of the errors in the above CASABLANCA example corre- 

sponds to k -1. 
The worst case for this algorithm occurs when P (the key 

23) consists of m occurrences of a single distinct character, 
and T (contour representation of song) consists of n 

so instances of that character. In this case the running time is 

0(mn). However, this is neither a common nor useful situ- 
ation for the present invention. In the average case of an 

alphabet in which each character is equally likely to occur, 
the running time is 

55 
n(u(1 +r, 

Id 

where Irk is the size of the alphabet. 
to 'l'he computer 16 may desirably be programmed so that, 

for a given query, the database 14 returns a list of songs 
ranked by how well they matched the query, not just one best 

match. The number of matches that the database 14 should 
retrieve depends upon the error- tolerance used during the 

65 key- search. This error -tolerance could be set in one of two 

possible ways: either it can be a user-definable parameter or 
the database can itself determine this parameter based on, for 
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7 
example, heuristics that depends on the length of the key. 

'Ibis would give the user an opportunity to perform queries 
even if the user is not sure of some notes within the tune. 

From the results or the query the user can identify the 

song of interest. If the list is too large, the user can perform 
a new query un a restricted search list consisting of songs 
just retrieved. This allows the user to identify sets of songs 
that contain similar melodies. 

An experimental evaluation of the system tested the 

tolerance of the system with respect to input errors, whether 
from mistakes in the user's humming or from problems with 
the pitch -tracking. 

Effectiveness of the system 10 is directly related to the 
accuracy with which pitches that are hummed can be tracked 
and the accuracy of the melodic information within the 
database 14. Under ideal circumstances, one can achieve 
close to 100% accuracy tracking humming, where "ideal 
circumstances" means that the user places a small amount of 
space between each note and hits each note strongly. For this 
purpose, humming short notes is encouraged. Even more 
ideal is for the user to aspirate the notes as much as possible, 
perhaps going so far as to voice a vowel, as in "haaa haaa 
haaa." Only male voices have been experimented with. 

The evaluation database contained a total of 183 songs. 
Each song was converted from publie domain General MIDI 
sources. Melodies from different musical genres were 
included, including both classical and popular music. A few 
simple heuristics were used to cut down on the amount of 
irrelevant information from the data, c.g., MIDI channel 10 
was ignored as this is reserved for percussion in the General 
MIDI standard. However, the database still contained a great 
deal of information unrelated to the main theme of the 
melody. Even with this limitation, it is discovered that 
sequences of 10 to 12 pitch transitions were sufficient to 

discriminate 90% of the songs. 
As a consequence of using a fast approximate string 

matching algorithm, search keys can be matched with any 
portion of the melody, rather than just the beginning. As the 

size of the database grows larger, however, this may not 

prove to he an advantage. 
Contour representations for each song are stored in sepa- 

rate files. Opening and closing files may become a signifi- 
cant overhead. Performance may therefore he improved by 

packing all the songs into one file, or by using a database 
manager. The programming code may be modernized to 

make it independent of any particular database schema. 
The pattern matching algorithm in the form previously 

described does not discriminate between thu various forms 
of pattern matching errors discussed earlier, but only 
accounts for them collectively. Some forms of errors may be 

more common than others depending upon the way people 
casually hum different tunes. For example, drop -out errors 
reflected as dropped notes in tunes are more common than 
transposition or duplication errors. Tuning the key -search so 

that it is more tolerant to drop -out errors, for example, may 
yield better results. 

The generation of the melodic contours of the source 
songs automatically from MIDI data is convenient but not 
optimal. More accuracy and less redundant information 
could be obtained by entering the melodic themes for 
particular songs by keyboard. 

The resolution of the relative pitch differences may he 
desirably increased by using query alphabets of three, five, 

and more possible relationships between adjacent pitches. 
Early experiments using an alphabet of five relative pitch 
differences (same, higher, much higher, lower, much lower) 
indicated changes of this sort are promising. One drawback 

8 
of introducing more resolution is that the users must he 

somewhat more accurate in the intervals they actually hum. 
It should be understood that, while the present invention 

has been described in detail herein, the invention can he 

5 embodied otherwise without departing from the principles 
thereof, and such other embodiments are meant to come 
within the scope of the present invention as defined by the 

appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 

la 1. Apparatus for searching a melody comprising a com- 
puter means having a database of melodies each including a 

plurality of notes in a form of a sequence of digitized 
representations of relative pitch differences between succes- 
sive notes, means for inputting a melody to said computer 

15 means, means for converting the melody into a form of a 

sequence of digitized representations of relative pitch dif- 

ferences between successive notes thereof, and means for 
searching said melody database for at least one sequence of 
digitized representations of relative pitch differences 

at between successive notes which at least approximately 
matches said sequence of digitized representations of rela- 
tive pitch differences between successive notes of the 

melody. 
2. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said input 

25 means comprises a microphone. 
3. Apparatus according to claim 1 further comprising 

means for outputting from said computer a ranked list of 
approximately matching melodies. 

4. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said converting 
30 means comprises an autocorrelation based pitch detector 

means. 
5. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said converting 

means comprises an autocorrelation based pitch detector 
means having low -pass filter means for removing non -vocal 

as frequencies and center -clipping means for eliminating 
unwanted formant structure. 

6. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said converting 
means comprises a wavelet pitch tracker. 

7. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said converting 
an means comprises a cubic spline wavelet pitch tracker. 

8. Apparatus according to claim 1 further comprising 
means for approximately matching sequences of digitized 
representations of relative pitch differences between succes- 
sive notes. 

as 9. Amethod for searching a melody comprising the steps 
of: (a) selecting a computer means having a database of 
melodies each including a plurality of notes in a form of a 

sequence of digitized representations of relative pitch dif- 
ferences between successive notes, (b) inputting a melody to 

so the computer means, (e) converting the melody into a form 
of a sequence of digitized representations of relative pitch 
differences between successive notes thereof, and (d) 
searching the melody database for at least one sequence of 
digitized representations of relative pitch differences 

cs between successive notes which at least approximately 
matches the sequence of digitized representations of relative 
pitch differences between successive notes of the melody. 

10. A method according to claim 9 wherein the step of 
inputting the melody comprises humming into a micro - 

60 phone. 
lt. A method according to claim 9 further comprising 

operating the computer to output a ranked list of approxi- 
mately matching melodies. 

12. A method according to claim 9 wherein the step of 
es converting comprises applying to the sequence of represen- 

tations of relative pitch changes between successive notes of 
the hummed melody an autocorrelation based pitch detector. 
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9 
13. A method according to claim 9 wherein the step of 

converting comprises applying to the sequence of represen- 

tations of relative pitch changes between successive notes of 
the hummed melody an autncnrrelation based pitch detector 

having low pass filtering for removing non -vocal frequen- 5 

cies and center- clipping for eliminating unwanted formant 

structure. 
14. A method according to claim 9 wherein the step of 

converting comprises applying to the sequence of represen- 

tations of relative pitch changes between successive notes of to 

the hummed melody a wavelet pitch tracker. 

to 
15. A method according to claim 9 wherein the step of 

converting comprises applying to the sequence of represen- 

tations of relative pitch changes between successive notes of 

the hummed melody a cubic spline wavelet pitch tracker. 

16, A method according to claim 9 further comprising 

operating the computer means to obtain approximate 

matches of sequences of digitized representations of relative 

pitch differences between successive notes. 
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CONSUMER DRIVEN METHODS FOR 
ASSOCIATING CONTENT INDENTIFIERS 

WITH RELATED WEB ADDRESSES 

RELATED APPLICATION DATA 

The subject matter of the present application is related to 

that disclosed in copending application Ser. No. 09/476,686, 
filed Dec. 30, 1999; 09/531,076, filed Mar. 18, 2000; Ser. 

No. 09/563,664, filed May 2, 2000; and 09/574,726, filed 10 

May 18, 2000. The disclosures of these applications are 

incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to leasing of virtual 
addresses, as may be associated with music or other media 
content. 

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INVENTION 

For expository convenience, the present disclosure is 

illustrated with reference to audio content. Ilowever, it 

should he recognized that the principles described below are 
applicable in any media context, including still imagery, 
video, product packaging, etc. 

In the cited patent applications, the present assignee 
disclosed a variety of technologies by which audio content 
can he associated with corresponding internet resources. In 

some such approaches, the audio content is steganographi- 
cally encoded (e.g., by digital watermarking) to convey an 

identifier. When a computer encounters such an encoded 
audio object, it discerns the encoded identifier, forwards the 
identifier to a remote database (a "Registry database "), and 

receives in response -from a database record indexed by the 
identifier -the address of one or more Internet resources 
related to that audio (e.g., fan sites, concert schedules, 
e- commerce opportunities, etc.) 'fie computer can then link 
to such a resource and present same to a user, e.g., using an 

internet browser program. Such an arrangement is shown in 

FIG. I. 
There are many variations on this model, For example, 

instead of steganographically encoding the identifier in the 

content, the identifier can be added into header or other data 
with which the content is conventionally packaged. 

The identifier can be assigned to the content. Or the 

identifier can be derived, in some manner, from the content. 

In the former, assigned identifier case an entity such as a 

music publisher (e.g., Sony) or a music distributor (e.g., 
emusic.com), selects a number for encoding into the content. 
The number may be selected from a limited range of 
numbers (e.g., a range of numbers allocated to that publisher 
by the proprietor of the Registry database), but the number 
itself is not inherently related to the content with which it is 
associated. 

In the latter case, the identifier is derived from the content, 
or from other information associated with the content. 

One way to derive an identifier is to employ selected hits an 

of the content, itself, as the identifier. For example, in MP3 

audio, where the signal is encoded into frames, the Nth bit 
of the first 128 frames of a musical work can be assembled 
together into a 128 bit identifier. Or data present in MP3 
headers can be used. In another approach, some or all of the es 

content data is processed by a hashing algorithm to yield a 

128 bit identifier corresponding to that content. In both of 

Is 
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2 
these cases, the identifier is implicit in the audio itself. That 
is, no data needs to be added (e.g., in a header, or by 
steganographic encoding). 

When deriving the identifier from associated information, 
one can use the table of contents (TOC) of the CD or file 

allocation table of the DVD. The ID can be embedded within 
the MP3 file, if it is being ripped from the CD or DVD at the 

time or ID creation. The method of embedding can be 

embedded via header, footer or frame bits, or via a water- 
mark. 

Some techniques for deriving an identifier may rely on 
external resources. For example, when "ripping" a song 
from a commercial music CD into MP3 form, many ripper 
software programs refer to an on -line disc recognition 
database, found at www.cddb.com, to obtain the title and 

length of the song. This "table of contents" information can 
be used to form the identifier, e.g., by selecting predeter- 
mined bits, hashing, etc. In this case, the identifier must 
generally be added to the audio (i.e., it is explicit, as was the 

case of the assigned identifiers). Such an arrangement is 
shown in FIG. 2. 

'l'he artisan will recognize that there are an essentially 
infinite number of algorithms by which such derived iden- 
tifiers can be generated. (It will be noted that derived 
identifiers may not he unique. That is, two unrelated audio 

files may -coincidentally -correspond to the same identi- 
fier. But by making the identifier sufficiently long (e.g., 128 

bits), such occurrences can be made arbitrarily unlikely.) 

When an identifier is assigned to content, the entity doing 
the assigning (e.g., a record label such as Sony, or a music 
distributor such as Emusic) can ensure that the Registry 
database has a record corresponding to that identifier. The 
database record contains, e.g., one or more URL(s) leading 
to information relating to the audio content. 

A different situation arises when the identifier is derived 
from content. No master authority ensures that the Registry 
database has a record corresponding to that identifier. Thus, 
if a college student rips music from a privately- produced CD 

into an MP3 file, the identifier derived from that music may 
not point to an active database record in the Registry 
database. This can also occur with CDs from major or minor 
labels that don't register all their identifiers. For example, 
the Kinks' CDs may not be registered by the label owning 
rights to their albums because of their fall in popularity. 
Ilowever, a general consumer/business person could register 
the CD's identifier to sell Kinks' paraphernalia. The con - 

sumer/business person does not need to make the same 
amount of revenue as the record label to make the registra- 
tion process and maintenance worth his/her time. 

If the MP3 file so- produced becomes popular, and is 
widely spread (e.g., through means such as Napster, Gnu - 

telta, etc.) a large potential audience may develop for 

internet resources related to that MP3. The issue then arises: 
who manages the Registry database address represented by 

the corresponding identifier? 
The present invention addresses this and related issues. 

In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, a 

user who encounters an unused Registry database record is 
given an option to manage it, or to participate financially in 

its exploitation. 
For example, in one embodiment, when the Registry 

database first receives a query corresponding to an un -used 
identifier, the person initiating the query is given an oppor- 
tunity to lease that identifier for a predetermined period, 
such as two months. Upon payment of a nominal fee (e.g., 
810), the user can specify a URL that will be stored in the 
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Registry database in association with that identifier, and to affirmatively assigned to the MP3 when it is encoded, but 

which subsequent users will be directed. compliant players process the MP3 data to derive an idea- 

In accordance with another aspect, when a user first lifer. (An exemplary algorithm may take the first ten frames 

queries an un -used identifier in the Registry database, an of MP3 data, and select the 100m data bit from each frame, 

auction commences, with a nominal opening hid (e.g., $10). 5 to yield a ten bit identifier.) The derived identifier may be 

The auction continues for a short period, such as a week or '883.' A listener of the song forwards this '883' identifier lo 

a month, allowing other persons who encounter such music the Registry database, hoping thereby to be linked to supple - 

early in its distribution life to have a chance at gaining the mental Information about The Pinecones or the song. 

leasehold rights. At the end of the auction, the winner is Instead, the Registry reports (e.g., by a default web page) 

granted a lease to that identifier for a predetermined period ro that there is no further information related to that MP3 (i.e., 

and can specify the URL with which that identifier is there is no database record corresponding to identifier 

associated. '883') 
Al the end of the predetermined period, the identifier can 

be leased for a subsequent term -either for a fixed fee (e.g., 

a multiple of the fee earlier charged), or through an auction. 

It will be recognized that this arrangement has certain 

similarities to the present system for interact domain name 

registration. A user can query a whois database maintained 

by Network Solutions and the like to determine whether a 

domain name is assigned. if it is not, Network Solutions will 

offer to assign the domain name for a term of years in 

exchange for a payment. But the present invention serves 

different needs and is otherwise different in certain details. 

The foregoing and other features and advantages of the 

present invention will be more readily apparent from the 

detailed description, which proceeds with reference to the 

accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TILE DRAWINGS 

FIG. I shows an arrangement by which media content is 

linked to associated Internet resources. 

FIG. 2 shows a process employing an external resource 

(here www.cddb.com) to derive an identifier corresponding 

to audio content. 
FIG.3 shows a Registry database with which one embodi- 

ment of the present invention is illustrated. 

HG. 4 shows the Registry database of FIG. 3 after entry 

of a new record. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring to FIG. 3, an exemplary Registry database can 

be conceptualized as a large look -up table. Each active 

record includes an identifier and a corresponding URL. 

When a consumer uses a suitably equipped device (e.g., a 

personal computer, or wireless internet appliance) to decode 

an identifier from audio content and send the identifier to the 

database, the database responds by returning the URL cor- 

responding to that identifier back to the user device. The user 

device then directs an internet browser to that URL. By such 

arrangements, music (e.g., in MPS format) can serve as a 

portal to a web site dedicated to the music artist, a web site 

giving concert schedules for the artist, a web site offering 

CDs, etc. 
In the FIG. 3 example, if the device decodes the identifier 

'376' from an MP3 file, and queries the database with this 

data, the database returns the URL www.emusic.com/ 

0555353x.pdf. The user's web browser is then directed to 

that URL. (For expository convenience, the identifiers are 

assumed to be in the range 0 -1023. In actual implementa- 

tions, a much larger range would usually be used.) 

The just -described sequence of operations is illustrative 

and is subject to numerous variations- various of which are 

detailed in the earlier -cited applications, 

Now assume that an up- and -coming head ( "The 

Pinecones") releases a song io MP3 format. No identifier is 

In this case, the Registry can invite the listener to remedy 

15 this deficiency and to create a web page that will be 

associated with that song. In exchange for a small fee, the 

listener is allowed to specify a URL that will be associated 

with that identifier for a month. If the user is not equipped 

to design and host a web page, the Registry can provide 

20 simple web page authoring tools and a hosting service 

permitting the listener to easily create a page on -line. 

If the listener accepts this invitation, he makes the pay- 

ment by various known methods (e.g., via credit card, by one 

of several emerging web currencies, etc.). He then composes 

25 (or specifies) a web page to correspond to that song. The 

Registry is updated to include a new record for identifier 

'883,' and includes a link to the page specified by the listener 

(e.g., www .userdeftned.com /00004.1ifml). The table after 

updating is shown in FIG. 4. 

30 If the user wishes, he can complement the substance of the 

linked page with banner advertising, co -op links to on -line 

retailers (e.g., Amazoo.com), or other revenue -producing 

uses. 

Other copies of the same hit -rate Pinecones' MPS file 
ss 

likewise do not have an assigned identifier. However, com- 

pliant players will all derive identifiers using the same 

algorithm, so all other listeners of the song will be directed 

to the same '883' identifier in the Registry database. Once 

40 
the first listener activates such a record, later listeners who 

link to the Registry will be linked to the www.userdefined- 

.com /00004.htm1 web page specified by the first listener. 

Since the ID is automatically generated, it may be differ- 

ent for each hit -rate MPS release as well as for each CD 

45 release. Different bit -rate MP3 releases, such as 128 kbps 

and 96 kbps releases, produce different bits in the resulting 

MP3 file; thus, the automatically generated identifiers may 

be different. CD releases refer to different mixes of the 

music, not copies of the master CD; thus, different CD 

50 releases have different hits on the CD and, correspondingly, 

the automatically generated identifiers may be different for 

each CD release. In addition, if the MP3 version is ripped by 

the consumer from the CD, the compliant ripper should 

embed the identifier generated from the CD into the MPS 

55 file, This structure is necessary because various consumer 

rippers produce different hits in the MPS file, since the MPS 

format only defines a standard decoder. In all of these cases, 

the server has two options. One option is to check and make 

sure that the same song and artist don't already exist. If they 

60 do, the new identifier is linked to the same web page. The 

second option is to allow each identifier, even if from the 

same song hut different MP3 or CD releases, to have an 

owner. 

Of course, by suitably designing the algorithm by which 

es identifiers are derived, non -identical versions of the same 

basic content may nonetheless correspond to the same 

identifier. There is extensive published research on such 
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technology, e.g., hashing algorithms by which similar or 
related, but non- identical, inputs map to the same hash 
outputs. 

In another embodiment, the first listener does not have an 

absolute right to lease the identifier. Rather, the first listener 
is given a "first mover" advantage in a brief auction for that 
identifier. By placing a minimum starting bid (e.g., S10), an 

auction for the identifier is commenced, and continues for a 

week. Subsequent listeners who link to that identifier during 
the auction are given the opportunity to beat the then -highest 
bid. At the end of the auction period, the high bidder is 
charged (typically by pre -arranged means), and given the 
opportunity to specify a link for that identifier. (Again, the 

Registry operator may offer to host the linked page.) 
In a variant of the foregoing, the final bid proceeds are 

split, with the Registry proprietor sharing a portion (e.g., 
5 -50%) of the proceeds with the listener who initiated the 
auction. This may create a strong incentive for use of the 
system, as listeners try to find music not already linked by 

the database, hoping to start auctions and share in their 
proceeds. 

Assume the initial lease is for a period of two months. 
During that period The Pinecones have become wildly 
popular, and thousands of listeners are linking to the corre- 
sponding web page daily. The link is now a hot property. At 
the expiry of the initial lease term, the Registry proprietor 
can re- auction the link. The band or its promoters may 
naturally be one of the bidders. This time the auction may 
result in large bids, commensurate with the popularity of the 
music to which it corresponds. Again, the proceeds of the 
auction may be shared by the Registry proprietor, e.g., with 
the original listener who discovered the identifier, or with the 
party who was high bidder in the previous (initial) auction. 

In similar fashion, the linking rights can be re- auctioned 
periodically, with the price being proportional to the music's 
then- current popularity. 

It will be recognized that much of the internet is pornog- 
raphy, and some of the persons leasing identifier links from 
the Registry may seek to promote pornographic or other 
inappropriate sites by such links. Accordingly, the Registry 
may place certain limitations on the linked sites. The sites 
may be checked for RSAC ratings, and only sites with 
non -adult ratings may be allowed. Alternatively (or addi- 
tionally), the sites may be automatically scanned for key- 
words or content (using intelligent search engines, possibly 
based upon trained networks and /or artificial intelligence) 
suggesting pornography, and those having such words may 
be manually reviewed. Etc. 

The proprietor may also require that the linked pages 
contain at least a threshold amount of non -advertising con- 
tent (e.g., 50% of screen display) -again to encourage use 
of the identifiers as links to bonafide resources related to the 
corresponding audio content. 

The problem of automated "bots" querying all possible 
identifiers in the Registry in an attempt to identify and usurp 
the inactive entries is mitigated by (a) the huge universe of 
such identifiers, and (b) the costs of registering. 

The maintenance of the table 12 is well understood by 
those skilled in data structures. For ease of description, the 
present disclosure assumes that the entries are sorted, by 
identifier. In actual implementation, this may not be the case. 
The system may be keyed by identifier, song and artist, thus 
increasing the speed at which the system can find duplicate 
songs with different identifiers. 

From the foregoing, it will be recognized that embodi- 
ments of the present invention can be utilized to spur 
grassroots development of internet resources associated with 

6 
a wide variety of media content objects. Commerce in a new 
class of virtual assets is enabled -offering the possibility of 
significant financial returns to individuals who have a knack 
for identifying popular music before it becomes popular. A 

s link that was first leased by a high -schooler for SW may later 
he re- leased to Sony Music for $10,000. The virtual real 
estate represented by these identifiers is priced, over time, 
commensurately with their changing commercial impor- 
tance. 

m Having described and illustrated the principles of the 

invention with reference to illustrative embodiments, it 

should be recognized that the invention is not so limited. 

For example, while the discussion contemplated that the 
unassigned identifiers were derived from the content, the 

as same or similar approaches can be applied with assigned 
identifiers. 

Likewise, it will be recognized that the universe of 
identifiers may be segmented in various ways to achieve 
various purposes, and only a subset of the entire universe of 

20 possible identifiers may be made available in the manners 
here described. For example, derived identifiers may be 
designed to map into a lower half of a universe of possible 
identifiers, with the upper half being reserved for assigned 
identifiers, i.e. setting the most significant bit to determine 

75 whether the identifier is assigned or automatically generated. 

The principles described herein are applicable in other 
contexts and in other applications, e.g., wherever there exists 
a large universe of identifiers, some of which correspond to 

ao 
objects, and that correspondence is not initially known to an 
entity controlling usage to which the identifiers are put. To 

name but one alternative, when video compression and 
Internet bandwidth improve, this auction system can he 

applied to videos. 

at While the explicit identifiers detailed above took the form 
of watermarks and header data, these are illustrative only; 
any form of identifier can be similarly treated as virtual real 
estate and granted to its discover. Thus, systems based on 

barcodes and other identifiers may make use of the prin- 

40 
ciples of this invention. 

To provide a comprehensive disclosure without unduly 
lengthening this specification, the patents and applications 
cited herein are incorporated herein by reference. 

It should be recognized that the particular combinations of 
4s elements and features in the above -detailed embodiments 

are exemplary only; the interchanging and substitution of 
these teachings with other teachings in this and the incor- 
porated-by- reference patents /applications are also contem- 
plated. 

50 In view of the wide variety of embodiments to which the 

principles and features discussed above can be applied, it 
should be apparent that the detailed embodiments are illus- 
trative only and should not be taken as limiting the scope of 
the invention. Rather, I claim as my invention all such 

55 modifications as may come within the scope and spirit of the 
following claims and equivalents thereof. 

We claim: 

60 1. A method of operating a database that has plural 
records, the method including receiving queries, each 
including an identifier, and replying to said queries by 

reference to information from database records associated 
with said identifiers, said identifiers being drawn from a 

65 universe of possible identifiers, a majority of which do not 
have active database records associated therewith, the 

method including: 
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receiving a query from a user including an identifier that 16. A method comprising: 

has no active database record associated therewith, said auctioning to the highest bidder the privilege of defining 

identifier being derived from an existing media content a link that is to be associated, for a predetermined time 

object; and period, with an identifier through a database; and 

permitting the user to create an active database record 5 at the expiry of said predetermined time period, re- 

corresponding to said identifier. auctioning said privilege. 

2. The method of claim 1 that includes allowing the user 17. The method of claim 16 in which the proceeds of said 

to pay a fee, said fee entitling the user to specify at least a re- auctioning are shared with the high bidder of a previous 

portion of the database record corresponding to said idea- auction for said privilege. 

tiller. ao 18. The method of claim 16 in which the identifier 

3. The method of claim 1 that includes allowing the user corresponds to an existing media content object. 

to make a first bid in an auction, said auction continuing for The The method of claim 18 in which the identifier is 

a predetermined period commencing with said first hid. derived, rather than assigned. 

4. A method comprising: 
20. The method of claim 1 wherein a primary function of 

deriving an identifier corresponding to an existing media 1s 
the database is to link consumers to intemet resources, such 

content object; 
as web pages, that promote goods or services that are related 

corn- 
querying a database with the derived identifier; and 

to the media content objects and that are offered by corn - 
mercial entities, and said user is one of said consumers, 

if the database has no active record corresponding to said wherein the consumer can participate in such linking in a 

derived identifier, permitting a party who first queried 
20 manner customarily reserved to the commercial entities. 

the database with said identifier to define such a record. 21. The method of claim 1 that includes automatically 
5. The method of claim 4 in which the media content providing the identifier from a process on a user 

object is an audio file. device -such as a computer -to the database, without 
6. The method of claim 4 in which the media content requiring the user to type or otherwise manually enter the 

object is an MP3 audio file, 25 identifier. 
7. The method of claim 4 in which the media content 22. The method of claim 4 wherein a primary function of 

object is a video file. the database is to link consumers to Internet resources, such 

8. The method of claim 4 in which the deriving includes as web pages, that promote goods or services that arc related 

consulting a resource external of the media content object. to media content objects and that are offered by commercial 

9. l'he method of claim 8 in which the resource is a 30 entities, and said party is one of said consumers, wherein the 

database. consumer can participate in such linking in a manner cus- 

10. The method of claim 4 in which the deriving includes tomarily reserved to the commercial entities. 

processing data from the media content object to obtain said 23. The method of claim 1 that includes automatically 

identifier. 
11. The method of claim 4 in which several identifiers can 

correspond to the same media content object. 

12. The method of claim 11 in which the identifiers are 

automatically generated from different releases of an audio 
CD, wherein the releases have different audio and /or table of 
contents. 

13. The method of claim 11 in which the identifiers are 
automatically generated from different versions of an MP3 
file, wherein the versions have different bits due to the 
compression and /or bit -rate. 

14. A method of managing a universe of identifiers, some 
of said identifiers being active and having internet resources 
associated therewith, and others of said identifiers being 
inactive, the method including receiving a query corre- 
sponding to an inactive identifier and, in response, initiating 
a time -limited auction, a winner of said auction being 
granted the privilege of associating an internet resource with 
said identifier for at least a predetermined time period. 

15. The method of claim 14 in which said active identi- 
fiers correspond to different audio content, and the internet 
resources corresponding to said active identifiers correspond 
to said audio content. 

providing the identifier from a process on a device main - 
:+s tained by said party -such as a computer -to the database, 

without requiring said party to type or otherwise manually 
enter the identifier. 

24. The method of claim 14 wherein said identifiers and 
internet resources are associated through a database, a 

40 primary function of which is to link consumers to interoet 
resources that promote goods or services that are related to 

media content objects and that are offered by commercial 
entities, and said winner is one of said consumers, wherein 
the consumer can participate in such linking in a manner 

as customarily reserved to the commercial entities. 
25. The method of claim 14 that includes automatically 

deriving the identifier using a device maintained by said 
winner, without requiring said winner to type or otherwise 
manually enter the identifier. 

5o 26.'Ihe method of claim 16 wherein a primary function of 
the database is to link consumers to internet resources that 
promote goods or services that are related to media content 
objects. 

27. The method of claim 16 that includes automatically 
55 deriving the identifier from a media content object. 
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